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FORWARD

The documentatiod of the effectiveness of early childhood

programs for handicapped childten has been substantial. Not

only are some of theeffcts of stress associated with prematurity

and low birthweight allaviated, but the lives of sensory-impaired

infants can be markedly improved. It is well known that early

treatment and training of deaf and blind children before 2 years

of age can assist these children in living very normal lives, and

it is suspected that similar results have impact on other

developmentally disabled children.

Further, the impact of early childhood programs on children

who reside in poverty alters the typical nagative course of their

lives. Strong effects-of early interaction have been found in

studies in Michigan, Florida, New York, Wisconsin, and other areas

of the world. HOmestart and Head Sart have demonstrated that

the child who resides in poverty has the genetic potential to

meet the requirements of the culture and to function within it.

One of the keys to the success of these programs is the attention

given to strengthening the family of these children so that

facilitating childrearing,.fd/stimulation strategies are put into

A

practice.

The focus of recent efforts of early childhood programs

for the handicapped has Leen to involve the family and thereby

serve the child through the family. In contrast, public schools



4
have not focused on early childhood programs and the involvement

of parents to strengthen the family. For those public schpols

who wish to begin&arfy childhood and parent piOgibus, there has

been a lack of comprehensive. materials to enable schools to

establish programs based on standards of excellence.

The remediation of this lack is what Dr. Linder has

accomplished in this manual. She has provided a cogent rationale

as to why early4childhood and parent involvement programs are

needed, and, further, she has provided guidelines and examples of

how to proceed. In this manual you will'find attention paid to

all aspects of program develoPment from administration, evaluation

and curriculum to coordination of services. It is hoped that the

implementation of programs based on the ideas contained here will

greatly assist.many handicapped child...:en and their families to

live richer and fuller lives.

Nicholas J. Anastasiow, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychiatry
Associate Director for Research
John F. Kennedy Child Development Center
Department of Psychiatry

-Schoolof-Medicine--
University of Coloraeo
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MU.

ONE

RFAOTRIOEANRALLYE

INTERVENTION

A PARENT'S PERSPECITVE

"You asked what early intervention has meant to my handicapped son and our

family. Words are insufficient to-express feelings, but I will try. Jason has

been involved in infant and preschool programs for four years. During that

time his program has meant honesty, hope, and help. lbnesty - because warm,

sensitive, caring staff gave us the first really honest information about our

son's develoFental delays. But at the same time they encouraged us'and gave

us hope for his future. During the last four years they have provided contin-

ual support and helped us to understand how best to work and play with Jason,

helped us to see his strengths as well aS hi:s weaknesses, and helped us to ob-

serve his progress.

As for our family, there are times I really feel that without the early

intervention program we would not even have a family. The stresses of having

a handicapped child are great. The progfarn pYoAtided-a-means--by-which-my-hus

bargrah-d-T I0-131d, along with othei parents, share and work through our feelings

about having a handicapped child. There were days when I felt I could not go

13



on, but supportive staff were there to encourage and occasialally bake aver.

Rt went throuel sone very toug)1 times but we have grown. Jason has gnaona and

is doing well. 'Cur other children have grown and I think are, more accepting

and sensitive to differences in people. And, myhusband and I have also grown

and now feel that we caa offer support to,cther families of handicapped chil-

dren. In addition, we have became mbre concerned as citizens mad stronger

advocates of hunan service issues.

What has early intervention memit to my handicapped son and our fmnily.

cIt has meant a more productive and promising life."

Anonymous Parent, 1980

The thoughts expressed by this parent of a young handicapped child are

_warm_testimany to the effectiveness of early interventian. They serve to under-

line the positive impact a program can have both for young handicapped children

and for their families. The significance of early intervention is undeniable.

THE 1MPDXIANCE OF THE EARLY YEARS

Rvidence of the critical importance of the early years of life has been

steadily mounting. Emperical research findings demonstrating the effects of

early experience an animals has been utilized as a basis for inferences re-

garding the importance of the early years to human infants. Studies on 6'1-

dren reared in "deprived" environnents have also revealed the lcag-tenm impact

of early environmental conditions. In addition, research irk motor, oappitive,

language, social and emotional development has contributed to our understanding.

of the interactive nature of the areas of development. Researchers and theorists

are developing conceptual frameworks for analysis of learning and application

of demlopmental principle's. This expanding knowledge base has influenced both

social and political trends toward early intervention for handicapped infants

and pre-schoolers.

-2-



ANIMAL RESEARCH

It animal researdh, studies of Lorenz (1971), Harlow (1974), Denenberg

(1969) and others, have demonstrated that the procedures used in raising an

anima/ from infancy have profound effects upon ita behavior and physiology in

adulthood. The effects of environmental conditions smiles li,ght (Hebb, 1937;

Riesen 1961), tactile, kinesthetic, and manipulative experiences (Levine, 1966;

Nissen, Chow and Seamens, 1951), nutrition (iall, 1956), amount and type of

stimulation (Carmichael, 1927; Thompsan and l'lzack, 1956; and Rosenweig,

1966) have been shown to affect later cognitive functioning in animals. Re-

search on human babies has looked at similar factors. The impact of material

deprivation (Dowlby, 1969; Dennis, 1960; and Spitz and Ublff 1946), nutrition,

environmental modification through visual, auditory, tactile, or vestibular

stimulation (Scarr-Salapatek-and Williams, 1972) have been examined. Both animal

and human studies have revealed the early plasticity of the brain and the pos-

sible reversibility of negative environmental effects. Novak and Harlow (1975),

Denenberg (1976), and others have demonstrated the reversibility of early damage

to animals. Dennis (1960), Skeels and Dye (1939), have shown that early damage

as a result of environmental deprivation can be ameliorated.

HUMAN RESEARCH

Many scholars have examined the plasticity of the human organism in the

ear1r years and the effects that the environment can have on increasing poten-

tiality. Hunt reviewed literature on the effects of experience on intelligence

and stated, "r asstuption that intelligence is fixed and that its deVelopment

is predetermined by the genes is no longer tenable" (p. 342). It might be

feasible to discover ways to govern the encounters that children have with

their environmentsi-especially during the-early_yearsof_their development, to

achieve a substantially faster rate of intellectual capacity."

-3- 15



Blom (1964) investigated the appropriateness of early intervention by

emamining fifty years of child development studies. He concluded that the

studies 1make it clear that intelligence is a developing function and that the

stability of treasured intelligence increased with age...in terms of intelli- '

gence measured at age seventeen, about 50 percent of the development takes

place between conception and age four" (p. 88). Northern and Downs (1974)

have referred to the preschool years from ages three to six as "critical years...

during which language is learned." (p. 224). They are ia agreement with Jensen

(1967), that "our present knowledge of the development of learning abilities

indicates that the preschool years are the nost important years of learning

in the child's life...and this learning is the foundatiin for all further

learning" (p. 125).

In terms of capacity, Roos (1974) has stated that by age eight, children

have obtained 80 percent of their total intellectual capacity. Research seems

to support that the best time to attadk a child's mental physical or emotional

handicap appears to be the years from birth through early childhood (Roos, 1974,

Lillie, 1975).

Evidence continues to support nct only the importance of the early years

for learning, but also the critical nature of the early years for intervention

with handicapped children. As La Cross, et. al. (1970) has indicated, Pit we

are certain of nothing else, we can at least be reasanably sure of the plas-

ticity of early human development and the value of early stimulatian."

NEGATIVE EFFECTS FROM LACK OF INTERVENTION

Ausubel (1964) and others (loom, 1964, Bruner, 1972) have noted that

failure-to-provide-rermaiLiprpgrams-for disadvantagedAmad-handicapped children

in their early years,tends to result in "cumulative developmental defidt."



All areas of developMnet'are interrelated and thus a problem in one area has

effect on each of the othen.. For exmple, a physical 'handicap can limit r,

the child's nebilitywithin. his environment and can restrict the child's

opportunities to interact with objects, events and people. Limited inter-

action may result in reduced uaderstanding of relationships (bothphysical and

cogiitive) between objects, events, and people with a consequent diminished

capacity for problem-solving. Thus, cognitive, language, and social develop-

ment may also be impaired or delgyed. Any-handicap wham deleterious effects

on all areas of development (see chapter 6 for further discussion of the inter-
,

related nature of developmental areas). Failure to intervene may allow the

affects of the-handicap to be compounded. Piaget, Gesell, Strauss, Kephart,

and Barsh have each emphasized the essential relationghip between early sen-

sorimotor development and later developmental integrity. There is also general

agreement that failure to attain social and/or problem-solving skills early in

life may-have a detrimental effect on later emotional development.

The Presence of a handicapped child in the family places great stress on

the nember ullo is at the sane tiMe an individual, a marriage partner, and a

parent (Carver and Carver, 1972; Ehlens, 1966; Jacobs, 1969; Faeber,.1965).

Fotbes (1958) has described the dependency of a handicapped child in terns of

"prolonged infancy." las dependence may produce a conflict aver the desire

for freedan and a "normal" life and the feeling of responsibility and duty to

the handicapped child. In addition, many handicapped infants maynot provide

the responses to mothering (or fathering) which normally reinforce the parents's

positive interactions with their child.

Brazelton (1963), observing the interaction'of "difficult" infants and

their mothers, has noted the strong influence of the baby's behavior in deter-

mining the nature of the child-parent relationship. If the child does not

resikkii-to tit dd net demonstrate, miling;laughing, touchirlg-,- -seeking-out

behaviors which are rewarding to parents, the parents may begin to withdraw

-5-
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from interactionwith the child. On the other hand, the child may have nem

negative, aggressive,.or self-damaging behaviors which the parents are unable

to control. Negative cycles of behavior develop which may cause anxiety and

despair on the part of the parents. % additiOn, financial burdens often

accrue. The frustration, guilt, and anger parents feel have been confirmed as

universal emotional responses (goland, 1970). When support systems are un-

available to the family, the consequence is often a family in crisis, a disso-

lution of the family, or the placement of the child in an institution. The

social and economic implications of these factors should not be overlooked.

POSITIVE EFFECTS OF RAM INTONENTION

Muth of the available resparch on the effects of early intervention can

be traced to programs whith were initiated to remediate or prevent learning

problems which result from the child's early environment. Cildwell (1970) concludes

"differences on most coppitiVe variables can be demanstrated as a function of an

early childhood spent in eaviranments presumed to differ in the amount and

quality of available stimu1atior0 (p. 179).

There is evidence that sane handicaps, especially mild nental retardation,

are highly influenced by eavirammantal factors. Cultural=fAilial retardation

or CFR (Giradeau, 1971) refers to disorders in which the individuals in a family

experience retarded development without an observable biological basis. Zigler

(1967) notes that CFR accounts for about 75 percent of Cle retarded populatian.

Conley (1973) states "a mare sthnulating environment cauld enable over half

of the retarded to achieve I.Q. sEores above arbitrary cut off point (for mild

retardation) of 70" (p. 321). Although using I.Q. scores as cut-off points

for,determination of a handicap is a questionable practice, there is much doc-

umentation demonstrating the increase in ability and adaptiiie performance level
_

of young developentally delayed children who have been involved in intervetion

programs. In perhaps one of the most comprehensive studies of the effects of

2



early intervention, Lazar, et. al. (1977) summarized the findings of the Develop-

mental Continuity Consortium, a collaborative effort of twelve research groups

conducting longitudinal studies on the outcome of early education programs for

low-income infants and preschool children. Three important results were repotted:

1) early education significantly reduced the ntmber of children assigned to special.

classes; 2) early education reduced the number of children held back one or more

grades; and 3) children surpassed their control group on I.Q. tests.

In the Milwaukee Project (Heber, Garber, Harrington, Hoffman, and Falendar,

1975), families of selected low-incame children with mothers of subnormal Lg.,

were provided intensive support from the child's birth to sdhool age. The
1

families were helped to develop survival skills and at the same time were taught

good pananting skills. The results showed that children participating in the

project had at least normal intelligence and the group average was at least one

standard deviation above themeaa. This type of evidence supports the premise

that environmental stimulation and parent educatiaa can be tremendously bene-

ficial to children at risk for developmental and/or school related problems.

For the handicapped child there is mounting evidence to suggest early inter-

vention is not only beneficial it is crucial. Alice Hayden and her colleagues

at the Model Preschool Center for Handicapped Children at the Experhnental Ed-

ucation Unit have damanstrated that Down's Syndrome children who were at one time.

tho*ht to be "trainable" or institutional candidates,,can with intensive early

intervention, functian at a low-average level of intelligence. They can be main-

stremmed successfully with normal peers, and they can learn sudh academic tasks

as reading (Hayden and McGuiness, 1977). Roos (1974) cites evidence to support

his contention that, for retarded children, "prograns of early education seam

particularly crucial if the individual is to be given the opportunity of reach

ingmaximem potential" (p. 243). Other programs (Bricker, 1977; Karnes, 1973;

Weikart, 1971) have shown that early interventian can be critical not anly to the

progress of the child but also to the maintenance offhl family.

-7-



Parents have indicated that thgy need support in accepting the child's

disability, overcomdng ndsconceptions about the handicap, learning sensible limi-

tations, and planning appropriate educational experiences for the child. If

given support and encouragement the parents become the child's most important

teadher. In themany valuable hours that the child is not in a program, the

parent can follow-up on educational prograns and therwy techniques and modify

the environment in such a way as to best facilitate interaction and incidental

learning. More important, the parents can learn how to play with their bandi-
t

capped child. The sensory cues and reinforcementswhich the normal infant brings

to the parent-dhild interactioamay be lacking in the handicapped child (Cichetti,

and Sraufe, 1975). Without the support and guidance of professionals, parents

may not be able to detect the individual cues of the child and thusmay fail to

foster social'interaction. This social interaction is crucial as the parent is

the mediator of the Child's environment and the interactions the child has with

and within his/her environment. The intervention staff cma facilitate increased

adult attention to the child's needs and his/her strengths as well as wealmesses.

Reingold and Bayley (1959) pointed out that an increased amount of adult attention

appears to raise the degree of immediare social responsiveness in handicapped

children as well as to increase their abilities to develop speech skills.

It is generally agreed that for the hearing Impaired child the early years

are critical in terms of language development. Downs (1971) speaks of the years

from birth to three as the "formative years that will ultimately shape the ed-

ucational course the child mill take by the age of three or four." The develop-

ment 'Of language is closely related to the development of cognition. An inability

to understand wordmeanings and uses hinders the acquisition of concepts and the

use of those concepts in 15Foblemrso1ving, as the child is no longer bound to

physical expression of emotions. Thus, for the handicapped child who is often

language delayed, early interventidh can enable the Child to-acquire skillswhich

will enhance his/heddevelopment in other developmental areas as well.

-8
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The visually impaired dhild is also one who may not interact with the en-

vironment in ways which will encourage developmental growth. Barrage (1976)

and Freiberg (1977) have pointed out the imoari:ance of a. wide range and variety of

concrete experiences early in life for the visually handicapped child. The child

can be taught how to campeasate for deficits, to explore and interact with objects,

people and events within his environnent. Without this intervention the child

may develop self-stimulating behaviors, may withdraw frau motor activities, nay

encounter social difficulties and/or behavioral problems. For all handicapped

dhildren, fostering the development of comPensatory modalities will enable than to

utilize strengths to build on weaknesses. For same specific handicaps, such. as

cerebral palsy, the "early treatment..produces better results than treatment post-

poned until motor patterns and habits have been established" Kodh (1958). For

other handicaps this is true as well. sUbdPsirable behavioral, uotor, and language

patterns can be altered before they have a compounding effect on developmental

delay.

Early intervention propxans can alter the social enuironment, pnavide in-

creased concrete sensory notor experiences, and lay the ground work for optimum

physical, intellectual and emotional develppment. Sudh early intervention can

eliminate or reduce the sieverity of many disabilities. For example, specific

learning disabilities relating to input, processing, and output of langvage can

often be remediated prior to the child's encountering severe learning deficiencies

which will affect the self-cancept and academic progress in school (Francis-

Williams, 1974; Whllace and McLoughlin, 1975).

BENEFITS FOR FAMILIES

The benefits of early intervention programs for the family are many:

1) The intervention program staff can offer emotional support to families

in times of difficulty or.crisis.

2) The intervention program staff can help parents im.derstand the handi-

capping conditions, the strengths and weaklesses, and program needs of
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their child.

3) The iatervention program staff can offer suggestions, demonstrate, nodel,

and teach parents bow to intervene on behalf oftheir child.

4) The intervention progran staff.= offer educational programs to increase

a parent's knowledge and Skills in areas relating to the parent's or

child's needs.

5) The intervention program staff can aid parents in obtaining needed ser-

vices and resources to allow the family to maintain the itiLd in the home

and be able to provide for his/her needs.

6) The intervention program can facilitate the development of positive

attitudes toward the school system.

EMDT1ONAL SUPPORT

The birth of a handicapped dnild can have profound effects upco the family.

The parents nay go through stages similar to those Chat dying persons experience

as discussed by Elizabeth Kubler:Ross (1969). Denianger, guilt, the seardh

for a cure, are many tines stages that parents of a handicapped child also ex-

perience. Parents often need help in working through these feelings before they

can adequately relate to their child. Early intervention program can offer that-

support. Parents also need support in times of crisis. When the child needs

surgery or is hospitalized, families can benefit from staff =cern and assistance.

Whan the family structure changes, through death, divorce, or the addition or loss

of a famtly member, emotional support can help maintain stability. When the child

is being evaluated or is changing placements, the parents-need assistance in

understanding terns, processes, and procedures. Early intervention staff are im-

portant allies for families in tfimpq of crisis in the-liOaS tifhandicapped-dhild-

ren.

UNDERSTANDING THEIR CHILD

Early intervention staff can help parents to understand their child's handi-



cap and the implications of the handicap"both to the child and to the family.

Labels such as mentally retarded, brain damaged, emotionally disturbed, etc. are

all vagpe meaningless terms. They are connatatively "loaded" depending on a

variety of factors such as, badkground, experience, values, knowledge. Parents

can be helped to understand the child's deficits through descriptive analysis of

developmental areas. Such description can facilitate the parents undPrstanding

of their child's specific information about what dhey can do to help the child.

As educators, we have an ethical responsibility to not only diagnose but to serve

handicapped children and their families.

TEACHING PARENrS TO INTERVENE

The handicapped Child's prhmary caretakers undoubtedly spend more thme than

anyone else with the child. Thus, it rflakeS sense for parents to be provided with

suggestiuns for follow through at home while engaged in normal activities of daily

living. Parents can be shown how to make envirommental modifications to enhance

dne Child's interaction with the people and objects in his/her environment.

Specific recommendations relathng to developmentally appropriate activities can

be madedepending on the individual needs of the child. Bronfenbrenner (1975)

has examined the successfulness of early intervention programs and determined that

dnose which directly involve parents as part of the team are the most successful.

Parents want and need information about haw to help their handicapped child.

PARERr EDUCATION

In addition to needing information about meeting their child's needs, parents

often need information to help them neet their own needs. Ma fact, many times the

parent is unable to meet the:child's needs until basic survival and psychological

needs are met first. Early intervention staff can do much to increase parents'

2 3



knowledge and skills in areas which are important to them. %en parents are able
4

to cope with and handle the daily problems of life, they are then freed to concen-

trate on improving parenting skills. Improving oonnunicationAskills, parenting

skills, etc. has been shaan to have a positive affect on subsequent caldren

(Heber, et. al 1975) as well as on the child for whan intervention is planned.

The newskills Ishich are acquired are generalized to ale younger siblings. Thus

the benefits to society are multiplied when we see the possibility of reducing

problems associated with poor parenting - such.as child abuse and neglect.

COORDINATION OF SERVICES

The maze of agencies that many parents nust deal with in getting services for

their child is often ovenahelming. Parents frequently become frustrated with

"getting the run-arm/Id," vague promises, lack of follow-through and inaccurate

or conflicting information. Early intervention staff can play an important role

in advocating for the family and helping to coordinate services. Often their

knowledge of agency policies and procedures can reduce the amount of waiting

parents nust endure to obtaia needed services. Staff can also provide needed

information ooncerning legal rights and responsibilities of agencies.
9

ATTITUDES TWARD SCHOOL SYSTEM

Lazar (1977) has reported that early intervantian programs can change parents'

attitudes taaard the school system. Many parents of children involved in Head

Start programs, far example, had negative attitudes about the importance of ed-

ucation, probably as a result of negative personal experiences when they were

children. After being involved with early intervention programs whithwimelaandy

supportive and encouraging, nost parents held positive views about schools and

education. This may be a very important factor for children at risk for school

failure and dropping out of school. With parental support for schools, audh
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children may remain in school longer. Mbre importantly, parents may not fear

the school and may begin to work with teachers to increase the child's skills.

The attitude and values of the parents strongly affects thol attitude and values

of the child. A positive attitude an the part of parents can do much to encourage

positive attitudes an the part of dhildren. Lazar (1977) has also noted that in-
t.

creased parental concern and competence to c1PA1 with:the school systeni is an in-

direct effect of parental sensitization as a result of the preschool experience

of their children.

EFFECTS*OF EARLY lanminamoN ON SOCIETY
%

Educational trends are highly influenced by political events of the period.

Attitudes toward the handicapped have folloWed a similar pattern to the attitudes

of society toward its other minority uoups. Minority groups have evolved thrmigh

a historical pattern fram societal shunning, to "separate-but-equal", to integra-

tionwith. priority standing. As Caldwell (1973) has pointed out attitudes toward

services for the handicapped have evolved fnan a "forget and hide" approach to a

"screen and segregate" attitude to the present attitude of "identify and help."

The courtsohave continued to uphold decisions in favor of civil rights and right

to education and treatment.

State and Supreme Court rulings have called for the equal educatima of all

children (Abeson, 1974, Ross, DeYbung, and Cohen, 1971). Zedler (1974) inter-

prets these rulings to mean that eadh child should receive education which is

appropridte for hiS abilities. If a state fails to provide appropriate edu-

cation, parents nay use legal means to obtain necessary services frx their child-

ren.

National legislation has been passed to encourage the developmmt of early

I.
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education program. The 1969 Elementary and Secondary Education Act Amendments,

Title VI (Public Tag 91-230), has made .early education fiscally possible. The

II

Econcoic Opportunity Ait of 1972 required that 10% of Head Start children served

be handicapped. The Handicapped Children's Early Education Assistance Act and

Model Centers Program allowed model programs to be developed and research to be

done' which has substantiated the effectiveness of early education. Public Law

94-142, the All Handicapped Childrens Act of 1975 has mandated the identification

of handicapped children dawn to birth and education of handicapped children dawn

to three years old iallannot,inconsistent with state laws). State Implementathma

Grants and Preschool Lncentive Grants ha,7e been funded yearly to encourage and

foster the development of state-wide eari ,. childhood programs fbr young handicapped

children.

The National Education Association; the 1974 National Govserrpor's' Conference,

the Council for Exceptional Children, and many other organizations and groups

have publically endorsed early education program for the handicapped. Clearly'

society's attitudes toward services for its handicapped members have taken a

dramatic positive turn. All branches of our government, executive, judicial, and.

legislative, have seen the worth of the education of its young.handicapkd citizens-

the trend is toward increasing services for all handicapped children of all ages.

As previously discussed, there is mounting evidence to support the positive

effects.of early intervention. There is also evidence that.therewill be an

increasing number of Children needing early intervention. Several factors may

contribute to this increase. 1) The growing number of teen-aged mothers incregses

the nurber of children who are likely to beat high riak for problems as well as

suffer fmnabuse and neglect; 2) Nbre premature and small for gestational' age

babies are surviving. These bahdas have a greater xi& of central nervous system

damage, mental retardation, malnutrition, and motor-and language difficulties;

3) Me.di.cal tedhnology has also mde'possible the survival of severely involved

2 6
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children *.410 previously rtzould have died; 4) State and national efforts to dein-

stitutionalize and keep heldicapped children at home will necessitate support

services to families to enable then to maintain their child and keep their family

intact. 5) Child find, mandated by P.L. 94-142, is identifying handicapped children

down to birth.

COST EFFECITVENESS

Me previously discussed benefits to child and family- are the most inmediate

and measureable benefits. Other benefits may not be as visible, but can have

profound long-range benefits to society.

Education programs for handicapped children cost money. The costs increase

as the programs becone more segregated and restrictive. Therefore, it makes

fiscal sense (as well as philosophical sense) to provide services to handicapped

children in the' least restrictive environment possible. Weikart (1971) suggests

that early intervention may maklit possible for a child to move into regular

educational program earlier than the child who receiyes no "early" assistance.

Lazar (1977), conclruias in his review of program effectiveness, "Infant and

preschool services improtre ability of low incane children to meet minimal require-

ments of the school they enter. This effect an be manifested in either a reduced

probability of being assigied to speeial classes or a reduced probability of being

held back a grade. Either reduction constitutes a substantial cost reduction for

the school systen" (p. 19). Hodges, McCandless, and Spicker (1967). reported

similar results with disadvantaged mentally, retarded children.

Mese cost benefits to the education system are significant, but even more

inportant and long-term societal advantages are to be gained. Closer Look ilas

analyzed the pay-off of education. "Handicapped people who- are given an appro-

priate education repay the costs of that education in actual taxes, within 5

years, and they go on paying taxes and producing products or seiviced over their

lifetimes, instead of depending on society to support then." And what becanes of
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the handiCapped 410 do not receive an appropriate education.? Society-pays through

its taxes for supplemental security benefits, welfare or in same cases long-term

institutionalization.

In 1973 -Conley bad estimated the lifetime costs of raintaining a person in

a state hastitution at $560,000, with current rates of inflatima aad cost of

living, this figure is nag mach greater. But how do drese bleakfigures relate

to early intervention? It is necessary to review previouslydemonstrated tenets

to illustrate the syllogistic reasoning.

I) the early years of life are vital learning years and provide the

foundations for later learning;

2) cumulative and/or ccapounded deficits can be reduced with early

education;

3)- parents can be the most effective teadhers when they are helped to

-oope and taught how to facilitate their child's developiont;

4) early intervention results in placement in less restrictive environ-

ments;

5) less restrictive environments are more cost effective.

Therefore:

Early intervention takes advantage of the crucial learning years to reduce

cumulative negative effects of the handicap. It supports familymaintenance of

the child, and results in cost benefits to society.

EARLY MODWENIION-WHY IN PUBLIC SCHOOL?

In the pest a variety of community agencies have prOvided services to young

handicapped children. Head Start, community centers, East Seal Centers, and

other public and private agencies have lead the way in providing needed,services

to handicapped infants and preschoolers and their families. These organizations

are funded by multiple rethods, inclnding federal, state and local support, private



contributions and tuition fees (not to mention the ubiquitous hake sale and fund

raiser). Eadh of the agencies whidh contributes to the programs has its awn set

of policies, procedures amdmanitoring methods. Requirements for these different

agencies are not only diverse, they are often in conflict. Standards for health

and safety, student-teacher ratios, testing and evaluation and bookkeeping may

differ greatly frau agency to agency. In same cases conflicts arise over fund-

ing responsibility. On one hand dual funding may occur, or on the other hand

no agency may clainresconsibility for funding particular services. Gaps and

duplications of services are not uncommon. For example, departments of social

services, institutions, and educatian may all have screening, identification and

assessment responsibilities which they carry out totally independent of each. other.

Early intervention programs could be coordinated and more efficiently and

effectively administered if they came under the auspices of one public system.

The public schools are the logical service providers to assume this responsibility.

First they are the only legislatively based, longitudinal, taxpayer-funded

educational institution in the country. With both federal and state legal man-

dates, public schools have a,basic continuing philosophy and funding source.

With 16,000 school districts throughaut the United States public schools can

provide the means by which to respond to the needs of handicapped children ia

nearly every coumunity throughout the country. Ihis national school system in

effect could provide a network for coumunication, and a mechanism for exchange and

replication of exemplary projects amd successful practices. lEth the increasing

difficulty in obtaining private funding resources, the local tax base may became

the most viable long-range resource. This local tax-base is historically the

fundamental base for funding the public schools, and may, in difficult times, be

the only reliable source of support.

The public schools are currently undergoing drops in enrollmentwhich. reflect

the decrease in the birth rate. This decline in enrollment is leaviRg facilities

emptylphich are appropriate facilities for early education programs. With increas-

.
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ing interests rates, the costs of building,luaw faalities will be prohibitive

and in most cases, agencies must rely on large private contributions to enable

then to complete construction. lbe_empty classrooms inpublic schools are logical

sites for early intervention programs.

in addition to existing facilities, public schools bave policies and pro-

cedures and standards which are well-accepted. If early education programs were

under public schools, the need for meeting multiple sets of standard's coad be

eliminated., Public schools have a systen for hiring qualified staff which

corresponds to certification requirements developed by experts in the state. There

is presently a shortage of qualified staff to wcmicwith. young handicapped children.

Affiliation with public schools would help solve this problem, as states would

develop conpetency standards for certification in early childhood special ed-

ucation. Institutions of higher education would respond by developing programs

to train professionals in this area.

Public schools also have a layer of administration to develop inservice

training and on-going professional development prograns. Small, individual

earlr intervention projects cannot afford this luxury. Ftofessional development

is either non-existant, minimal, or left to staffmembers to design on their dmn.

Resources are often available in a public school that are not,affordable in

private settings. Although many community patTxams have teams of specialists

including speech therapists and occupational therapists, other support personnel

such as mobility specialists, vision specialists, nurses, etc. may not be avail-

able. Public schools den justify the services of all needed support personnel

through the legal mandate of P.L. 94-142.

One of the most important reasons for location of early education prognsms

for handicapped children in the public schools is the desirability of a continuum

of services with continuity*and follow-through. Okten when children come from

other public agencies or private centers, there is a gal:0'in the service sistern.

-18-
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Me program the dhild left took him to school age, where the, schools piaked him

up. Bmwever, ITMUYI times the prograas do not afford a continuum, and dhe child

doesn't quite "fit" the system. By-including a total contirmun of services with-

in the public schools, the schools can provide the necessary transition fran level

to level with a cantirmityof philosophy and suppart services. Planning for the

changhng envfrounents is essential, and such planning is facilitated when

all perties are part of the continuum.- The transition of rds, individual

program plans, and therapy progrmns is also expedited.

Publid Law- 94-142 has mandated a systematic process o identificatian,

sdreeming, assessment, program change, and continued evaluation. This rechanism

ensures that the child's and fmnily's due process rights are respected and that

programs are designed to meet indivich-tal child and family needs. Placement of

early hntervention programs in,public schools would provide legal safeguards

for fmmtlies' of handicapped children.

Dmuglas Ritdhie (1979) has outlined additional reasons why the public schaol

system in Madison, Wsconsin has chosen to include early education programs.

1) Transportation is often the onus of small public and private early in-

,

tervention programs. The public school system transportation system

already exists and therefore elimhmates one progrmmmatic "headache."

2) Existing coMmunity programs often serve gargantuan areas, forcivi6 child

and fanny to spend a considerable amount of time traveling to and fran

the site. Public schools have numerous facilities within their district

boundaries and program locations can be spread aut or rotated to facil-

itate parent and child attendance.

3) Each local program currently has its own administrative structure. If

consolidated with public schools some administrative efforts could be

unified at the local buildiRg level.
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4) It is easier to accanulate follow-up evaluation data on early childhood

graduates if they remain in the sane system. This is inportant to the

individual program-of -every child, but is-aiso-important for nonitoring_

total early intervention progran effectiveness. Longitudinal studies

for research. puposes t6 gain needed knowledge in this burgeoning field

.147ou1d be fppiiitated.
.-

Thus, in suarmary, inclusion of early childhood program for handicapped

infants and preschoolers in the public schodas has many advantages.. The child

and family can benefit by a local continum of services with legal guarantee of

their rights and a continuing tax base for services. The taxpayers are bale,-

fited by a reduction in duplication of services and optimal emplopent of re-

sources. The public schOols are benefited through program supplementation, more

effective service delivery system, and maximum staff utilization. As a field,

early childhood special education is also benefited. Public schools provide a

cammication network, standards which will ensure qualified staff and encourage

development of pre-service and inservice training program, and they provide an

on-going environmant for research to benefit child, family and society.
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PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATION

=MOM

aThe Education for All Handicapped Children Act, PUblic Law 94-142,

mandates a free appropriate public education for each handicapped child.

Included in this important piece of lqgislation are the followingmandates

as outlined in the Special Education Aaministrative Policies Manual

developed by the Cbudcil for Exceptional Children, (1977).

-All Exceptional Children and their parents shall be guaranteed

due process with regard to identification, evaluation, and place-

ment procedures.

-A written individualized educational program shall be developed

for each child determined to have special needs.

-Educational placement decisions for each excepticnal child

shall abdays be in the least restrictive environment appropriate

to the child's learning needs.

-Responsibility for providinz the free appropriate educational

program for each child rests withthe local education agency.

-A periodic review shall be conducted by the agency at least

annually to evaluate the exceptional child's progress and to

rewrite the educational plan.



The law requires that handicapped children three years to twenty-one

years of age be provided a free appropriate public education by Septether,

1980. the requirements for the three to five age range do not apply if

the application of such requirements wild be "inconsistent with state law

or practice, or the order of any court". Colorado's legislaticn which is

"permissive. down to birth, allow school districts to serve handicapped pre-

school children if desired. With the denonstrated need for services and

documented benefits of gayly intervention, marry public schools are choosing to

take advantage of special incentive grant ninnies provided under P. L. 94-142

aimed at encouraging states to provide services for preschool age children.

In order to be eligibae for monieb allocated by the federallaveninent,

the local education agency (IV) uust provide written assurances which trust

include:

1) assurance of active cngoing child identification procedures;

2) assurance of a "full service" goal and detailed time table far

implementation;

3) a guarantee of complete due process procedures;

4) assurance of an effective policy guaranteeing the right of all

handicapped children to a free, appropriate public education,

at no cost to parents or guardian;

5) assurance of non-discriminatory testing and evaluation;

6) assurance ok the maintenance of an individualized education

program(IEP) for each handicapped child;

7) assurance of special education being provided to all handi-

capped children in the "least restrictive environment";

8) a guarantee of policies and procedures to protect the confidenti-

ality,of data and informatian;

9) assurance of regular parent or guardian consultation;
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10) assurance of a surrogate to act for any child when parents or

guardians are either. unknown or unavailable, or when the child

is a legal ward of tbe State;

. 11) maintenance of programs and proceduxes for comprehensive pb4onnel.

development, including in-service training.

IDENTIFICATICN

The LEA needs to provide a clear, written description of eachype of

handicap for wham services will be provided. There is currently a contro-

versy regarding the advisability of "labeling" a child witha particular

category of handicap. The trend toward anon-categorical services nilmfi

at defirtng handicappedchildren by their special needs rather than by a

specific handicapping conditicn. Colorado is currently providing seryices

to handicapped children under dhe Age five on anon-categorical basis.

P.L. 94-142, however, requires that data be reported by the disability of

the child. The followingexceptiomalities are designated (see Glossary

far definitions):

-blind

- communciation disorder

- deaf

-deaf/blind

-developaentally disabled

7ewotionally disturbed

rhard of hear ing

...health impaired

-learning disabled

-mentally gifted(services not mandated through P.L. 94-142)

-mentally retarded

-multiple handicamped

-orthopedically handicapped
4

4 0
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-talented (services not mandated through P.L. 94-142)

-visually impaired

Attempts at non-categorical services have variously grouped the handicap-

ping ccalditiona as:

-physical, health, or sensory handicaps
1

-emotional or behavioral problems

-exceptionality in mental ability

Designation of need for servide by degree o-f severity of the handicap is

another means by which states have tried to avoid stit1ng labels:

-mildly handicapped

-moderately handicapped

-severely handicapped

-profoundly handicapped

Another methxI of grouping is by child needs which are then grouped by

service. This is the current trend in Colorado, where the areas of need

break out into:

-curricular needs

-training needs

-physical envirormental needs

-classrocm management needs

-social emotional needs

-vocational/aVocational needs

-hcme-school interaction needs(see Figure 1, p.. 30)

ihe handicap or "label" given to a child is a means by which to justify

provision of services to the child and family. If trends continue, the future

will, hopefully, see the development of a systen which can justify the provision

of services which address children's needs without the necessity of labeling a

child.
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COLORADO SPECIAL ELUCATICN PROCESS

NEEDS
I. Curricular Needs

Does any of the student's regular curriculun need to be adapted or changed
relating to:

'Method of Presentaticn
.. modality
... rate
Level of materials
Type of equipment and materials

Training Needs
Ooes the student need specific adaptive or developmental training relating to:

Ube of residual hearing ar vision
Orientation mid mobility _

Gross or fire mgtor skills
Visual or 'auditory perception
Speech sound production
Receptive or expressive use of syntax, morphology, vocabulary
Etc.

Physical Environnental Needs
Does the student need adaptations or changes in his physical emrinonment
relating to:

Noise level
Visual stimulation
Physical accessibility
Seating
Lighting

IV. Classroom Management Needs
Does the student need alternative styles of teacher-student interactian
relating to:

Amount of structure
Group vs itidividual instruction
Leveijof activity
Behavioral nmagemalt techniques
Stress level
Adaptive teadhing techniques unique to hearing br vision handicap

V. Social Emotional Needs
Does the student's social/emotional envinonment need restructuring relating to:

Peer relationships
Self cancept
Knowle4ge and acceptance of his handicap or disability

VI. Vocational/Avocational Needs
Does the student have unique needs to his disability relating to:

Economic and career awareness
Realistic occupational goals
Employability skills
Recreational and leisure time activities

VII. Home-School Interaction Needs
Does the student need a revision in the hcae/school interaction relating to:

Consistency
Reinforcement of training or educational concepts
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FULL SERVICE

It is the aim of P.L. 94-142 that educational agencies should provide a

continuum of educational service's which will enable children to be placed in

theeducational setting which ismost appropriate to their needs A, variety

of grogram alternatives should thus bet available, SID that children may bene-

fit fram placement in the "least resfrictive" enviroment which will meet their

needs. Deno(1977) has deacribed a "cascade" of services fran the least restrict-

ive to the must restrictive, fahiCh inc11.14Ps moa't alternatives:

-Regular educatioaWithprogrammodifications

-Consultative services

-Resource roan

-Integrated prograns

-Self-contained classes

-Diagnostic placenent(not counted as placement)

-Hamebound and hospitalized

In addition to placement in the appropriate educational setting, children

are entitled to an individualized educational program and "naated services"

which will meet their unique needs and enable,them to maximally benefit from

their education. These related services include:

-occupational therapy

-nursing services

- physical therapy

- speech language services

-social services

-medical com,altation

- counseling services

-psychological services

-transportation services
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If the public school does not have the appropriate placement for a dhild,

non-public day school programs or private settings can provide services. For

states mandating services to handicapped children less than five years old, these

nor-7404c school -,,..-v4ces must be purchased. In states where pre-school and in-

fant programs are not mandated, public schools may serve as the vehicle for iden-

tification and referral to appropriate placements. Public agencies receivirg

federal funds to whidh public schools refer yaung handicapped children should

1) meet the state standands that apply to local education agencies (LEA's); 2)

maintain the child's I.E.P.; 3) accord the children and their families all

rights as in public schools. If referrals are made to non-public schools, the

school district has an ethical responsibility to provide follow-up and periodic

re-evaluation.

LEADERSHIP IN EARLY CHILMOOD SPECIAL EDUCATION

The coordimator/director of early childhood special education programs

should be fully cognizant of all legal mandates and federal and state rules and

regulations relevant to programs for young handicapped children. Early inter-

vention programs are unique in that they are by necessity cross-agency and

transdisciplinary. Leadership of early intervention programs thus necessitates

highlylcaowledgeable and skilled individuals to pLan, coordinate, impleLant

and evaluate program efforts.

Leaders in early childhood special education need more than administrative

skill. A belief ha the effectiveness of early intervention and a commitment to

young handicapped children and their families is essstntial. As ha any new field

there are many battles to be fought and obstacles to be averccee in the effort

to actualize an ideal A generous amount of dedicatian and fervor are required

to maintain the necessary tenacity.

Early childhood special education programs are often non-traditional in nature.

Administrators need to be open-minded and flexible ha their approach to service
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delivery alternatives, staffing patterns and scheduling. In addition, early

childhood programs, even more thaa programs for school-age children, require sen-

sitivity to parents' needs. Effective programs directly involve parents in

their child's program (Brafenbrenner, 1975). Thus, sensitivity to parents' in-

dividual differences is crucial if effective alternatives are to be developed

and iJlemented inaccordance with the needs of children and families.

Another important leadership characteristic is the administrator's willing-

ness to lork cooperativelywith. other agencies. In early childhood special educa-

tion provision of a full-service program requires coordination of multiple commun-

ity resources. An administrator whose visial is limited to only those services

and funding saurces available in the public schools will hinder efforts to

develop a maximun service delivery systen. A. creative problem-solving approach

is often required to determine how best to provide all the needed services to

handicapped children and their families.

These characteristics:

- knowledgeable

- cammitbad

-flexible

-sensitive

-creative

are important for any leader, but particuLarly important for administrators in

early childboad special education.

LEADERSHIP FUNCTIONS

Nkrics (1971) identifies the primary purposes of leadership as:

1. facilitating the development of goals and policies which are

basic to the services provided;

2. stimilating the development of appropriate programs;
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3. procuring and supervising personnel 8o as to implement programs.

Dedker and Dedker (1976) identify a five step process in planning for a

program:

"1) identifying legitimate goals for the local early childhood program;.

2) oaMmunicaiing these goals to those who will help in the planning and admin-

istering of the program; 3),determining the process by whidh these goals will

bemet; 4) operationalizing the means for their achievement; and 5) providing

feedbadk and evaluation" (p.7).

One of the first steps the coordinator of the progamuust take is the

development of goals far the program. These goals may derive fram a) professional

and personal belief; b) funding sources; 3) the advisory board; and/or id) impli-

catioms or stated desires of staff members and of families of children to be

served in the program(Hewes, 1979).

Secondly, goals need to be communicated to those who will help in the

planning and administering of the program. Goals should be discussed with upper

level administrators, parents, staff and cammunity agency representatives. The

third step is determining the process by which the goals will be met. Objectives

to be accomplished need to be delineated along with specific processes, proced-
r

ures and activities which will be utilized to meet the objectives. The specifics

of who will have what roles and responsibilities in relation to these activities

along with time lines for accomplishment entails the fourth step - operational-

izing their adhievement. The last step, providing for feedbadk and evaluation in-

clude 4) establishing mechaniims for on-going commOnication in relation to

program objectives and processes; b) providing for communication channels between

aaministrators, staff, parents and children; c) delineating formative (on-going)

and summative (annual) evaluation procedures.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF IRE ECSE COORDDIATOR/DIRECIOR

The job descriptimd of the ECSE Coordinator/Director reflects the total

planning, implementation and evaluation process. Let us first examine the

responsibilities of the ECSE administrator and then delineate the processes

and procedures inherent within these responsibilities.

Sciarra(1979) and the Council of acceptional Children (1977) Idamtiey

the following among the tasks of the program director:

1. Develop gpals and objectives in relation to the program's

philosophy, placing emphasis on needs of cliildren.

2. Work with the staff to plan a curriculum to meet the objectives

of the program.

3. Develop a positive working relationship with the administration,

the school board, and the advisory board, paacing emphasis.on

camilnicating accomplishments and needs.

4. Establish policies for program operation.

5. Draw up procedures for implementation of the policies.

6. Prepare and 'neintain a policy manual.

7. Comply with all local, state and federal laws relating to the

program operation.

8. Establish and operate within a workable budget.

9. Develop job degcriptions.

10. Recruit and emplay qualified staff.

11. Prepare budget and control expel:lift:res.

12. Help design and plan for the evaluation of the program, the

staff members, and the children's progress.

13. Develop anseffective communication system among staff members

through regular staff metings, conferences and informal con-

versations.
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14. Coordinate and prmide inservice training for professionals,

paraprofessionals and:volunteers.

15. Plan and implement a parent component that ia responsive to

parents' needs and interests.

16. Act as a liaison between the-community, human service agencies,

the school boarkstaff and families.

17. Develop a system for maintaining accurate financial records.

18. Design a transportation plan to supplement the existing school

schedule.

PLANNING GOALS AND CBJECTIVES

An examination of the processes involved in the abave responsibilities

will provide guidelines for program planning. The following chapter on

Ganceptualizing and Developing a Program discusses all of the canponents which

contribute to a program philosophy from uhich program goals and objectives

derive. Goals may be determined for sevenal broad areas:

- services to children

=services to families

- staff development

-coordination of camninity resources

-dissenination/demonstration

Goal statements should indicate the direction and intent of accanplishments

for each area. For,example: A goal for services to children (see chart p.57)

is "to identify and serve handicapped children frcm birth to six years old."

Objectives under each goal should be specific and, as for children, measurable.

Each objective should have implications for the evaluation procedures to be

used tomeasure the extent of its attainment. The charts on pages 57 to 68
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pravide representative samples of goals, objectives and activities which might

be planned by a program. Cf course, every program is different and these goals,

objectives amd activiees will change, depending on local needs.

Selection and development of curricula far the-program shauld be done by

the total staff. CUrricular decisions need to reflect the program philosophy

ana the program objectives. Chapter 6 addresses issues related to curricu-

tun and program decisions.

. ESTABLISHING CCMILINICATICU LINKS

7he ECSE administrator is a key individual in promoting external (inter-

program) cannunication. Externally, the ECSE administrator must relate to:

-building teadhers and staff

-building administrators

-district administrators

-school board

-human service ageaCies

-the ommaity

It is desirable for ECSE programs to be housed in regular elementary

school buildings. If this is the case, the relationship with other teachers

in the building and the principal is important frop the standpoint of harmony.

The presence of very young handicapped children with the concurrent noise and

constant influx of parents may prove to be a discordant note to a traditional

school setting. Establishing a level of understanding with all staff fran the

beginning is thus very important. An explanation of the rationale for early

intervention and the justification for the program design ic required prior to

program implementation. Cooperatian from regular classroom teachers will

enable mainstreaming efforts to begin. The ECSE coordinator may need to pro-

vide in-service concerning the children to be served and the types of handicaps
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and special problems which those childral have. Too often the early childhood

program is just "that roote' dawn the hall ubich IS enshrouded in mystery and

ndsconceptian. The level of understanding and support ubich is established at

the beginning of the progran may set the tone for the wbole year.

Building principals are key figures for early intervention prOgrams. The

programs are housed in what they consider "their" buildings and therefore come

under their responsibility. Depending on the lines of authority, the principal

may be the direct supervisor of the ECSE coordinator or noqiurve parallel res-

ponsibilities. In either case, it is hmportant to obtain the principal's

commimnent to the early childhood special education progran. Advocacy and

support by the building principal will facilitate 1) more flexible staff

usage; 2) non-early childhood staff cooperation; 3) materials and equipment

exchange and 4) program continuation. Particularly, for the innovative pro-

grams in early childhood, it is important to have regular education and

other ddvocates who are not directly involved in the program. These "non-

oiased", advocates can often be very persuasive in talking with school boards

and other school administrators in obtaining continued program support.

There is also a heed for direct comnamian:ion with the upper level dis-

trict admdnistrators and the school board. Developing channels for input will

again allow positive feelings toward the early childhood program to develop

over time. Providing evaluation data an progress and growth will enable gradual

establishment of support which will build the foundation for later continuation

requests. If the communication lines are established early, the last ndnute

rush of emotional appeals may be avoided.

The ECSE coordinatcr must also relate to human service agencies and the

community at large. The number of agencies serving handicapped children and

their families is impressive. If comprehensive services are to be provided,
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coordination of retources is essendal. Chapter 4 provides detailed guide-

lines to assist in the development of,interagency oannunication and cooper-

ation. The ECSE coordinator should work on establishing these ommunication

channels dming the program planning phase.- Then, as children enter the pro-

gram alternatives will be avaiLable to neet their needs in the most effective

and efficient way.

Carmunication with the.community at Large is also important. If early

intervention programs gre to become institutionalized, permanent Components

of our education system, it is imperative that the ta4ayers understamd

why we need to serve handicapped infants and preschoolers. Their s4port is

necessary far the establidhnent of a long-tenn ccintth u t to'early childhood

special,education. Therefore, the ECSE coordinator also needs to becane a

media specialist. 'Special events or feature stories can be covered in the

local newspaper. Television spots or features on mwsual or special situations

are effective. Talking to cammunity organizations and parent groups helps

recxuit others to work on the dissemination of the program concept. Panphlets,

newsletters, participation in cammunity events - all contxibute to visibility

in the cannunity. Ibis type of visibility is important for on-going support

of the early intervention programs.

Concurrent with the establishment of external communication links, in-

ternal communication channels roast also be established. The ECSE coordinator

can facilitate the developnent and maintenance of an-going staff discussion

by ensuring the presence of mechanians for feedback-among

- staff

- staff and parents

-staff and admdnistnation

- staff and cannunity,
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One way to guarantee comnanication is to build it into the schedule.

Often administrators expect staff to meet before or after school hours to

discuss children, special topics, or have conferences with parents. This is,

in effect, telling staff that sudh comnanication is an adjunct to their job,

not a crucial part of the job. Perhaps ane reason so many educators are

"burning out" is that there is lack of support for carrying out ueny of the
1

roles that are part of their jobs. 'Recognizing the critical nature of these

responsibilities, they do these tasks in addition to everything else, but

withoLt the administrative support esaintial to carry them out most effect-

ively. Team Meetings, staff meetings, parent conferences, "tame visits,

meetings with the coordinator and other ommunication processes are critical

to effective program operation. They should, therefol.. ke allotted time in

the scheduling and planning of the prouam design. The ECSt coordinator needs

to include these responsibilities in jdb descriptions as well as provide tide

and support for staff to adequately perform these functions.

i
DEVELOPM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Pcaicies are statements of written assurances of a course of action, while

procedures provide specific guidelines for meeting the intent of the policy.

Policies are typically made by the'Board of Education, while procedures are

developed by administrators in order to implement policy. Policies are

developed for the following reasons:

1) to meet requirements pf state agencies

2). to provide guidelines for achieving program goals

3) to assist in avoidance of inconsistency

4) as a basis for decision-making

5) to assure fairness and protection of program, Staff, children and parents.
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Ail school districts have:extensive eXisting policies and procedur&

which guide adndndstrative governance. Early childhood special education

programs within thrfpublic schools must adhere to these policies and 'pro-

cedures, but may also went to establish additional polic1es which are

unique to them as a result of their distinct populatian, range of services

and mode of operatian.

Decker and Eedker (1976) describe categories for utidh policies in'

early childhood are appropriate. With adaptations, these'include:

1. Administrative policy including a) meeting legal requirements;

b) the appoinbment and functials of the director and supervisory

personnel; c) administrative.operatians.

2. Child-personnel policy a) referral and assessment and place-

ment; b) attendance; c) contimium of program services; d) termina-

tire of program services; e) assessing and reporting children'S

progress; f) provisions for child welfare (accidents and insurance);

g) special activities (e.g. field triPs and class celebrations); and

10 services to parents.

3. Staff-personnel policy a) recroirment, selection and appoint-

nent; b) qualifications; c) jcb,assignment; d) evaluation; e) tenure;

f) separation; g) salary schedules and fringe benefits; h) absences

and leaves; and i) personal amd professional activities.

4. Fiscal policy a) sources of funding; b) nature of budget-(e.iil

preparation, adoption and publication); c) tategories of expenditures;

d) guidelines and procedures for purchasing goods and services; e) It

system of accounts amd mditing procedures, and f) accounting for per

child expenditures.
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5. Public relations policy a) types of participation by the public

(e.g. citizen's advisory committees and volunteers); b) use of pro-

p gran facilities; c) relationswith various agencies and associations;

and d) media used for cammication with public. (Decker and Decker?

1976, p 17).

AUllNISTRATIVE POLICY

I4ithin the administrative pclicy area, policies should be developed

by the district addressing each of the requirements of P.1,..94-142 and

written assurarices should be provided to the state regarding the provision

of

, -due proce9e

apPropriate public education

-individualized educaticn plan

-a. continuum of services

-placement in 1. 1st restrictive environment.

The existiag school polici:es may already address many of the other

issues such as salary and tenure. The DOSE coordinator needs to be familiar

with school policies and procedures in eadh of these areas and be able to

assess where additional pclicies would be required. A. policy and prccedures

handbook should be developed which delineates the principles under which the

prograt operates. This handbook:"mcerts a stabilizing effect upon the organ-

ization, .sea:%/es a guide to performance and provides a standard against which

to measure accomplishment" (4vdcs, 1971, p.92).

The time iavolved in develpping such a. manual and providing in-service

to the staff on its content and use, will be reclarded by reduced conflict and

misunderstandings. It will also serve as a common base for discussions of

problems relating to specific policy areas.
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A detailed discussion of each of the areas mentioned will not be attempted

here. However, there are several policy areas which are particularly relevant

to early childhood special education and the legal mandates of P. T. 94-142.

HUE PROCESS

As outlined in P. L. 94-1142 eadh school district must meet minimum due

process requirements in identification, evaluation and placement of handicapped

children. The purpose of due process standards is to assure parent involvement

in all decisions concerning their child's educational progran and to protect

the child's right to a free, appropriate public education.

Procedures should be developed to address the following requirements of

due process:

1) Parents must be informed (in their native Lmnguage) of all ehe

rights that are pravided then under the law. -

2) Parents have the right to be notified whenever the school wishes to

evaluate their child, wants to change an educational placement, or

refuses their request for an evaluatiaa or a change in placement.

3) The school uust obtain written penmission fran parents before

evaluating their child.

4) Parents have a right to request an independent evaluation if they

disagree with the results of the school's evaluation. They also have

a right to request a re-evaluation by the school if the parents ques-

tion the appropriateness of the child's placement.

5) The child has a right to valid, camprehensive, non-biased testing

by a multi-disciplinary team.

6) Parents have a right to review all of the child's educational

records, to request renaval of false or mis1Pad5ng dnformation, and/or

to place a statement in the child's re-lords indicating the
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portions with which they disagree.

7) Parents have the right to participate in developing their child's

Individualized Educatian Program (IEP). They should be given every

opportunity to be involved in the child's staffing. Written pexmis-

sion from parents 'must be obtained before the placement of the child.

8) Parents have the right to an impartial due process hearing if

they disagree with decisions the schoolmakes about their child's

evaluatian, placement, or services. They should be informed of their

rights regarding a due process hearing.

Whenever possible, informal rather than formal processes should

be utilized to resolve conflicts. Due process hearings tend to

be adversarial in nature and thus result in negative feelings on the

part of one side or the other after final decisions are nude.

Although rights are preserved, the resultant negative relations ney

not be constructive. Consequently, the school should develop procedures

for informal discussion and nediation of differences which can be

utilized prior to, and hopefully eliminate the need for, the due process

hearing. These informal negotiations may not in any way impinge upon

a parent's right to a written decision within 45 days of their request of a

due process hearing.

9) A child has a right to a surrogate parent (guardian ad liter') when

the child's parent or guardian is unknown, when the child's parents

are unavailable, or when the child is a ward of the State.

CHLENPERSONMEL POLICIES

Fblicies regarding how personnel will relate to children provide funda-

mental statements with regard to identification, referral, assessmEnt mad place-

nent. Guarantee of rights and provisions for unb4sed testing should be ha-

cbaded. A description of continuum of services which will be provided,

4 4
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with provisions for how program nrdifications will be made should be

desigaated. Specifics relating to classroomprocedures and evaluation

are also necessary. These issues are discussed more fully ha ensuing chap-

ters.

Three child-personnel policy concerns which need to be discussed,

in more detail relate to the development of policies regarding confiden-

tiality, the distribution of medication, and the involvement of parents.

Thesehave particular relevance to handicapped Children. If the school

district does not have policy statements and procedures outlined for these

concerns, the ECSE coordinator may need to work with the district in

developing them.

OONFIDENTIALTTY

A written policy regarding confidentiality is needed to guarantee the

child's Tight to privacy. Procedures for retrievaland use of all infor-

mation collected should be deliaeated as required by P.L. 93-380, Title V,

Sec. 513,514. The Council for Exceptional Children (1977)has outlhned

four levels of infannation that may be accumalated pertinent to a child's

participation in special education services.

Level I-Basic Identifyhng Data

-includes specific information reganding the child's name,

address, academic achievement, attmeance and health data.

Level II-Verified Data

- includes test results, medical history, classroom testing.

Level III-Tentative Data

- includes reports of professionals, reports fram external

ageacies, anecdotal records.

4
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Level IV-Professional files.

-includes notes taken during interviews(may become Level III

data.if shared at staffings)

Each of these levels becomes increasingly more sensitive with regards

to confidentiality. Levels I, II, and III are usually stored together in

one place while Level IV data remains the professional's personal property.

Level.I data nay be kept indefinitely, while Level II and III information

must be destroyed or provided to parents within five years or after the infor-

mation is no longer needed. This is to prevent stigmatizing information

from following the child long after special services have ended. In early

childhood special education this is particularly important, as early inter-

vention may remediate or alleviate the specific problems to such a degree

that regular class placement is possible sooner in the child's academic school

years. It is important that when no longer needed, parents be notified and

unnecessary and irrelevant information be deleted from the child's record.

Procedures for periodic (annual) review of records should be established

to ensure protection of the child's rights.

Policies and procedures should also be written with regard to the

access of records:

- parental access to records

-the conditions of access to records

- student access to records (for later years)

-record keeping of who had access to the records and when

MEDICATICN

Many young handicapped children need medications during the day.

The program needs to establiih a written policy and procedures for admin-

istering of medication. Although medical personnel are preferred for this

responsibility, often programs do not have access to nursing or other medical

4 6
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perscamel. Rrocedurea.should include:

-the personnel responsible for administering medication

-the conditions index which other persons may administer

medication

-the methods by which medications will be locked and

safely stored.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

School districts cannot require parental involvement in school mograms.

However, the importance f parent-child interaction and follow-dinmigh in

ECSE programs is so crucial to =claim program effectiveness that a pcaicy

statement in this area is recammemded. The continuun of parent involvenent

alternatives should be addressed along with a statement regarding why these

options are felt to be oignificant to the child's growth. Procedures far

initiating, carrying, modifying, and tenmimating such involvement should be

outlined. Clften these specifics are not spelled out, and pareats Choose

not to become involved because they are unfamiliar with these change

mechanisms. The parent involvement cunponent will be discussed further in

Chapter 7.

STAFF-MR.91%EL POLICIES

The school district may have existing policies regarding many staff-

personnel issues. Those do not need to be redone, as staffrpersonnel policies

will apply to ECSE staff. However, the interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary

nature of early intervention programs may necessitate policies which address

"th'e variations in staff roles and responsibilities. Statement of the philo-

sophical intent of staffing patterns may clarify for other administrators,

staff, and parents the reason for overlapping and cooperative duties. Ftocedures

4 7
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need to be outlined describing the team'.processes which will be. utilized

including team planning, programing and evaluation.

STAFF rEVELDPMENT

Policies regardiAg staff develcpnent may also need to be written. Early

childhood special education iS a relatively new field, and many professionals

though trained to work with handicapped children may not have been trained to

Timrk with very 1Tupg handicapped childrea. They may also not have bad train-

ing in working with and understanding other dUsciplines. The ECSE administra-

tor may wnt to design a contimun for an-going professional development fram

professional readiAgs to in-service to extennal classes and degrees. Crhis is

discussed further in (ihapter 8 ). Procedures should be outlined delineating

the administrative expectationS and how a staff member may became involved in

staff development alternatives. Procedures for dissemination of information de-

rived frcra current educational research and procedures for adopting new educa-

tional practices and materials are also importaat.

STAFF EVALUATION

Staff members also need written guidelines concerning their evaluation.

Specific procedures on who will supervise, how supervision Will take place, and

how often it will take place are needed. Methods for the establidhment of

mutually agreed upon goals betwen staff and supervisor, review and appeal pro-

cedures are also important staff safeguards.

ilSCAL mANAGEmwr POLICY

'Policies need to be developed with regard to how decisions concerning

expenditures are made. The "bottom line" in fiscal decision making is that

financial resources should be allocated on the basis of individual child

needs rather than through estimates of traditional service usage. Recording

systems need to:

4 8
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1) tradk.the costs of early childhood special education programs

a) the nurber of children receiving service

b) expenditures for identification and plaee'nmet

c) cost of the early childhood programs

2) account for all federal, state and local mcmies,expended for

young hmndicapped children

3) identify amd record the total cost of educatimg the child

in order to determine excess costs.

Apolicy statement should be written to indicate that fiscal decisions

are made based an the written I.E.P. These decisions are made taking into

consideration

-Long/short term financial investments

-least restrictive placement

-determination of need to purchase service

-utilization of other public or private agency funds.

The sources of funding 'in ECSE programs may be wore diverse than in school

age programs, coordinating, for example, funds iltau EPSUT and Child Find

activities. The policies regarding cooperative fiscal arrangements should be

stated, particUarly with regards to those services for which schools have

first dollar responsibilities.

Procedures for determining costs an the following should be included.

-salaries

- benefits

-supplies

- equipment

-overhead

-food

- transportation Gi
4 9



as. well as. determination of "in-kind", or donated goods and services.

Existing school policies and procecbres mist be utilized for accounting

and auditing procedures, but specific care should be taken in determining per

child expenditures. These figures may became very important in program con-

tinuation discussions.

PUBLIC RELATIONS POLICIES

The early childhood special education program should be represented on

the school district's special education advisory panel. It is also recalmeaded

that a separate but cooperative advisory panel be formed for the ECSE program.

Policies regarding this advisory board and procedures for selection and rotation

of members need to he written. Suggested membership might include:

-parents

-staff

-regular educatian preschool or ki iergarten teacher

- administrator of ECSE

-consumer representative of a local advocacy organization

- professional fruit higher education or saneone involved in training

who prepares persons for employment in ECSE

- administrator fram the school distribt

Sudh an advisory board can provide a anti :idvocacy base and also serve

as a link to the ommunity. The policies regarding the advisory board need

to take into account the duties of the members. As delineated by the Council

for Exceptional Children, the following udght ccmprise a fea of the respan-

'sibilities:

- assist in developing plans-for identifying children who need

special services

-assist in the formulatial and development of lc 3-range plans for ECSE
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-assist in the deveropmentof priorities and strategies for meeting

the identified and special education and related service needs

7sohn-it reports on committee's finding's and recommendations for action,

-assist in dissemination and interpretation to the school board and

=Enmity of committee's recommendations and plans for hmplementation

(policy nunber 1005 Council for Exceptional Children, 1977).

Policies udth respect to interagency agreenents and procedures to be

followed in developing formal amd informal agreenents might also be consider-

ed to fall ha the area of public realtions. (This wdll be discussed in

Chapter 4 .) Also in this policy area would be policies regarding the use

of media and parental pennissian for child involvement in such media cover-

age. Specific procedures for assuring a positive community and school dis-

trict image need to be outlined.

If the ECSE program is going to involve non-handicapped dhildren and/or

lorkwith non-handicapped preschool programs outside of the public schools,

guidelines for establishing and evaluating such efforts are needed. Deter-

mination of the school policies relatiAg to visiting groupb (e.g. staffing

r
patteras, insurance, etc.) should be coordinated vich policies regarding

mainstreaning. Planning for possible inconsistent policies may alleviate

difficulties at later stages in the program.

Tbe charts an pages 57 to 68 outline policies and procedmes which

need to be developed in relation to program goals, objectives and activities.

These charts may be used as a reference during progran development. .

SUPERVISICN RESPONSIBILITIES

In addition to program planning and the establishment of policies and

procedures, the ECSE coordinator has a supervisory role which is critical

and fundamental. The initial planning of the tasks that need to be accomplished

must be matched with qualified persons wilo can best perform those tasks.
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Therefore, one of the first steps the ECSE coordinator trust do is develop

job descriptions which delineate the duties that must be performed, descrip-

tions of each responsibility and qualifications or competencies required to carry

out the tasks. Figure 2 is an example of a jcb descriptian developed for an

early childhood special educator.

FIGURE 2. JOB DESCRIPTION*

Position: Speech/Iangugge Therapistfor an early intervention project for
handicapped infants and toddlers and their families. Full Time.

Requirements:
Master's Degree in Speedh Pathology.
Certificate of Clinical Competence in Speech Pathology, American

Speech and Bearing Association.
Three years experience inspeech/language fiels and one year exper-

ience with young children.

Responsibilities:
1. Ptovides comprehensive speech and language evaluations to

all children referred to the project.
2. Contributes to the development of child's objectives in the

1anzua3e areas.
3. Plays active role in case reviews, parent conferences and

IEP conferences. Plays role as caseinanager on a rotating
basis with other team members.

4. Implements treatment services, conducts weekly individual
therapy sessions and aids parents in home program facilitation.

5. Plans and implements weekly classroom plan on a rotating basis
with other team members.

6. Participates in group parent sessions.
7. Participates in self evaluation process every six months.
8. Conducts evaluations of children every six months in appropriate

areas.

9. Participates in staff development program and conducts some
sessions.

10. Participates in dissemination activities, public awareness
campaigns and the screening components as needed.

11. Provides general consultative services to the project in all
areas of speech, language, hearing and general development
of communication.

Sal.zy: 815,000 per year, 40 hour week
-fits: Three weeks annual yacation, health insurance and retirement benefits.

*Excerpted from "Stepping Staaes An Infant Tbddler Early Intervention Ftogram"
by Kit Johnson, paper developed at the University of Denver, Denver, Colorado,1980.
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Once a staff has been selected and the prograla has begun operation the

ECSE coordinator becomes a facilitator arid catalyst far growth. Supervision

usually has a threatening and negative connotation, but if the goals of super-

vision are developed, understood and shared with staff, the results can be

quite positive. Marks, et al. (1971) includes in supervisory goals:

1. To help staff understand program goals.

2. TO help staff see mare clearly the needs of children and families.

3. TO construct strong group morale and to unify staff into an ef-

fective team working to achieve program goals.

4. To encourage staff to develop their capabilities.

5. TO assist in the development of greater competence.

6. Tb evaluate staff efforts in terms of growth toward predetermined

goals.

In order to accomplish these goals a special type of administrator is

desirable. Rogers (1961) describes an "administrator wilo is warmly emotional

and expressive, respectful of the individuality of himself and of the other,

and who exhibits a nonpossessive caring" (p.42). Other characteristics

which lend themselves to effective administration include

-the ability to offer and accept n ideas

-sincerity in concern for others

-the ability to be supportive and Iceinforcing

-use of a democratic approach

It is important that staff have one persan to whom they can turn to

facilitate the accomplishment of their duties. Bart (1978) outlines specific

facilitative responsibilities. The supervisor needs to:

1. Work with early childhood special educators to arrange the flow

of information among the team members, the parents, and the teachers so that

5 3
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everyone knows that objectives have beda set and how they are being net.

2. Respond to parents and team.needs for information, observation and

2

testing.

3. Arrange for outside resources.

4. Ftovide feedback to staff.

5. Ftovide opportunities for oandnums learning.

6. Analyze program inplementation into manageable activities

and tasks.

7. Organize weeldy review sessions.

8. Develop standards for effectiveness.

9. Study theteaching - learning situation to ascertain

how it can be improved.

As important as the coordinator/supervisor is, there are other rela-

tionships which are as important among the various staff members. Eadh

staff nember has a number of duties, the nature of which may be

-advisary

-consultative

-technical

-managerial

-supervisory

-operational (Marks, 1971, p. 99)

The development of a staff organization and responsibility chart helps

staff and parents to perceive the intricate interreLationships aimg the staff

mad their responsibilities. Figure 3, pg. 55, is an example of a staff respon-

sibility chart. An exanination of the chart shows that there is an overlap

in the nature of duties. An expanded chart might show the nature of infanma-

tion, technical assistance, etc. that each staff member shares.

54
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FIGURE 3

STAFF ORGANIZATICN AND RESPCNSIBILI11 CHART

1

Principal or School i
District Adninistrato

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

ECSE Administrator
fomdlimmr,

Secretary 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
it

Operaticns 1.2.3.4.5
0

Staff

5.

cupatian pe

Teacher 'Therapist Lbtngusge

1.2.3.4.5. 1.2.3.4.5.
Specialist
1.2.3.4.5.

Aides

5.

AdViscry Council

1., 2. 4.

arent

Family
Worker
1.2.3.4.5.

arents

1.3.5.

Children

LVolun eers

5.

y 000st

1. 2. 5.

ea t

Staff

1. 2 .5.

RESPONSIBILITIES
1. informational
2. technical assistance
3. Managerial
4. supervisory
5. operational

Adapted from J. H. Stevens, Jr. and King, E.W. Administering Early Childhood Education

Programs, p. 279
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Clearly, lines of communication and methods of communication are paramount

if the children, wbo on the Chart axe connected to all teummembers, are to

receive effective and efficient services.

SWARY

The coordinator of an early childhood special, education program plays

a crucial role in the program's success. The individual is not anly a

planner and interdisciplinary ccgirdinator, he or she is also an advocate

for children, fanilies and staff; a program and fiscal manager; a stim-

ulator; an adviser; a mediator; an interpretor; an evaluator and an educa-

ticnal prophet. The person to fill this role uust be chosen wisely:
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Services To Children

A. Child Fini

Goal: To identify and serve handicapped children fram birth to six years 31d

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

1. TO implement sani-aanual screen-
ing ia three locations, screening
at least 60Y. of the estimated
population from birth to six.

io

1.1. Contact a mintarn of 15 agencies in
the school district and coordinate

a meeting to discuss screening.

1.2. Coordinate screening efforts With

other agencies including social
services, health, institutions.

1.3. Condudt a community awareness cam-
paign to include-
-presentations to 10 service

clubs and organizations
-5 articles in local newspapers
-10 air spots on local radio

stations
-di ribution of 1000 fliers
through grocery stores, food
stamp stations, doctors' offices,

schools.

1.4. Conduct developmental screenings at
three different locations in the
school district twice a year in co-
operation with other community ser-

vices and agencies.

1.5. Refer children with significant de-
lays in one or more developmental
areas for further evaluation.

Write a policy statement to indicate
child find canpliance with P.L. 94-142.

Document step by step procedures for
identification screening, and referral.
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I. Services To Children

B. Assessment

Goal! To identify and serve handicapped children from birth to six

OBJECTIVES ACIIVTTIES POLICTES AND PROCEDURES

2. Within 60 days of referral 100%
of children will be assessed,
determination of handicapping
condition will be made, service
provisions will be planned, and

I.E.P.'s written.

.2.1. Due process procedures wall be es-
tablished and written documents
for informing parents of due pro-
cess rights will be developed.

2.2. Guidelines for assessment and
staffing will be developed.

2.3. In-service training concerning due
process, assessment, I.E.P.'s,

staffing procedures, and parent
counseling will be conducted.

2.4. All children referred for assess-
ment will receive appropriate
evaluation, and case review.
Children will be referred to ap-
propriate placements if a handi-

cap is determined to exist.

2.5. Classroctn assessments will be con-

ducted to deteamine exact Pr:gran
needs, style of learning, and
appropriate intervention techni-

ques.

Write a po icy statement regarding
assessment.
Procedures include
-due process procedures
-non-disciminatory testing
-placement in least restrictive

environment
-free appropriate education
-individualized educational plan
-annaul review of I.E.P. and

placement.

Exact procedures for
-pre-assessment planning
-assessment
-staffing
-classr,an follow-up
-evaluation

should ba delineated.

Fiscal policy should be written to
reflect noney allocation on a
service needs basis.



I. Services Tb Children

C. Program

Goal: To identify and service handicapped children fram birth to six

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES

3. Within 30 days of assessment
1000/, of children will be re-

ceiving appropriate services.

4. 90% of all handicapped children
served will demonstrate con-
tinuous growth, as demon-
strated through on-gohag eval-
uatian.

3.1. A full oantinuum of service
alternatives will be developed
to meet the needs of handicapped
children and theirfamilies.

3.2. Staff wi.11 be Idred with cam-
petencies needed to provide a
full range of services.

4.1. Maximally effective learning ea-
vironments will be developed to
meet individual needs of children.

4.2. A variety of curricula will be
selected to be used in progran

planning.

4.3. A transdisciplinary team will
meet at least weelly to plan
child activities, evaluate prog-
ress, and modify program inter-
vention strategies to assure
continued growth.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Policy regarding a conthmlun of
services and non-categorical
placement.

Staff personnel policies are

needed. .

Procedures for
-hiring
-jpb descriptions ,

- salary determination
- termination

Policy regarding peogram and
staff evaluation.

Procedures for:
- evaluating children

- evaluating enviraments
-evaluating staff
-evaluating,curricula and mmterial

- team coordination
planning and evaluation.



I. Services TO Children

C. Program

Goal: TO identify and serve handicapped children fran birth to six

011JECrIvES ACTIATMES POLICIES AND PROCED1JFES

4. . In-service training and profes-

sional-development activities
udll be on-going based onmeeds
assessed by the ECSE coordinator
to increase staff knowledge and
skills.

4.5. Involve parents in a range of
activities to ensure follow
through at home.

4.6. Develop nethods far integrating
handicapped with non-handicapped
children.

4.7. Develop a system for transition
betweelservices on the continuum
with follow-up for the child and
family.

Fiscal policy regarding' expenditure
o f funds is needed.

Procedures for processing equip-
ment and materials

-determining per child
expenditures

Policy regarding staff develop-
ment.

Procedures for:
-assessing needs
-alternative methods for profes-
sional growth

-evaluation

Policy regarding mainstreaming

Procedures for:
-integration with non-public
school programs
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II. Services To Parents

A. Due Process

Goal: To provide parents with needed services

QEJECrIVES ACTIVITIES POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

5.0 100% of parents of handicapped
children will receive notifica7
tion of their due process rights
and have these rights explained.

5.1. All parents udll receive due
process information and have
it eNplained by a staff mem-

ber.

5.2. Parents will be encouraged to
contribute in staffings and in
the development of the I.E.P.

5.3. Parents udll receive on-going
notification of their child's
progress and methods of meas-
uming progress.

Policy regarding due process

Procedures far due pnacess developed

-notiiicatian
-explanation-

73
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Services To Parents

Pareat Support

Goal: To provide parents with needed services

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

757. of parents..of children in

the early intervention program
will iadicate that support
services have helped then to

cope withhaving a handicapped

child.

6:1. Counseling services will be made
available to the parents through
the parent/family worker at staff-

ings and regularly during the

year.

6.2. Parent support groups will be
formed and uade available to

parents.

6.3. Parents will be notified of the
Colorado Parents Encouraging
Parents (PEP) program.

6.4. A method for pairing panaats with
each other will be devised to
provide parent-to-parent support.

6.5. Mkterials will be nede available

to parents concerning
-books, jcurnals, etc.
-parent organizations
-advocacy groups'

Policy regarding support services

to parents

Procedures
-for getting services
-for evaluating services

Si



I. ces to Parents

C. Parent Involvement

Goal: TO provide parents with needed serviqes

mEcrivEs ACTIVITIES POLICIES AM PBC MURES

7.0. 80% of parents will participate
in various activities offered by
the early intervention program.

D. Parent Education

8.0. 80% of parents will demonstrate
increased knowledge regarding
issues related to their handi-

capped child.

8

7.1. Develop alternative parent involve-

ment activities, including
- classrocm participation
-advisory board participation

- powan participation with

children.

7.2. Develop neans by which parents cm
participate ha decisiaa-making re-
garditz their child's progran.

-staffings/I.E.P.'s -

-conferences
-programnodifications
-child/program evaluation

7.3. Develop evaluation measures

8.1. Develop progran optizra for indiv-
idual ized perent education

-classes
-demonstration uorkshops
-parent library
-toy library
-video tapes
-counseling sessions
-',5ane demonstration

-parent pairinE
- manuals

Policy regarding parent involvement
and its importance to child growth.

Procedures regarding ?be process

rights.



II. Services To Paremts

D. Parent Education (continued)

Goal: Tb provide parents with needed services

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES POLICIES AND PROGEEURES

9.0. 80% of parents will demonstrate
increased skill in interacting
with their handicapped Child.

8 1

9.1. Develop means of getting input
fran parents regarding their con-
cerns About parent-Child inter-
actions.

9.2. Develop means of helping partalts
develop interaction skills which
take into ,consideration thefr
child's strengths and weaknesses.

,direct teaching
-modeling
-demonstration
-observation
-reinforcement

9.3. Develop evaluation measures

CI a



III. Staff Developent

A. Pre-service/In-service

Goal: To increase staff skills in working with handicapped children

OBJECTIVES AcrivinEs POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

10.0 1007 of staff hired will have
appropriate credentials and
will demonstrate competence
in their wurk

CM
Ln 11.0. 100'/ of staff will acquire a

minimum of two needed skills
w4141.

Children mid families.

10.1. Write job descriptions which in-

dicate needed'4ualifications,
background and experience,
Delinsate job responsibilities
and philosophy of the program.

10.2. Develop methods for interviewing
to involve all team members and

parents.

11.1. Develop, means by which to ascer-
tain staff needs for staff
develormont ArtiviriAQ

-pre-tests
-questionnaires
-observation
- interviem

11.2. Establish systematic methods for
in-service education

- classes

-Norkshops
- jaurnals

- consultation
-materials center
-demonstration teaching
- instructional guides

- institutes

-intervisitations

11.3. Develop evaluation measures

Staff/personnel policies

Procedu'res for hiring

Policy regarding in-service
eetication
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III. Staff Development

B, Staff Evaluation

Goal: TO increase staff skills in working with handicapped children

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

12.0. 100 % of staff will be ef
fecttvely evaluated an a
regular basis.

12.1.

12.2.

Develop staff utilization and
evaluation measures

-peer ratings

-interviews
,observation scales
-forms

.time/scheduling

.staff/child ratios
omeetings
.planning times

Develop means for determining the
effectiveness of staff evaluation

procedures.

POLICTRS AND PROCEDURES

Staff evaluation procedures should
be clearly delineated.

8 d



IV. Coordination of Resaurces

Goal: Tb increase services to handicapped children

OBJECTIVES ACTIVTTIES

13.0. Services to children will be
provided in the most effec,,

tive and efficient method
757 of the time.

13.1. Develop a systen for coordination
of services and funding among
community agencies to include

-initial contacts
-plamning meetings
-an-going interactiaa around
specific children

-evaluation efforts

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Procedures for deve1oriment of

interggency agreements

Jj



V. Demonstration/Dissemination

Goal: To increase awareness of effective programs

OBJECTIVES

14.0 Iniormation concerning ef-

fective intervention prac-
tices will bi detronstrated
or disseminated to ten
other programs in the city

or state.

A POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

*Demonstration/dissemination objecti

92

14.1. A plan for demonstration and
dissemination udll be developed

to include
- timeliness

- projected presentations
-projected products
-evaluationmeasures

and activities may notbe needed in non- ant funded projects
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,
CONCEPTUALIZING
AND DEVEL 0 PING

A PROGRAM

1MPORIANCE.OF PHILOSOPHY

Webster's Dictionary (1967) defines philosophy as "an analysis of the

ds of andconcepts expressing fundamental beliefs" and also "a theory

4) under or regarding a sphere of activity or thought". In order to ade-

quately se handicapped children and their families we need to'examine our

"fundamental b ef ' about haw childrdn learn and our theories concerning

low best we can. f..ilitate their optimalfirowth and development.

Service delivery models which have been developed in the past have had

their roots in a particular philosophy or theoretical model. Many of the

philosophies stem from beliefs regarding the etiology of handicapping con-

ditions. Some stem from particular learning or developrental theories.

The perception of the how the environment contributes-to learning is an

element of the philosophy. The roles and responsibilities of the various

staff nembers, the teacher and the parents within the program is also a re-

flection of "fundamental beliefs" about education and learning. One final

element which contributes to the program philosophy is the content or targets

Chosen to be part of the curriculum. These considerations:
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-eti;logy of handicap
-learning/developmental theories
-role of *awirorment
-role of staff
-role of parents
-program content/targets of training

4

are inportant elements to be carefully examined in developing a philosophy"

and consequently designing a program model.

A model which is chosen to be implemented in an infant or preschool pro-.

gram Should reflect the philosophy of die agency and its staff and constners .

Program policies, procedures, and staffing patterns should reflect -the phil-

. osophy, Program goals , objectives, activities and evaluation nethods should

also indicate this underlying philosopfiy.

ADVANTAGES OF PHILDSOPHICAL UNITY

The advantages of an agreed upon philosophical orientation are nurerous.

staff may perceive their ccramonly held values as a unifying element, a foun-

dation frau which to begin program development, a check-point for formative

discussions of program implementation and modification, and a basis for deter.:

mination of sumnative evaluation concerns. Staff who understand and operate

from a carmon theoretical mid philosophical base, will utilize consistent ter-

minology and "jargon", thus facilitating staff dimmuniccition. A unified phi-

losophy also reduces the possibility of conflict around selection of assessment

instruments, curricula, and strategees and techniques of intervention.

PROCESS MDDEL POR DETERMINATION OF SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTDI

Determination of the nattme of the philosophy and the service delivery

system is not as easy as might be imagined.

Often projects choose an assessment instrurent, curriculun or program

model without considering all the relevant factors. Perhaps the instrument

or curriculum is the most widely used, the staff have attended a workshop
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on it, or it has been endorsed by a respected professioa: These should,not

be the most important considerations choosing or designing any of the pro-

gram components.

'The nature of the population, the services which are needed, the overall

program philosophy, including; model, curriculun, staffing patterns and site of

services all impact on the natfAre of tbe interactions between staff-child-

parent-environment. Each of theie factors contributes to the final decisions

about program design. Figure 1. outlines a process model which can facilitate

decision-making. Each of the ccaponents will be discussed to illustrate its

eifect an progran planning.

HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS lypes of Handicaps

-single'
-multiple

When exanining the information on the population to be served, staff need

to determine the types and range of handicapping conditions identified. What

bandicaps are to be served? Is the population relatively homogeneous? (i.e.,

by handicapping condition, language hmpaired, blind,.deaf or by age, functioning

level, etc.). If a single type of handicap is being served it has implications

for the type of services, staff and curriculum needed. For example, if blind

preschool children are to be served, qualified vision specialists, or teachers

trained as educators of the blind will beneeded. Mobility training may become

pert of tha curriculun. Special materials or equipment, such as "twin visine

books amdmulti-sensory toys may be necessary. If a hetergeneous group is

being served, children with different handicaps, other considerations are

important. For example if children with cerebral palsy, mental retardation,
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Figure 1. Devoloping a Philoacf,hy for iarly Interventicn

telEIMATION OW THE NKIURE Cele PCIPLLATION
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-Behavioral
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-parent counseling
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emotional disLurbance are all to be served, the staff, staffing patterns, in

service:curricula, the sChedule, the philosophical model are all influenced.

A physical therapist may be needed by the cerebral palsied and mentally re-

tarded child. The teacher may need skills and understanding of positioning

techniques as well,as skills in behavior management and specifIkc skills in the

development of language and cognition. Sane c-hildren may be able to actively

explore their eaviroment, while others may need facilitation, or direct guid-

ance. A curriculan erphasizing social and motional development may be nore

appropriate for the envtionally disturbed child.

If a non-categorical approach is used to identify children, so as to

reduce the negative effects of labeling, children's needs rather than "handi-

capping conditions" will be identified. Program design will be influenced

in the saae manner.

The =ober of handicapped children with specific handicaps or needs is

also important, as it will influence the number of staff needed and perhaps

the service delivery mode, i.e. a hare based program may be appropriate for a

multiply handicapped child who is unable to maximally benefit fran a center-based

program which is hased on a cognitively-oriented curriculum and serves pre-

dominantly mildly handicapped children.

DEGREE OF SEVERITY -mild
-moderate
-severe
-profound
-canbination

The degree of severity of a handicapping condition has an effect on needed

sevices, both for the child and the family. A child who is profoundly retaided

and physically handicapped, may place great stress on the family. The family

may need support to be able to maintain the child at home. They may need to

develop special skills to be able to work with the child, and they may need an

understending-of thefl strengths and interaction patterns of the-child-to enable

then to be able to interact positively with the child. The child may need
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specialized therapy and a highly structured envirorrnent to-foster learning. 'A:

hcme-based programmay-meet some family needs, however, a center-based setting

ndght allaw.same relief nu the family and enable.the child to receive input fral

multiple therapists:

,AGES -infant
-toddler
-preschool

The age range of the children to be served is also inportant. Although

any age child may be served ielany of the optional settings, models, staffing

patterns, etc., when carbined with type of handicap and degree of severity, the

age factor, can became a'critical factor. For instance, if twelve moderately

retarded four year olds were in need of service, a center-based program (regard-

less of the model) would enable the childnan to gain important social inter-

actions. Age can also have an impact on the amuunt of time a child can attend

to the activities 1:resented. The attention span of an infant, for instance, may

411 preclude lengthy 2k hour programs.

FAMILY MIND -support
-informatian
-skills
-participation

Ma assessing the needs of children, the needs of families should also be

evaluated. The success of the progran in effectuating posItive growth in the

child, may depend on the success Of the program in serving the family (Bronfen:-

brenner, 1975). tParents who have their emotiomal and survival needs met, have

more energy to expend an behalf of their handicapped child. Lillie and Mohan..

(1976) discuss parents needs in the areas of emotional support, emhanwt of in-

formation, facilitation of posittve parent-child interactions and participatim

in the program. De.pending on the identified needs andjaaterests of the parents,

the child's program may vary. For example, parents who are deeply grieving the
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birth of the handicapped child tay be emotionally unavailable to address the

child's needs. They may be unable to follow through on implementation of a

bane-based program. By involvtng the child in a center-based program while the

4

parents are invnlved 4n support groups, counseling or educational activities,

the parents nay be able to.1,,,ork through their feelings, acquire new un'derstanding

of the strengths and limitations of the child, and gain new skills for coping

with the problems .inherenc in raising a handicapped child.

GEOGRAPHIC AND DEVEGRAPHIC ISSUES -Urban -SES
-Rural -Education
-Suburban -Ethnicity

The geographic size of the area served as well as the demographics of the

population are concerns which impact on families' needs. If the area served

'is rural and covers many square miles or is small but nountainous or rugged

terrain, transportation may be a problen. Parents may have difficulty con-

sistently =king it to a center-based program. If kisses are involved, the

nurber of hours children must spend on a bus (especially if they are young

children) may make center-based programs impractical. There is not muchovalue

in'providing a two-hour stimulating, therapeutic, educational program to an

exhausted, cranky two rar old who has just spent 11/2 hours going home. And

think of the parents who "collect" the child at the end of the trip.

Demographics such as socio-economic status, education and ethnic back-

ground may have important implications for the child's program and the families

needs. Parents of low socio-economic status may,need considerable energy to

get their daily survival needs met. Heating bills, court suits, unemploy-

ment may be pressing issues . What kind of toys the child has or how the child

is positioned may seem frivolous and unimportant.

Parents of low socio-economic-status .(SES)"may also relate better to trained

lay persons or paraprofessionals from their own neighborhood, whether it be urban

or rural (Heber et.al. 1975; 'Shearer k Shearer, 1972). Until basic needs are

met, educational goals are understandably post-poned or igiored.
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Thepaxents educational level alto is important. If a parent can't read,

it it inappropriate and often insulting to send borne wtitten program plan,s for

the parent te follow. Books, pamphlets, letters will go unheeded. Alternate

means of commrd_cation aremecessary.
0
°tithe other hand, many parents are

eager to learn about everything concernSng their dhild and the child's handi-

cap. They will devour an'y and all info/nation made available to them. They

want and need to know amd,the program.can be their most valuable information

resource.

Ethnic differences also hae Inplications for staff hiring .and service

delivery modes. Minority and/or bilingual perSonnel may be neceSsary if a

significant percentage of the target population are minority or English is

not the primary language. Cultural considerations may make home visits un-

desirable or parent involvement in school.based programs unrealistic.

Sudh geographic and demographic issues relate directly to the fam4y's

needs and thus to the child's needs. The development of the delivery system

should involve analysis of families' needs, with alternatives for meeting these

needs being reflected in the servldes which are available (See figure 2).

Figure 2. Determination of the Nature of the Population

Funding
-sources
-level

Type:, of Handicaps

-single

Degree of Severity

-mild
-moderate
-severe
-profound
-caMbination

Ages
-infant
-toddler
-preschool

No.

of Children.
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DEIMNATION OF IHE PROMAM-PHaDSOPHY

Once the nature of the population has been determined, it is possible

to ascertain the services which will be needed. Some of the types of services
. .

which may be implied include -

-assessment
-educational progranmhng 'kir the children

-specialized therapy (speedh therapy, occupational therapy, physical

therapy, etc.,)
-program planning for- the parents (including counseling, educatioh, training,

and program participation alternatives)
-health, nutrition, nedical consultation

-family support (includin interagency services)

"ongoing evaluati
-follow-up consultation

The determinaticn of the specific alternatives for hcm services win be

delivered in eachof these areas depends largely cn the philosophical basis

'-operating in each ofofour campanents: 1) staffing pattern, 2) thearetical

program model, 3) curriculum and evaluation instruments, and 4) the site of

service delivery. Each of these oomponents should be in philosophical accord

n

to assure program consistency and evaluation validity (See Figure 3).

Figure 3. Nature of Program Philosophy

Services
Needed
-assesmnent

C.

Staff -educational program Equipaent Facilities

Needed -special therapy _Needed_ Needed

-educators -parent counseling

-therapists -parent education

-medical -health, medical

-psychology -support services

-social work -evaluation

-other specialists -follow up

Staffing Pattern
-Indisciplinary
-NUltidisciplinary
-Interdisciplinary
-Transdisciplinary

Staff/Child Ratio

.....1,

Theoretical
Model
-Normal Developmental
-Montessori
-Cognitive Developmental
-Cognitive Lemming_
-Behavioral
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STAFFING PATIERN -Undisciplinary
-Multidisciplinary
-.Interdisciplinary
-Transdisciplinary

The determination Of the services which will be needed leads to the next

step - deciding who will provide these services. If moderately languzige delayed

or speech impaired children are being served, the children will probably need

both language experiences and training frail an educator with expertise in

facilitating and developing0 language skills* in conjunction with other areas

of development. A speech and language therapist may also be needed to do in-

depth evaluations, provide indiviclual and group therapy and to consult witk

the educator and/or parents on specific methods or techniques of tcaining.

Severely multiply handicapped children will need speci 47ed assessments and

interventions in all developmental areas, and-thus occupational and/or physical

therapiscs, speech and language therapists, vision specialists, medical con-

saltation, social workers and other specialists may be needed depending on

the individual child and family's needs..

As critical as the question of who is going to provide service, is the

question of how these staff are going to provide service. One of the major

difficulties encountered by new programs is the failure to carefully delineate

roles and responsibilities of staff members - bOth individually and as a

team (McNulty, 1980). It is of fundamental importance that staff netters

agree philosophically on the staffing pattern which will be most efficient

and effective in serving the handicapped.children and their families. Failure

to do so can lead to duplication or gaps in services, misunderstandings and

ccarninication break down, and staff tension and dissention. A discussion of

the various types of staffing patterns will eerve to illustrate the philo-

sophical inplications of each.

UN'IDISCIMINAle-APPREACH-

Agencies which provide categorical services such as sPeech and language
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centerS or mental health clinics may specialize in the disabilities they serve

or
and in the type of treatment offered. A child who.goes for iherapy4to the

physical therapy departnent of the local hospital, will receive treatmeat from

physical therapists who are Primarily concejned with 4roving skills which I

relate to improving rdtor coordination. They may have suggestions an improve-
>

ment of speedh or feeding skills aa they relate to the oral motor mechanisms,

but speech and language therapists will not be part of their temn. .Sudh a

unidisciplinary approadh is appropriate for highly specific problems, but the

child's and family's total needs will probably not be net with unilateral

service.

Some day care and nursery school programs operate on a unidisciplinary

pattern primarily due to funding limitations. The discipline most

frequently'represented is an early childhood educator. Staff usually have

background in normal development and normal developmental tewilingmodels.

Consequently they may have difficulty modifying the regular curriculum or

standard teaching technique; to meet the needs of children who have deviant

developmental patterns.

A unidisciplinary aPproach places a tremendous burden on staff who work

with handicapped children. They need knoOledge and expertise in all areas of

child development, an'understanding of delays and deviations; ability to re-

mediate and facilitate grmgda and change in tnportant skill areas. In addition,

they need to be able to work closely with families an a variety of levels.

Clearly it could be difficult to pravide a comprehensive progem with a uni-

disciplinary approach.

MULTIDISCIPLIMIY TEAM

The multidisciplinary approach is frequently found in public school

_ PTLograr..as... _are av.4-1-44e to prOvi.-d. se.v4-Oe. tO Cbilclrfal

and their families. These may most commonly include: psychologist, social
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lorkes, -school nurse, spZch-and language'pathologist, occupat.idnal apist,

s;ind a special 'educator. The ieam usually function; in one of two wa s. The .

usual pattern is that the various specialist; see the child for the initial

assessment and determination, of appropriate placement. Specialists such as

the speech and laiiguage.therapist or the occupational therapist see specific

children on a "pull-out"- basis; that i they rarove the child r1 the class-
,

roan, invlarent the child's therapy jyrogram, arid take the child back to his

classroom. fial-out tirpe beanies "magic" (Cessna, '1980) time,. as 'no one

else knows what methods or techniques .. are used to remediate the child's

problem. what is Wors e , the techniques used by- the various disciplines may

actually be in conflict. The teacher conducts her educational prograni

out much. input 5.TCOill the theraPists. The team meets to review 112's and es;

tablish new gials and objectives. Ale sbc-ial worker may be involved if a

family is having problems with the child, or if the schoo1 is having ,"problems"

with the family. This particular staffing pattern clearly differentiates be-
.

tereen the expertise of the various disciplines.

A second similar multidisciplinary pattern is that all, disciplines are

involved to a varying degree with each child. They may c,urk side by side,

but their areas of responsibility are clearly-defiried (Holm and McCartin, 1978).

For example, an infant programpay have "centers" eStablished for speech and

langage, gross motor, fine motor, cognitive and social 'enutionat activities:

Each these areas may be supervised by a professional frail a different disci-

pline. Children are xotated through each center, thus receiving input frod

each expert on each area of deVelopelent. The soc-1.91 worker:may meet with

a nutherl' group, or individual mothers during this time. The team may meet

on a regular basis to discuss their goals and objectives for each child.

Limited consultation among team makers may occur.

The limitation of a nultidisciplinary tean approach is that "this mode of

sharing does not take.full adv;ntage of the ranie of skills each person
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brings to the team" '(b lm and McCartin, 1978, p, 102). Tbs.., ,.:4.4.1d is treated

in "pieces" rather than holistically.

INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM

The'interdisciplinary team focuses on interaCtion among a variety of dis-

ciplines. Consultation takes place annng the personnel from the various dis-

ciplines so as to share information that could be important to the others on

the team. yor example, the occupational therapist who has been working on oral

nntor control may CaneCinto the classroom clawing snack time and work on feeding

with the child while at the same tine demonstrating and explaining to the

teacher what techniques are being used With a rationale for, each. The teacher

can then utflize these techniques wheh the therapist is not present. The

child still receives therapy frout the specialist:tut the generalization and

practice of skills by the child is extended as a result of the team carmunication4

Team meetings., are held frequently to discuss both children'ii progress .and effec-

tive methodology. Holm and McCartin (1978) describe intercpcipiindry teams

as able to "rely on each other to build 'on arid cotrplement the skills and ex..-

pertise of the whole team" (p. 103). -

One limitation of the multidisciplinary approach is that the quality and

quanitity of team interaction may be limited'due to heaiy case loads. Time for

cross-sharing. may 1)e limited unless it is specifically and freqUently st;ruetured.

Individual s tend to be more protective of professional "turf".

TRANSDISCIPLINALly TEAM

The difference between the interdisciplinary and transdfspiplinary tekrt

is primarily a diEference in degree. The transdisciplinary team actually

educates each otlk and practices the skills of the various disciplines. Iblm

and McCartin in ttair discussion of this earn approach say it "connotes cross-\
ing of discipline borders, a:ssimilaticn. of knowledge frcm other professions,
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.and the incorporation of skills developeld in other fields into one's practice"

(p. 103). The home-based program often has a single staff aember visitingtthe

homiL Zt uould be oost-prohibitive,to have the entire team visit eadh child

in the program. Thus thelxxne visitor ngeds to have skills from all of'the

other disciplines. The transdisciplinary team would throggh in-service, on-

going consultation, and team planning meetings, assist eadh other in acquiring

necessary intervention skills. For instance, the physical oi occupational

therapist would edbcate the other team members around such.techniques as

facilitation and inhibition, the sPecial educator might demonstrate and explain

cognitive sequences and facilitation of play behaviors, and the speedh and

language therapist might discuss apprcodmations or parallel talking. Durhng

team neetings objectives and actiiities are discussed and continued information

exchange takes place across disciPlines. The teacher is not expected to be-
.

come a ph'ysical therapist or speedh and language pathologist, or vice versa.

The contiTed exchange and support of the temn is a vital aspect of the trans-

disciplinary-tearn-ooncept,
Theiadvantage-of_this_approachis that each team

maker works with the whole child, rather than a specific aspect of the handi-

capping cndition. Thee is a disadvantage if the child does notreceive needed

individual therapy fran a specialist Optimally the transdisciplinary approach

should carbine indtvidual therapy (Aumn apprOpriate) with generalization of

that therapy throth the other disciplines. Rather than always providing direct

therapy to eadh child, the therapist must adopt the role of resource person

using the classroom staff and parents as the Primary implementers of the re-

habilitative staff (Sternat, Messina, Neitupski, Lycn, and Brown, 1977).

Tacino and Bricker (in press) describe the ideal interventionist as a "genera-

tive teacher" who East have Skill as a sYnthesizer. "The interactive effects

of a child's physical and mental health; his nutrition, and his social environ-

ment On his developmental progress make it imperative that-the teacher be

'willing to and capable.of actively seeking, evaluating, and implementing in-
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formation fron a wide range of professionals."

The problems of yotmg handicapped children are multifaceted. Many tines

one approach or the expertise fran a single discipline is not adequate to deal

with the child's and family's needs. A coordinated, multi-dimensional approach

is rcGt effective. Children are complex organisms, and the deviations or delays

in any cne area of deMelopment impact greatly- on the others. Any, program

philosophy should take-into consideration how its'staff can most successfully

deal with the totality of needs with a minimal of duplication fragmentatian or

contradiction of services:.

It should also be iamembered that staffing pGttellns influence the staff/

child. ratio. The nimber of dhitirea each staff maker works with should not

be the only criterion for determining the-tpye and amount of services received

by children and families. The actual number of contact hours spelt with indi-

vidual cisiLlren, grcaps of children, in consultation and in team meeting are

all important considerations. It is important for administrators to recEognize

that dhe transdisciplinary caanunicatiaa concernini; specific children which

takes place in team meetings is time spent serving the child and family.

Administrative support of team neetings is essential for maxima service

delimery.

THEORETICAL MODELS -Normal Developmental
-Montessori
-Cognitive Developmental
-Cognitive Learning
-Behavioral

Howdo children learn? What is the relationship between genetic, maturation-

al and environmental factors? Howbest can developmental growdh and learning be

facilitated in the handicapped child? What is the role of the child in his awn

learning? What are the roles of the teacher, dhe therapist, the parents? Depend-

ing on what answers are accepted, one arrives at a different theoretical model
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Ibroupjaput the course of history theories of how learning takes place have

been generated. Medical, psychological, sociological research have all had an

impact. Education of the young handicapped chili is a relatively recent concern.

The originators of e'arly intervention programs looked bp early regular education-

al models. The HCEEP (Hamdicapped Children's Early Education Projects) Which

were implemented in the 1960's and 1970's were funded partially on the basis of

their being a "model" program which was unique and could serve to "demonstrate"

the effectiveness of the approadh for working with young handicapped Children.

Themajority of these-Zairintalnationprograns have their theoretic-

al roots in developmental or learning theories. Ibe models derive fran vary-

ing views of the etiology of handicapping conditions.

Cceparisons of different early childhood educational models have fre-

quently been made (Ackerman andlloore, 1976; Anastasim, 1977; Boegehold,

Cuffaro, Hooks, and Klcpp,"1977). Authors select' different models to examine,

but most can:be described as filling_on a continuum; The-elanents-which--

differentiate one model frau another include: Curriculum content, strmture

amd methodology. The extremes of either end of the continuum under each of

these elements include:

A. Curriculun Content

1. Based on Interests

2. Developmental Areas 1'

3. Developnental Sequences

B. Structure

Thfonnal

Based on Deficits

Skill Areas

> Skill Sequences

1. Role of the Environment

Facilitative Interaction

Formal

Shaping tbraigh lessons



2. Role'of the Staff
Facilitator Trainer

3. Role of the Child
Active Transactor -4, > Passive Receptor

C. Methidology

1. Child initiated Teacher initiated

2. Child-child interaction < interactian

3. Natural,reinforcers Sequence of reinforcers

4. Generalization and Applicaticn< > Criterion referenced
of skills

5. Developmental growth observed 9, Skills growth 'measured

An examination of specific models reveals further delineatiox, of distinc-

tions. Different authors may refer to the same model by seemingly discrepant

names, but analysis reveals the underlying theoretical congruence.

CHILD-DEVELOPMENT-OR NORMAL DEVELOPIENTAL MOM

Ackerman and Moore (1976) identify the "child development model" as

falling at "informal" end of the continuum of models: Anastasiow (1978)..

refers to this as the "normal developmental model". This model emphasizes age

appropriate skills, with skills being measured in relation to developmental

norms. POth the content of the curriculum, and the environmental structure,

and teaching methodolou stress socioemotional development. Multiple activity

areas are available. Children e,lore each of these "enrichment" centers,

usually at 'their own discretion. Child-to-child interaction is encouraged.

Areas such as art, science, blocks, play house are meant to alliv social inter-

action, developmantally appropriate skill development, and discovery learn-hz.

The teachers role is to facilitate concept development through informal ex-

change, modeling andAmitation. "Units" may be planned around specific topic
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areas, with children learning through observation, ranipulation, and dis-

cussion of presented material and concepts. Specific learning targets are

not identified as it is believed that direct teaching is not necessary, as

the child will learn when developmentallY ready.

THE FLUTESSORI OR SENSORY coon= MOTEL

Maria Montessori (1964). developed a model for education of young children

based on the prenise that given a well organized environnent, tasks- suited to

their developmental level, and freed= to learn at their own pace, children

lern spontaneously. In contrast to the normal developmental =lel, the total

environment and the materials are carefully sequenced and ordered. Lewis (1977)

describes the curriculum in the Montessori Model as emphasizing sensory ed-

ucation, motor education, and language echiration, with acadenic learning

b eing added after four years of age. Refinement of the senses through exer-

c ises of attention, canparison and judgment are stressed. Functional activities

o f daily life are taught in a specific sequence. language developnient is en-

couraged through drill. The teacher plays the role of an observer, a resource

person and facilitator of developmentally appropriate skill aqtiisition. Similar

to the normal developnental nodel, the child paces himself. Learning takes

place as a result ok the relationship between child and materials. The teacher

through observation determines what materials and concepts are appropriate to

present to the child. The child's autonomous functioning and individuality are

cleaned of primary importance. The child is expected to make choices, take the

initiative, risk failure, aid graw socially.and euotionally through this

autonomous process.

THE OOGNITIVE trIERACTIONAL IWEL OR OOGNITIVE DEVEIDPMENIAL MODEL

Variously named the verbal cognitive model (Ackerman and Moore, 1976),
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the cognitive developmental model, Omastasiow, 1977) ana the cognitive

interactional nodel (Boegehnla, et. al., 1977) thta principles embodied in

this appraadh derive.from eucation and psydholog7. The theories and practices

of eaucators such as John Dewey, Susan Isaacs,. and Constance Kamii; psychol-

ogists sudh as Anna Freud and ErikErikson; and develognental psychologists

JeanPlaget and :Werner have oantributed greatly 63 this increasinglyDtt ei

popular model. revelopment is viewed as a consequence of the interactian

between the child and the eqvinonment, increasing the differentiation of

cognitive structures. The child's genetic and biological neke-up and matura-

tian are importmat considerations. Development progresses through stages

which are invariant,_sequential, and_hierrachical_though_thp rate of_develop-

rent is variable.

Learning takes place as a result of the interaction between the child ,

and the enviramnent, between maturation and the environment. As a result of

this interactian cognitive structures or sdhemata develop and are constantly

changing to become more complex and differentiated. This reorganization of

mental structures occtas when a person spontaneously acts on the envirorment,

and thus "assimilates" or incorporates new information and acccumodates or

aajusts his schemata to make sense of the environment. Piaget discusses stages

of development. The first stage of seasorimotor development and the second

stage, pre-operational are most relevant for infaut and prescfrol programs.

The oaacrete operational and formal-operational stages are significant for___

sdhool age children. Regardless of the stage at which a child is functioning

hcwever, active inmolvenent on the part of the child is critical for learning

to. take place (Phillips, 1975). #

Me child is encouraged to came up with interesting ideas, problems and

questions and to observe re1ationshipq.and similarities and differences.

Emotionally the goal is for the child to deveiop independence, initiative and

self confidence, while at the-same-tine developing an understanding of-the
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feelings and rights of others (Kamii, 1975).

In terms of curricultin, the cognitiVe interactional model views campe-

tence as being more than the total number of skills demonstrated by a child.

Haw the child uses skills and knowledge to solve problems in his environment

is important. Themeaningful integration of concepts into the chi1a's tostl

cognitive structure in relation to all the objects, people and events that 11,.\\\

encounters is the goal. Cognitive development is emphasized, but in relation

to motor, laRguage and sorin1 emotional development.

Me environment is arranged in centers shmilar to those in the normal de-

velopmentalmrdeL ,Lhe difference is the type of facilitation the teacher

does-14-1th the children. The activities or "key experiences" .(Holrnan, Benet

and Weikart, 1979) in which the.child engages are important. At home or at

sdbool, the parent or teacher may-present specific objects, model their use,

encourage exploration by the child and questhon about its properties, or ask

provocative'questions to encourage higher level problem-solvhng (Anastasiow,

1977). Opportunities for practice and generalization of skills and cancepts

is pravided through a variety of manipulative activities and constant verbal

exchange. The role of play is also seen as critical and basic to maturation

and development,

A, major,difference in methodolou between the cognitive
interactionist

and the behavioral point of view is the role failure plays in learning. The

behavioral model views constant success as important, while the coppitive

interactionist model perceives failure as critical to learning. When the

child experiences somethhng which does not "fit into" his/her existing per-

captions of the world, it becomes necessary to m6ditr-65-pjiitive structbres to

Obtain a new understanding. Thus, failure (an a taskwhich is slightly novel

and is a developmentally appropriate challenge) creates the incentive for

learningOarth and Wachs, 1975). The teadher can facilitate this growth by

'arranging apPropria-tely challenging tasks and askini questions which cause-
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prdblemrsolving to take place.

Philosophically, same of the goals of a developmental-interactionist

program include:

1) promotiag the child's ability to impact an the environment

2) promotiag the dhild's ability to order experience

3) prCmoting the dhild's functional knowledge of the environment

4) promoting iaternalized impulse control and ability to cope with conflicts

5) promoting mutuallysupportive patterns of interaction (Biber, Wickens,

and Shapiro, 1971).

BEHAVIOR MDIFICATION OR PRECISION 'Miran:NG

The behavioral approach to ears tion of handicapped children is based on the

premise that learning will take place most quickly when the environment is

controlled and the role of the teacher is to shape or influence the child's

adoption of specific behaviors. All behaviors are perceived as:

-learned

-observable

-culturally determined

-desixable or non-desirable (Anastasiow, 1977).

Behavioral programs rely heavily on continuous data collection as it is

necEssary to objectively specify target behaviors, or terminal behaviozs that

are to be produced. It is important to:

-identify and name the desired behavior

-define the conditions under xqhizh the behavior is to occur

-define the criteria of acceptable performance (Aikulas, 1978).

The teadher's responsibility is to specify the abave targets, conditions

and criteria and to mefastrre and plan growth. The methodology employed relies

lwavilyon taak ana1ys-14, or a break-down of skills into their component parts.
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Each child's instructiola is begun at the appropriate step or level to increase

the probability of the child's'success and proceeds sequentially.thomAgh all

the steps and targets designated in the child's progran. This method gives the

teacher explicit direction in detenninirkg skill content through structure apd

order. The evaluation 'of progress is facilitated by specific criteria far

detemmhaing successful performance. The precise delineation of targets, con-

ditions and criteria facilitates the replicatima of the child's instructional

program by other staff or parents (Fallen, 1978).

Techniques employed inblude admdristering rewards contigent upon correct

responses (various types and sdhedules cf reinforcement are used). Cueing,

prompting, shaping, modeling are all employed as needed to train a specific

target skill. Elimination of maladaptive behaviors may also be program targets

and training may utilize the'above methods in addition to punishment, time-aut,

extinction, counterconditioning, aversive oonditioning, flooding, etc.

Behavioral approaches have bean used successfully with all types of child-

ren, but have been found to be particularly successful with severely and

profoundly handicapped children.

DEVEUIRENTAL LEARNING OR COGNITIVE LEMING VDDEL

The developmental learning or cognitive learning model attempts to take

the, best fram the cognitive developmental and behavioral models. The princi-

ples of Piaget and other developmentalist's are canbimed with measurable be-

havioral objectives. An attempt is made to break down sensorimotor or pre-

operational experiences into developmental sequences which can be trained.

The role of play is important to augment the formal program and encourage

generalization of skills through functional practice. Thus the concepts of

"assimilation" and "accommodation" are combined with "task analysis" and "re-

., inforcement" in a structured yet facilitative environment. Experimentation
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with this approach is relatively recent, and programs vary in the amount and

degree of "training" versus "facilitation" which takes place. The goal, however,

is to maximize skill development, spontaneous environmental interaction, and

generalization of functional application of skills.

CURRICUUWASSESSMENT -content or skills
-ccngruenae

0
-iritegration

-usage

CONVENT

Curriculm in its broadest sense is the content of what is tiught in the .

program. Evaluation entail s determining what skills and abilities a child

demonstrates at any given point in time. Both. curciculun and assessment will

be discussed in depth in subsequent chapters, and thus will only be discussed

briefly here as they relate to philosophy.

Curricula differ in the content or skills to bc,.. taUght, the order or

sequence of content presentation, the methods rear:mended for teaching the

content, and the manner VI which progress is recorded. Variations of each are

considered in Chapter 6. Basic consideration should be given to philo-

sophical congruence, curricular integration and appropriate curricultin usage.,

COICRUFAC:E

The curricultrn which is chosen or developed should relate synergis-

tically to the philosophical model which is selected and also to the conse-

quent assessment measures utilized. Often progxarns profess to operate under

a specific philosophical model, yet the curricultin and assessment neasures

are inconsistent. For exanple, program staff may determine they believe that

children /earn best through a cognitive developmental approach, yet they may

choose the lioitaie (1.976)--Ctrrriculum and- theBeThavioral-thareatetristitsi-

Progression (1973) as an evaluation tOol (both behaviorally oriented instru-
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ments). It is feasible to combine elements of various models into a program
1

design, but staff need to understmad the underlying philosophical differences

and make sure that necessary modifications are made.
The ooncepts considered

important in the cognitive developmental curriculum, may not be adequately

addressed or appropriately developmentally sequenced in a behaviorally oriented

tool. If specific cancepts or skills are to be included as important targets

for learning, m3re than one type of evaltiation instrument may be necessitated.

CURRICULLM 'INTEGRATION

A program could incorporate a cognitive interaction time, developmental

skills taught through structured behavioral principles, and precision teaching

for vital skills which necessitate specific intervention. The curriculun

chosen for these various elenents of the program will be aistinctive, and staff
0

should have a thorough understanding of how to maximally utilize each and be

able to determin.e which approaches are most effective for specific children's

needs. For exanple, a nultiply handicapped child who is blind, severely

mEntally retarded and heniplegic may not be able to interact in a block area

if left alone. However, cognitive interaction through play can be acconplished

..ffectively facilitated by the teacher. This child may also benefit fran

more structured teaching of toileting skills and precision teaching of speech

I.

sounds.

APPROPRINEE USAGE

No one curriculum is appropriate or perhaps "most" appropriate for all

handicapped children. The severity of the handicap and the developmentallevel

of the children are important. °Sane curricula have been designed for madly

invo1vez disadvantaged children. The types of activitieijin these curricula

-IP often-require-a-higher-leveLof_cognition, and language than can be expected .



from mre severely involved children. The assessment chedklists.Mhidh accomr

.1plany these curricula often have wide developmental gaps between items. These

dhecklists are frequently misused by staff with lower functioning Children. -

A "minus' score on a chedklist item becomes the child's objective.' If there is

a large gap between developmental milestones on the assessment tool, the ob-

jective may be too high for the child. The teacher may persist in vorking on an

objective which is inappropriate: Mere is also a possibility the curricultm

items may be noti-developmentally sequenced or may contain totally unrelated

items. Obviously, a knowledge of nonnal development and task analysis would

be beae-Lial. However, choosing a more appropriate assessment instrument and

curriculummould greatly reduce staff planning time and facilitate consistent

evaluation acrosS staff.

SITE- -home based
-center-based
-combination
-continuum

Far ly intervention programs are most commonly either home-based, center-

based, or a 'combination of home-and-center-based. As with the staffing pattern,

program model, and curriculum, the setting reflects the prograrq philosophy. In-

herent in the decision to offer a program at home or in a center are certain basic

beliefs about the role of family, staff and learning environments.

Shearer and Shearer (1972) have delineated the reasons for delivering

services to handicapped children in their homes.

1. Learning-occurs in the dhild's natural environment, therefore there

is no difficulty with having skill's transfer'fromhome to school.

2. Parents have direct and natural access to behaviors as they occur..

Therefore, functional objectives can be set and cultural considr-

atidis cambe taken into account.

3. It is mpre likely that learned behaviors mill generalize and be

maintained if taught in the home by the parent.
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4. Mere is more qpportunity for all of the members of the family to

became i6olvad and'Participate in,the child's program:

5. Parents have access to the child's full range of behaviors, not just

what is evident in the classroom. Iherefore, they can work on skills

4kn:dnich there would be no opportunity n the classroom

6. Training parents who are the child's natural reinforcing agent, will

allow than to deilelap salls to deal with new behaviors as they arise.

7. Indivisinalization of the child's goals and objectives is operational,

as it is necessary as a result of the setting (p. 337).

Inherent in this philosoplhy is the belief that parents can be and are the

child's best teachers, that the &me is a stimulating learning envirmmment, and

that staff can play an educational role for the entira family.

Home based programs are often necessary for other thal philosophical rea-

rm. Geographical aad demographic considerations sometimes make hcme-based

programs the only viable option.

Center-based programs, an the other hand, have a differeat set of advan-

tages and philosophical underpinnings.

1. AU families have a omnnan setting for the child. Therefore all

children have access to the variety- of toys and materials avLlable
at the ceater, whichmay not be found at home.

2. A wide range of services is available, including counseling and

parent groups.

3. Parents have an opportunity bD ViEfor tapes, books, and other materials

to aid than in understanding their child's handicap and baretto best

facilitate development.

4. Children are exposed to other childrma 4ndthUS have an opportunity

bD develop Sacial skills which are important to their overall develop-

ment.

5. Children have an opportunity
programs may have input .C.ccta

6. Children have an opportunity
than their parents.

to have indivieval therapy, and their

Irony disciplines.

bD learn to interact with adults other

7. Parents have an opportunity to observe and perhaps work with Children

other than their own.

.8. Parents have an opportunity to talk to other parents and share'feel-

ings and experiehce, thereby gaining emotional support.



9. Childnalwreceivemorettual program time.

The bane and center-based program profess to have the:advantages of

both settings. Depending on how much time is spent a_ther option and what

acivities take place, this may or may-not be the case: Combined ptograms

may also be a little more expelsive due to.dual transixmtation expenses. It

is perhaps idPal to have aa individuAlized progran which can provide either

or both as is deemed necessary and =1st beneficial bp Lhe child and the family.

CONTINUUM OF SERITICES

The environmmtal options available include m2re than llme-based, center-
.

based or cambinatico. programs. Public Law 94-142 sets forEh tile necessity to

provide programs for handicapped children in the "least restricLve",or most

"ncauel" environment. A continuum of unst restrictive to leasi reStricave

night include the following:

--Institution
-----Hame-bound (school age)
------Segregated school

Regular .school self-contained class -

Self-contained class & integrated activities
----Integrated class & resource roan activities
----Integrated class & support services activities

Integrated class & integrated Activitie4

In the case a handicapped infanits, bane would be considered-a natural

environment. If a rime "therapeutic" environment is'deemea appropriate the

infant may attend a program either in segregated school or segregated crass-

rocm within a normal school. Occasionally integrated infant prograps are

set up.

Foch of the "steps" on the continutin has advantages and disadvantages

and research exists to support or reject its success in serving children. The

problem facing infant and preschool programs, particularly'in public schools,

is that frequently there is no "regulcl- infant or preschool class with"mmuir

children withwhom tu integrate the handicapped children.
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Creative alternatives can be fotmd. Integration of siblings or staff

tbildren can provide inportant normal 'models. Cooperative efforts with local
0

nurseccy or day case establishnents can also provide more "normal" environ-

ments through exchanges or working out half days in special preschool' and. 'half

days in day care (for parents who work). Whenever possible, handicapped chilh:

drat should be provided ornortunities to.,interact in meaningful ways with nor-

mal children. This may necessitate fabilitation and some training of the

nursery school or day care staff and the normal children. Whenever efforts

at mainstreaning are undertaken they should be carefully planned to mmdmize

the possibility of successful. interaction.

NATURE OF TIIE PROGRAM

The third component of the process model for determination of the service

delivery system necessitates looking at the interaction between the child, the

staff, the parents and the environment. The nature of the iriteraction be=

tween these elements (See Fig. 1, pg. 73 ) flcms directly from the nature of
A

the progran philosophy, specifically frau the staffing pattern selected, the

theoretira1 nDdel, the.,dirricula.ut41ed and the'setting of the program.

Figure 4 illvstrates the alternatives which may emerge under each element.

ure 4. NATURE OF ThE PROGRAM

Role of the Educator
-fart l ftatiori

-direction, training
-remediation/therapy
-oliervation
-measurement

<

.4110.

Role of the Child
-active/initiator
-passiVe/receptor
-s4f-directed

<
RoY.. eol the Environmen

-natural
-facilitative c

controlled,
-therapeutic
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Bole of the Parents
-non.-involved

-observer
-aide
-part of tean
-primary. teacher



-

lbw the educator and other staff perceive of their roles directly

affects km the environment is arranged and thus the child's role in that

environment. The role of the parents is often determined by these percep-

tions as viv..11..

ROLE OF THE EMI CIDID1130D SFECIAL EDUCATOR AS FART OF A IMAM

'The role of the 'teache; is critical to program -design, and will vary

regardless of the team approach which is utilized. The teaCher is responsible

for planning and kplementing the child's educational program and measuring

its success. Depending on the educational model on which the program is

based, this role will vary greatly. The early childhood special educator may

e-viewed as a facilitator, teacher, "engineer", or therapist. (See Figure 5)

rigura7M3=ear tor
Educator as facilitator

Educator as teacher

Educator als "Engineer"

Educator as therapist or
educational synthesizer

-The edUcator facilitates ale
child's interaction with- the

. environment. Modeling, demon:-
strating, questioning. Child

plays a major role in deeision-

making around activities. 'Dis-
covery. learning is vital.

-The Educator "teaches" or
tranafers knowledge and skills.
The child accepts information.
Repetition and practice ace
hmportant.

- The educator manipulates the
environment to ensure success.

Modeling, shaping, and rein-
forcement are utilized. Measure-
ment is precise and ongoing.

-A clinical or remediation
approach is utilimd based on
developmental and behavioral
principles. Knowledge and skills
of various disciplines are in-
tegrated., Combination of ap-
proaches may be used.
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ROLE OF THE CHIID AND THE ENURIIIENT

The role of the child within the environment can be seen to eminate

firm the definition of staff roles. Figure 6. shows the relationahips among

the NMIACCS elements.

Fkure 6. Role of the Child and Environment

Role of Educator

Educator as facilitator

Eduoator as teacher

Role of Child

Child is active-
initates own activity.
Play is vital to devel-
opment and learning.
Manipulation, compari-
son, discovery is en-

courage& Child-inter-
actirn is important for
cognitive and social/

emotional development.

Child is a receptor of

information. The re-

lationship between the
teacher and the child
is the most important
for learning. Mmita-

tion after demonstra-
tion is important.

Educator as "engineer" Child is a receptor of
information and is
shaped to perform de-
sired behaviors. Child

may be involved in mea-
suring bis/her own pro-

gress.

Educator as therapist Child may be both

or educational active and a receptor.

synthesizer Physicarmanipulation
of the child may take
place. Reinforcement
of desired behaviors
is important. Self-
iniatiation of ac-
tivities is also
essential to maxi-

mize gereralization.
Play is also impor-
tant.

Role of Environment

Self-initiated interactibn
with environment is key.
Objects, people, events are
foundations for cognitive

restructuring. Arrangement

of the environment toimax-
imize discovery of conceljt-8

is important. -r

The envirannent is structured
to provide,the needed infor-

thation in the appropriate

sequences. Repetition of
presentation of information,

objects, etc.

, .

The environment is the source
of reinforcement and can be
structured to ensure learning

and success. Objects, persons,

and events are structured to
reinforce desired behaviors.

The environment needs to be
structured at times and un,-

structured at others: 'Environ-
ment is reinforcing and stimur,

lates _exploration.
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Tiltor.t or kAREmis

The role of the parents deserves sane. further discussion! as it may vary

regardless of the preceeding interrelationships. Parent involvement is ex-

plored extensively in Chapter 7, and thus is only briefly discussed here as

it relates to the development of a service delivery system. The philosophy of

,a staff is reflected in their perceptions of what the, parents role in the

progran should be. It is also highly dependent on how. the parents themselves

view their role. The parents and/or the staff may find one or unre of the
C.

following to be appropriate roles for the parents:

1) Non-involvement. Occasionally staff or parents do not feel it is in

the best interest Of the child for the parents to be involved in the

program. The parents may not feek canfortable in observing or work-
.

ing with the handicapped child. The parents' working schedules may not

allow for involvearnt. If highly specific therapy is needed which is

unpleasant for the child, a staff person nny feel that it is best for

the parent to not observe the sessions. It should be noted that at

times non-involvement may be the best "therapy" for a parent, and many

parents do not feel comfortable "teaching" their child. As a general

rule, however, non-involvement should not be encouraged. If enough

options are available, parents will be more likely to be able to find

a meaningful mane of participation. Bronfembrenner (1975) has noted

that those programs which teach parents how to work directly with their

children are the nnst successful.

2) Parent as observer. Parents can learn a great &al about their child

and how to ciPal with the child at hone by observing capable staff

working with their chile Staff can. nndel and demonstrate positioning,

feeding, teaching specific skills' and managing behavior. Parents may

then try these techniques later at home. Such an informal method of

working with parents is non-threatening and is often a means by which
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to gradually increase the involvement of a hesitant or fearful parent.

Parents also indicate that they have-'benefited greatly by observing

children other than their own. 'This heilps them to gain a better un-

derstanding of the strengths and weaknesses of their own child. A

handicap which seemed devastating to the &Idly, May be viewed as

"not so bad" When ccapared to More severely. involved children in the
..A1

Progran.

3) . Parent as aide. The next step toward a higher level of involvenent

is aiding in the home or classroom. As the teacher or therapist

works with the child or children, the parent assists with specific

progran tasks. This level allows for greater learning, as staff can

proVide continual feedback and encouragement for demonstration of good

teaching techniques. Often patents rotate the job of aiding in a

classroca situation, thus allowing all parents to .participate. The

parent-as-aide also provides an often needed extra set of skilled

helping hands.

4) Parent as partner. As the parent's beccme more involved, particularly

in hme-based program, the parent becomes a partner to the staff.

Intervention techniques are taught -to the parent, with the parent

practicing the techniques in front of the staff. Staff provide.on-

going feedback and support. Parents suggestions are sought and pro-

gram planning becalm a joint effort, with the parent a key marber

of 'the tean.

5) Parent as teacher. After a time, many parents becane very proficient

at intervention. They are able to plan a program with assistance

frail staff and can follow-through on all intervention. The staff

serve 'primarily as consultants and a base for needed' emotional sup-

port. Staff provide ongoing evaluation, therapy and necessary ma-

terials and equipment. Parents at this level of involvement are
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often trernendously valuable resources to assist other parents who are

struggling with adapting to living and working with a handicapped child.

It is important for staff to discuss their Philosophy regarding the role

of parents in the progam. A variety of alternatives need to-be available

in order to ensure that the program is inditidua1 4ed to meet the needs of

families as T.!ze..11 as the need of children.

=GRAMM PHIIDSOPHICAL. CCMPONENTS

The develoment of a service- delivery system based on a consistent

philosophy is not an easy task. The nature o the population, the nature of

the staff's beliefs concerning learning and development, and nature of the

staff's perception of roles all are deteratinates of a philosophy of early

intervention. A step-by-step analysis of each of the previously. discuSsed

elements is essential to program planning.

To sumarize, each of the following elements need to be assessed:

1) Funding sotrces-which may affect who may be served.

2) The types, degrees, ages and nunber of handicapped children needing

service.

:3) The background of families to be served.

4) The geographic distribution of' foitilies to be served.

5) Me services provided by other agencies which impact on young handi-

capped. thildren.

6) The services to be provided to young handicapped children.

7) The staff needed to provide services.

8) The staffing patterns desired.

9) The theoretical mndel of learning espoused.

'1 2
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10) The assessment instrunents and curricula selected.

s 11) The setting - including facilities and equipment.

12) The interactive nature of child/staff/envirortnent/Parents.

After consideration and determination of each of these major elements,

the details of job responsibilities, scheduling, specific instrunents, materials, a

and equipent will evolve frcm these philosophical foundations. Many problem '

such as dissention., tension annng staff may. be avoided if this process is

followed in the initial program planning stages.
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FOUR

COORDINATING
COMMUNITY

RESOURtES

Jimmy J. has cerebral palsy and has a need for reflex integration and activi-

ties to develop fine and gross motor skills. However, the school,district does

not have a physical therapist in this rural district.

Sally L.'s mother is a single parent, with an eighth grade education and no

job. Sally is being neglected at home, both physically and memtally. Sally's

mother needs a variety of services before she can be an effective mothox to her

developmentally delayed daughter. School district personnel realize that although

their responsibility is to provide services to the child, in order to be effective,

Sally's mother needs education, job training, and hommaking serVices.

Freddiel4. has chronic health pmblems, would benefit fran corrective surgery

on his spine, and needs a prosthetic devise. The'family does not have the resources

to adequately meet Freddie's needs.

Barbara's family is having a difficult time handling the multiple responsibili-
,

ties associated with their daughter's severe handicaps. Barbara's mother has had

a nervous breakdown anJ her father, working two jobs, is physically and emotionally

unavailable to help. The fanily would like to place Barbara in a residential

setting temporarily while they deal with family crises. The school district staff

ir unaware of any options other than the state institution 1,,"lich is in another city.

The above .cases illuStrate a few of the innumerable problems uhich face school



district staff every day:

1. The need form:re specialized personnel to supplement and enhance

school district services.

2. The need for nnre services fbr a child's

3. The need for support services not ordinarily provided by

education..

4; The need far knowledge of existing community resources.

5. The need forlalowledge of local, state, and federal agencies who

caa'provide assistance.

One way these needs umy be addressed is through a coordinated community effort

which is child-oriented rather than self-serving.

A 01/TEMMIA OF SERVICES

mejor goal of most agencies serving young handicapped children and their

families is io provide high quality care and treatment in a supportive environ-

nent. Each agency attempts to provide a. broad spectrUntof.iervices,to neet both

the child's and the family's needs. The needs of both may be numercas, as a re-

sult of the ladk of traditional support systems in our society.

"In today's mobile culture, many families have not established adequate re-

sources and social networks (relatives and friends) to provide necessary suppert

to meet vital life problems; therefore, a formal oammunity-based intervention

system is necessary" (Pollard, Hail and. Keeran, 1979, p. 17).

Clearly, it is impossible for any'one agency to provide a total continuum

of services to deal with probleas related to mental health, education, medical,

social and financial problems that may impinge upon a family of a handicapped

child. No oneagency could afford to provide all needed services. These

families may requkre a wide variety of services from different agencies. Nbst

families do not know haw to go about locating and organizing the maze oE existing



comunity services, and, in fact, may not be aware of many services witich are

available: Many may not even be aware of the extent of their own amd/or their

child's needs. There is a dematd far a system which has well defined and

highly integrated resources.

"Effective access to services reqUires eadh agency in the service delivery

system to serve as a/resource to the individual and the family, and to provide

linkage to allsother services within the system. A, high degree of communication,

cooperation, and coordination is therefore required among all the elements of

the service delivery system" (Pollard, Hall and Keeran, 1979, p:. 7 ) .

RATIONALE FOR DITERAORNCY COORDINATION

1) One of the most important reasons for interageacy coordination is the

elimination of duplication of dervices. Ma early Childhood special education,

many agencies may provide similar services fran different fundirtg sources.

Screening, for example, may be done by the public schools using P.L. 94-142

=ties; by the local health agencies using EPSDInrnies; by the dertment of

institutions through local cantunity center boards using Development risabili-

ties monies; by Health and Hospitals through visiting home ntmses Matermal and

Child Health monies; by iblversity Affiliated Facilities using Personnel Pre-

paration and Training monies; and so cn. Coordinatian of the screening and

other services would eliminatemuch duplication and free up dollars to be used

for other needed services.

2) Interagency coordination will also provide.a clearer picture of where

there are gaps in services. POT- example, a review of resources may reveal a

peucity'of mental health services for the emotionally disturbed preschool age

child. Cooperative efforts can then be developed utilizing existing resources

in the Headstart programs, public schools, mental health centers, amd other

community agencies. .Identification of gaps in services can thus lead to

1 33
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the initiation of efforts to provide needed services.

3) The reduction of duplication of services amd eliminatice of gaps in

services would lead to a more effective use of- ersonnel amd resources and

facilitate the development of a total continumn of services for handicapped

children and their families.

4) Interagency cooperation could alsO provide for horizontal as uell as

vertical extension.pf the service delivery system. Horizontal extension Would

allow for broadening of,services, utile vertical expansion would mean th,

addition of an increased nanber of services. In other words, an Agency woad

have more alternatives in terms of how they ueet an individual child and

family's needs. Eldei. (1979) describes how interagency agreements could assist

the schools in meeting the mandates of P.L. 94-142.

"In their federal government implementing regulations, P.L. 94-142.

Section 504 of.the Rehabiliation Act of 1973 require that.each handicapped

411 child must be provided all services necessary to ueet his or her special educa

tion and related needs. If this statement uere read as mandating that sdhools

nust assume all costs, it would place an impossible financial burden on.school

districts to pay for services they have never before provided and can ill-

afford. However, there is no requinament in any of the legislation that schools

can plan only services in the IEP which the sdhools pay for. That is, nothing

in law or regulations prohibit schools frau meeting IEP requirements by util-

izing Other ncnschool community services end funding wtere they are available

Arrangements with other sources of funds at any level, cost-sharing across

agencies, and even tapping tilipoo often overlooked insurance benefits whidh

pay for needed services should be Worked toward indeveloping interagency

Agreements. Bideveloping joint funding.in interagency Agreements, resources

can be maximized amd the question of which agetcy provides the first dollar for
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services an be resolved" (Elder, 1979, p. 204).

By utilizing other available nudes, or cost-sharing, the school districts

can cdordinate a wide range of services for a child. "The options which can be

exercised by local leadership can be nultiplied by carefully desigped inter-

agency effortd' (Aixiette, 1978. p. 3).

5) The coordination of resources not only meets individual and family

needs., it also meets ccmi da.ee Taxpayers are demanding wiser expendi-

ture of tax palely.' PropCsiticn 13 in California is a clear directive to state

and local agencies to develop tnified service delivery systems, to simplify

the bureaucracy and to eliminate "waste" of the tax payers' =nay. There is

not likely to be a large increase An dollars available for human sei. vices.

Ocasequently it is imperative that coordination take place to ensure maximin

use of services.

6) Ceordination of existing resources also facilitates 2._s_frir

effective utilization of future resources. Coordinated efforts enables

conprehensive planning. It also allows ,for joint applicaticn for grants, with

increased probability of funding if interagency coordination is demestrated.

For example, if a populaticn boan is expected in an oil shale area, the cooper-

ative examination of existing resources and projection of needs for the future

may allow tine' for afditional nxnies to be obtained frau a federal or other

source. Thus, astute planning may serve the ccerrunity a-cm being overwhelmed

by human service needs with very few resomces to meet the growing demand.

7) The coordination of resources through the public schools allows

parents and serviCe providers a central facilitation_aeLan . The ischools .are

the one agency the child will relate to tntil he/she is twenty-me years old.

The coordination of intake, referral, service deliver and folldw-Up by the

schoOls will allow for consistent progran management. If interagency.agree-
,
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11131ts,exisi with a broad range of'agencies the dhild and family should have

access to all needectservices through one organization in the service delivery

,system. An enormous amount of expertise.exists in Most communities scattered

throdghout the various agencies. Appropriate utilization of thase ,personnel.

through effective interagency oammUnication can Maximize the intervention

efforts. The various agencies act, in effect, like an interdisciplinary team

an behalf of handicapped children and their families.

8) As a result of increased coaperation and ccamtnication, interagency

coordination 1222.sbuig_aseforthearn. As representatives of

other agencies become faniliar with the services utich are being provided; as

they come to invest time and resources in establishing a hiei quality,continuun

of services - they will not want to view the demise of needed services. Inter-

agency coordination can be a basis for good public relations hnd continuing

support for early intervmtion programs for young handicapped children.

9) Ihe coordination of sexxLces is becoming a mandate through federal

legislation and regulations.' The "time" far interagency agreements may have

arrived. As a. result of all of the above benetiLs at no increased coat, many

legislators and policy makers are beginning to mandate interagency. efforts.

Particularly at tne federal level, joint Policy statements are being developed.

The Bureau, of Education for the Handicapped, the Bureau'of Community Health

Services, and the Rehabilitation Services Adininistration and an increasing

num6er of other agencies are encoUraging interagency coordination and, hammy

cases, requiring grant recipients to inoarporate interagency agreements in

their proposals.

At the state level, as the dollar squeeze becomes tighter, many budget
)

camnitteeswill look to interagency agreements as a means by which to canpress

services and utilize funds more efficiently. While the pressures appear to be
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canig frau the federal and state levels, the development of workable agree-

. ments mist begin fran the local level.

PHILOSOPHIM.00NSISTENCY

The development of interagelcy agreeneats can be compared to the process

of developing an I.E.P. for a handicapped child (USDSE, 1980). In the school,

the interdisciplinary tean evaluates the childs strengths amdweaknesses,

detenmines his/her needs, establishes goals and obiectives and plans actiVities

to remediate problems arid fanilitate growth.. The I. EP. is reviemed annually

and ccntinually modified as the objectives need toebe updated or the plan is

not working effectiveiy. 'InIthe community, the nultipie agencies within the

service delivery system are analogous to the interdisciplinarY team. lhe

interagency tean looks at the whole system, (like the whole child) analyzes the

strengths and weaknesses, plans a course of acticn stating who will be respon-

sible far each part of the plan to neet the stated goals and objectives. The

interagency plan (like the I.E.P.) is monitored and evaluated throughout the

year and changes are made as needed to ensuremaKinum effectiveness.

Stated another way:

"A properly.designed interagency agreement reflects the constraints,

requirements, and discretionary authority of each participating agency. Such

a design is based on an analysis of cannon purposes across agencies and accept-

able options for neeting those reaponsibilities through cooperative efforts."

(Audette, 1978, p. 2).

BARRIERS TO COORDINATION OF RESOURCES

The benefits just described would lead aae to believe that all adminis-

trators wou.lci be actively puriming the development of interagency agreements.

The fact is, that there has been great reluctmace on the part of state aad

local level ageacy heads to become involved in interagency efforts. aly the
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hesitation?

Pollard, Hall and Xeeran (1979) have described the basis for this reluc%,

tance to develop cross-agency agreements. They list the barriers to coord1na-l4

LICA as:

1. The competitiveness of long establidied institutions.

2. The lack of an organizational structure that brings agencies together

around areas of mutual interest.

3. _The parochial interests of agencies and organizations that make than

myopic to the needs of the broader community.

4. The Lack of experience in the techniques of coordinated planning.

5. Aukwardness in interdisciplinary communioatioa and ladk of respect

amongmany professional groups whose skills are needed by the handi-

capped.

6, Failure to recognize that programs for haidicapped persons are co-

equally a major responsibility of several government agencies at

federal, state, and local leve16: e.g., Health, Education, amd

Welfare as well as Miztntal Health Rehabilitation, Housing and EMploy-

ment.

7. The temptation of system delivery designers to become so preoccupied

and fixated on the ,"systen design" that they lose sight of the func-

tional whole of the system and of the individual agencies working to

meet the needs of handicapped, persons,(pp. 7-8).

Elder (1979) discusses additional factors which hinder interagency coor-

dination. He states that resistance on the part of agency personnel to more

work ii an important factor. The development of interagency agreements is time

camslaning and often difficult. Unless all parties perceive the benefits to be
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accrued they will not see the value of the effort to be expended. The attempt

to protect "tam-1E" is seen as another significant factor. Problems with varia-

tions in client eligibility criteria and ethical issues around confidentiality

of information are also realistic concerns. Edfferences in terminology or

"professional jargon" also makes mumunication difficult. The definitions of

program plans, for instance, are vsriously called individual education Flans

(I.E.P.'s) by education, individual program plans (I.P.P.'s) by institutions,

and individualized rehabilitation plans by vocational rehabilitiation.

Each of these words has a slightly differentmeaning to the professionals

fran these agencies. Ladk of clarification of terminology is often a barrier

to interagency oannunication. Elder also indicates that the segregated and

fragmented delivery system thwarts efforts at coordination. The deficiency

tn communication and coordination among and across federal and state agencies

serves as a poor nodel for local agencies. Without effective exemplars local

agencies do not perceive the rewards to be gained, nor do they have any pattern

to follow in initiating the couplet interagency planning process. Lastly, all

of us resist change when we are uncertain of the benefits or have to drasti-

cally alter long standing processes and procedures.

COM:MING BARRIERS

The importance of the above problems should not be minimized. A success-

ful coordination effort can be accomplished by careful planning and considera-

tion of possible barriers. The reality is that starting small, with the needs

of individual children as the initial impetus for coordination may be necessary.

People at the program level need to be involved in planning for coordination.

A facilitor from each agency should aversee the process as it evolves, working

with both program and adninistratiNe staff. The facilitator should work

on the project full time or else have the development and implementation of
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the igreements as Eima'jor function of his job responsibilities. The political

natUre of tba process demands a sensitive, astute person-who_can work success-

-

fully with many different personalities. The role of esach cf the perties needs

to be clearly delineated at the beginning of collaborativ'e efforts. -Ihis

demands ehe facilitators have knowledge of existing resources, services provided,

funding mechanisms, and regulations. Comminnent needs to be secured from agency

heads. If full support is not obtained agreements ean break down at the Most

hnportant implementation level (or anytime prior to that):

An understanding of the dynamics of change is critical. The resistance

to change can be overcame by careful orchestration. Elder (1979) suggests the

following steps:

1) cerenonialize a mAjor change

2) fonm internal agency groups to deal with change

3) control the rate of change

4) nake short tenn, low profile goals

5) provide inservice training on new processes or procedures (p. 198-200)..

GETTING STARTED

Coe of the first steps is to determine what agencies are nost likely-to

haue interrelated services. Representatives from each of these agencies need to

meet to discuss the issues which are placing demands cn them. The benefits of

pcasible interagency cooperation and coordination are more likely to be seen

after a discussion ofmutual concerns and problems which are unsolved. Once

nReds have been identified, relating to individual children and groups of

children, it is possible to then fanm an interagency coalition to gather' adn

examine data to aid in problem solving.

Initial representations from the following cammunity groups and Agencies

might haclude, btt not be United to:
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-Local Eepartment of 'Health
,Other health facilities (clinics, hospitals)

-Local medical personnel
-Community center boards
-Local departments of social services

-Head. Stal;t

-Parent groups
4Ublic and private schools
-Other private or pUblic agencies serving the handicapped

-Public service organizations
(From Child. Find, A. HandboCk for Implementation:,
Colorado Department of EdLicatioa, 1978, p. 10)

The flowchart, Figure 1, on page 116 outlines tbe process by which the

coalition can operate. After the initial fonallatill of roles and responsibi-

lities, the core coalition can begin to gather data frau their own and other

important community service agencies and organizations. Figure 2 is a suggested

resource list frau the Colorado Child Find Handbock, (1978),

rnimeemsimmomirommErrow

Public Agencies

Figure 2

COM= RESOURCES

Colorado Department of Edbcatian
Special Education Services

Colorado Department of Health
Division of Family Health Services

Colorado Department of Social Services
Division of Title XX Services

Family and Children"s Services
Services to Children
Specialized Services for Mentally Retarded

Day Care
Divisice of Medical Assistance
Division of Medical Assitance
Division of Vocational Rebabilitatioa

Colorado Department of Instituticns
Division of Ybuth Services
Division of Developmental Disabilities
Division of Mental Health

toards of Cooperative Educational Services
Schools Districts
Child Development Centers
State Hone and Training Schools
Colorado School for the Deaf and the Blind

Head Start
GOveraor's Council on the Handicapped
Colorado State Board for Community Colleges

and Occupational Education
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PTA and PTO
Big Brothers, Incorporated
Big Sisters of Colorado, Incorporated
Neighborhood Action Centers and

Opportunity Schools
Hunan Services, Incorporated
Interfidth Tagk Force
Emergency Good Neighbor Services
Goodwill Industries
Help Foundation
Unixed Why
Cultural Organizations (Native:Americans

United, Mac.)
Child Birth Preparation Association

of Colorado, Inc.
Children's Educaticn Rind Centers
Veteran's of Foreign Wars
Senior Citizen's Group
Salvation Army
Volunteers of American
Attention, Inc.
Mariam Legion
American Youth Hostels
Jaycees
Knights of Columbus
Mascns
Elks
Eagles
Shriners
Moose
Lions
International Order of Odd Fellows
Local Sororities and Fraternities
YMCA, YWCA
Boy and Girl Scouts
Cmnpfire Girls
Red Cross
Xiwanis
Rotary

-

local Ubmen's Groups
Optimists
Saroptinists

Religious Carnality denters, Services and
Crganizations

Colorado Federation, The Council for
Exceptional Children

Colorado Association for Retarded Citizens
Colorado Epilepsy Association
Colorado Association for Children wi.th Learning
Disabilities

Planned Parenthood
Easter Seal Society



AO

Tnternaticnal Rehabilitation .Association
Colorado Associaticn of the Deaf

---ilarch of Dimes
thited Cerebral Palsy
Citizen Advocacy Progran
National Associaticn for the Advancement

of Colored People(NAA.0?)

Hispanic or 'Chicano Organizatices

Religious Charities
Parent Organizations
Colorado Associaticn for the Educaticn

of Young Children
Employee Associatians
Medical Society
Dental Society
Professicnal Wane& s Associations

local and Camulity Hospitals
Colleges and thiversity Speci

Educaticn Departnents
Day Care Prograns
Head Start
Preschool Praaaas
Parents of Handicapped Children
Mountain Plains Regicnal Center for

Services to Handiwped Children
Farm Bureau
Chanber of Catmerce
tbur-H Clubs
1.Abor Unions
Business Associatians
Colorado Society for the Prevention

of Blindness
Associaticn. of Childhood Education

Colorado Educatim Association
Colorado Federation of Teachers
Colorado State Facilitator Project
Colorado Retired Teachers Association.

Teachers Organizations
Foresters
Grange

41111111176.

Aiken, et. al. (1975) identify four 4c.ey elanents requiring coordination
in

a fully integrated service delivery system: 1) Clieits, 2) Programs and ser-

vices, 3) Resources, and 4) Informaticn. in order to be able to make deci-

sions about where cooperative efforts need to be undertaken in these areas, the

coaliticn needs to examine data co.: 'Who are the children being served? Not

being served? What propxans and services are being offered to young handi-

1 .1.1
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capped dhildren? What resources are available to young handicapped children

and their families? Where are there gaps in services and deficient resources?

How are programs, services, and resources funded? What interagency efforts

already exist? What are the variations in eligibility requirements?- Cost?

Staff limitations?

CUE=

First, who are the young handicapped children receiving services? An

aralysis of the numbers of children being served in eadh age group, birth to..

three, and three to six is needed. In addition it is important to determine

utat handicaps Are being served. Perhaps there are many programs for young

mentally retarded dhildren but very few for the deaf. Also, the degree of

severity of the handicapped children being served has to be ascertained.

Severely involved.ehildren may be receiving the majority of services to the

exclusian of the mildly involved children. By examining this data, areas of

overlap in services to.partioular target groups can be found. Gap6 in services

to an age level, type of handicap or sevtrity level can also be readily seen

(see fampage 133).

PREGRAMS AND SERVICES

Analysis of the'programs and services offered by various agencies and

organizations will reveal further duplication. and gaps. Requesting information

about whether or not an agency provides a specific service directly, purchases

the service or doesn't provide the service, but peroeives a need for it is

important. Such data cannot only facilitate developmant of interagency agree-

ments, but also can assist in planning for future development of the service

'delivery system. Kazuk, Green and Magrab (1979) discuss a systen for analyzing

the community resources. The following is a modification of their list of

possible services which should,be explored within each agency:,
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-Magnesia
-Specific Discipline Evaluation (e.g.) speedh & language)

-MultidisciplinaryEvaluatian
-I:E.P. in PL 9A-142
-Canprehensive/Individualized Planning

-CounselingP ents
-Special Educaticn (classrocmcm. homeba.;ad)

-Regular tion

-Mainatr
,-Consultat

- Follow-up

-Referral
-SPeeChTherapy
-Language Therpay
-Physical Therapy
-Occupational Therapy
- Psydhiatric Therapy
-Pschological Service

- Nursing Service
-Pediatric Service

- Vision Specialist
-Mobility Training
-Nutriticn Consultaticn 4

-Case Management
-Parent Education
-Legal (Protective/advocate)
-Recreaticn Services
- Residential Services

-Respite Care
4bster Care
- rey Care

-Transportaticn
- Homemakers Service

-Hane Nuraing
-Preventive Services
-Public Education
- Staff Training
- Financial Assistance
-Equipmant
-Instruct icnal Materials

The accumulation of information about each of these service and resource

areas can prcmide eye-opening awareness of overlap, duplicaticn, and gaps.

Again this information can be helpful for both, the immediate development of

interagency agreements, but also is critical for sagacious future planning

(See form pages 133-135 for-gathering data).



INFORMATION

Information concerning haw programs are funded is particularly relevant

to interagency planning. By using funding sources in different ways or paying

fur services frau various federal prog.Pams, the number of services which can

be made available to yourkg handicapped children can be,greatly increased. '7t

is clear that existing resources beyaad those now utilized in special education

can be coordinated with other federal programs to benefit children with handi-

caps" (Audette, 1978, p. 2).

Ihus, in making decisions concerning first dollar agreements, the source

of funding and eligibility for services is critical. Information relating to

available personnel, facilities, equipment and materials is all necessary.

ACCUMULATM DATA

In order to gather data relating to the above areas a relatively simple

procedure needs to be developed. Staff from the various agencies already Ipend

much time in filling out forms. They do not want to have to put a lot of effort

into an outside agency's request for information. For this reason, it is essen-

tial that representatives frau as many agencies as possible be involved. In

the initial planning process, each representative will need to caavince the

st9fr.of the benefits of cooperation.

A sample format cn how to gather the necesiary data is offered hexe. This

procedure can be modified to meet individual community, needs. An effort has

been mode to keep theforms simple and the tabulation process quick.

THE DATA COLLECTION PROCESS

The following discussioniwill focus an a five-step process which utilizes

five sequential recording forms to coordinate cammunity resources for young

holdicapped children and their families. A catplete set of formo can be found

at the end of the chapter (pages 131-140).

1 4
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Forn 1. Taszen is designed to determine the nnmber, type

and degree of handicapping canditicns currently being served.

Form 2. Services Provided/Needed assesses, which of forty services are

provided by aa agency either directly ar through purchase of service. It also

seeks informaticn cn services which are needed.

Form 3. Progran Funding Source allows agencies to indicate the prhnary

source(s) of funding for Wrials services which their agaacy offers.

FOrm 4, Service Delivery terriers indicates the prdblems which agencies

are encotntering which may be hinderiAg their ability to fully deliver effec-

tive and efficient services.

Form 5. Suanary of Population and Services is used to summarize data and

determine overlaps in age, severity, handicap or services. It also sumnarizes

services which are:needed by either agency, servicea needed by the agendy which

the school provides, and services provided by the agency utidh the school

district needs.

The coordinating agency (the public school) completes a Community Resources

Packet first. Packets are then taken to other participating agencies to be

ccmpleted. Ccaparison and analysis follows. The following steps delineate the

process in further depth.

bile 1. The Oanmunity Resources Packet (page 133442) is ccmpleted first

by the public schcol early intervention program. representative. The facilita-

ting agency in this' case is presumed to be the public sdhool, howeverlit could

be any agency selected for the role. The shaded oolumns are filled in by the .1

facilitating?agency.

a) Target Population (ftrm 1) On this form -'the Shaded bcaes are

filled in by.the facilitating agency (Public Schools) with the number of

children currently being served by age; birth to two, two to three, and three



to five, under the headings of mildly, moderately, or severely handicapped.
1

This is repeated by category of handicapping condition, indicating the primary

diagnosis. Although data may be collected ncocategorically, ma effort should

be made to provide a nonduplicated count by primary handicapping condition.

For 'example, the public school may be serving 10 moderately handicapped

and 20 severely handicapped children birth to two years old, etc. Of those,

2 are blind or visually impaired, 5 are orthcpedically handicapped, 13 are

mentally'retarded, 5 are severely disturbed and 5 are language impaired. This

is an unduplicated count by parimary bandicap.

Example:
Farm 1

; Birth to

2 to 3 yr,.

3 to 5

is ions
ILl
mum III u ii

111111111111
IMO

b) Services Provided/Needed (Form 2) lbe second fonn, Services Provided/

Needed, is Completed in a Similar way. The shaded column is filled in by the

facilitating agency (in this case the Public Sclijols). If a particular service

is.purchased by your agency from another agency, check that column. If a

service is provided directly by your agency that column is-checked. If a

service is not provided or is needed the respective boxes axe checked.
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EXample: Farm 2

(S) Screenipg
(SEE) §peclEic tiscipline

Evaluation
(litDE) Eatidisciplinary

Evaluation

teed Physical Therapist

-c) Program Funding Source (Form 3) This form is desimed to gather

InfOrmation concerning the funding sources utilized to .pey for services. This

data will be most helpful when interagency agreements are formed, as flexibility

in this area will allow for restructIming of payment for services. The facil-

itating agency again places a chedk ha the shaded boxes to indicate which
0

funding source is being used to pay for particular services. Nb dheck is placed

where a service is not provided.

For example, if funds fran P.L. 94-194 are being used to pay for screening,

evaluation, and the development of the individualized education plans, then

checks are placed in those respective boxes. Counseling is provided for parents

of young handicapped children and is paid for by funds through P.L. 94-194.

Example: Form 3

Fundin ro

P.L. 94-194

Title XiX

Title I

Medicaid

r-1

4-1

1251 U



d) Problems - Service Delivery Barriers (Form 4)

Information from this form serves nanypuxposes. It allows agencies

an opportunity to relate their concerns about shortages of staff, money,

facilities, etc. to each other. It also provides ameans by -which to compare

problem areas and, hopefully, work out interagency agreements to solve some of

the pxoblems. (This farm may also be used as an initial discussion base, to

aid program staff in identifying mutual problens and concerns.) The form is

filled out by placing a check in the bcaes which indicate problems which inhibit

the most effective performance of a particular service.

&ample:
Form 4

S Sore (1.

Si peci ic P scip ine
EValuation (2)

tie c p inary
Evaluation (3)

In this example, the school district has had difficulty organizing d Child

iand effort, because of lack of knowledge around utilizing community resources

to provide ccmprehensive screening services. They-have also had a time lag

between referral for evaluation and the actual performance of the evaluation,

nxstiv as a result of a shortage of support staff to be able to do all the

needqd evaluations.

S1EP 2. Make a transparency of all your completed forms for the school district.

These transparencies will be utilized for making response comparisons between

the public school early intervention program and ithe other community agencies.

1/5
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STEP 3. Take a Cammity Resources Packet to the other agencies or coalition

of community resources for yotrig handicapped children. Carefully explain to

then the procedure for filliAg out the forms,and how the information will be

utilized in developing cooperative efforts to benefit the agencies in their

delivery of services to dhildren and their families. Emphasis should be

placed on the agencies filling in their response in the unshaded boxes.

Sit? 4. Have the agency respresentatives take the fanns badk to their agencies

and meet with theiristaffs. Each perion should explain this process to the

staff and enlist their help and support in providing information to camplete

the forms. This is an important step, as inadequate explanation to the staff

can affect the later implementation Of ensuing weements (Smith, 1978).

SEEP 5. Collection and aaalysis of the data gathered takes,place as the cboper-

ating agencies return their forms to the facilitating agency. The analysis of

the data takes place in the follawing nanner.

First, the transparency of the forms from the facilitating agency are

laid directly on top of the first page of the seccnd agencies forms. The

agency's name is written In the left hand column of the Summary of Populaticu

and Services (Forn 5) (See page142).

The responses fran each agency then are campared. The school's responses

should appear in the shaded column end the gecond agency's responses should

appear i the unshaded column.

Example: C/3

Form 1
s- -

e- '0 '0 C0 e's
s- 4-4

Cd 0) (1) CU a)Ua)UI.i
r4 0) $.4 ri .1.4 4-1 ri 0 e- 4-)

"ti 0 4-1 r-I Cri

`1:1 g 'A - 0. W
ri CO 0 0 CU r4 W I-I OJ gi

1:0 . 0

Birth to.two

Two tO three

Three to five

e".

11 IIII
111111111H
!HIM 1111-11



It can be seen that there is no duplication in the birth to two or two

to three category. There is an overlap in the three to five age range, both

in the severity level served (nildly handicapped) andin the handicapping

conditions served (u/tally retarded and language impaired). From Target

Population (Form 1) any duplication of Ages, severity levels, or handicaps

served should be transferred to the appropriate column on the

Population and Services (Form 5). Put the age range and the initials for the

level and handicap (Mi, Mb, Se, M.R., E.D., etc.) in the box an the matrix

on Fonn 5 where there is an overlap.

Example, Form 5

lj het
cd

1-4 r-4 r-4

1-4

1, Maple Headstart 3-5 Mi M. R.

L.I.

2.

No oanclusions are drawn frail this data at this time. Discussion of the

implioations of overlaps will take place later with the agencies cancerned.

The Services Provided by EaCh Agency (Farm 2) are compared in the someway.

A section of one agency's form compared with the school district transparency

ndght look like this: I

EXawple: Form 6

w

I0

w

4,1

c,
48 u) CCMMENIS

(C) Consultatian (11)

. need consultation on specific
language problems

(F) Follow-up (12) 0/ limited

(A) Referral (13)
V

(Sl)Speech therapy (14)

128
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Uben transferred to the Sumnary Population and Serviices(Folm15), the

informatioi would appear on the fann as follows:

le: Form 7
,.

Write hn
initials of
services
duplicated

Write in
initials
of needed
services
by either
agency

wrice lu
initials of
services the
agency pur-
chases that
the school
couldprovide

Write in
initials of
services the
school needs
that the agency
provides

. Maple Headstart (F) (R)

_

(C) (se)
_ _

_

As can be seen frau the Sunnary Form, follaw-up and referral are two dupli-

cated services. Consultation and speech therapy are two services which the

Headstart needs which the school can provide. Again, no conclusions are drawn

fran this informatian. But, this will be ane topic nit- discussion urith this agency.

It should be rioted that these fcrffs aan be utilized by any two agencies.

A transparency can be uade of any one set of forms to be compared to any other set.

In the previously discussed example, the public sdhool early intervention program,

as a result of the legal mandates of P.L. 94-142, is the agency-acting as the

service coordinator. Other agencies could also utilize this process_to meet the

needs of indtvidual children or groups of children. Although designed for coordin-

ation of early intervention progrems, the fotms and procedures can also be used in

examining services to older children.

At first glance thisprocess may seem extreffely complicated and time consuming.

In fact, the reader may at this time be left gasping fot breath, thinkini that

this is ane procedure that can surely be skipped. However, interagency coordina-

tion is critically hmportant to maxinun service efficiency and effectiveness.
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Ose

The process delineated herein can be useful for:

1) Determining canamity needs prior to requesting funding,

suppcmt or writing a grant propceal.

2) Raising the community and legislative awareness level concerning

duplication and gaps in services.

3) Solving pmoblems related to needed services for individual

children.

4) ,Evaluating the progrmmb impact cn the community service system.

5) Evaluating the effect of coordination on individual children and

their families.

A Case Stt4y

Perhaps the best way to demonstrate the usefulness of the process just

described is to examine the case cl Paul M.. Paul is a four year old, severely

handicapped child with Dam's Syndrome. He has been in the institution for two

years, but has recently been assigned to a foster family in the local community.

Paul was referred to ahild Find for a complete ev'aluation. After gathering

background information on Paul, representatives from the insitution and social

services were included on the evaluaticn temm.

A ccuplete assessment of Paul was done utilizing a multidisciplinary team.

The results of that assesmaent revealed the following needs:

1) need fcm cognitive activities to sthnalate imitation, problem-solving,

discrimination and basic classification concepts;

2) need for early language activities to stimulate imitation and produc-

tion of sounda, recognition of objects and communicative intent;

3) need for motor activities to strengthennIscle tone, develop bilateral

coordinathon, and encourage locomotion;

4) need for social interaction with developmental-age peers to develop on-

looker behaviors andlbegimling social exchange;
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5) need for development of attachment to foster Parants'and development,

of trustiAg relationship with adults; °

6) need for glasses to correct vision;

7) need for follow-up of redical problems reLated to heart condition and

respiratory problems;

8) need far hearing aid to correct hearing loss;

need far training of foster parents concealing care and education of

Paul;

10) need for appropriate day care Taben not in prooma, as both foster

parents work.

It was apparent that the school district would not be able to neet all_ of

Paul's needs. Yet, all aspects were hnportant to effectively serve Paul and

his family. In fact, it became clear that suppcmt services were essential if

the foster care arrangement were to work out. Consequently, the analysis of

community resources revealed the following:

1) Paul was eligible to have glasses and hearing aid paid for by Title

XIX or Title V.

2) A special morning preschool program which focused on cognitive,

language, motor and social emotional development was available ha the school

district and could be paid for by monies through P.L. 94-142.

3) Physical therapy services, not available through the sdnool could be

purchased through Medicaid.

4) Trahning for foster parents was available through social sprvices,

Title )0tmonies. The parents were also put in touch with Parents Encouraging

Parents (PE') through the Department of Education and with the local Associa-

tion for Retarded Citizens (ARC).

,5) Therapeutic day care services vere identified far the afternoons.



Finis from Sentate Bill 26, through Social Services were used to help with

finding.

In sumnary, several points need to be noted. The interggency coordina-

tion process is a dynamic process, which demands agency commitment to work

effectively. The school districts, as the one agency with whom all children

mist relate until adulthood, are the logical coordinating agency. Beginning

with a coordinated effort from the first referral of a child is important.

Aaa agencies previously associated with the dhild and his/her fanily should

be involved in the evaluation and staffing of the ,child. Agreements developed

may be infonmal or formal; child specific or progran related; directed at,

standards, resources, or information. Regardless of the nature of the agree-

ments, interagency cooperation and coordination must be viewed as a vitally

important process. Schok11 districts Gan and should play a critical role in

initiating and iiilr .nting effectivs planning procedures.

1 5 '?
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AgencY

Address

Cali= RESOURCFS PACKET
FOR

YOU143 HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES

.Contract Person

Phone

TARIM POPULATION

Please fill in each white boy:with the number of children served for each age range and.categoiy

of handicapped condition. Indicate only one handicap per child, the primary diagnosed handicap.

Noe: Please fill out in pencil

..

re
:d
m

;a
V
L

:6
m

BE

S
04

:d

M,
Vs

(93 -;111-1

. ne,

.21

044

ria

1 w

'do..
:EJ

gM A

r.''',§

Om AA
i
A

r
4i

A M g

I
Birth to two years

(0-2)

1

II I
Two to three years.

(2-3)

Three to five years
(3-5)

II
'

. II II

MAJOR SERVICE AREAS in relation to birth to five population

On the following pege please check those se/vices that your agency provides. Check in the purchase service

column if your agency purchases service film another agency. Check the direct service cam.' if your agency

provides that service at your facility. Check don't provide if the service is not available through your

agency. Check need service if that is a service that-your agency could utilize.
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Fain 3

PROGIM FUNDLNG SOURCE

Place a check (ill) in the appropriate

box to indicate which state ot federal
soucre(s) supplies funding for the

service. Mare than one source may be

checked if appropriate.
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FIVE

SCREENING
AND

ASSESSMENT

Chapter I identified the rationale behind early identification and inter-

vention. Clearly, finding and serviRg handicapped children and their families

at the earliest age possible provides benefits to the child, the family and

society.

What is the public school's role in locating handicapped children inorder

that they might receive early intervention? Child Find, the location of handi-

capped persons birth through 21 years old, is ammlate to all public schools

utilizing funding authorized through P.L. 94-142.

"Child find is an active, ongoing process of locating, identifying, and

evaluating handicapped children so they may receive a free, aPpropriate educa-

tion" (Chazdon, Harvey, McNulty, 1978, p.1). The reader is rLferred to Child

Find, A Handbook for Implementation developed by the Colorado Department of

education for detailed guidelines in establishing a Child Find program.

SCREENING

-Public schools have a role in identifying handicapped children from birth

to five in addition to the school age population through the process of screen-

-
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ing. Screening may be dP9.ned as "the rapid process of selecting, from the total

population a referrals, those students who may have special needs, and/or the

process of confirming the need for further assessrrent", (Recommnded Stmdards

and Guidelines to Accompany the Rules for the Administration of the Handicapped

Children's Educatiori..lizt, Colorado Department of Education, Special Education

Services Unit 1976).

Screening to determine "special needs" could cricarpass a igeat nuther of

medical, psycholocal, or educational problem. Lillie (1977) offers scme

guidelines for dc.rermining which problems are appropriate for screening and

deserve the necessary exp enditur e of time, money and effort.

I. Screening assunes that the problem being screened for can be anElio-

rated or modified as a iesult of subsequent eduraticnal treatmatt

programs.

2. Early intervention must improve the condition more than would interven-

tion at a later date when the problem becomes nore obvious.

3. The problen or condition being screened for can be specifically diag-

nosed through. further application of wasurement procedures.

4. The necessary follow-up procedures for next steps are presently or

potentially available.

5. The problem or condition being scremed for is relatively prevalent or,

the consequences of not discovering a rare problem or condition are

wry severe.

6. Measuranent procedwes to screen appropriately for the problem should

be readily available (pages 20-21).

Screening will not only allow chiIdren to receive needed services at an

earlier age, it will also provide import.ant data to assist schools in long range

planning for special services.



The screening process should be planned, coordinated and carried out in

cooperation with other community agencies and organizations which provide ser-

vices to young handicapped children and their families. Screening of the child

under five years of age preseats a set of problems which are unique to the po-

pulation and thus necessitate camtnity involvement.

1. The child is usually not in a public school classroom setting.

2. lhe conditions which ney have a later effect an learning may be health

related and thus necessitate input fran health professionals.

3. Certain high risk populations (e.g., abused and neglected children)

may best be located through agencies in contact with these families.

4. The deve_lopmental rather thimi academic, nature of screening young

children requires dicraetly unislue screening paocedures.

5. Different screening instruments and procedures nmy be necessary for

infants and preschoolers. e

A coordinated community screeniRg effort for the under five population

can be of benefit to all agencies oancerned and can eliminate duplication of

effort.

One of the first steps that nReds to.be taken is a survey-of ommlaity

resources. Such a survey should determine:

1) what agencies are serving handicapped children and their fmnilies;

2) the type and degree of service'each agency provides;

3) whether the person, agency or organization will participate in Child

Find, and how.

The second step involves developing an iRp,oeragTcy steering committee

to plan and coordinate screening effcrts. A sLaty of the planning process

outline by the Colorado Department of Ed75Ation Child Find Handbook includes

4-7
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the following:

1. Outline gaals of the screaling program with the cther cOmmaity

agencies involved in the Child Find or the interagenqr committee.

2. Confirm agency commitment through formal (signed written) agreements

or informal (verbal or written) agreennits which designate persons

responsible for specific responsibilities.

J. Utilize existing screening programs. Discuss and came to mutual agree-.)

ment on methods and procedures to be used jointLy.

4. Define the population to be screened.

-what geogxaphic location will be covered?

-what age range mill be emphasized?

-will there be eligibility requirements (for other agencies)?

-approximately haw many childrai will he screened?

-will transportation be provided?

-will day care for siblings be prcvided?

5. Coordinate conuunity screening and the school screening program to

prevent overlap of services and to set up an appropriate referral

process.

6. Determine the screening areas to be tested

-developmental (mator, language, social, self-help, adaptive,

cognitive, perceptual)

-speech and language

-hearing

-visian

-social/emo 0

-healtWdental

,tc.s

7. Determine screening instrucents to be used. Criteria to consider include:



-reliability

-validity

-standardization

-brevity, ease of administration

-cost efficiency

8. Establish sites for screening

-Public Schools

-Prpschools and Day-Care Centers

-Health Care Settings

-Community Agencies

-Child's home

9. Arrange dates and times for screening. Consider-

-a variety of times

-during school hours

-screening of infants - between mils and naptfte-s

.10. Publicize all relevant information so other agencies are aware of it.

11. Determine haw the cannunity will be notified of the screening. Start

planning for a public awareness campaign.

12. Determine what parental permisbion is required.

-permission is not needed for mass screening, but it is needed for

diagnostic assessment.

13. Plan for the training of acreeners.

A summary of Colorado's Child Identification model is ddpicted in Figure 1,

page149.

SCREENING' PROCESS

Depending on procedures and instruments selected by the interagency planning

comMittee, the actual screening process will vary. It is recommended that a .

148 1 83
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multidisciplinary team be used. Ptofessionals representing specific discipli-

nes particularly for specific areas of screening sudh as speech and language,

can make Nmluable clinical observaticns of the child during screening. However,

paraprofessiOnali can be trained to do most aspects of screening quite effec-
-

tively.

The major caiponents of the screening process are outlined in Figure 2, page

151, The basic elements which need to be included in any screening include:

1) Obtaining family, nedical, and developmental information from parents.

This includes information on difficulties the dhildmay have had

during pregnancy, delivery, post.natally or in the early years. Any

ccncerns the parents may have about the child's developuent are noted.

Information on nedical or health related problens is also taken.

2) Wsion, hear:rig or health related scremaing may be done by appropriate

volunteers or agency staff, depending an the goals of screening.

3) Developmental screening is conducted. Screening instrumants vary in

the developuental areas which they address. Usually the major compo-

nents include fine and gross motor (and/or self-help), expressive and

receptive langline (often including a speech section), and cognitive

or adaptive reasoning. Often a section is included which examines be-

havior relating to social-emotional development. Sone instruments

geared for kindergarteners look at pre-academic skills as well.

In determining the processes and procedures for screening, care

should be taken to avoid,"over-identifying" or "under-identifyingu.

That is, idenafying children who really are not handicapped or

missing those who are handicapped and in need of service. Careful

selection of instruments, and development of local criteria for pass-

4
fail cutoff is thus very important .

15C



FIGURE 2.

SCREENING PROCESS
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4) Determination of status. Another means of avoiding the`pirblun of

over or under-identification is to develop a revied system. Children

who opviously pass do no* need to be discussed. Children who have

failed several sections of the screening are automatically referred

for further evaluation. It is the "questionable" group of children

who deserve to be discussed. Data from the screening can.be discussed

el
by the team and determination omn be made as to whether the child

should be rescreened in one or more areas or.should be referred for an

in depth evaluation of one or more areas. Rescreening is advised over

"passing" a child who has performed "questionably".

5) Sharing results. Parents of all children should have the results of

the sCreening interpreted for them, along with a ra-explanation of the

purpose of screening. Regardless,.of whether the child "passed" or

"fttLed" the screening, the parents should be informed that a screening

looks only at a few selected behaviors. A "fail" does not constitute

a canfinmation of a problem or a diamosis, just as a "pass" does

not insure a problem-free future. Parents should also be advised if

any fbrther check-ups are needed. Also, activities or suggestiaas

for home are often welcomed by parents. If the child is being referred

for further evalution,,a personal interview with the parents is

important to explain the procedures 'tallith TAll take place and to

provikle sunport to parents who may feel fearful )f the assessment

process.

Careful records should be kept on all children going through the screening

process as this wri.l provide valuable information to service providers far long-

term planning. Issues of osnfidentiality need to be addressed as part of the

interagency planning process. Permission can be obtained from parents for cross-

agency glaring of information in accordmcg_with due process procedures.



411
EVALUATION

Children who have been referred by other agencies (sudh as social services),

by professions (such as doctors or therapists), or by parents, and who have

failed the screening are in need of further evaluation. As stated in the Federal

Register, teceMber 30, 1976, "evaluation (assessment) means procedures used to

determine whether a child is lumuliawed and the natlure and extent of the special

education and related services that the child needs. The tennmeans procedures

used selectively with an individual child and does not include basic tests ad-

ministered to or procedures used with all children in school, grade, or class".

Thus, evaluation hnplies am individual assessment which usually results in

a determinatian Or "diagnosis" of a handicapping condition. "Literally, diag-

nosis means 'knowing thoroughly'. Use of the term diagnosis is taken from the

medical model which involves giving examinations and interpreting symptoms in

order to find the cause of the'disorder and to prescribe treatment. In'the field

of education, it may refer to the labeling of specific disorders or categories"

(Chazon, et.al., 1978, p. 137).

Cross and Coin (1977) describe diagmosis as looking at the child and his

environment for four purposes: ,

1. to determine whetter a handicapping condition (ar conditions) exist;

2. to clarify the causes of the identified problem (i.e., is the child

1.r:7r-caba1 due to a tearing impairment, mental retardation, an information-

process prdblan, or lack of v'exbal stimulation);

3. to develop a treatment plan;

4. to ascertain the mst appropriate service that the program cm render

. the child (p.. 7).

Diagnosis involves an in-dipth examination of problems wtdch were identified

during screening. Whereas scruatingnoy be done by trained paraprofessianals,

diagnosis must inviolveprofeshionals from a variety of fields - including medicine,
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psychology, specific therapies, and education. Uhether or not.diagnosis, or

labeling, is necessary is a controversial subject. It is felt by many to be"

important to provide an appropriate placement amd to justify funding expen-

ditures.

The primary goal of educational diagnosis is to provide information re-
/

garding a child's needs. Harbin (1977) defines educational assessment as

"the systematic process of 1) collecting information both an a child's level

of functioning in specific areas'of development aad cn his learnirg character-

istics and 2) carefully interpreting the inforMation which is collected"

(p. 35). The intetpretation of this informaticn is used to deteimine the

placement of the dhild in the least restrictive environment and the "most

productive" envirannent possible lcher, 1978). The informatiOn is also

utilized in developing a comprehensive and specific plan for the dhila's day-
Q

to-day eauCational prOgram. Ingram (1980) states that another purpose of

assessuent data is to assist in "outlining the evaluation procedures that are

to be used in determining the effectiveness of ihe educe-
.,

tional program in meting identified goals and objectives" (p. 5).

In.summary, Assessoent should provide same global information about the

child - Haw does the child compare to other children Usiher 'age? It should

also provide educators wilh specific information for the classroom -what

skills is the child ready to learnt Assessment should also give direction

to the staff who will be working with the Fhild - In what ways does this dhild

leaxn most effectively? Figure 3 on page 155 summarizes the global and

specific questions that the assessment process Should addAss.
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\ Figure 3.

PURPOSES OF ASSE

Glbbal for PlaCement

1.. Does ahaldicap exist? (diagnosis)

2. What is the etiology of the handicap?

3. What is the child's developmental

4. What placement is most appropriate

and least restrictive?

5. What services does the child need?

6.

7,

Specific for Classroom

1. Mat are the child's strengths
and weaknesses? (profile)

2. What is the treatment for the
problems or condition?,

3. What skills does the child need

to acquire?

4. wat environment is most appropriate
for learnirg?

5. a. How does the child learn most
effectively?

b. What skills is the child ready

What services does the family need? 6.

Tow far has the child progressed? 7.

I4lat follow-up will be provided? 8.

to learnr

What suggestions are there for the

fanily to do at how?

How-will we know whether our inter-
vention is successful?

What information.will follow the .

child?

TENK COMPOSUMON

1

Higgins (1977) outlil seven points that should be Lsidered in organizing

fbr evaluation to meet the provisions outline in P.L. 94-142:

1. the public agency responsible for detennining,that the child has a.

specific hand-cap will use a team to evaluate that child;

2. the official fran the education agency responsible for-the administration

of special education programs will be responsible for appointhng tem

:neuters;
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th ccapositim of tha ?tearmmust 1 tbe child's regular teacher

or a teacher licenied or certified by thg state agency and appointed

by the officiAl repre.senting the educational agency completing the

assessment;.'

4. one additional individual certified or licensed by the state ed7,

ucatian agencY to cOnduct individual diagn6stic examinaaons (sChool

psychologist,speech clinician Cyr resource teadher) must be included

bn the assessnent team; AI

5.. nembers constituting the team shall be chosen onthe basis of their

knowledge of procedures used in the evdluation.of children;

111-

6. e4ch individual tean member rust be qualified to Perform the specific

assessmeht tasks thiqhave been assigned; and

7. after the *evaluation, the team should neet at least pnce to discuss

the evaluation and to reach a decision as to the child's performance,

(Ingram, 1980, p..6-7).

EDUCATIORAL ASSESSIENT PROCESS

The assessmnt, process can be divided into five phases:

-.-

Phase I.

Phase II.

Phase III.

Phase IV.

Phase V.

Assessment planning

Assessment (analysis)

Interpretation.(synthesis)

Program planning

*Classrom assessment

ithe first four phases are completed by a. multidisciplinary te:am assigned

to evaluate the child. The first four phases go up ro and include the staffing

process which occurs in phsse IV. The final phase, classroom aSsessment, is

conducted by those teamnembers working directly with the child after the child

has been pLaced in the appropriate setting.
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Each, of these phases will be examined in depth in the following discussion.

Figtme 4, on page 158 pcdVides flow chart illustrating the total process,

Phase I. ASSESSMENT MAROC

After receiving a referral on a child, planning r..!eds to take place to

determine the nature of the assessmentwhich will follow. Whoever is responsible

far handling the initial referrals, usually an intake socialwoldur or the

program coordinator, needs to revie# the infornatiori which comes with the referral.

Occasionally, more information is neded and the intake person may need to

contact the parents, send far medical records, or talk to the child's preschool

or day care teacher. Informal \observations of the child are advised whenever

possible. After gathering the necessary referral'infonnatian, ihe intake worker

has soue idea of the "referral questions" or the reasons for further evaluation.

These questions may eminate from the Irofessional screening:

-mhat are the child's linguistic capabilities?

-at what.level is the dhild functioning cognitively?

-does the child have an identifiable motor handicap?

or the teacher or parent:might ask. MOTe informal questions such as:

-uty doesn't he talk very well?

-why doesn't he pay attention and mind?

The intake person calls referral conferences to reviewall pertinent infor-

mation regarding referral questions and to ascertain whether or not any assegs-

ment, a full assessment battery, or partial asseisment is indicated. The full

team should discuss the referral information and make the following decisions:

1. How could the child unction better in his/her present environment?

with modification in present placement)

2. What additianal information is needed?
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Figure 4 THE. ASSESSMENT PROCESS
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3. Who would be the mst appropriate individuals to obtain the needed

information?

What-instrumery:s or procedures Nould be most appropriate for obtaining

the needed information?

Figure 5

Phase I. ASSESSMENT PLANNIN1

Screening

Review referral
information

III =I =I Noi=sm.

/ Informational
Observation

Date Collection
-screening

reakds
-preschool or day
care information

Referral conference
-referral questions
-information reviewed

DetermThation of:
-assessment team

---assessment-instrunents
(tentative)

-assessment procedure
(tentative)

=MIMS P3R-ASSESMIT PLANNDIG

What additional information is needed?

Multidisciplinary evaluation is important to ensure obtaining a canplete

picture of the child's performance (Cross and Coin, 1977). However, unnecessary

evaluation should be avoi&d. YLI:ormatIon illich--is-available-from other-sources

should be used whenever possible.

. Who would be the most appropriate individuals to obtain the needed information?

Traditionally professionals are trained to perform specific roles and functions .



They are often trained to administer specific types of instruments. For example,

social workers are trained to do family interviews, social histories ane gather

relevant data through interview techniques. Spaeth and language pathologists in

addition to being trained in assesshng speech and laaguage skills are also often

trained to do feeding assessments,behavioral observations and family interviewing.

Administrators need to know the skills of the team and utilize their expertise in

the most effective and efficient usy. Staff should be qualified ta do the test-

ing needed, particularly when using standardized tests.

What instruments or procedures would be the most appropriate for obtaining

the needed information? This question is particularly important as there are a

great many different instruments available an the mari-.et. Same have been around

aWhile, while many are quite new. Some are highly touted and others are contro-

versial. It is irportant for staff to keep current on new instruments, but also

to be current on the research regarding all instruments. Each instrtment should

be analyzed to determine:

-validity - has the test been proven to measure what it purports to measure?

-reliability - does the test provide a consistent estimate of behavioral

performance?

-standardization - was the test standardized on a sample population wi.th

demographic Characteristics similar to those of individuals to be tested?

Adrinistratian and scoring procedures should also be standardized in order

that interpretation of test results be as accurate as possible.

-bias - is the test biased or discriminatory against any cultural minority?

Is it biased so that a particular handicap (e.g., blind or deaf) will be

penalized by standardized administratien?
__ .

Thdde-66niide'rkiOns are particularly important for the global purposes

of assessment as outlined in Figure 3 an page 155 . In additicn to studying

test manuals for the above information, staff should be familiar with O.K.
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Buros Mental Measurements Yearbock, and F. Davis, l'esLAnalysisijsrestILJEci

Verification Instruments for Preschool Children Deparbmant of Education, Ctm-

uonwealth of Pennsylvania. Diagnosis, developuental level, and placement deci-

sions have treuendous implications for the child and should not be treated

lightly. Psychoedicational testiAg done in Phase II ghoUd utilize appropriate

instruments for these purposes. In Phase V where classroom assessment takes

place,,a wider variety of instruments-are legitimate. Discussion of the inform-

al, criterion referenced assessment which will be done is also discussed at the

assessuent planning phase.

Phase II. Assessment (Malysis)

A few guidelines for organization and implementation of the assessment

process should be noted.

1) Assessment should be systematic, thorough and accurate.

2) Assessment needs to take place with full due process rights

accorded to the child and the family.

3) Assessment should take place in the child's native language.

4) When the child has a knuon handicap (such as cerebral palsy or visual

impairment) the nature of the handicap should be oonsidering during

the collection and interpretation of assessment data.

.5) A combination,of norm-referenced, criterion-referenced, observation

and'Piagetian devices should be used in assessment.

6) The importance and effect of the environment on the child should be

kept ha ming during asseSSneat. Everything possible should be done

to ensure the child's best performance. (Harbin, 1977, p. 36-39).

7) Rapport with Vie dbild is very important. The child needs to feel



canfortable with the enviramnent aad the testor before assessuent

begins

-ED Confidentiality needs to be ensured and procedures established for

cross-agency informaticn sharing.

Organization of the Process

With various team =vipers carrying out different assessment respcnsibilities

there may be several assessment procedures occurring simultaneously. Hmever,

there should be an overall pattern to assessment and a process model which is

followed. Figure 6, Phase II, Assessuent below delineates the recanrended

process.

*14
r igure 6

Phase II. ASSESSMItNT

Medical aul Devel-
opmental History

-pregnancy/
delivery

-post-natal/
infancy

-illness/trauna
-developmental
mdlestcnes
-current status

-fanily situation

Structured and Ncn-
structured Observe-
ticns

-development
-behavior patterns
-interactions in
play:
child-child
child-adult
child-parent
child-cbject
-cbservaticn of
learning process

-4

TEEM_ Assessuent
Norm-Referenced

-cognitive
-receptive language

-expressive
language

-fine motor
-gross motor
-social-enoticnal

*Informal Assessment
Criterion-Reference

-cognitive
-receptive language
-expressive language

-fine motor
-gross motor
-social/emotional
-pre-academic

1'May not be included
in assessment which
is primarily diag-
nostic

Medical and Developmental History

The medical history is often Obtained directly frcei the child's physician

(after permission has been granted by the parents or release of information).

Hawever, most agencies have their owl intake forms whida requests this informa-

ttomh-frowthe-parent&T usually-thraigh-an_interview- Many parents have already

"been through" their child's medical and developmental history "umpteen"
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times. If the information needed is present in the child's medical history,

anlyInformation Which is not currently.available in the records should be

sought fnxn the parents. It is udse to first determine what experiences the

parents hgve been thrmghwith. other agencies and what their level of under-

standing is concerning their child's medical history. Some panants have been

greatly shocked and dismayed to leatn that a label oi cerebral palsy or autism,

far example,.has been put in their child's medical records.withott their know-

ledge. Negative feelings may be avoided if the staff do not asSume the kdaw-

ledge level of parents concerning the problems of their child and the information

contained in records.

Information relating to the medical and develooMental hisZ:ory of the child

may provide clues to the-etiology of the child's problems, This "piece of the

puzzle" may have implications for treatment (as in the case of epilepsy or

endocrinological disorders) Or it may provide some help to parents who almost

universally desire toknow 'why?'. 'Most medical amd developaental history data

forms include questions concerning the following: (see Figure 7,p. 164).

-preppancy. Difficulties the mothermay have had including illness,

trauma, infection, blood disordets, nervous condition, or other abnormal

conditions.

-delivery. Information an the gestational age, birth weight, time of

and difficulties in Labor are all simificant.

-post-natal. The child's Apgar score, difficulties with breathing, blood,

jaundice, or physical abnormalities.

-infancy. Illnesses, trauma, seizures amd high fevers are examples of

information which is sought.

-developmental milestones. Extrane delays or unexpected cessation of

expected normal behaviors such as babbling and use of words, .sitting,



Figure 7.

AREAS OF= ODVERED ON CENRAL CASE HISTOIrt FORMS].

Birth History

Previous pregnacies
Miscarriages
Mother' s heal th/attitude
Labor
D elivery
B irth Weight
Trouble breathing, sucking
Jatndice, cyanosis
Oxygen

2. Motcr Dewlopment

Sat alone
Crawled
Fine are gross motor

coordination
Fee-ling, sucking, chiiding
Drooling
Toilet training
Enuresis
S elf-help

3. Lanzuage

Canprehension
Gestures
Echolalia
Perseveration
Onset of words
Current number .of words
Onset of saltences
Examples of sentences
% understood by parents
7, understood by other adults
% understood by siblings
% understood by peers
Child's mareness of problem
Prievious assessment
Previous training

4. Farnyil
Paiiiiif's age, health
Parent's occupation
Parent's education
Parent's income

1 Fran Cross L. and Coin 1C.. (eds.
casef

- 1 company

W...trital status
Is child,, adopted
Siftings; age, health
Others in home; age, health
History of learning problew in

family
Other problems
Language spoken in home
Transportation

5. 'Interpersonal 'Relationships

General disposition
Playmates and play habits
Parent-child relationships
Other adult relationships
Incontact with environment,
Discipline
Affectionate
Aggressive
Caipulsive
Cries easily
Daydrearrer
Fear§
Hyperactive
Jealousy
Leader or follower
Perservation
Sleep habits
Social perception
Tantrum
Psychological assessment (s)
Psychological treatment (s)
Psychiatric-assessment(s)
Psychiatric treatment (s)

6. Medical History

Convulsions
Fever
Childhood- diseases
Cerebral problem(s)
Glandular disturbance
Excessive sweating
Allergies
Drug therapy
Auditory problems
Vision problems --
Accidents
Congenital defects
Name of doctor

TdentayirV handiCapped cbildien, in guide
. : ii :Sis assessment and eiralittion, New yor1 7
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crawling, and walking are often indicators to both parents and pro-

feisionals that there may be a reason for concern.

nutrition. Difficulty with feeding, unusual eating habits, or,poor,

nutritian may cause problems not only in development but also in parent-

child interactiOns, and is thus an important area for 'exploration,

- family situation. Althaugh sometimes "txrachyu or difficult to discuss

the nature of the faMily situation is impqrt.4nt. Patterns of infer--ion,

marital status, stresses, support systems, sibling relationships, mtended

family relationships annoy pravide data whichmay relate to the problem

either diagnostically or therapeutically, having implications for the

most appropriate means of interventian.

OBSERVATION

The formal testiag.situation is often highly structured and takes place in

an environment which is unnatural to the clad. Consequently, the behaviors

that are observed under the testing situation might not be indicative of the

child's typical behavior patterns. It is, therefore, extremely important to

observe the child in a Vatrety of other-more Ttural-settings, including-home

and day care or preschool. Varying the time uten the child is observe:limy'

also make a difference in the types of and quality of behaviors observed. For

exampler-dhe_child's_nbest" time miN-be right after eating or after a nap.

Observatiaa can be done by any or all of the teammembers involved in the assess-

mit of the child. The social worker oftenmakes a haw visit to obtain the'

medical and developmental history. This is a goOd opportunity to observt the

child in his natural environment. The tekpher or developmental specialist

mdght also want to observe the Child in his/her nursery.or preschool program



TRucTEM OBSEPATION., The:e axe ar.,exel types of structured observations

which may-be used in assessment. Om of the most frequently used is a check-

list which looks at developmental ,areas. Me following types of questions niay

be listed with alternative responses to be checked: How does the child rrove?

6.);:e does the child carmunicate? How does the child solve problems? How does

the child react to modeling? What types of pranpts are most effective? What

signals are needed to arouse attention? How does the child react to failure?

In observing the child eating, playing, dealing with frustration sane infer=

ences can be made about how the child adapts within his various environments.

Any differences in performance under differing circumstances should be noted

as they may be relevant to program planning.

A second type of structured observation is one which is frequently done

Th. children who exhibit rnaladaptive or bizarre behaviors. The structured

observation consists of observing the child and obtaining baseline data on the

frequency, duration and intensity of the behaviors. In addition, the observer

watches what happens in the child's environment - actions which precede the

behavior on the part of the child and any Other person in the roan. These

are known as "antecedents' to the behavior. The observer also notes what

happtals to the child and others in the room after the behavior occtr.r. These

are known as 'Irs:Lasequences". The observer also notes what is reinforcing or

motivating to the child within his environment.

This quantitative data on frequency counts,' reinforcers, antecedents and

consequences is then used to determine how the behavior can be modified to be-

come nore acceptable.

, FON-STRUCTUND OBSERVATIONS. Sane observers find it useful to observe

the child without a checklist or baseline chart. They Trefer to take "raw_

data" - or just write down everything they observe the child doing. This allows

for an analysis of the data later with the team. The other team menbers may
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thus obtain information on'inavement, language patterns, etc. with a qualitative

deSCription. Raw data or non-structured 'observations are really structured in

the ana*sis rather than the dlta taking(as the data should.be examined in a

systematic marten Patterns ofinteraccion are studied between::

-thechild 'and other Children

-the child-and his/her pgrents

-the child and other adults

-the child and objects

0

-the child and events within the enviranment-

C. r

GUIDELINES. Regardless of whether structured or ton-structured observe=

)

tions are used, there are general suggestions to be followed: .

1. Observe the child in a variety of times and settings.

2. Observe the child at play. 'Behavior patterns and skills which have

become functional will be observed in play, as will problem-solving

abilitieg and motivating factors.

3. Look for patterns of behavior and situations which affect behavior.

4. Look for the child's individual way of learning or processing information

5. Develop a structure of anelysis of obserVation data.

6. Note how and where the child was,'observed and the length of the obser-

vatian.

Information about the'child and the family'Which is.gained thraugh observe-6

tion is a very critical, yet is often an overlooked aspect of assessment. It is

often particularly useful in Phase rv, Program Planning. It should be built linto

the asAssment process fram the beginning and not added as an after thaught when-

_ever it_is convenient:

FORMAL ASSESSMENT

Assessment is conducted to measure human capacity, ability, behavior or

performance (Ingram, 1980). Formal assessment is the use of norm-referenced or

standardized tests. In norm-reference testing, act individual's performance is
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measyred-against others o the. ;am age. Salvia and Yaseldyke (1978) point aut

that Innorm-referenced assessment learning of cantent is important only to the

extent that it allows,rank-ordering of individuals fran those who have acquired

a few skills to those who have acquired many. The usefulness of norm-referenced

testing, then, lies in its ability to give an'overall perspective as to how the

child compares to his or her peers. Normrreferenced tests are thus relevant for:

-screening

-to compare a child against regional.or national norms

-to make placemert decisions r

-to evaluate overall progress fFoMlyear to year

Ingran (1980) characterizeF, norm-referenced tests as having:

1. specific administration procedures

2. definite scoring criteria

3. distinct methods for interpreting scores which are discussed in full

derail. The child's actual performance is obtained from a cpmbination

of norm-referenced and criterion-referenced testing.

With the und.q7five population there are a variety of norm-referenced teSt6

in each:of the areas usually measured-

-sensorimotor

-iross motor

-receptive language

-expressive language

-.cognition or adaptive reasoning

r -soaial emotional

The reader is referred to Identifying Handicapped Children, A Glide to

Casefindingt,ScreeningDiagnosis and Assessment cit4 by tee cross and Kenneth

coin, 1977, Child Find: Handbook for Implementation developed by the Colorado

Department.of Education,.1977, for a description of various instruments.
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A

If a full battery of tests is being done with a child a test which is

conprehensive in nature is usually completed first. The B_Eitley Scales of Infant

Development are frequently used with children under tm-mad-a-half. Informattin

on the child's language, cognition, motor development and behavioral observa0ons

are obtained. With preschool-age childrea the McCarthy Scales of Children's

Abilities is popular. The McCarthy provides information on sub-areas in verbal,

perceptual, quantitative, mammy and gross °motor development. Regardless of which

test, one of these or other tests, is used the pin-pose is the same - 1). to gain

an overall tziderstanding.of where the child is functioning compared to other

childrerrof-the-same-age-,-and-2)-to-pinpoint-strengths-and-weakness-within
-the

child's ability range, 3) to provide direction ifor further assessment.

It is important .to note that the use of such_en inclusive test is only

the beginning and should never constitute the entirety of assessment data. From

the comprehensive overview, team members obtain clues as to further in depth

testing which needs to be done. For example, areas of wealmess on the Bayley

may indicate a need for further cognitive evaluation using the Uzgiris and Hunt

Scales (ordinal scales which are not standardized) or after conialeting the

tvKarthy rw.-re Piagetian testing =Wit be desired (not standardized) to see 11;7

the child processes cognitive information. Further tasting using other norma-

tive tests in sub-areas of speech or linguistiC pp_cterns may be advisable. The

original testing plans of the team should be ,seen as tentative. For example, a

' child may have been set up for psychological and speech and language evaluation;

hvws.ver, the motor sub-tasks of the McCarthy may have' indicated sane difficulty

with bilateral patterns. The occupational therapist or physical therapist can

then be added to the assessment team to provide the needed indepth motor evalua-

tion.

Data which is gathered front normative testing needs to be combined with data

gathered through observation and through informal assessment processes to provide
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a totk picture of the chlid. The developmental specialist or teacher's role

is important in all of these areas, but particularly in relation to criterion

referenced testing.

INFORKALASSESSIMT

The purpose of a criterion-referenced devise is to compare the child not

to other children but to a set of standards (usually derived from nonn-referenced

tests). The criterion-referenced test (CRT) allaas the teacher to determine the

level ,at which the child is functioning and to measure the child's progress from
0

one point in time to another, not in terms of an overall score but in terms of

specific developmental skills,

The advantage of a CRT is that it allows the teacher to construct tests

to measure specific skills whidh maTnot be evaluated on the nom-referenced

tests. Howell, Kaplan and O'Connell (1979), give specific directions for devel-
.

oping CRC's.

1. A decision is made concerning what specific questions need to be answered

about a student's behavior. What ability (i.e.,' skill and/or lulowledge)

needs to be tested?

2. Aperformance cbjective is writtenwhich describes how the child will

be tested. It includes - a) what the student must do (i.e., what be-

havior uust be engaged in); b) under what conditions the student will

engage in this behavior; and c) hcw well the student nust perform in

order to pass the test. If the performance objective is canplete and

comprehensive it will be reliable.

3. Ihe performance objectiveWlich, ran also be used in the child's

program pla0 can be uqed to construct a CRT. The necessary compo-

nents of a CRT exist in the performmnce objective. These components

are (a) 'the directions'for administering and scoring, (b) the criterion'
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far passing the test, and (c) the materials and/or test items necessary.

4. Those individuals-wbo are considered to possess the skill measured by

the CRT are identified and admdnistered the CRT. The 'drib= level of

their performande is used as the standard for passing the test. This

standard is refered to as the criterion for acceptable performance

(CAP). The CRT'should be consistently adadnistered and scored according

to the prespeCified directions (p. 97-99).

Howell et.al. (1979) also provides the following example of a CRT and its

scoring sheet.

SAMPLE CRITERION-REFERIMED TEST

Task:- Natres-each of-the eight basic colorawhen shown

Materials: One box of crayons (to include eight basic colors). One scoring sheet.

Directions (to student): "Say the name of each crayon as I hold it up You have

only three seconds to give me your answer, so pay close attention, (Pickup

the first crayon). 1Alhat color is this?" Repeat procedurP for eadh of the

eight colors. Do not tell the subject if she is correct or incorrect. Do

not let the student see what you are marking. Dse a stopwatch or a sweep

secondhand out of the subject's field of visiOn. Timing should begin immed-

iately following the word "this" in the directions.

Scoring: Whit 3 seconds for response. If the response is incorrect, put the

crayon back in the box andmaik."incorrect" an the scoring sheet. If the

response is correct, put the crayon back in the box and mark "correct" an the

scoring sheet. If the Child hesitates, wait the full 3 seconds before

putting the crayon back in the box and mark "incorrect".

SOMO4G SHEET

Skill: Knowle4e of the eight basic colors
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Task: Names each of the eight basic colors when shown

Subject

Exaniner

Stimulus:

Age

Date

Response: (check one)

Correct: Incorrect:

1. red 1 .

2. blue 2.

3. yellow 3.

4. green 4.

5. black 5.

6. orange 6.

7. brawn 7.

8. purple 8.

Sample Criterior.-Referenced Test and Scoring Sheet from Howell, , Kaplan,

J.S. , and O'Connell, C. Y. Evaluating Exceptional Children, A Task Analysis

Approach.

The on can be of great use to the assessment team both in determining where

and how the child is functioning and also in planning the child's educational

prograM. The development of CRT's takes time, however, Fortunately, a great

many criterion-referenced devises are already in existence and the teacher can

utilize those which are nDst relevant to the child being assessed. In addition

to the traditional developmental areas assessed by non-referenced tests, the

criterion-referenced assessment devises may also contain sub-areas addressing

preacademic.Skills end self-help skills. Additional CRT's can be developed

as needed. (Again the reader is referred to the Cross and Coin book for sources

of CRT-based assessment instrunents).
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GUIDELINES

I. Utilize nonnative data to provide inter-individual ccoparisons (skill levels

of dhild companad to age peers).

2.. Utilize a coacrehensive normative test to provide an overview of the child's

strengths and weaknesses.

3. Utilize nonnative assessment to provide direction for further testing.

4. Keep the assessment planflexible, so that assessments can be added or

deleted as necessary.

5. Utilize cri.terion-referenced data to supplement normative data and to provide

intra-individual comparison (specific skill levels of an individual child).

6. revelop nag CRT's asneeded for indiVidtial children.

7. Consider arq biases the tests may have when given under standardized con-

ditions, and supplement the assessment with instruments that are designed

to shaw maxima performance levels.

PHASE III. INTERRTETAION - (synthesis)

Whereas in Phase II the emphasis was placed on analysis of the child's

capabilities and performance, in Phase III all the information gathered needs

to be synthesized. Teammembers are responsible for their own sections of the

evaluation, but it is critical that discussion and exchange of information take

place prior to witing the final report. If possible the team should came to

consensus ooncerniRg th e major referral questions. It is helpful to raise some

transdisciplimary questions which are relevant to all members of the team and

the parents. This may prevent fragmenting the child into "pieces" where each

teen limber talks about his "piece".

For example, a questiDn such as, "In what ways does the child commani-

date his needs?" will definitely provide an opportunity for the speech
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and language specialist to share the information obtained abaut the child's

expressive language capabilities. However, it wdll also serve as a base for

comments from the occupational therapist about how the child uses movement to

communicate his needs. The psychologist may have input regarding the inter-

personal or social communication patterns with the parents. The developmental

specialiRt or teadhermay be able to add from observation and testing how the

child commlnicates neRds in a group of children and'howbe communicates his

n.Pds when frustrated.

This type of interactive discussion around referral questions leads to

more fruitful interchange than merely sharing normative test scores and de-

velopmental levels. One purpose of assessment is to provide information for

daily programming for the child. A discussion focussed around functional

questions will facilitate the emergence of functianal data. After an informal

discussion of the assessment data, team members need to incorporate their

assessment data, observation, and conclusions, and recommendations into a final

report.

FIGURE 8. PHASE III. INTERPRETATION (Rartims)

Review Assessment Data
Overview of Child's
Adaptive Performance
-referral questions
-functiceal skills
-general concerns
-specific concerns

-4

Synthesis into Report

-Background St History :

-Current functioning
-Abnormal Patterns
-Deficits
-Maturity. level

Specific Developmental!
1

Conclusions
-Handicap

'1" -Etiology
\a

I-Needs

1

Areas
1 1

-observations
- strengths

I-weaknesses
1

- adaptations
1

-environmental issues

Reccumendations
-placement
-treatment plan
-goals and objectives
-learning processes
-hane suggestions
-follow-up evaluation
-further referral
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ORGANVATICti AND SYNTHESIS OF DATA

The organization,and synthesis of data should respond to the questions

agked in Figure 3 onliage 16E. Information relevant to both.global and

specific concerns should contribute to the firial recanmeadation'S prewnted in

the evaluation report. See Figure 8, Phase III, Interpretation, on page\

174. How should the referral (tXYff assessment) questions be answered.? lhe

report writing process reflects the data gathering or assessment process

(see Figure 6, page 162 in that it proceeds fran general to.spetific. The

data is presented first, with the conclusions and recammendations caning at

the end of the report. The following suggested format is an adaptation of

one presented in Develormental'Diaarlosis, 'edited by Hilda-Knobloch amd

Benjamin Pasamanick (1974). The modifications make it more applicable to the

eduCational ASsessment process.

ORAL PRESENTATION OF ASSESSMENT DATA.

There are gpecific reasons for the nature of the format of dhewritten

assessment report. Various disciplines are trained in the plvsentation of

assessmeat data. For a temn to write a report, it is necessary to address

the various areas of evaluation by discipline, thus the report is usually

analyzed by developmental area. However, in oral presentation of assessment

data, if the information can be discussed in relation to the referral ques-

tions, it is easier to generate functional recommendations.

FORMAT FOR THE warm REPORT ON ASSESSMENT DATA.

I. Identifying information:

name

birthdate

age (ar corrected Chronological age)
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II. Reason for referral.

III. History (use past tense)

A. Birth weight and duration of gestation.

B. Pregnancy, labor and delivery and neonatal period. Mention

abnormalities specifically associatedwith high risk.

C. Significaat illnesses. .

D. Convulsions: type of episodes, age of onset, frequmacy, duration

association with fever and treatment.

E. Developmental history:

Indicate if normal or in what areas significant deviation occurred,

and age at which deviation first was noted. Note specifically if

deterioration has occurred.

IV. Informal Observations

A. Indicate the location and duration of observations.

B. Discuss interactions Observed

-parent-child

-child-child

-child-adult

-child-objects

-child-events

V. Tests Adbinistered

A. List normative tests or sub-tests adrainistered.

B. List criterion-referenced tests administered.

. C. List other descriptive procedures used (e.g.' Piagetian interview).

VI. qualitative description of test behavior (use present tense)

Mention specific patterns which characterize the Lyhavior of the

Child. Comments on general description, adjustment to the exam-

ination, interest and attention, and quality ofexploration. of

1176
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naterials are includd.

VII. Neuramotor abnormalities

A. Abnormal aatterns.

B. Description of any seizures observed during the examination.

C. Mention visual or auditory deficits.

VIII. Interpretation of Test Results

Discuss each behavior in each developmental area separately--

adaptive behavior or cognitive, gross motor, fine motor, recep-

tive and expressive language', and personal-social behavior. The

assigned mattwity level or range is included after each sub-aading.

Strengths and weaknesses for each area are discussed. Give examples

of behaviors which were observed which indicate patterns of growth

or deviation.

IX. Summary of results:

A. Indicate the general maturity levels aid the quality of the

behm-lor.

B. Indicate an etiolou if data is present to warrant.

C. Suranarize major areas of need.

X. Recomnandations:

A. Make specific reccqmendations for

-placemEnt

-treatment

-educational programming

-referral.

- home stimulation

-family support

The interpretation of data as presented in the report should be based on

objective, empirical data. EMphasis should be placed on the child and families
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needs rather than,on a diagnostic label.

PHASE 11.T. PROGRAM PLANNING (STAFFING)

The fourth phase is concerned with the formal presentation of assessment

data and the joint determination of the child's education placement and program

plan. This takes place in a.staffing. The Colorado Rules state "the deter-

mination that a child is handicapped and the recommendation of placement of

that child in a speciAl education prograith shall be made by a committee of

professionally qualified personnel designated by the governing of the admin-

istrative unit. The decision of the committee shall be readhed by consensus

among the prescribed members". The purpose of the staffing is to "insure

that children are not mdsclassified or unnecessarily labeled as being handl-

capped because of inappropriate selectiOn, administration, or interpretation

cof-evaIuationmaterials,_

is :

As outlined in the Colorado Rules the function of the staffing comittee

TO certify that an assessment of sufficient scope and intensity was .

completed.

To provide professional interpretation of results.

To identify specific educational needs.

To determine whether the child is elegible for placement in a special

education program.

To identify dharacteristics of special education services to meet the

educationalneeds of the child.

TO recommend placement in the least restrictive alternative obtain-

able which uost nearly approximates the characteristics of services
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identified aboye.

The Rules also indicates that the ccopositicn of the staffing camnittee

should include:

A special education director (cr designee)

A school building administrator (or designee)

A classroom teacher

A special educator

'A specialist in the areas .of hearing inpairment or vision impairment

if an educationally handicapping condition in these areas is indi-

cated by assessmsnt.

A school psychologiit
0

A school social mrker

Other speciatigts involved, in the assessmant team, forexample

-child find coordinator

-a school nurse

-an atxliologist,,

-a physical therapist

-an occupational the.rapist

-a speech and language pathologist

-a mobility specialist for the blind
_

.* A representative awl other agencies who Day be involved in the child's

future program (with parent-al Perhibilkiti)

Parents of the child .
,.

ROLE OF TEE PARENTS
4

The stiffing process can seem very threatening to parents ,who walk

into a rocm to find the above listed persons seated arotnd d table talking
..



about .their child. Staffings usually tend to be rather formal with staff

using professional terms and jargon. All of this can serve to stifle the

parents' desire to offer information, an opinion, or even to ask a question.

The parent should be viewed as an equal member of the staffing team with

'valuable information to contribute. After all, who knows their child better?

Attempts need to be made to make the parents feel comfortable and to let them

know that their input is inportant. Public law 94442 also stipulates that

parents should be fully advised cf their due process rights prior to the

staffing.

FICAIRE 9. PHASE IV. PROMAM PLANNING (STAFFING)

-Background
-reason for
.referral

-parent input
-discussion of
assessment
process

Sharing of Data
-exanples of itans
-input fran parents
-interpretation
of data

-input from parents

Recemendations
-placanent
.hane/center
.self-contained/
integated
.creferral

-treatrnent

.support service:9

.nedical

.therapeutic
-parent response

Ammosammirimirimmeriwc

1

Sannarf
-does handicap
exist?

-etiology
-maturity
level

-strengths &
wealmesses
parent response

Educational Plan
IEP

-goals (longterm)
-objectives (long term)
-tean
responsibilities

-home follow-up
-parent input

STArEING PROCESS \

As the staffing process begins, the case coordinator will present the,'

background informatim relating to the reason for the Child's referral for
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evaluation, The parents perceptions and/or concerns About their dhild should be

included at this time. This serves an important purpose. If the parents have

had concerns for some time, and have an opportunity to express these concerns,

they may be more open to the assessment informationwhich. will be presented. If,

,on the ot.1.;er hand, the parents see their child as functioniRg normally and are

upset that the child was referred for evaluation, thwmay became defensive about

the information which is pTesented. In either case the assessment team needs to

present the data very carefully, giving many examples of how the deficits or

delays may be seen at home.

The assessment process is described next, explaining what questions the team

Sought to answer, how the informatian was obtained, and why thekspecific instru-

ments or procedures were utilized. The medical and developmental history is

traditionally shared first, with additianal input fram the parents if desired.

Each team member then discusses the observational and test data which was

gathered. Information is provided an the child's general level of functioning,

specific strengths andweaknesses, and learning prcresses observed. It is often

a good idea to give examples of the test items given, while relating them to

the behaviors that the parents may observe. For example, the speech. and Language

pathologist might say that the child had difficulty remembering a sequence of

three commands. The test item can be stated, "I asked Tommy to pick up the pencil,

go put it an the table and then put it under the chair. He ues only able to re-

membeX the first two requeste. The therapist might then ask the parents, "What

usually-happens at home when you ask Tanmy to do several things in a raw? For

example, pidk up your toys, haRg up your coat and wash your hands for dinner".

If thi parents note that Tammy usually leaves out one or more of the requests,

they they-may. begin to understand the relationship between every day behaviors

and test items. They may also begin to understand their child's present level

of functioning. The parent may add, "I just thought he uus being naughty when he
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didn't mdrui me". This type of discussion aoumd test data is Useful in helping'

parents to later comprehend the reasons cEor specific goals and objectives and

also makes recommendations for hcee follawthrough more Meaningful.

After a thorough discussion of all aspects ofthe assessment, it is

suggested that feedback.be obtained from. tife parents,to ascerain their perception

of the meaning of all the information which has juAt been shared. Any misconcep-

tions can thus be clarified. For instance, in discussions of vibpal perceptual

problems, it is not uncommon for pardats to think that theee islriething wrong

with the child's eyes. An explanation of what is meant 153i "visual perceptk'

is clearly needed. A summary of the general conclusions of the assessment

then provided, answering these major questions:

1) Does a handicap(s) exist?

2) Is there a known etiology?

3) What is the range of the child's levels of functioning?

4) What are the child's strengths and weaknesses?

5) What are the child's needs?

Recommendations regardiRg the child's placement and treatment plans flow

from the answers to these questions. The staffing commattee discusses place-

ment alternatives which would best meet the child's and fmmilies' needs.

ConsideratiDns of home versus center-based, self-contained versus integrated'

or variations of these may be determined. The possibility of providing additional

senices through another connunity Agency, such As a cerebral palsy center might
36

also need to be discussed. Often it 'is yielful to list the child's needs and

match thenwithrequircd services. ii;4ansportation, medical needs, therapy are

examples of possible essential services. The families' needs uust also be

considered, partiailarly when infants are being served. A. needshduld not

be exclabled fram identification because the school district has limited staff or

21
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services. Means caabe'sought to provide all needed services through joint

agency planning (See Chapter 4 Community Resources).

PARENT' NEEDS IN STAFFIMS

It is important to digress briefly before discussing the Last aspect

of the staffing, theI.E.P. The needs of parents are often unconsciously

overlooked at staffings.

-Hearing a.discussion of diagnosis and pladetnent is often very diffi-

.

cult for parents. It may take tige for all o..E the information to "sirkin".

The full impact of the diagnostic information and,the implicationsfor the

,future may take weeks or months (in same cases even years) to be

understood (Turnbull, 1978). One suggestion might be to make a tape re-

'CordingOf the staffing available to patents, so that they can listen agaha

at a Later time whinever.they desire. Professionals can provide a great

service to parents by 1), liatening to dieir concerns; 2) proviang time

.

for inforrnatioo to be-assimilated; 3) makinf:themaelves availablefccfurther

discussion at anOther trimP; 4) not expectiag all parents to be emotionallY

and physically available-to carryout all desired follow-through desired by

the tean. The needs of the fanilv'as well as the needs of the child should

be hmportant concerns at staffings; 5) providing support services when needed

to help,parents cope with many difficulties encountered in having a handicapped

child.

THE

The final task of the,stafEing committee is the development of the

Child's individual program plan. The individual e4ucational program or

I.E.P. is a written statement developed by the multidisciplinary staffing

committee (including the parents) which outlines the annual goalS that are to
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be uet, specific instructiceal objectives that are to be accomplished, and

educational services which will assist the child in reaching the specified

goals and objectives

As directed by P.L. 94-142, the is to indlude:

1. the present educational level of the dhild;

2. annual goals;

3. specification of short-tenu instructional objectives;

4, statements concerning the specific education or related services

that are to be provided for the child;

5. the extent to which the child will be participating in the regular

education program (unfortunately regular infant and preschool programs

myna exist in the school);

6. projected dates for ihitiation of services amd the anticipated

duraiicn of services;

7. an evaluation plan outlining the procedures to be used in deter-

mining if annual goals,and objectives have been net and a state-

reflecting how effective the service patterns have been in

meeting goals and objectives (Sectian 212a.348, Federal Register,

1977).

RESEW PERFORMANCE LEVEL. Utilizing the assesmnent data, statements regard-

ing the child's present performance in each development area should be given.

Physical, medical, and sensory functioning should also be noted.

GOAL STATEMENTS. The areasubidh are priorities for interventim need to be

decided. kgeneral goal statement is written to indicate long-range directians.

An example of a goal statement Would be "to increase cammnicatian skills".

In the Office of Special Education Policy Paper on I.E.P. 's, 'May 1980 an

annaul goal is defined as "a statement utich describes what a:handicapped
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_Child can reasonably be expected to accawlish within one calendar year" (P. 21).

This teChnically equivocates to a long-term objective.

LONG TEM OBJECTIVES.

The annual goal statement, as redefined by the Office of Education should be

written to state what specific skills will be acquired within a year. Objec-

tives are written in the same manner in tthich ORrs are developed (see pege171-

173) and, in fact, many persons use CRT's as a basis for the long-tern ob-

jectives. The components of an instructional objective include:

1. The learner for whan the objective is intended.

2. A statement of the precise, observable behavior that the learner is

expected to display.

3. The conditiOns under which the learner is ex cpeted to display the

behavior.

4. The criteria for successful performance of the behavior. (Ven Etten,

Arkell, and Van Etten, 1980, p. 139).

An example of a long-tem objective would be "Tommy will ideredly twenty common

household items when requested with 8070 accuracy".

slion-Tam OBJECTIVES.

Short-term objectives are written in the sane manner, only they indicate

steps or skills TAttieh will be accomplished an the way to achieving the long-

termobjective. Ma reLation to the above stated long-tern objective, an ex-

amle of a short-termobjective mightlx: Given the verbal clue "show me the,

cup", Taw will point to the cup four out of five consecutive trials.

Short-term objectives are usually darived fran long-term objectives, and

indicate where instructiqn is to begin. Van Etten et. al. (1980) suggest the

followi4 guidelines fgr selecting objectives:

1. Incorporate tajor earental concerns with regard to skills for the child
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2. Consider pksical or medical ccmcerns in selecting of skills,needed.

3. Select'skills that will contribute to the childts functional

independence.

4. Select skills faxavarious developmental areas which are fUnction-

ally related.

5. Consider how Meaningful it is to a child at the time it is to be taught.

6. If a child is in the prograa for a brief period of time select

critical skills to be achieved.

7. Considdr objectives which can be accomplished in small groups.

8. Objectives should fit into a developmental sequence.

9. Select skills which are appropriate for the childts rate of learning.

10. Select skills that can be used in the home so that maintenance and

generalization of skills is facilitated.

11. Classroom objectivys should complement those of other tean members.

EDUCATIONAL AND IMAM SERVICES

The'special education services to be received as well as services beyond

the classroomwhich will be pravided are designated on the IR. The rules and

regulations (Federal Register, 1977) specify the following as "related services":

-transportation

-speech pathology and audiology

-psychological services

-physical and occupational therapy

-recreation

-counseling services

-medical services far diagnostic and evaluation purposes

-school health services

-social workservices

-parent counseling and training (pp 42479-42480).
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Art, music, daL..ce, and physical education are also considered related

services when appropriate.

PARTICIPATION IN REGULAR EDUCATION

Many public schools do not at this time provide education to normal

infants and preschoolerswhich lirrits the type of environnEnts available for

"least restrictive" placeMent. However, whenever possible joint efforts with

local preschools should be planned to provide opportunities for neinstreaMing.

Any formal arrangement for uainstreaming should be noted on the IEP.

PROJEGELO DATES PaR INITIATION OF SERVICE

Mbst personnel interpret the initiation and duration to refer to the

anount of 'riimP projected for eadh objective. Thus team notes the antici-

gated length of time needed to'acCmoplish the objectives.

APPROPRIATE EVALUATION PROCEDURES

ttlatever procedure will be us-ed to evaluate performance needs to be

stated. Continuous measurement, checklists and probes are examples of nethods

of evaluating progress.

-
The development of the LEP is the culmination of the assessment process.

Although all.teminembers and perents have input, the developmental specialist

or early dhildhood specizi educator and other team nembers who will work

directlywith the child have the.uejor responsibility for the writing of the

I.E.P.

GUIDELINES FOR STAFF1143S

1. Parents must be: nctified of the staffing and given every opportunity

to attend.

2. Parents must be informed of their right to be represented by counsel

and of their xight to appeal.
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3. The staffing process should be dismissed with the parents beforehand

so they will not be overwhelmed by t,he process.

4. The social.worker, ,case manager, or teacher, (a person with whom parents

have established good rapport) should sit by the parents and function

as a support and to encourage their involvement.

5. Remarks to be presented should be prepared using lay language. Terms

which: parents and other staff might not understand should be defined.

6. Practical examples of the child's behaviors, such as the parents

might observe at bane shoul.d be given, to fiel.p illustrate deficits

fotnd in testing.

7. Major referral questions shalld be addressed in the stEmary of test

.0-
data.

8. Reconmendations should eminate from data gathered.

9. Consider family needs as well as child needs.

10. Services needed by the child and family should not be eliminated

becattge of shortage of staff or funds. Pursue interagency agreenEnts.

11. I.E.P.'s should be developed consistent with. federal and state guide

lines.

STEM V. CIASSROCNI ASSESSMIT

Classroom assessmEnt is the continuous evaluation of the child's progress.

It usually occurs after the child has been placed in the program and is done by

the teacher and other team members. Classroan assessment begins with the I.E.P.

and proceeds throughout the year. Depending on the level of severity of the

children's handicaps, the program philosophy, and the curricula utilized this

assessment will t.ake different forms.. Me process is similar; however, regard-

less of these variables. (See Figure 10, page 189 )
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FIGURE 10. PHASE V. CIASSROXI ASSESSMIT

Every day within the classroom '(or the ham) the staff observe the Child ana

.notation is made of the Child's interactions with objects, events andpeople within

the environment. Specific attention is paid to

-the. time.; when the child is most attentive and receptive.

-the length of time of maximum concentration.

-the materials, toys, people, and events which are most stimulating to

the child.

-the methods (demonstration, modeling, imitating, physical or verbal

prompting, questioning, etc.) that are most effective in promoting

learning.

-thew& of response preferred by the child

-the sens.lry modalities stressed by the child

-the physical settingIthich is most conducive to explorati6n and

involvement.

-the types of peer involvemnt which encourage social growth

-the adult-child interactions which are most effective in promoting

positive growdh (types of reinforcement, directive, and/or playftd interactions)

As the staff assess the child within the environment, patterns begin

to emerge TAilich are useful for program planning. This type of observation over

time can usually not be done in the diagnostic assessment, but is important
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as it pravides the key to successful teaching. The child's patterns may also

chmnge over tinv 300 these observations need to be on-going.

The observational data plays an important role in the seoond aspect of

classroom assessment, the sequencing of skills to be ziasessed. The most cammon

method of sequencing involves task analysis. Howell (1979) defines task analysis

as "the rrocess of isolating, sequencing and describing all of the essential

comporants of a task" (p. 81). Van Etten, et.al. (1980) describe the following

five std.ps of tadk analysis:

1. Identify the terminal behavior (tagk) to be learned, as stated in

the instructional objective.

2. Derive the components of the task and then sequence than.

3. Determine any prerequisite skills needed for the subtasks.

4. Eliminate nonessential and/or redundant component and prerequisite

skills.

5. Consider thenead for task slicing of component skills.

Task analysis allcws the staff to assess exactly where a child is in

relation to learning a particular skill. It is particularly useful when work:.

ing with severely and profoundly handicapped children.

Another method of assessing where a child is in relation to a learning

sequence is the use of a developmental lattice page213). The tasks in each

column are listed upwards with the lowest prerequisite at the hottam. Inter-

relationships can also be depicted among skills as they relate horizorjtally.
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The advantage of a lattice is that the ,interrelated nature a various

skills and areas of develop:client can be clearly seen. Analysis of where a child

is on a lattice mayreveal that one reason the child is not learning a skill is

that she doesn't possess a.related, concurrently developing skill. For example,

a blind child may not be craaing much even though the physical ability is

present. (oe reason may be that the child is hot actively ptmsuing objects for

play, an item which is a copitive skill enx:hasizing the use of ,vision. The teacher

nay then alter the child's program to encourage locomoticn toward a desired

auditorily stimulating toy.

In programs for mildly handicapped children, sequencing
of specifle events

within the environment nay allows the teacher to observe a child's development-

al level within a series of stnictured events. The teacher, for exanple, re-

quests that the child plan, carry out, and describe an activity. Depending on

how.,the child does this, the teacher obtains information on the child's cog-

nitive. abilitreA, (knowledge of tinle, sequencing, memory) ad well as the child's

language and =tor abilities. Fran such observational assessMent, the child's.

program can be modified to provide activities which will vork on multiple skills

at appropriate levels.

Finally, the staff' do ongoing testing in a variety of ways. Precision

teaching models which utilize charting of skills, CRT's, checklists, probes,

anecdotal records are all ways of assessing progress. Again the methods chosen

will depend on the population and the philosophy.

&

SLIMY

The assesbmwt model presented in this chapter emphasizes the dual nataxe

of child evaluation.

1) Assessment should present
inter-individual information on the nature

oi the child's performance in relation to other children of the same age. This
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data is useful. for placement and service decisions,

2) Assessment should present intra-individual information on. the specific

skills TALiCh the chi' d has and on. those Mhich are ready to be learned. This

data is necessary for decisions concerning the child's classroan program and to

provide a means for meastming the child's progress within that ,program.

A five stage assessment design is reccmrended Nthich includes:.

Phase I Assessment Planning

Phase II Assessment (analysis)

Phase III Interpretation (synthetis)

Phase IV Program Planning (staffing)

Phase V Classroom Assesament

The inclusion of Phase V, classroan assessment, desronstrates the ongoing

nature of evaluation assessment is a dynamic processs which should be an integral

part of the child's programLulu before he enters the special education service

delivery system until he "graduates" fran the system.
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SI

SELECTING
AND UTILIZING

CURRICULA

Curriculum generally refers to "systematic procedures for organizing educa-

ticnal activities; the procedures include bcth ccntent (what to teach) and method

(10,4 to teach)" (Lillie, 1975, p.2).

Content areas in elementary school, typically revolve around the "three,R's",

with the acadenic areas relating to reading, writhng and arithmetic. However,

programs at the preschocl level have had various approaches to curriculum, as

outlined ill Chapter 3, "Oonceptualizing and Developing a Program." Programs for

handicapped preschool children have evolved fran and expanded upcn these differ-

ent themes, styles, and techniques.

What are the "essentials" to be taught to handicapped children? There exists

a number of assessment instruments and curricula in early dhildhood spepial edu-

,

caticn. These curricula vary in a number of significant ways. The team or per-

sons xesponsible for selecting or designing a curriculum for their program need

to be cognizant of program areas and sequences within carpi-lents.

MAJOR PROMAMAREAS

Major program areas are thQ general areas in which Children will be instructed.

These ccmponents may stress developnent areas, specific skills areas, or enridh-
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ment areast 1) Many early dhildhood curricula are divided into general develop--
,

wental =vas sudh as gross and fine motor, expressi* and, receptive language,

cognitive or adaptive reasoning and social/enot'ional. 2) Other major program

arels may be designated by specific skill areas, such as self help skills, pre-

reading and preinath skills, and communicatian skills. Sensory skill areas sUch

as visual or audiebry areas may also be represented. 3) Still other curricula

will designate program canponents which integrate developmental or dic.ELL

components into enrichment activities sudh as art, nusic add dance.

There are generally five categories recognized as.appropriate areas of

instruction for young handicapped children (hm Ett(41, hrkell, and Van Etten,

1980).

1. Motor development

2. Self-help skills (activities for daily living)

3. Sensortmotar, cognitive development (pre-AcadPrnic)4

4. Communication (language)

5. Social/interpersonal development (socialization, personal-
.

social, social/emotional) (p.209).

Regardless of the title of the component in the curriculum, whether it is

designated as a developmental area, skill area, or enrichMent area, it is important

that eadh of the aboNe dominions be represented, in some way In program\planning.

Particularly for handicapped children, difficulties with cne area may have a

profound influence on other areas of development. Emphasis on one curriculum

component may result in an unbalanced program, one that does not totally-meet

eadh child's individual needs. The necessity far a temn or interdisciplimary

approach is evident to maadmize information exchange and ensure optimal program.:

ming for eadh dhild in all developmental areas.
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SEQUENCE WITHIN CCMPOINENTS
-

-COhen andFGross (1979) indentify variations of curriculun sequences. A.

curriculummay utilize all four types of sequences or may emphasize one or two.

The impartant consideration far the temn is to utilize a curricultra which pin-

points the instructional needs of their population and is consiatentwith their

progran philosophy.

The variations of sequences of abilities include:

1. -arrangement accordinkto targets in a specific areal For ex....mple in the'

area of self help, a0b-pl-eas might be feeding, toiletimg, dressing, with skills

listed under eadh respective sUb-area in a taik analysis. Sudh sequences are

usually utilized in behaviorally oriented programs.

2. -arrangement according to developmental milestones. in some cases a

curriculum will list-all the 'lestones a child generally accomplishes in a'given

year. For example, a curricul aght list the followihg skills under the cog-

nitive area for 3 to 3k years:

copies a circle
copies a four block train with chimney
imitat6s straight cross
puts together a two-pieceTuzzle

It is important to note that the itans are not listed as prerequisites to the

next item in'the sequence. This sequence listing is probably,most appropriate

for mildly involved children who acquire skills without intensive training.

In other instances, the cufticulun may list objectives in sequences leading

to major milestones. For example in the development of object permanence, 'the

curriculun may list:

--finds object hidden under one screMn
--fhlis object hidden under one of two screens
--finds cbject-hidden under one oftwo screens alternately
--finds object after successive visible displacements
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With the former listing of milestones by age, if the child WS unable to

perfann one of the skills, the teacher might not know what prerequisite skills

were necessary. The latter listing of developmental sequences allows the

teacher to determine a teaching sequence hissed on developmental prerequisites.

It is particularly appropriate for severely involved children as the sequences

can be finely denoted..

3) -arrangement according to constructs. Same curricula designate con-

structs to be attained that become the basis for activities. Piagetian con-

structs such as ordination, cardinatian, conservatim, provide areas which are

then broken down into developnental tasks. Part of a sequence undnr the con-
,

struct of seriation might include:

understanding of big and little
understanding of tall and short
understanding of largest
understanding of tallest
understanding of middle

Curricula designed to develop specific constructs are generally experien-

tially rather than behaviorally oriented.

4) -armgenent according to stimulus Characters. Developmental progres-

sions in areas such as vision and audition may relate to characteristics of

the stimulus.

- -prefers circular to linear arrangements
--shows preference for checkbaard over regular lattice

arrangement of circles, squares, diamonds

- -fixates sameVhat langer mirage and fenale patterns than

an other patterns
- -discriminates differing orientations of the face.

Such stimulus character arraRgements would be useful in designing programs

for visually, auditorally itpaired or learning disabled children.

Since most early childhood programs are nm-categorical in nature,thei.deal

curriculum would pro4bly incorporate elements of eadh of the above mentioned

sequence formats. However, as the ideal curriculum to meet all handicapped

i97
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Children's needs is yet to be developed, the intervention team.is advised to

select a variety of curricula aS resources. All'handicapped children are

different and their programs and strategies should reflect individual learning

styles.

A specific curriculum or set of curricula will not be reconmended-in this

text. However, an effcmt will be made to deLLneate recommended program areas

and sub-areas of importance in early childhood special education pmtgrams. A

rationale for inclusian of each area is suggested to empbasize the interrelated

nature of each canpcnent with the others. It is implied that a.team of pro,-

3essionals would work closely together to further expand and delineate needed

sub-cceponents.

GROSS AND FINEICTOR.DUELOPMEC--RATIONALE

The development of volitional movement can be said to be the foundation of

development in all other areas. It is, perhaps, the most cverlodked curricular

area inmany'prograas with the exception of programs for the physically handi-

capped.

The developaent of gross and fine motor skills is usually sequential and

fairly predictable, with Skills emerging as the nervous system matures. With

the handicapped child, however, there may be delays ancVor deviations in motor

development which will interfere with the normal sequence of Skill acquisition.

These delays or deviations will undoubtedly have an effect on other areas of

development.

Let us examine haw probleas in gross and fine rotor development will effect

perceptual-motor, self-help skills, cognition, language and social/emotianal

development. In order to function well in the envirounEnt, a child needs

balance, stability, coordination of both sides of the lx*, rotational abilities,

23 3
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a fairly broad range of motion, adequate muscle tone and muscle strength, and

vcaitianal control of mavenents.

Without these abilities, the child cannot have =chain interaction with

his environment. For example, inadequate head and trunk control will limit

visually directed reaching and consequently reduce finemotor manipulation

of ckjects. Difficulty with balance in sitting may limit bilaterafmanipula-

tion of objects. The child who must concentrate his efforts an resisting the

pull of gravity will need to use his extremities as props rather than explor-

atory tools. The dhild with inadequate motor control nvynot be able to

exploTe his omn body and move around to explore the enviramment as a normal

childl does. The handicapped child may consequentlirlume reduced or limited

visual, tactile, auditory, gustatory and olfactory experiences. This reduction

of sensorhnotor experiences mayrtsult in lhnited body awareness, delayed or

inaccurate development of fonn and space perception (Fantz and Yeh, 1979).

If a child has limited motoric exploratima it may thus affect cognitive develop-

ment as well. For example, major cognitive skills sudh as object permanence,

using tools as a. means to attain desired ends, classification of objects accord-

ing to shape, sequencing of objects in order of size---all are achieved after

=eh manipulation and experlmentation with the objects in the child's environ-

ment. The child learns through acting upon the environment. Motor problems

resuat in a limited ability to move and to 3manipulate objects, to cause events

to occur and to interact with people. The result is reduced learning oppor-

tunities.

,The developmnt.of Lmnguage skills may also be affected bymotor problems.

Inadequate head and trunk control may interfere with breathing patterns and

thus affect phonationtequired for speedh. Inability to control oral uuscula--

ture will affect speech productima. Limited exploration of the environment may
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result in formation of fewer concepts and thus a reduced ability to label

objects and environmental events. Both receptive comprehension and expressive

language may be delayed, especially as related to spatial concepts and actions.

Inadequate head and trunk control, stability, and equilibriun may hinder

development of feeding, dressing, toileting and other self-help skills. In

addition, difficulties with nuscle tone, uuscle strength, and motor planning

nay effect academic skills such as writing, cutting, drawing, etc. A great

many academic skills for young children require gross and fine motor coprdina-

tion.'

Emotional developaent and the growth of social skills are greatly influ-

enced by the child's physical abilities. When attactrent between mother and

infant is first taking place, the child canmunicateS primarily through physical

cueing. Looking, touching, cuddling, sodling, crying are all behaviors with

=tor components to which the mother reacts (Brazelton, Koslowski, and Main, 1974;

Klaus and Kennel, 1976). The physically handicapped childmay not have adequate

cueing mechanisms to encourage reciprocal positive interaction. Predominant

extensor patterns may inhibit cuddling. Reduced smiling behaviors (Cicchetti

and Sroufe, 1975; Emde, Gaensbauer and Harmon, 1976) may diminish playful inter-

action. Increased and intense crying may ros-Ilt in less handling and inatten-

tton or possibly more holding but less mutual needs gratification. The child

with motor problems is at greater risk for attachment failure (Foley, 1980).

Later in the child's development this cycle of insufficient needs fulfillmagt

may expand to include teadhers and peers.

The child who doesn't perform competently in skill areas, may recognize

his limitations. The awareness of physical tmodequacy may affect the develop-

ment of self-concept and social interaction. Play opportunities and social
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interactim may be limited or reducedwith the possible consequences of inade-

quate or delayed social skills. The child may experience a delay in the develop-

ment of independence as a result of oantinued assistance francaregivers.

Many times comitive delays coincide with motoric delays but often the

motc locally involved child is unable to demonstrate the cognitive skills of

which he is capable. The result is frustration for the child and often mis-

diagnosis on the pert of staff who perceive the dhild as-cogpitively delayed as

As can be seen by these few examples, the motor area is a critical compon-

ent of the curriculum. Although the type of curriculum chosen for the gross and

fine motor areas will depend largely on the needs of the identified population

of children, it may be helpful to examine components of a motor curriculum which

are important. Staff pan thal examineyarious curricula to detenmine utether

or not assessment, sequences and program strategies for these components are

adequately addressed. No effort will be made to list all skills which should

be included, but staff are encouraged to look for curricula in which related

skill areas are developmentally sequenced rathet than grouped by all motor

skills which are normally attained at a given age.

The importance of reflexes and automatic reactions should be recognized.

Reflexes facilitate the development of motor and cognitive skills. Integra-

tion of certain reflexes is critical to the appropriate development of gross

and fine motor skills. However, reflexes should not be targets to be "trained".

Instead volitional movements that are inconpatible with the reflex, are approp-

riate for pmwan,objectives. It is not possible to train a "grasp" reflex,

hadever, "holding" as a skill can'be a curriculun objective. The importance

of having a physical or occupational therapist an, Or consulting with, the team

to work cn the development of progr2n plans in the motor area can readily be seen



REFLEXES AND REACTIONS

Prior to the developneat of programobjectives the therapist will want to

evaluate the child's reflexes and reactions. .Bobath (1974) looks far delayed

or abnormal development with;

1. An insufficiently developed postural reflecmechanim, showing itself,

for instance, in poor head control, lack:of rotation within the body axis, and

lack of balance and other adaptive reactimas.

2. A lack of inhibition showing itself in unduly prolonged.retention of

the primitive patterns of earliest dhildhood (p.2).

Connor, Williamson, and Siepp (1978) recannmad that analysis of skills the

dhild has acquired should be done according to the follaaing:

1. What components of movement are necessary in order for the child to

have mastered a particular skill?

-integration of primitive reflexes

- righting reactions

-equilibrium reactions

- protective reactions

- normal sensorbnotor development

2. For what future skills oan a particular skill be considered an impor-

tant component?

3. What areas of developing cognitive, language, and social ability are

likely to be facilitated by a motor act? (p.103).

After evaluating the dhild's motor developmmat in relations to the above

questions, the child's motor program can be planned. The curriculun should

include activities to facilitate the integration of primitive reflexes and the

development of righting, equilibrium and protective reactions as well as ac-

tivities for development of sequences of motor skills. The following are
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sub-areas of gross motor developnent. Each area listed should be broken down

into developmental sequences in the currictilm.

- Head-righting - prone
- supine
- upright

-Joint stability - upper anms
- trunk
- hips
- legs

-Rotation - prone to supine
- prone to sitting
- rotation in standing

-Progression al hands and knees
-Progression, to sitting
-.Progression to crawling

- Progression to standing
-Progression to walking
-Progression to jumping
-Progression to skipping

The fine mtor component of the curriculun should illustrate and define

progressions ha the differentiation and progressive development of prehension

and fine uuscle control. Included should be sequences related to:

-Progressions in visually tradking
objects or visual pursuit
- Progressions in focusing
-Progressions in head and trunk control
-Progressions in reaching
-Progressions in voluntary grasp
-Progressions in voluntary release
-Progressions in throwing of objects
-Progressions in catching
-Progressions in thumb and finger opposition
-Progressions in drawing
-Progreisions in writiag
-Progressions in coordination of use of two

hands simultaneously

Each of the above mentioned progressiaas may-be sequenced in varying

degrees of detail. For severely involved preschool children it may be neces-

sary to develOp subtle, more finely differentiated steps in the developmental

progression. It may also be necessary to task analyze individual steps into

chains of behaviors leading to one step of the sequence.



I. Progression

A. Developmental step 1

B. Developmental step 2

C. Developmental step 3

1. Tadk analysis of step 3

a. Sub-step 5
b. Sub-step 4
c. Sub-step, 3

d. SUb-step 2

e. Sub-step 1

D. Developmental step 4

In the above example, the child acquired skills sequentially up to develop-

mental step 3. At this point the skill was task analyzed and taught through a

"backward chain". After accomplishment of step 3, the next step in the develop-

mental sequence became part of the child's program.

SENSORY INTEGRATICN-RATTrvALE

Sensory development in the child hav beccae an area Of intense study in the

past ten to fifteen years. Research on visual perception (Campos, Langer, and

Krowitz, 1970; Fantz, 1979; Haith, 1980; Kessen, 1976) auditory perception

(Brackbill, 1970; Bridger, 1961; McGurk et. al., 1977); tactile perception

(Brackbill, 1970; Rice, 1975); vestibular/propriocepticn (Korner, Mcpan, 1972;

Pick and Pidk, 1970); gustation (Nowlis and Keesen, 1976); olfaction (Engen and

Lipsitt, 1965) has shown the importance of these sensory systems to the developing

Child. The integration of information coming into the central nervous system

fram eadh of these systems provides the fOundation of the dhild's perceptions

of the world and,ccnsequently the basis for his/har conceptual understanding.

If the Child has inadequate or inaccurate sensory input to the CNS or prOblems

;with processing the informaticn once it has.readhed the CNS, the Child's other

developmental areasmay be adVersely affected.
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For example, inadequate perception of gravity and the body in space may

interfere with the child's efforts to coordinate his movements. The develop-

of motor skills will be affected by the child's awareness of his body's move-

ments in space. Without accurate information fuun tactile and kinesthetic and/

or proprioceptive systems the child will not have optiniol volitional control of

body movements. Refinement of fire motor skills may be also impeded, as in-

adequate perception of spatial relationships may interfere uith basic skills

such as reaching for objects, accurately placing *eats, or manipulating

objects in goal-oriented actions.

Cognitive growth may also be delayed or hampered by the inadequacy of

sensory systems If the infanmation processed by the brain is inaccurate

or inconsistent, the child may develop a distorted urderstanding of .his environ-

ment. A child T...to has difficulty making sensory discriminations may be hesi-

tent to interact with the environment. For example, a child who is tactilely

defensive may withdraw fuan contact with persons or objects. The child conse-

quently does not take in as much information about the environmant, does not

opthmaiiy interact and experiment in order to ascertain the relationships

between objects and events and will therefore be delayed in problem-solving

abilities.

Behavioral prOblems may also be seen in children with inadequate sensory

systems. The child may be overly sensitive to stimuli, or easily frustrated

by the inability to process andmake sense out of environmental perceptions.

A Child with difficulty disariminating, for instance, visual or auditory

patterns may react by withdrawal from such stimulation or may act out from a

sense of being "overWhelmed". Continued failure in interpersonal dnd object

interactionmeLyr.result in an impoverished self-concept.
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The area of sensorinotor, perceptual motor, or sensory integration as it is

variously titled is becoming an increashnly important curriculum area. Its

pdvotal nature is apparent as it is closely related to gross and fine motor and

cognitive develapnent and certain progressicns of skills, such as trackhng and

object manipulation whichmay b'e fotnd in more than one area.

Identification of areas of instruction hn sensory development involve pro-

viding activities to utilize the strong sensory systems and enhance the impaired,

systems. Van Etten,,Arkell and Van Etten (1980) list primary,curriculun tasks

in three primary sensary areas:

Tactile

-accepts touch
-allows directed body Immanent
-explores with mouth
-localization of touch
-responds to and begins to discriminate between'
various tactile stinvili
-uies tactile sense to explore environment
-thermal awareness

Visual

-sensation
-visual fixation
--Visual tracking

-convergence
-eye =tact
-reaching and grasping
-eye-hear coordination
-eye-hand and eye-foot coordination activities

-Auditory

-cries or startles in response to sound
-responds by quieting, stoppingmovement

A -localization
-discriudnation (p.210)

These tasks can be broken doWn and extended as necessary to include more

discrhninating and/or higher level targets. Again, the hmportance of an occUPa-

tional or physical therapist is emphasized, as this teem member can havevaluable

2 4 i
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input both in terms of assessment of sensory deficits and plaming remedial

strategies.

mairrIvErEVELMENT-RATIONAIE

The cognitive or adaptive reasoning curriculum area is heavily emphasized

in nost programs. The importance of cognitive abilities to acadenic or sdhool

success is'readily apparent, and thus, jtstification far its inclusion hardly.

seens necessary. Yet it is sigpifickt to note the imam of cognitive delays

on the other areas of development.

Prcblems in cognitive developnent may affect the rate at which motor skills

are acquired. The childmay take longer to underatand the various properties

of objects amd the functional use of these objects,so canplenentary notor

"schemata" or patterns may also be delayed. The child may have a reduced can-

prehensial of enviroanental evemts and a resultanCdiminishrent of the desire

for object or interpersonal interacticnwhidh allows the practicing of motor

skills to take place. In addition, the lowered capacity for applying motor

skills irre# situations may have the effect of hindering thegeneralization of-

motor actions. For exanple, the child who learns to poke his fingers in the

holes in the peg boand, may nct generalize that skill when he finds other holes

in other toys. The motor skill of finger differenciation does not then get

practiced as often. Therefore "classification" of motor schemata into complex

motor planning actions may take longer to acpanplish.

The child with delayed cognitive development may have a heavy rel.'

on a trial and error CT perseverative approach to learning and thus have

reduced ntrnber of problem-solving strategies iavolving m;venent and manipulaticn.

The child may, far instance:persist in cne approach to putting a puzzle together.



By not experirasnting with =tying the puzzle pieces into different positions he

is not exercising precise finger =remit, eye-hand coordination, or perceptual

discrimination.-

The overall delay in learning skills will also affect the rate, quality,

and quantity of language acquisition. Diminished conceptual understanding All

affect both receptive and expressive abilities. Higher level symbol representa-

tions All be understood primarily through concrete experiences. Abstract con-

cepts All take longer to canprdhend or may never be functional aspects of the

dhild's language system. learning irregular language forms of plurals, past

tense, and other syntactic structures may be difficult. Generalization of

grammatic rules may also takeinuch longer in the cognitively delayed child.

In relation to social ekills, the child may not pidk up cn subtle social

cues which are necessary for appropriate bdhavioral adiustment. The understand-

ing of "cause and effect" relationships entailed in social situations are cog-

nitively higher kxvel skills than understanding cause and effect relationships

in concrete situations involving objects. The cognitively delayed child may

therefore take longer to understand why an action or event makes someone "ErIple%

"sad", "happy", etc.

The child may also have at his disposal fewer problem-solving skills.

Shi/He may not be able to see alternative means far acaanplishing a goal. This

can lead to frustratian both in dealing with concrete problems involving object

use for obtaining a desired end and also in interpersonal inteiactions

dealing with social problems. The implications for the development of the self-

ccncept are evident.

Self-directed play may remain at the lower level of via.olated" or

"parallel" play (Parten, 1932) longer. 'Ibe child's level of representational

thinking may be inadequate to process symbolic information necessary for



cooperative and dramatic play. For example, whereas a. normal presdhool dhild

may use.baodksto represent buildings, roads, towers, and bridges, the oogni-

tively delayed child may still be constructing "patterns" with blocks. He can-

nct visualize the.blodk as anything other than a piece of wood. Socialization

skills which develop through cooperative dramatic play will ccnsequently be

affected.

The discriminatian aad generalizatiaa of social skills may be problematic.

The chilldmay, for example, learn that "hugging and kissing" is very reinforc-

ing. She/He may indiscriminately and inappropriately hug and kiss.everycne.

On the other hand, the child may learn not to perfann an,inappropriate action,

sudh as screaming, at school, but that learning may not generalize to the home.

Such "situation specific" learning can cause increased prOblems particularly

in the area of social skills.

Given the significance of the cognitive area and its impact on other areas

of development, the skills outline in this area of the curricultra need to be

quite comprehensive. The following are suggested skiLl areas in cognitive

development. These need to be further defined according to the needs of the

population being served.

=raw SKILL AREAS

Attending to stimuli
Tracking stimuli
Hand regard
Visually directed grasping and reaching

-bilateral
-unilateral

Obiect permanenoe progression
Means-ends progression
Differenciated object use progression

Social object usage progression
Representational object usage'

(*Orning classification) progression
Cbjects relation in space progression

-utilization of space relations
-places objects in, out, on top of
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-builds vertical structures
-builds horizontal structures
-builds. vertical-horizontal structures

Operational causality progression
Gestural iraitatial progression
Vocal imitation progressim
Classification by characteristic of objects pregession

-color
-shape circle, square, triangle, rectangle)
-understands same and-different ,

-size
-function
-multiple characteristics

'Drawing progression
-maks
-scribbles
-Iccntrolledstrokis-vertioal, horizcn;1, angle, cirble, cross

-reproduction of forms
-draws people
-copies letters
-writes letters spontaneously
-writes name
-writes nuMbers

Class inclusion progression
within one set
-within a hierarchy

Concept of ordering progression
-big, little, largest
-tall, short, tallest

Concept of seriatim progression
-size
-color
-nuMber, cardinal correspondence
-cc:respondence of sets

-ordinal correspondence

Rote counting
Coe-to-one correspondence progression/raticnal counting

Numeral identification
Comparison of sets progression

-all, empty
-each
-more/less
-same

Conservation progression
-length
-number
-continuous quantity
-discontinuous quantity
-volume

Addition progression (in relation to above)
Subtraction,progression (in relation to above)

Thne concepts
-now, today
-pest tense of verbs
-.past, present and futurewords
-tharation of tine
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-part of day - maiming, afternoon, night

-before/after
-early/late
- time on the clock

Money concepts
- identify coins
-identify uses of nxney

- understand value of coins and bills

- reading nunerical amounts

Calendar concepts
Measurement
Fractions

LANGUAGE IEVEIDEMENT - RATIONALE

Exadnatim of the impact of the area of language development cn the total ,

development,of the child reveals the necesuity of includim both receptive and

expressive danains into any curriculum for handicapped children.

Inadequate language comprehension may indirectly affect gross and fine

motor performance. If the child does not accurately heat or interpret verbal

directions, the childwill not be able to respond with the appropriate response

which usually entails a. motor component. This may be misinterpreted by the

teacher as an inability to perfonn the skill requested.

A deaf, hard-of-hearing or severely language impaired child may reed to

substitute or supplement oral language with sign language. Thus, the develop-

ment of parallel language systems, oral aad gestural, may be indicated.

The relationship of language and cognition is a controversial issue(Bruner,

1972; Bruner, Olver, andGreenfield, 1966; Piaget, 1962, 1963, 1973) but regard-

less of which serves as the foundation for the other, the interdependence of

the two areas is undeniable. Language is a primary means by which ane demon-

strates understanding of concepts, processes and events, particularly comprehen-

sion of abstract concepts and relationships. A child's inability to demonstrate

cognitive Lnderstanding through vetbal expressiaa may lead to laaered appraisal

of cognitive skills ahd oansequent lowvred expectations on the part of the

teacher. Concurrently, reduced motivation and/or frustration on the part of the

child may be demonstrated. Conversely, scne children have learned to parrot



extensive phrases without true comprehension of the content of their speech.

Ihee children may be viewed as having higher level cognitive skills than are

actually -prresent. The teacher's level of expectations for these childrea may

be too high, with resultent frustration for both.

In the area of social skills, the child.who cannot effectively make his/

hsr needs Imam and cannot verbally express feelings may resort to alternative

means of self-expression. For example, actiAg-out behaviors, or actions which

are abusive to self or others may be manifested. On the other hand, withdrauml

fran interpersonal interaction may also occur. Children with lower language

skills may not be sought out by peers for.social interaction (CuraInick, 1978).

In either case, socialization skills are being adversely effected. Other chil-

dren may also became frustrated and redUce interactions with the child tho does

not canprehend or cannot cammicate well.

There appear to be some cognitive prerequisites that underlie language

development. Bates (1976) has identified same of these precursors:

1) awareness of object permanence
2) awareness of spatial relations
3) awareness of the understandiag of means-end
4) development of deferred imitation
5) development of rational and pretend play
6) development of cammunicative intentions

These target areas should be included in or referenced in the language area of

the curriculun.

DEVEUDRIMAL SEQUENCES IN LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

The relationship of skills to each other within a developmental sequence is

aortant. The following lattice of cognitive and languageskills fran birth to 24

month,1 demonstrates how areas of the curriculum may be interrelated. (See page 21.3)

The nunberof akills and degiee'of specificity may vary depending cn the,Oopulation
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which is being served. Such language lattices can be developed for preschool

Age children as well. More advanced lattices or sequences could include:

-lexical production progression
-lexical comprehension progression
-production of semantic relations progressions

-single word usage
-tv.o-word productions
-three-wond productions
-complex productions

-comprehension of relational meaning
-production and aanprehension of grammatical form

-sentence elaboration
-inflectional development
-interrogative usage

(Cohen and Gross, 1979)

socuvarramALDEVELOPMEW-RATIONALE

The development of social relationships is probably most closely tied

to the parallel development of cognitive constructs. But it is also inter-

twined with increased diffenanciation of motor dkills which enables mere com-

plex and volitional interpersonal interaction. Increased language comprehen-

sion and expression also enhances higher level social interchange.

The impact of delays or deviations in emotional developmentmay have

compounding effects on the skills acquistiaa in other areas. A child who is

passive and withdrawn or fearful of interaction may nct interact as frequently

or intensely with objects and people in the environment. Both practice and

generalization of motor skills and cognitive problem-solving efforts may be

effected. The child who behaves impulsively and has a short attention span may

have difficulty in planning sequences of movement. She/Ho may have unsystem-

atic, ineffective problem-solving approaches which maY later effect academic

performance. Inability to see others' points of view may cause social difficul-

ties, but probably will also be reflected in an inflexible approach to accom-

plishing or attaining desired goals. lanotional problems may also result in
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overdependence on adult assistance with a consequent delay in independence and

a lack of self-confideace, risk-taking amd exploration.

Language acquistion may also be hmpacted. The child who is socially

delayed may not verbalize as frequently in interactive situations. Play with

Language -menipulation amd experimentatice with vocabulary, grammar, syntax-

amLy not be fully experienced. Modeling behaviors may not be exhibited. Lan-

guage may appear delayed TAhen, in fact, the child is merely not utilizing

language to the fullest extent possible. This will affect not ally teacher

interaction, but may also affect peer interaction, as children teod to seek

out other childrtn at their same language level (Blon, 1974; Guralnick, 1978).

The child who does not respamd appropriately to directions or seems not to

comprehend language may be demonstrating ladk of compliance or withdrawal

rather than LmIguage delays.

Observation of children's sop1 a1 patterns is extremely important. Un-

fortunately, the social/emotional area has primarily been ccncerned with elimin-

ation of maladaptive behavior rather thaa fostering the development of social

sequences. Mhny curricuLa include a liet of skills in the social/emotional

area which are designed to "prepare" the child for academic settings. The child

needs to:

-attend for 20-30 minutes

-follow three directions

-wait for his turn.

These are ail important skills, but need to be addressed within a develop-

mental framework. Children with emotional problems or delayed social develop-

ment may not be able to perform at the same social level as they are capable of

performing at the cognitive level. For instance, cooperative efforts and games



with rules mMy be too difficult for a child still at the level of parallel play.

The significanCe of attactinant (Bowlby, 1969; Ainsworth, 1973; Klaus and Kennel,

1976); separation (Ainsworth, 1973; Bowlby, 1973; Mahler, 1975);.individuat4on

(Mahler, 1975) are becoming increasingly apparent to professionals working with

yang handicapped children (Foley, 1980) . The relationship of play behaviors to

the develognent of social and arotional, cognitive, language and motor skills

(Garvey, 1977) is recopized and is particularly important for handicapped chil-

dren (Linder, 1980) .

The following suggested sub-areas of social/anotialal development focus on

progressions which take into consideratiai these precursors to healthy enotional

development and appropriate and responsible social interactions. The lack of

certain sub-skills (e.g. ) may indicate a concern whieh hes implicaticns

for another area of development (e.g. motor) . The intervention may not be to

"train" the skill, but to raise the level of awareness in the family and tean

about the social impact of the lack of these behaviors . Also interventions which

will optimize opportunities for pleasmable interaction (e.g. positioning) would

be indicated.

SOCIAL/IMTICNAL SEQUENCES

-indiscriminate social responsiveness
-signalling behaviors

-crying progression
-smiling progression
-vocalizing progression

-differential social response
C-to face
-to patterns
- to parent

-contact seeking/fonnation of dependence relationship
- indication of preference for nother/differentiation of strangers
-indication needs progression
-fear of strangers progression
- response to separation

-differenciation of self
-reaction to mirror image progression
-exploration of others
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-reference to self
-identifies self in picture
-sees others perspective
-knows sex

-establishment of independent activities
-locomotion progression
ananipulation of objects progression
-plays near adults .

-explores expanding envircmment progression

-goal directed interaction
-plays by self
-object use progression (cognitive)
-parallel play progression
-am-looker behavior
-cooperative play progression
-sharing progression
-awareness of emotions progression
-dramatic play progression

The developmant of chedklists or lattices of important progressions udll

allow staff to observe Children and determine their level of interactive skill.

It is important to emphasize, however, the interrelated nature of development.

As has been previously discussed, each area of development effects every other

area. The staff need to be aware of this in their observations in order to

avoid misinterpreting observational information. The tean approadh should help

circumvent this pitfall.

Once the specific needs of the children'in each developmental area have

been identified, the staff can begin the seardh for appropriate curricula.

The greater the developnental delays, the greater will be the need fur sequences

with discrete breakdowns and progressions with smaller "steps" in hltween. The

activities recammaxkmican also be analyzed to determine whether they are the

most appropriate. The greater the abilities of the child, the npre need there

is far integrated, experiencial programs. Activities should provide for optimal

dhallenge and a degree of novelty (Furth and Wachs, 1975).



CONSIrERATIONS FOR GIFTED HANDICAPPED

It- should not be assuned that every handicapped child wi.11 be delayed in

all areas. Every child has strengths and weaknesses. Many normal and gifted,
children have handicaps yet can functiori at above average levels in cognitive

and other developtnental areas. Provisions need to be made to provide for

advanced level activities for these children. For example, physically handi-

capped, emotionally distrubed or language impaired chidlren may also be very

bright. Programs can be individualized so that areas of deficit are addressed

as well as providing advanced work in apporpriate areas. Enrichnent activiies

in drama, art, and nusic are important for all children and should be included

in the curriculun. For gifted handicapped, oppertunities to develop creative

talents in the visual and performing arts can provide a needed boost to self

concept as well as provide a means to capitalize on abilities. v

Curricula for the handicapped n ad to be broad and encanpass develop-

mantal, skill, and enrichnent aceas. They also need depth, so as to be able

to meet the individual needs of a great variety of children with a wide range

of abilities.

LTITLIZATICU CC aIRRICULA

Curricula may be utilized in a variety of ways. They may be followed like

a "bible," adopted as a guide for planning, used as a supplenvant to an existing

program, or serve as a resource for new icipas The manner in which any set of

curricula are operationalized should be reflective of program philosophy.

The previous discussion has focused on curri.culun content and variations

of presentation of content. Two other considerations, structure and method-

ology are germaine to the utilization of curricula.
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STRUCTURE

Included in the structure is:

1) the amount of time allocated to content areas

2) tue'affount of time spentinfianctional versus structured practice activities

3) the amount of time devoted to purposeful integrationce developmenal areas

4) the amount of "free time" versus facilitated play

5) the role of the environment

6) the role of the staff

7) the role of the Child

8) the role of the parent

Examination Of each of these elements vill reveal why different programs which

have adopted the same curricultra may function in extremely diverse ways.

1) Time Allocated to Content Areas

410 The amount of time given to eadh content area of the curriculun is one

indication of the relative priority of that area. Table II gives examples of

three daily schedules fran different programs. An examination of the three

daily schedules may show a high percentage of the daymay be devoted to one area

of development (See Table III, A). Of course, in any one activity there are many

developmental areas involved, but the area Whidh is targeted frau the curriculum

is emphasized. In a programusing primarily a cognitively oriented curriculum,

(Program I, Table II), for example, one would expect to find a high percentage of

the day devoted to cognitive and language development. ProgranII has time

allotted for groapactivities which will emphasize language development. Pro-

gram III, which emphasizes individual work with children in each of the develop-

ment areas, attempts to balance-the program across all areas.
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Table II

DAILY SCHEDULES - PRESCHOOL

Ptogram I

8:30-8:45 Child Planning thme
(cognitive, language)

4+ oo

8:45-9:00 Block Play
(cognitive, finemotor,
social emoticaal)

4+ oo**

9:00-9:20 House play
(cognitive,language,
social/emotional)

od**

9:25-9:50 gharing thme
(language, social/

emotional)
+ oo

9:50-10:15 Snack thme/potty
(self-help, language
cognition)
4+oo

10:15-10:35

10:35-10:55

11:00-11:20

11 20-11:40

Small group wol..k

(cognitive, fine
motor)

+ oo

Recess-outdoor play
(gross motor, social/
emotional)

++-oo **

Story time
(language cogniticn)

-H- oo

Art or Building
(cognitive,fine mrtor)

4+ oo**

11:40-12:00 Clean-up, haie
(self-help, motor)

-H- oo

Progran II

Circle time-Names
(language)

+ o

Puzzles, etc.
(finemotor,
cogniticn)
+ oo

Labeling Pictures

(language)
+ o

Drawing Pictures
(fine motor)
-H- o

Snack/potty
(self-help)

-H- o

Cbstacle Course
(gross notor,
language)
+ oo

Story tine
(language)

+4- oo

Mimic
(langauge)

4+ oo

Group games
(gross m)tor, social/
emoticnal)

-H- oo**

Clean-up, hare
(self-help)

-H- o

220

Progfam III

Free thme
(cognition time
motor sequence)

-H- oo*

Individtml Cognitive
targets

+ o

Individual language
targets

+ o

Individual fine
motor targets

+ 0

Snack/potty
Individual feeding,
toileting targets
(self-help)

-H- o

Group game
(social/emotional,

gross motor)
4+ oo

Individual gross
motor target
+ o

Free time
(cognitive,finenotore,

social/emotional)
-H- oo*

Directed finger painting

(sensori motor)
+ o

Dres s -hane

(self-help)
+ o



2) Practice time vs. Functional time

The analysis of time spent in practicing skills in drill-type activities

versus practicing skills throug)tapplicaticn in functional activities is

another measure of program difference (Table III, B). In Program I, the phil-

osophy is one in which staff believe learning takes place best when children

practice skills in functional settings. Therefore, 80% of the dhild's time

is spent in informal play activities. Program II puts more emphasis on direc-

ted skill practice than Program I. Staff feel that the children need some

guided practice to bring them to a functional level, but 60% of the day is

spent in application of skills. Program III spends the greater portion of

the day in directed skill practice. Eadh dhild's individro1 targets are

worked on. anctional application of Skills take place in free time, snadk

thne, and group games.

3) Integrated vs. Segregated time

Another indication of how a curriculum is being utilized is the amount of

time in activities which focus on integrating areas of develOpment (Table III,

C). Many programs csill set aside time to work on specific curriculum areas

such as Language or fine motor skills (Programs II and III, with 70% of non-

integrated activities). Other areas of devel t may be needed in order to

accomplish the activity, but the staff does not purposefully extend the activ-

ity to skills in otherdevelopmental areas For example, in an activity de-

signed to practice action verbs using objects that move, the teacher will

focus on producing the appropriate verb fonn and will move to the next child

or next object when the correct answer is given. In a developmentally inte-

grated program, the teacher might incorporate cognitive skills as well by

asking classification questions about what other object is theefarre shape, is

the same color, or has the same function. The teacher might incorporate motor
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Table III

MILY SCHELUIES PBESCHCOL

A. % of Activities Targeting Developm&lt Areas: (See Table II)

Progkaa I

Comitian-60%

language-507.
Fine M3tor-20%
Gross Motor-1070
Self-Help-20%
Social/emoticnal-40%

Prograi II

Cogniticn-10%

language-50%
Fine Mbtor-20%
Gross Motor-20%
Self-Help-20% ,
Social/emotional-10%

B. % of FUnctional Activities vs. Practice Activities:

Progran I

++ Functicnal-8070
+ Practice-20%

Progran II

-H- Functicnal-6070

+ Practice-40%

Progran III

-Cbgnition-30%
Ianguage-10%
Fine Mntor-2070

Gross Mbtor-20%
Self-Help-20%
Socia1 /emotional-30%

Sensorimotor-1070

(See Table II)

Progran III

Functicnal-4070

+ Practice-60%

C.
esosefuijot%ofActivitiDeveAreas: (See Table II)

00

Progran I

Purposeful
integration-100%

Single Area or
incidental
integration-0%

Ptogran IT

co Purposeful
integration-30%

o Single Area or
incidental
intevation-70%

J.
D. % of Free Time vs. Facilitated Play: (See Table II)

Program I

** Facilitated Play-4070
* Free time-0%

Program III

oo Purposeful
integratian-30%

o Single Area or
incidental
integration-70%

Ftogran II Ptogram III

Facilitated Play-1070 ** Facilitated Play-0%

* Free time-0% ,
Free time-2070
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dkills by having the child demonstrate use of the object in a variety of ways

or might provide the opportunity for social interaction by having two dhildren

utilize the object together.

Segregated activities have the advantage of being focused. donsequently,

it is easier to count correct responses to reach critericn on a specific skill.

When working with a group of children, it is less taxing on the teacher to

1

keep in mind the objectives for those children injust one area of development.

Oft theother hand, most activities that the child performs independenqy inccc-

porate a variety of skills. It is mbre functioial for the child to experience
4

these interrelationships in school activities as it may facilitate transfer of

learning to other situations.

The typical curriculum is divided into sections for each developmental

area. This segregated approach has enomraged fragmented teaching of skills,

and the viewing of children in parts rather than as a whole. As the team

concept of working writh handicapped children beccaes more accepted, an increase

in purposefully integrated program activities will probably be seen. Even for

the severely involved child who is working on practicing a specific skill, in-

corporation of otherprogran areas can be accomplished. Bywoiking on a skill

in a variety of ways, in multiple settings, in combination with other skills,

the child will learn to generalize. Thus the skill becomes functional.

Integration of progran areas, utether in skill practice activities ,or

functional activities requires familiarity with eadh child's total pTogran

plan and preparation time to organize composite activities. Staff need time

to plan as a team to determine the relative time priorities for each content

area, for skill lzactice, functicnal application and integraiion for each ./

individual child. The amount of time each numther of the team will allocate

to individual and group time will have to be detennined.
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4) Free time vs. Facilitated Play

The im6ortance of play to the normallY developing dhild is now well

accepted (Piaget, 1962, 1962a; 1973). Social emotional develapr'nent, language,

motor and cognitive development are all enhanced through play activities

(Garvey, 1977; Weikart,"Epstein,,SchWeinart and Bond, 1971). The benefits of

play to the handicapped child are also recognized (Shores, Hester, and Struin,

1976; Devaney, Guistaick, and Rubin, 1974). Play eXpeiiences for the handi-

capped child, however, maji need more guidance and facilitatian, depending on

the dhild's handicaps, degree of impainment, and developmental level. Pro-

grams vary in the amount of time they allad for play. They also vary ha the

degree to which play is an actual part of the curriculum. Sane programs will

allow "free time" for children to do whatever they wish with the toys in the

roan (as in Program III). others set up specific areas with selected toys to

encourage appropriate skill practice (Program I). In programs where play is

an integral part of the curriculun, staff uill facilitate appropriate inter-

action, explaration, manipulation and language usage.

Is is recammended that staff examine their use of "free time" to determine

haw play can became an intrisic part of the curriculum rather than a peripheral

or enrichment part of the daY:

5) Structure of the Envirchnent

Regardless of the alliculum dhosen the environment plays a key role.

The difference lies in the way environment-is structured for the children.

Same curricula describe envioonments and activities which are facilitative of

'interaction. That is, toys, settings, and materials areinade available to

the dhild. They may even be intentionally arranged in such a. way as to pro-

note a specific type of involverreaat." For example, a play house may be set up

with pots hanging in a sequence fran large to small on their natching shaded
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silhcuettes. This arrangement encourages and facilitates practice with matching

and size sequemcing when the child hangs the pots back up. ,The child chooses

to play with thenaterials amd is not necessarily corrected for not responding

with the right sequence. The environrent may be structured ha such a way that

correct responses are virtually assured. Montessori shape and size cylinders

are examples of self-correcting materials. The pieces only fit properly in

specific holes. The more structured the environment becomes, the more shaping

of respcoses takes place. The =ober of choices of stimuli the child has is

reduced, the time allowed for sthmulating a response becomes more definite,

and the decoee esPecificity of response becomes more precise.

6) Role of the Staff

The role of the staff is directly related to the environment, as the staff

are the organizers of the environment. They determine the dhoice of matexials

the arrangement, the sequence and manner of presentation of materials, and the

consequences for spedific responses to the materials.. The staff can play a

facilitative role by providing opportunities for the Child's interaction with

the structured environment. They may also play a therapy or "training" role by

structuring the environment to such a degree as to ensure a successful response,

thus shapimg desired behaviOrs. Of course there are combinations of approaches,

but curricula tend to promote a certain degree of structuring of environment

throughout. Any curriculum can be modified as is deemed nacessay for a parti-

cular population or specific child, however, the role of the teacher in effec-

tively structuring the environment is a key variable.

7) Role of the Child

The role of the child as discussed in Chapter 3 depends to a great extent

on the structure of the environment and the role of the staff. When staff see

themselves as facilitators, structuring experiences, then the child will have
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a more active role in the course of his cwn learning. The child will be able

to select activities and skills that are appealing to him/her and will have a

broader range of acceptable responses within any ale activity. When staff

perceive of theaselves as trainers of specific skills, then the child will

have less of a self-determining role. She/He will be placed in the ?ositioa

of receptor of selective stimuli to ensure successful interaction at an appro-

priate level.

8) Role of the Parent

Depending on the program philosphy the parent may have varying degrees of

involvement in the child's eaucatian. As it is ipportant to include the parent

as much as possible, the curriculun should be analyzed for adaptability for use

by parents. Is the parent's role to be cne of facilitator or trainer? The

answer to this question will determine the type of suggestions or program that

will go hcme. Activities should be adaptabl to haw environments and not re-

quire specific equipment or skills, unless that equipment and skill training are

provided tO the parents (See Chapter 7).

METHODOLOGY

The methodology is closely intertwined with program structure. Elements of

methcdologyIkilich relate to curriculun utilization inclnde.

1) .scurce of activity initiation

2) primary relationships

3) motivational factors

4) usterials usage and sequence of presentation

5) measuremmt of desired outcomes

6) behavior managemant

2 6 1.
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A further analysis of each of these factors will serve to further illustrate

how curriculum utilizaticn maylrary.

1) Source of activity_iLlitiation

Activities are either child-initiated or adult-initiated. As previously

rentioned, the role of the child in the environmental structure can be active

or nore passive. The program that allows childran to Choose their activities

and interactions will use different teaching techniques thma those programs

where the adult selects and' initiates interactions: In child-initiated activ-

ities the teacher may ask questions, focus attention on specific-aspects of a

problem or situation, make comparisons, or suggest solutions to problens. The

parameters of the situation are.broad, as the teaeher can facilitate any number

of interactions. Astute observational skills are necessary to perceive oppor-

tunities for learning needed skills, and creativity is necessary to be able to

make the most out of every event. Adult-initiated-activities on the other

hand are more focused in their objectives and means for adhieviAg desired re-

sults are clearly outlined. Planned activities incorporate the teadhers selec-

tion of materials, methods and outccues.

2) Primary relationships

Child-initiated activities bave as a philosophical justification the

importance of the development of independence, social interaction and problem-

solving. Learning tc..kes place through manipulation, experimentation and imita-

dm. The primary relationships are thus child-environment interactions and

child-child interactions which allow for maxinun learning opportunities. Adult-

initiated activities place more importance on the relationship between the

teacher and child. Manipulation, experimentation, and imitation are still im-

portant but the environmental stimuli are selected and presented by the teacher.

The adult rather than peers becomes the source of learning. Prcupting, cueing,
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shaping, modeling and scheduling of reinforcement are controlled by the teacher.

The teacher may use sane of these techniques in dhild-initiated activities,

but the approach is more infonnal and less structured. ,

3) Nbtivaticnal factors

There are probably internally and externally reinforcing factors involved

in every task. However, the degree to which a program adopts specific external

reinforcement procedures to promote desired responses may differenciate one

program fram another. For example, two dhildren in two different programs may

have the same goal from the same curriculum guide. "The child recognizes and

uses adjectives which describe properties that can be discriminated by touch".

(From Learning Staircase, copyright, 1976 by Lila Coughran and Marilyn Goff,

Teaching Resources Corporation, Boston, Mass.). In the program this objective

might be taught by arranging a tactility stinnilating environment and then

observing the child in play and asking questions about the object's characteristic,

"Is the block hard? Is it smooth?" In another program, the teacher may arrange

a variety of objects with specific tactile characteristics amd demonstrate dhar-

acteristics by comparison and modeling. "Feel, these are smooth. These are

rough." The response to, "Hag does this one feel?" may be reinforced for

accuracy. The question may be asked a set number of times in relation to various

objects until the child has successfully responded enough times to meet criterion

for that objective. In the first example, the involvement with the environment

may pravide the motivation for learning; while in the later case, the reinforce-

ment fram the teacher may provide the primary motivation for learning.

4) Materials usam

The type and usage of materials is directly related to the above elements.

Materials emplayed hn aprogram ar made available to the Child and how those
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materials are presented willi:vary fran progran to program. First of all,

'what typeof materials are available, when are the materials available,

how are materials utilized? Some programs have,sets of materials for teaching

specific objectives and other toys and materials for play experiences. Cthers

have a variety of materials available utich are utilized both in teadning and

in play. It is recommended that for purposes of skill generalization, func-

ticaality, and the development of exploratory behaviors that the following be

considered:

a) hsve a variety of toys and materials available for specific objectives,

b) utilize materials also found in the home,

c) utilize materials that can be used in many different ways,

d) utilize materials that are developmentally appropriate,

e) encoutage children to manipulate, explore, and utilize materials in

non-conventicaal ways, without adult direction.

5) Measurement of desiredbutccaes

The measurement of child progress is a requirement of all programs serving

young handicapped children. As designated in P.L. 94-142, each child served

must have written gaals and objectives. The methods of documentation enployed

varies Loan program to program.

a) Anecdotal records, or brief narratives, may be kept on individual

childrmn in relation to specific objectives. Programs may also use

this method of documentation as a supplement to other neasurenent

techniques.

b) Checklists. Lists of objectives or skills may be utilized in pre/

post ueasurement at the beginning and end of the year or cn an

intermittent or continuous basis. The spacing and range of develop-

mental increments (small or large) and nature of the population served
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(severity) will determine haw the checklists are used.

(bjective

,-.

Entry Behavior Date Acheived

Names three colors an request

Names three shapes C) ,(3 and A

+
.10/15/80

c) Probes are devises used over a period of time to sample behaviors

and assess change. White and Haring (1976) identify certain elements of

change which may be neasured:

-topography, or behavior sequence

-force, or magnitude of the behavior

locus, the direction or target of charge

- duration, or amount of tine engaged in a behavior

- latency, or the tine between behaviors

-frequency, or rate of change

Probes can assess change in any of the above using such methods as:

- frequency of rate counts

-percentage statements

-ratio statemants

-criterion measures

d) Charting or graphing the probes may be done on a regular basis to

illustrate progress.
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The frequency, percentage, or ratian may be stated on the vertical axis ,

and the probe period an the horizontal axis. Such graphs prmide information

cn rate of graath as 11 as amount of growth. Behavorially oriented programs

tend to hmploy such nEasuremant techniques.

e) Criterion referedced tests may also be used as a prcbe to assess

growth in relation to stated objectives (See page170 ). The rate of growth

can also be recorded.

Cbjective Criterion I Begin Accomplished

Names four objects -
cup, ball, baby, shoe -

When presmatedwith real object 3 of 4 2/10/80 2/20/80

Criterion referenced tests can be used as ongoing or pre-post measures.

f) Standem-dized testing can also be-used to Treasure growth frcm one

period of time until another (See Chapter 5). Normal testing

is usually utilized along with other masures.
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The type of curriculan a progran uses and the philosophy in relation to

structure and methodology will determine the type of measurement which will be

adopted. Measurement should be ongoing and measure the functionality of gkills

as well as the accamplishmant of skills in specific situations.

6) Behavior managerent .

Another aspect of methodology which varies across programs is behavior

management. Depending on the philosophical basis of the program, different

techniques may be utilized. Hallahan and Kaufman (1978) describe the most

cannon approaches:

-the psychoanalytic approach which relies an psychotherapy for

child and parents.

-the psychoeducational approach which enphasizes meeting individual

needs of the child through educational and developmentally approp-

riate techniques.

-the humanistic approach which emphasizes a non-authoritarian,

open, perscnal atmosphere.

-ecological approach which involves all aspects of a child's life,

including classroan, family, neighborhood, and canmunity in

teaching social skills.

-behavioral approach which involves ueasurement of responses and

subsequent analysis of behaviars in order to change them. Enphasis

is on reinforcerent for appropriate behaviors.

As with other areas of the program, the behavior management techniques

utilized tend to be consistent wi.th other aspects of program structure and

metholodology. Programs need to determine what approadh is most apprapriate

far the population being served.
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RECCMMENDATICVS

The program staff need to plan carefully-not only what curricula will be

adopted but how the curricula will be used. The following are additional

questions Bur staff consideration in selecting curriculum materials:

1. For whiCh development levels are the programs appropriate?

Curricula should be broad enough in range to meet the needs of

both the lowest functioning and highest functioning child in

the population to be served. More than cne curriculum may be

necessary.

2. What skills does the progran teach? Skills addressed in the

curriculum should reflect needs identified in the assessment process.

3. Is the scope amd sequmnce appropriate to the population? For

severely involved populations specific content areas might need

to include specific developmental sequences in feeding, dressing,

toileting, etc. Developmental progressions nay need to be highly

discrete. For higher functioning populations broad curriculun

areas which contain sequences in lamguage, cognition, gross motor, b

fine motor, and social/emoticnal may be adequate. The type of

sequence is important as well. Tadk analysis provided in some

curricula are not developrentally sequenced. For instance, a

notor task analysis resulting in the objective "Child can stand

on cne foot for 10 seconds" may break down

Stands on one foot for one second.

Stands on one foot for two seconds.

Stands cn one foot for three seconds.

Stands cn one foot for four seconds.

etc
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Ibis task analysis does not take into account developmental prerequi-

sites and sequences. A. more developmental sequence udght include

balance'in sittiNg

balance in standing

moves'from standiAg to sitting without falling

stoops to retrieve objects frau standing position

walks'steadily

walks up and down stairs with assistance

walks up and down stairs without assistance

Reflexive integration and appropriate body reactions, sudh as proteC-

tive awl righting reactions wculd be important.

4. How are the activities written? Many curricula are geared to specific

disciplines and assume an understanding of terminology and "jargon"

which may be meaningless to parents or lay persons involved hn the

progran: The degree of specificity used to descriki. activities may

also be important. Qreater detail may be needed by parents, lay per-

sans, or other discipliners unfamiliar with specific techniques or

nethods.

5. For what types of handicapping conditions is this curriculum appro-

priate or inappropriate? An activity usually requires input on the

part of the child and/or the teacher and output of some sort an the

part Of the child. If visual, tactile, auditory channels.are heav-

ily emphasized in a curriculun, the visually impaired, motorically

iavolved, or Puditorily impaired childmay not be able to adequately

receive information in order to process it. Shnilarly, if specific

verbal or motoric responses are demanded in response to an activ-

ity, the childWho,is handicapped in these areas may experience

a great deal of frustration. If activities are primarily geared
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to individual or group discovery'approaches, the severely involved

child may end up watching other childnma, or engaging in nonLproduc-

tive or destructive activities. If the activities require a high

degree of didactic instruction, the children need to be cognitively

capable of understanding the material and the style of presentation.

Bdhaviaral, verbal instructions, shaphag, Chaining procedures um' be

unduly limiting and educationally restrictive fora high le4Vel Child.

Frecisian.teaching activities require a small staff/child ratio to

be able to adequately record the Child's progress.

6. What teaching techniques are promoted? Staff will need specific

skills, depending on the orientation of the curriculum and haw de-

tailed the iristructions are. A cognitively oriented program will

operate best when staff are capable facilitators of exploration,

able to ask questions to stimulate problan-solving and_language pro-

duction. Behaviorally oriented prcgrans, on the other hand, will

need staff with skills in cueing, shaping, rehaforcing, etc.

7. Valet is the amount of time needed eadh day,for use of the curriculun?

Many guides cover all areas of development and are,91)ifficiently can-

prdhensive to provide the besis for a tctal days progral. Others

emphasize one area of development, or are inadequate for total pro-

gran planning. Staff may need to utilize more than aae curriculum to

assure a full days activities.

8. Is the curriculum consistent with the philosophy of staff who will

us it? Once again, it is important to examine the philosphical basis

of the curriculum to ensure conuuity with staff beliefs. Curricula

may be modified and adopted, but staff need io discuss the changes
)/

that will be needed in =tent, methodolagy, and structure.
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SEVEN

PARENT
INVOLVEMENT

A. mother accarpanies her son to his preschool class, takes off her coat

and begins to play with a group of children in the corner. A father, with

diaper bag under one arm and his handicapped infant undex the other, struts

into the.classroom on Saturday. Be brags to the other fathers about how

his daughter is no%Table to sit withjust a little support. Tbe sister of

one handicapped child opens their living room door and helps the develop-

mental specialist unload all of her toys and equipment. The sister is

bubbling over with information about all that has happened during the week.

A group of parents sit sipping coffer. and watching a video tape showing a .

cerebral palsied child in therapy. Afterwards the parents discuss the tape,

their experiences with their own children, and their feelings about having

a handicapped child.

These scenes are examples of the maw ways that parents are becoming

involved with their handicapped dhild's program. In recent years there has.

been a growing emphasis on parental participation in the educational process

(Fredericks, Baldwin & Grove, 1974; lbfmeister & Reivis, 1)74; Lillie and

Trohanis, 1976; gaLk, Little and Campbell, 1973; Shearer amd Shearer, 1977).
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This involvement has increased both as a result of the requirements of fund-

iLlig sources such as the federal government, but also as a consequence of re-

search whicn shous the educational importance of parent involvement. Utie

Bronfenbrenner (1974) stated:

"Me evidence indicates that the family is the most effe=ive and econ-

omical system for fostering and sustaining the development of tha

The evidence indicates further that the involvement of the child's family

as an active participant is critical to the success of any intezventian

program. Without sudh family involvement, any effects of interventian, at

least ir the cognitive sphere, are likely to be ephemeral, to appear to

erode once the program ends. In cantrast, the involvement of parents as

partners in the enterprise provides an on-going systen which can reinforce

the effects of the program while it is in operation, and help to sustain ,

them after the program ends."

RATIONALE

Parent involvement in its broadest context implies shared responsibility

for the child's EdUcational process. It also implies that as a member of a

dynamic family unit,X.he handicapped child has as Duch of an impact on the

family as the family has on the hanclicapped child. It is a reciprocal re-

lationship. The family is a critical factor in the child's environment, and

thus parent involvement implies an ecological approadh tb handicapped children.

Morrison(1978) has defined parent involvement commhensively as the "process
11

of actualizing the potential of parents; of helping parents discover their
4IP

strengtils, potentialities, and talents; and of using then for the benefit of

themselves and the family" (p22).

Ibis inclusion of the parent in the education process offers a new

orientation to children and families. The reasons for a parent component in

early Childhaod programs are numerous, and there is much researCh to support
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the efficacy of parental participation. The following benefits have been seen

as a result of the active iavolvement of parents in early intervention programs

for young handicapped children.

1. The child's home environment can becane more facilitative of learning.

Researchhas documented the ipportance of the years from birth to eight as

being the years of rost rapid intellectual growth (Bloom, 1964; Thant, 1961).

What happens to the Child in his environment before the age of eight can, have

long-term, if not life-long, impact. Jencks et. al. (1972) has noted "children

sean to be far more influenced by-what happens at home than by what happens

in school" (p. 255). As the parents are the child's primary teachers in the

early years, it is important to help parents create an optional learning en-

vironment in the home.

Burton White studied the effects of experience and environment on children's

growth and development (White and Watts, 1973). White (1975) concluded:

"In our studies we were not only impressed by ubat some children could

adhieve during the first years, but also by the fact that the child's own

family seemed so obviously central to the outcome. Indeed, we came to believe

that the informal education that follies provide for their children yekets

more of an impact on a child's total educational development than the formal

educational system. If a family does its job well, the professional can then

provide effective '..raining...(This) is a direct conclusion from the findings

of thousands of programs in reuedial education, such as Bead Start and Follow

Through projects" (p.4).

If the family is "so obviously central to the outcome", we cannot ignore

their importance to the child's growth and development. Parentsscan be helped

to create an optimal learning eavinanment for their children.

27/
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2. Parents or: handicappea, children need supporz and encouragement to

effectively cope with the problems of having a hancicappedthild (Boggs,

1978; Roos,(1978); TUrnbull,(1978). Having a handicapped child can make

the difficult job of parenting even more demanding. In addition, the par-

ental reactions to having a handicapped child may compound the situation

by making the parents emotionally unavailable to the child. Philip Roos

as both a prafessional (1963) and a parent (1978) has described these re-

actions as:

- loss of self-esteem

- shame aver sncial rejectian

- ambivalence between lave and anger

- depressian, grief, chronic sorrow

- self-sacrifice

- defensiveness

- disillusionmenp with parenting

- feeling of isolation

- feeling of vulnerability or loss of control

- inequity

- insignificance

- withdrawal from future planning

Programs wbich offer support and encouragement to parents through counseling

and parent groups havse shown that such efforts result in the parents attain-

ing greater self-confidence and the ability to solve problems relating to

their awn personal growth and that of their handicapped child (Arnold, Rowe

and Tolbert, 1978; Johnsan, 1979).

3. Parent involvement in the child's educatianal program provides for

greater continuity and toordination of learning between school and home. If



parents and teachers exchange information about the child, the objectives

which are developed will be more appropriate than those which do not take

into consideration the parent's desires for the child at hane. Also, if

a child is learning specific skills at school these skills will be learned

faster and becam more functional if they are also practiced at hame (Cansler,

Mhrtin and Valand, 1975; Morrison, 1978). Parents who learn hug to evaluate

their child's growth also have an increased understanding of their child's

strengths and weaknesses as well as a better understanding of the education

process (Croth and Simpson, 1977). By involving parents in planning, imple-

menting and evaluating their child, they gaha a functional grasp of child

develapment, an ability to work on specific skills, and the capacity to make

judgments concerning appropriate activities for their Child.

4. Parent education can provide opportunities for parents bp gain in-

formation Teinith will allaa them to imprave their interactions with their

handicapped child. Recent Gallup poll (1976) surveys hame shown that a

majority of parents feel they could benefit frum parent education. For

parents of handicapped children this need is often magnified. Programs

far young handicapped children have found that parents want afannation

on such topics as:

-normal child development

-childrearing practices and behavior management

-knowledge about handicapping conditians

-intervention tqchniques for their child

-cdanunity resources

-advocacy issues

(Cansler, et.al., 1975; Klein, et.al., 1978; Lane, 1975; Lillie and Trohanis, 1976;

Quick, et.a1., 1973). By providing a variety of informational alternatives, par-

ent education can be individualized to meet specific needs of families.
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5. Parent invOlvement can help parents to bemme aware of and learn

how to use existing oanmunity resources.
The service delivery system far

handicapped children is fragmented and difficult to understand. For a

parent, the "system" can be overwhelming and even contradictory (Selig, 1976).

The agency providing services to young
handicapped children can serve as

case manager for services to families involved in the program. Monitoring

service delivery is important not only to ensure that the child and families

needs are met, but also to ensure that oansistent efforts aremade.

For example, a welfare mother who needs help in developing parenting

skills may be encouraged by school staff to wOrk with her handicapped Child

at hcae, attend therapy sessions with the child and
also be part of a par-

ent group. This same wanan may have a social ser7ices case worker who is

encouraging the mother to find employment. The resulting ccnflicts felt

by the parent reganiing her responsibilities to care for her child and

yet also earn an inccme may render the mother so anxious as to be ineffectual

in either role. The staff working with the family should be aware of all ,

other services being provided, the nature of these serviceS, and work toward

coordinating and maximizing their effectiveness (Selig, 1976).

6. Parent involvenent in planning and decision-making ensures that

needs are addressed at all levels of the progran. When parents help make

decisions regardhng their child's individual program plan, they are more

likely to ccmply with requests frau the staff. When parents contribute to

decisions regarding the content of the newsletter, the speakers for a class,

the guidelines fgr classroam participation or numerous other activities, the

results saill be mcme meaningful to other parents. Parents have the best

insights into the needs of other parents. Parent involvement in the decision-

making processes is crucial to active, on-going interest in the pragram (Powell, 1929).
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7. Another reason for parent involvement relates to economics. By

utilizing parent volunteers the cost of the program can be reduced (Stile,

Cole and Garner, 1978). The'smeller the ratio of adults to Children, the more

individualized the progran can be. Parent volunteers can work directly with

children or assist withdata collection and evaluation allowing nore time for

staff to work with dhildren. Parents can also help with record keeping, making

materials and showing visitors around the center. Parents wmrking with other

parents can also be effective (Smith, 1980). Parent involvement can thus

provide needed human resources to expand the quantity and quality of services

which are provided.

8. Parent involvement builds community support for early intervention

programs. Parents who have observed their children's program and have been

involved in working closely with staff to provide follow-through at hame
0

have a better understanding of the goals and objectives of the total program

and the neans by which these objectives are accomplished. Parents mho have

been helped through difficult emotional periods to cope with the stresses of

having a handicapped child, have a better understanding of the support systems

which early intervention programs provide. Parents mho have acquired better

parenting skilsls and improved their interactions with their handicapped child

and other children ha the fanily have a better understanding of the benefits

the programs offer to fanilies as a unit. Parents who understand these bene-

fits will support progxan continuation and the development of other needed

services. As consumers parents *ill speak out and demand the best expenditure

of their tax dallprs. Parents as progrmn advocates and liaicons to other

organizaticms and groups are vitally important.

All 'of the benefits whichere delineated above are inherent in purposes

of parent involvement designated by Ntrrison (1978).

1. TO promote the comprehensive development of Children.
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2. lb enhance the role of the parent as the prhnary educator and

care-givex of the child.

3. lb help parents develop and use knowledgA and skills which will

enhance the lives of families.

THE FAMILY AS A SYS1EM

In working with handicapped children, staf-Emist recognize that in

order to be most effective they must consider the needs of the family as

a systen. As with any system there are many interrelational facets.

"Each family nust be recognized as a unique system, with individual

differences in its patterns of'interaction, assignnent of roles, develop-

mental aspects, cultural orientation, environmental conditions, emotional

climate and satisfaction of needs" (Klein, et al, 1978, p.33).

Families may vary in the manner in which they interactl Same fam-

ilies are very close, with strong mutual support systems within the

nuclear family. Other families rely on'extaIled family or outside sup-

port systems such as nedghhors or friends. Connunication within the fanily

may range from being open, direct and honest to closedy self-concealing

or misrepresentational. Staff need to assess the interacticn patterns,

levels and types of interactions to ascertain how best to communicate with

all fanily members.

The assignment of'roles within the family systen is also important.

Roleswithin the home environment concerning housekeeping dutieS, parenting

responsibilities, discipline, child care, etc. reveal on-going burdens and

stresses as well as autharity lines. The added responsibility of a handi-

capped child may throw the traditional family homeostasis off balance.

Individual fawily roles may need to be modified tc take into consideration

the additional responsibilities necessitated by the handicapped child.
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Families also vary in their stage of family development. Barnard and

Erickson (1976) state that role changes occur in different-stages:

1. Families with no children

2. Families with infant children

3. Families with preschool children

4. Families with elementary school children

5. Families with junior high school and high school children

6. Families with college age children

7. Families whose children have left hone or married (p.38).

Growth and development of children influence roles. A handicapped

child may not move through the normal patterns, mad consequently, parents

may get "stuck" in one developnental family level, one where more dependency

is characteristic.. Families may need assistance to move along in a normal

cycle.

Brown (1978) has described different developmental phases in family life.

1. Establis Basic Canmitment. Both partners disestablish from
their families of origin and establish a commitment to eaeh other.

2. Creating a system for uutual nurtrance. Family stnactures are
established for uutual support. Peciproaal ntwturance is key.

3. DefinIng mechanisms for mutual encouragement.of imdividuation and
autonciny. nbers of the tamily encourage individual initikive
and exp oratiaa of personal goals.

4. Faci1itat1n ego master/. Establishing positive identity in the

various famaly rcles.

The presence of a handicapped child may cause difficulty-withuestery of

the tasks of each phase. Regression to earlier phases may occur. For example,

the handicapped `Chi'ld may interfere with posiiit self-concept, may disrupt

the existing support systen, and may, in fact, threaten a omple's basic commit-,

trent to eadh other. Staff ma); be able to help families work through these

stages once again.
*CP
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Oaltural orientations also hwie an effect an attitudes towards handi-

capping conditions, as do religious beliefs. These divergent values should be

recognized as contributing toward the family's ability to cope with the stresses

associated with having a handicapped child.

The,-emotional climate and satisfactions of needs are also important in-

fluenceP on the family syst.em. Maslow's warknown hierarchy of needs (1954)

is relevant here.

self -actualizati
esteem

love needs
safety

physiological needs (food, sheltei)

Individual family members may be at varying levels of satisfying their.

needs. A family at the level of needing to assure continuing food and shelter

may not see the provision of lave and attention to a handicapped child as a

priority. The presence of the handicapped child may-also magnify.an existing
_-

need. For example, a mother with a need to establish self-:esteem in her.

career role, may have an additional need for self-esteem as a "good" parent

to her handicapped child.

The family as a system also must relate to a variety of other complex

systails, ihcluding fhe neighborhood, cxx4mty, society, the econair and t

school system. Arnold (1978) has pointed oa-that "input from any of these

other systems or inte vention within the parent-child system by doing or saying

something to parents tend. to have far-reaching reverberations throughout the

parent-child system and er affiliated systeu&.._,Systems guidance makes use

of this understanding by chApsing points of interventian.that are mast likely

to initiate constructive reverberation and by keeping in mind the likelihood Al

other components affecting the component being consikred" (p.55).
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THE EFFECT OF A HANDICAPPED CHILD ON THE FAMILY SYSTFA

Having a handicapped child affects the family system. FAactly hag the

child will impact upon the family depends on many variables, inclucUng-

the nature and severity of the handicap, the emotional climate within tle

family, the resources,the family-has to bring to bear on the problem, how

the family defines the problems related to the child, and,the values within

the family.

Research has revealed that nwilypargnts experience similar ieelings when.

they discover that they have a handicapped child. Rosen (1955) has described

five stages that many parents go through:

1. Awareness that a _serious problem exists. During this initial stage,

parents may feel shock, grief, fear, guilt.

2. Recognition of what the problem means. This is a period of trying to
understand the handicap and wbat it implies for the child and for

the family.

3. Seardh for the cause. In the attempt to ascertain the etiology
of the handicap, the parent hopes for the discovery of a cure
and a relief from the feelings of guilt for perhaps having "caused%

the handicap.

4. Seardh for a solution. The permits may-visit a. variety of doctors,

schools, or therapists in an effort to find a more hopaful diagnosis

or abetter remedial program.

Elizabeth Ebbler - Ross 'in On Death and Dying (1969) identifies stages

ofinourning one goes through when one is dying or experiencing the death of a

loved one. Parents of handicapped dhildren have stated that they have passed

through similar stages in rrourning 4 loss of the expected normal child and

the birth of a handicapped child.

First Stage: DENIAL ANT Ismalm. During this stage disbelief is pre-

dominant ar.vd there is a refusal to accept the diagnosis. At the same tine,

the parent may withdraw from friends and family and refuse to engage in soc-

ial events. At this time parents nust dPal with the guilt of rdly the child

is handicapi5ed. Mothers in particular worry that they didn't take good

.ellougl. care of thengelves during
pregnancy: Cthers feel.ths child is punish-
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trent for previous sins. Both parents may search their fanily hietories

for evidence of similar problems which might show genetic causality.

There is also a sense of shame about the child. How will the relatives
A

react? Cther siblings? The neighbors? The isolation of the parents is

partially a withdrawal fnan the questions ahout the child which will inevi-

, tably arise. *Cur children are an extension of ourselves, and the birth

of a handicapped,child often makes parents feel that they have failed' or

that they are in sane :way inadequate or less thma perfect theni-elves.

;Parents dx:ean and plan far nine months (or longer) about childWho

it'will lodklike, its sex,.its characteristicb, what Lt Will be when it

gnaws up. The birth Of a handicapped child is the aeath of the hopedfor

perfect child. It is natural that this loss should be mounned.

Fear is also experienced ta this first state.' As the parents think

ablaut the future, the questions about the meaning of the handicap loan large.

What does this mean to me and my other children? Will there be large

medical bills? Alt the child be able to do the things other children do?'

Will he/she be ablq#L go to college? What will happen to the dhild if

fr
4

something happenstorme?

Guilt, shame, fear are all very natural feelings and the period of

denial and isolation allows the parents time to think and mobilize other

defenses. At this time, they need to be supported and jlelped to understand

that the feelings they are experiencing are not abnormal. Often talking to

other parents of similarly handicapped children is hellful at this time, as

other parents can identify with the pain and sorraw that the parents are

feeling.

Second Stage: ANGER. It is also not uncommon fcr parents to feel anger.

Anger is often paired with a sense of unjustness. The parents may lash out
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at many different targets. They may blame God, the doctors and nurses. They

may find fault with the doctor for prenatal care or the delivery procedUres

or not tellhng then abaut the handicap in a sensitive manner. Anger may also

be more indirect. A parent may begin to yell at the other children in the

family or the spouse for very insignificant reasons. Anger may also be turned

inward and the parent may experience feelings of self-hatrea. Professionals

need to recognize thiS anger as apatural feeling and not internalize it

take it personally. Listening to the parent and allowing thne for ventila-

tion is impoitant.

Third Stage: BARGAINING. Bargaining often takes place with God. "If

you'll just cure her or make her walk, I'll give a big donation to the church."

Parents may expend all their energy walking with the child. They ilay sacri-

fice their oval goals inian atteffpt to make the child 'better". It is as if

*they want to trade.their own grouth and development ha exchange for that of *.

the child. The parent may also feel that such self-sacrifice is needed as a

subconscious uish for punishment. Professionals working with parents at this

stage need to help parents focus on their awn needs as well is' those of their

child.

Fburth Stage: DEPRESSION. As the weight of the meandng of the child's

'handicap begins to become totally appieciated, it is natural for the parent

to feel greatly'depressed. *Often they feel conflicting feelings of love and

hatred for the child. They may even wish the child dead - ahd then feel guilt

for thinking that thought. repression. recurs. These times of depression may

come and gp, but seam to be intensified after an experience or observation,of

a small or large mare= of joy in life. Fbr example, depression may Occur

when a parent observes the neighborhood children all dressed up Egad happily

racing off for the first day of school; or when they attend a friend's child's

graduation or wedding. Such events point out the discrepancies. between what

normal children have and what gthe future holds for their child. Every parent
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wants to feel pride(in their child's accomplishments and share =bents of

happiness. For the parents of the handicapped child, these moments may be

few and far between. Clshansky (1962) has described this recurring depression

and sadness as "chronicSome. He states that this sorrow is present

through= the child's life. Professionals need to understand these normal

perl..xls of depression, the chronic sorrow, and be able to help the parents

to share joyful mccnents with their child and to point out the strengths and

accomplishments the child makes.

Fifth Stage: ACGEPTANCE. It is questionable whether any parent of a

handicapped child ever totally "accepts" their child's handicap(or whether

they even should). However, parents are able to work through,their feelings

and ccae to a level of understanding of the child's strengths and'Utitations.

They can ccae to have realisticiexpectations for the future, and they can

learn how to cope with each new problem systematically as it arises. Profes-

sionals should not expect that parents will work through their feelings

to the point of always being positive. Depression, 'alger, guilt,shame,

uncertahrty, sorrow wdll recur. Parents learn how to bear them. The pro..

fessional needs to be there to support, encourage, provide direction and hope.

'it is an Important role which demands Duch skill and perserverance.

"To learn howto bear the inevitable sorrow is not.easily done. I can

look back on itsnow, t eh 1,esson learned, and see the steps; but when I was

.taking them they were hard indeed, each apparently insmnnountable. For in

addition to the praCtical problem of how to protect the Child's life, which

may last bewnd the parent's, there is the problem of,one's own self in misery.

All the brightness of life is gone, the pilde in parenthood. There is more

than pride gone, there is an actual sense of one's life being cut off in the

child. The stream of the generatallis-st6pp-aDeath would be far eWer

to bear, for death is final. What was is no more. lbw often did I cry out
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in my heart that it would be better if my child died! If that shocks you who

have not known, it will not shock thme of you. who do know. I wvuld have

uvlcormd death for my child and would still welcome it, for then she would be

finally safe".

from The Child Who Never Grew
by Pearl S. Buck (1950)

COINISIa.BATIONS IN WORKDIG WITH:FAMILY SYSTEMS

Johnson (1979) suggests that a family-centered approach shauld be utilized

in working wi.th handicapped children. "Fanily-systems theory views the family

as an interacting, reacting system which is delicately balanced and struggles to

maintain that balance. A ch3age or problen ha one member.of the Fystem, thus,

affects the entire systen" (pp. 285-286).

As previously discussed, the Addition of a handicapped child to the fam-

ily is a change which has a significant hmpact on the entire family. Professionals

working with young handicapped children can provide better services to the child

and the fanily by taking into considerathma same basic guidelines.

1. Cannanication with family membérs is facilitated when they feel

valued and accepted. Professionals rmNad to listen and not judge, be able to

assure parents their feelings are normal, and be able to tolerate not being

heard when they offer suggesticns (Cansler, et al, 1975; Johnson, 1979).

2. Etofessionals need to be aware of societal expectations and

,pressures an parents

-ttXansmit cultutar patterns

-to establish social adequacy

-to teadh language

-to help the child differentiate from right CT wrong

dc:nfornr

3. Parents who fail to discharge their culturalobligations are labeled

as overprotective, rejecting, disinterested, apathetic, guilt-ridden. These
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value jildgments affect parents. Ftofessionals should avoid unwarranted

"diagnosing" of parents.

4. Ftofessionals need to be aware of conflicting opinions that

parents must dr!al with regarding their Child. They nust be able to help

parents objectively sort through all the information fromvarying systems.
If

:5. Parents view their child differently than professionals. A gen-

eral background of knowledge-is available to the professional, whereas

parents have specific knowledge about their child. Professionals need to

utilize the parents specific information and not over generalize.

6. Professionals need to be sensitive to,and accept where the perents

are emotionally at any one time and not eNpect cOnsistent responses. Ability

to listen to, empathize with, and indivieuelize for individtial family msmbers

is needed.

7. Parents need thme to digest the significance of important inform-

mation. They also need to understand,the relevance of information to their

family system.

8. Siblings in the family teod to take on the parents (particularly

the mother's) attitudes toward the handicapped child in the family (Benish,1961).

Professionals can affect children by helping parents cope and assisting the

family in developing Problem-solving skills.

9. Professionals can help families by working to educate members of

the extended fanily and immediate community about the handicapping oonditions.

10. Families need to be involved in assessing their strengths, setting

goals, determining intervention methods, and evaluating success.

11. All parents need:to experience a sense of adequacy in parenting.

Professionals need to offer concrete suggestions to help parents feel success-

ful with their child.



PURPOSES OF THE PARENT COMPONENT

In order to assure individualization the parent component needs to be

carefully-planned prior to intake of children. The inclusion offparents of

hmndicapped children in the planning process is critical. Parents can provide

a perspective that staff may not have. As the program becomes operational,

parents with children in the program can become involved in an-going planning.

Me intents of the parent component need to be idantified. What are the

purpOses of parent involvement? Mbrrison (1978) identifies thirteen possible

goals of the parent progran:

1. Enchance the role of the perent as the primary educator of the

child.

2. Strengthen and support dhe family

-alleviate and rectify problems

-increase ability of family to function as a unit.

3. Enchance the ,,development of the child.

4. Prepare children for school.

5. Prevent school failure.

6. Increase parental interest in the school.

7. Utilize abilities and talents of parents.

8. Extend services of social service agencies to children.

9. Utilize a narrra focus, e.g., educate the Child.

10. Utilize a comprehensive focus, e.g., a full range of health, social

nutritional, and educational services to children and families.

11. Break 1ntergenerat1ona1 cycles Of poverty(the ariginalintent-Of

Head Start).

12. Satisfy or met federal and/or state guidelines in order to receive

programmatic monies.
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13. Provide enplopnent to parents who are law incane, memployed, etc.

(p. 65-66).

Many early childhood special education programs have for= dinensione to

their parent involvement component (Amon, Colorado Parent Book 1978; Lillie

and Trohanis, 1976; Tidball-Strickler, 1975. These four Pleas aad their goals

include:

1. Providing Emotional Sqoport to Parents.

a) helping parents accept wbat it means to have a handicapped

child.

b) helping them reiuce their anxieties caused by guilt and

feelings of inadequacy ih the family.

c) helping them taaard realistic expectations about their Child.

d) providing stimulating activities to increase parents' feelings

of self-worth.

2. Exchanging Information.

a) to prtmide parents with an understanding of the rationale,

objectives, and activities of the program in which their

hild is enrolled.

b) helping parents understand child growth and developnent and

the impact of their child's handicap.

c) helping parents understand child behavior in the home.

d) maintaining consistency and reinforcement of training or

educational concepts.

3. Providingparent-(hild Interaction.

a) providing information to parents on tapics ilhidh will improve,

their knowledge of intervention and interaction strategies.

b) providing 613portunities forparenul Io deVielop skills in

child-rearing practices.

c) providiag opportunities for parents to develop skill in
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fostering growth and development of the dhild.

4. Increasing Parent Participation

a),-zinvolving pa-..ents in the ongoing activities of the program.

b) giving parents'an opportuaity to express their needs and

to develop programming around them.

Cansler, et. al. (1975) adds another area -

5. Facilitating the Ube of Community Resources

a) referral and coordination of educational, medical, fEnancial

services.

b) increasing parents' knowledge of community resources.

STEPS EN ESTABLISHING THE PARENT PROGRAM

In order to.accawlibh the above intentions, it is necessary tafollow the

same process as in planning for the tot'al Program. An important first Atep ia

to hire staff who support working with families. If staff feel threatened by

parents and are not cormtitted te(working closely with theri, parent involvement

efforts cannot be successftd. It is wise for the administrator to assess atti-

tudes tmmrds parents before hiring prospective staff.

Consider staff respanses to such questions as:

-Do you see the family ac a focus of-the programa

-How do you see the parents functioning with the training team?

-What alternatives do you feel must be made available to families?

-Haw do you react to families whose value systems are different than yours?

-Haw will you react to families who do not want to be involved at the level

at which you wauld like to see them involved?

-Haw do you feel about parents gaining skills in teaching their child ef-

fectively? (adapted from Cansler, et. al., 1975).
_

Staff who are cammitted to parent involvement can work with parents to

assess needs, to plan, implement, and evaluate the parent involvement com-

ponent of the progran. In Chapter 2, several goals, objectives and eddy-
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ities were suggested for the parent canponent. These, of course, may be altered

or expanded to treet the needs of a specific target population, including:

-varying socio-econanic status

-minority and ethnic population

-urban population

-rural population

-"exceptional" parents (e.g. mentally retarded, (.19f)

-single parents

-working mothers

-working fathers

-very yotmg mothers
4,

Consideration of the nature and needs of the parents being served is impor-

rant to ensure the development of appropriate objectives and viable k..ctivities.

The needs assessment should be ongoing, with new information being canpiled with

every new family, and re-evaluated with changes in situations or circumstances.

MEETING THE NEEDS OF FAMILIES

A family's needs cane to the attention of educators as a result of the

needs of the handicapped child. The child is referred to the school for further

assessment, an ev-aluation is ccMpleted, and the child's needs are identified.

(See thapter 5). In. the process of doing this evaluation, staff must interview

parents and obtain information about the child's devv.lopmental history, family

s ituation, and parental concerns.' From these interviews staff may obtain sane

idea as to the family's needs, and, in fact, some provisions for services to

families may be designated in the staffing.

After the child has been staffed it is important for the staff involved

with the child to work closely with the family in the implementation of the

hXd'iIt1ireant-tht -further famtly assessment be done to
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clarify family strength; and needs.- Mein, et. al. (1978) suggests that family

needs be explored in an informal discussion rather than a question and answer

format. The parent/family worker or designated staff member should make an

effort to visit with both parents in their hate environnent. Identification

of the professional's role and establishoant of rapport is an invortant be-

ginning. General issues about which parents may have concerns can then he

discussed including:

Parenting issues:

-problem behaviors of the children - discipline

-understanding their handicapped child's individual developmental stages

-Stressful times for the family

-concerns about families teaching roles
0

-provisions for play activities

-parental expectations of the child's performance

2) Family maintainence:

-special survival,needs (food, clothing)

-health, safety concerns

-distribution of roles and responsibilities

-satisfaction with roles and responsibilities

3) Caimunications:

-support system within the family

-how are stress and conflicts. handled?

-how are specaal needs of family members met?

4) Leisure tine.:

-fun things the family does together

-special interests or hobbies 9f family members

-relief frail parenting, tine for parents to be alone

-social outlets outside of the family (Klein, et. al. , 1978, p. 37).



Barnard (1976) and Bradley and Caldwell (1977) also recommala observations

of the home environment to detennine the level of hane stimulation,

This informal discu4ssion 'will allow staff to identify areas of parental

concern, patterns of fanily Interaction and value systems. It is also impor-

tant to lodk at how the fanily is already dealing with their problems, rather

than autcmatically imposing an external process on the family. The strengths

of the family can be noted and pointed aut. Amore formal questionnaire or

written needs assessment may also be done after the informal discussion. A

comprehensive approach tcfaailies needs should be taken. Even if the agency

cannot meet all identified needs, other resources can be coordinated to assist

the family.

After gathering all the informatiaa, the itaff member should summarize

the family's concerns and list the needs andatrengths that the faadly has

to bring to bear on the existing problems The bane visitor can help the

family prioritize the needs and facilitate the development of two or three

realistic long-term (annual) goals. Klein et. al. (1978) suggests dhat family

must decide on its oun goals and objectiNes to fit its personal value system,

individual needs and vision of optimal' family functionine (p. 35).

The hame visitor can then take these goals back to the teum to determine

specific objectives which:wall aid families in moving toward their desired

goals. Alternative activities for eadh objective can them be listed. For

example, a family may identify as one*of its priorities the improvement of

their slalls in working with their handicapped child. The teanmight list the

following short-term objectives for the family under this goal:

1. TO teach the parents five tecbriques for encouraging Mary's language.

2. To teach the siblings six toys they can play with together with Mary.

3. To reduce the.time it takes mother to feed Mary.
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AltenafIttve ls for,accomptishing objective nubber I might be:
,

-to family, members observe the speech and language therapist

working wTithMary;

zto have the home visitor make weekly visits to observe the family

working with Mary?

-to have fanilymeMbers use video-tapes of language techniques;

-toqprovide,the family with materials, books and articles of

language techniques appropriate for Mary.

Similar alternatives are selected or developed for each of the objectiVes

whieh have been written. As the program develops the team will be able to add

to the mowing list of objectivea and alternative activities wilichserve as a

curriculum guide for parent involvement. Goals, objective's and activities

should be organized into logical sections and serve as a guide and resource

for future work with fa4lies.

After listing all.the possible alternatives, the family should be given

the opportunity to select those activities which are most feasible for them.
, 3

A schedule for implementation can be determined and methods for evaluation of

progress outlined. Coordination with other agencies to provide other resources

to meet family needs should also be undertaken.

The level and type of involvement for each family will vary. Consideration

should be given to the emotional readiness og parents to participate. A, grad-

ual involvement is often appropriate and necessary. Programs oftemmake the

mistake of offering Only one or two parent involvement options, for example,,

parent groups and home visits. The result is often limited involvement or high

parent attrition because the program is not individualized to meet their needs.

DELIVERY OF SERVICES TO PARDUS

the fallowing deaticiii a Iéth lijOei of -ser-Visdds hfch ate -often-

delivered to parents and a variety of alternative methods for accomplishing
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the previously stated goals. GUidelines:will be discussed'for:

1. Sharing infornation with parents

-La staffings
-in conferences

2. Counseling; wiith parents

-in parer..It groups

3. Working with parents at haw

N.
-as teacher
-as consultant and rescurce

4. Working with perents in the classroan

- as observer
-as aide
-as teacher

. 5. Parent education

- in classes,.workshops

-mewsletters
-resource roculforparents
-video tapes
:parents perents

,other alternatives 4

1

,

SHARING INFORMATION WITH PARE=

Staffings, The staffing process has been discussed in Chapter 5, ,how-

,

ever, A1414arent's involverdent in the staffing is worthy of further discussiari

Ibis is for many parents the first time they are hearing, information on their-

. .

child's difficulties. Quite,naturally it.is aPhighly stressful time. Staff need

to have 'an idea Lefore the staffing of what parents have,previously been told.

Knowledge of the parents feeling) abOUt whit they already know is also import-

°

ant. The 5Alowing confiderations have been found to be important to parents:

1. Involve parents prior 6o,:t.11e stsffirg in order to reduceothe impact

of the infonmation. If parents am given an opportunitY to absorb,

integrate, _and feelpalpr to the staffing, they can listen nom, care-

fully at the staffing. They.elso can' ask questions which they might
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snot have had time to formulate otherwise.

2. Utilize wcase manager or person who will act as the support person

and advocate for the parents if they feel uncomfortable in asking

questions. This' person should also neet with the parents prior to

the staffing to explain the staffing.process - the testing which

ums done, how to interpret profiles, and how indkviklual instructional

objectives are developed.

3. It is helpfUi for parents tq be able tolxing another parent along

for support:

4. Relate essessment data to behaviors which parents can observe at bane.

5. Relate assessment data to the child's needs.

ci

6. USe language and terminology that parents can understand.

7. Allow parents to eximess their feelinga without being judgmental.
.

Mnoted pt0Viously, it is natural for parents to deny thehandicap,

show anger at professionals, or grieve. Professionals need to be

supportive of parents and listen without becoming defensive.

8. Keep parents iavolved and oantributing information throughout the

staffing.

9. Provide follcur up to parents, soon after the staffing. Pareats nay

benefit from being contacted by other parents of sin4larily handicapped

children. They may benefit from counseling, or they my want addit tonal

information. (Amon, 1978).

OONTERENCES

Panant conferences with school age Children are usually scheiuLed'once or

twice a year to examine the Child's progress. With young handicapped children

these conferences should be quite frequent. In nmmy programs these conferences
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are informal and Duch information is exchanged in home visits or when the parent

,drops the child off or picks the child up after class. 'When scheduling conferences

with parents there are severalPoints to consider: ,

1. Establish objectives or what youwent to accomplish before the neeting.

2. Report with concrete or graphic illustraticn:

-skills the child has accomplished
-skills on wbich the dhild is presently working

3. Be positive. Get feedback fran parents on hoW they perceive the

child's progress at home.

4. Get the parents input on what skills they feel are important to

.
work an in the future.

5. Adk parents for an evaluation of the child's progran and their

satisfaction with progress.

6. Provide follow-up activities for the child at home. Give demonstra-

tions of specific techniques.

7. Discuss other needs:the family may have. Be flexible, if parents have

important ccncexns staff should be able to adapt their original Agenda.

8. Before ending the conference have the parents summarize the infannation

presented as they have understood it. This may avoid mdstinderstamdings

and misinterpretation of information.

9. Keep recards of parent conferences including:

-the objectives of the meeting

-information covered
-parental concerns
-arrangenent for follcw-up

couNsanzwrra PARENTS, INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING

"Counseling is a helping relationship between a knowledgeable professional

and pareats of an exceptional child, worldng tward a better understanding of

their unique concerns, problems or feelings. It is a learning process focusing

upon the stimulation and encouragement of personal growth by which parents
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are assisted in acquiring, developing, and utilizing the skills and attitudes

necessary for satisfactory resolution to their problem or oancena. Parents are

helped toward becoming fully functioning individuals uho are assets to their

children and value harmonious living as members of a well-adjusted family- uait."

(Steaart, 1978, p. 21-22).

Although there are many definitions of counseling, Stewart's definition

points out the importance of

-understanding
- learning, and
-acquiring skills,

aneseems particularly relevant to staff working with paremts of handicapped

children. Although the social worker or parent/family worker is often given

the responsibility of counseling with traubled families, all stafInembers need

to have counseling skills to enable than to deal with families' concerns as

they arise. Persons who have daily contact with the parents are most likely

to develop a trust relationship which is so essential to effective communication.

The development of good communication skills is an important goalwEida should

be addressed in the staff deveLapment component of the program (see Chapter 8).

Basic counseling approaches whidh should be addressed iliclodP:

-nma-directive
- directive

- problem-solving

Non-directive counseling (Benjamin, 1974; Brammer, 1973; and Rogers, 1951)
1

is used for gaining greatex understanding of a problem. Counseling techniques

which are inherent in the nondirective approadh are important dkills for all

staff to be able to utilize. The ability to listen to parents' concerns is

paramount. The intent of non-directive counseling iS for parents to came to

understand their feelims and arrive at solutions to their problems on their-own.

The role of the staff is to provide suptort and aid parents in clarifying their am

strengths and abilities. Demos and Grant (1973) characterize nandirective counseling
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as:

a) Relying an data offered by the parents;

b) Being concerned about emotions (reacting to the emotional content);

c) BeiRg concerned with human relations;

d) Emphasizing the perscoal social area ;*

e) Utilizing active listening and interviewing;

Several skills which are important in nondirective counseling include:

1. Allaaing parents to discuss topics they are concerned about, rather

than leading the conversatian.

2. Using opm-ended questions. This encourages parents to decide Tahat

information is important.

3. Using paraphrases or rephrasing statements made by parents. Para-

phrasing lets the parents laiow they are being heard. It also lets

then hear haw what they are saying is being understood. This gives

them an oppartunity to corrent nidsperceptions.

4. Uting reflection of feelings. Stating how you think the parent is

feeling at a particular moment in thne is important. Often this

helps parents to focus an and explore their feelings. The reflection

of feelings allows bottled-up emotions to be freely expressed without

fear of jutment.,

5. Clarifying or asking for more information allows the listener to check

perceptions.

6. Using indirect leads include =tiling of the head, saying Imn-lann", and

allowing silence. Silence gives the parents thne to think and lets

them know youwint to hearmore. `.
. ,

7. tnterpreting-informatiorcuilich-is-being-statdd. This-may_allaa_paralts

to pinpoint aspects of thought or feeling that was not at a conscious

level.
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8. Confzuit1ng parentswith information that they may not want to hear.

9. Summarizing the feelings, the content or the prccess which the counselor

feels are important. Summarizing helps the parents to hear the major

important points which have been stated.

10. Supporting and reassuring by letting parents know that their thouftlts

and feelings are important.

The skills iavolved in nondirective counseling are useful at times when

the staff want to get a better understsmding of the feelings that axe associated

with a particular situation. Use of these techniques is valuable at the begin-
.

ning of any session with parents, as it helps establish a sense of trust and

mutuality of undecstanding. These techniques are also important to weave into

any session when a better understanding is desired.

BEHNVIORAL CCUNSELING

Behavioral counseling (Bargan, 1977; Patterson, 1975).is useful for crisis

intervention and positive action. when changes are needed quickly, behavioral

counseling can be effective. Demos and Grant (1973) differentiate behavioral from

nondirective as:

1. Reliant on data gathered by the counselor

2. Concerned with iatellect (reacting to intellectual content).

3. Predaminantly a specific approach

4. Primarily related to educational and vocational areas

5. Emphasizing a problem of the client.

Behavioral Counseling is Truth more structured, with the cotmselor guiding

the counseling session. It is a step-by-step process to which the parents con-

tribute, but the final course of action is planned by the counselor.

1. Initial analysis of the problem situation. Determination is made of

which. 'behaviors are problematic because they occurwith excess frequency, in-

tensity or duration, or are problematic because they do not occur enough. Also

determination is made of which!behaviors are done well.

2. Clarification of the problem situation. The courselor explores with the
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parents the situations in which the behaviors occur, the consequences of

the behaviors and the probable effects of Changing the tehaviors.

3. Nbtivational analysis. The counselor explores with the parenp what

events are rewaniing and punishiwto the child amd their effects in\differ-

ent situations.

4. Developmental analysis. The\comiselor explores any physiological

limitations, earlier behavioral problems, any recent changes in the child's

environment.

5. Analysis of self-control. Determination is made of behaviors the

child can control and in what situations.

6. Analysis of social relationships. The counselor determines what social

relationships the child has and how behavior varies within these relationships.

7. Analysis of the sccio-cultural-physical envirmlnent. Exploration is

made of the norms limitations, and expectations of the child.

8. Behavioral objectives are specified. The counselor and parents pinpoint

a behavior to change.

9. Plart is,degeloped, Antecedents and consequences are selected. Specific

procedures for implementation are outlined, including reinforcement, schedule

of reinforcement, timeline, amd record keeping.

10. Evaluation of change. The counselor follows the progress and works with

the parents to undify the program as necessary.

11. Flan for maintenance is developed. A schedule of reinforcement is plan-

ned to maintain the desired behaviors.

BeliaVioral counseling is most frequently uSed to modify problem behaviors

of children. However, it can also be used to change parents' counter-productive

behaviors.

ROHM-SOLVING COUNSELING

Problem-solving counseling (Carkhuff, 1969; Gordan, 1970) is a combination

of nondirective counseling skills and behavioral counseling skills with some

added components. The counselor uses ncndirective skills to define and explore
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the problem. Behavioral skills (closed questions and directed questioning)

may also be used. The important difference is the involvement of the parentr

in identification and evaluation of alternative solutions.

Carkhuff (1969) outlhnes a seven stage process for problem-solving:

1. Define and describe the problem situation. This includes exploration

of the panants' feelings about the situation.

2. Definition and description of the direction (s) and/or goals dictated

by the problem areas. This allows the parsnts and the counselor to work to-

gether to determine the types of dnanges theywould like to see.

3. Describing existing conditions related to the problem and hindrances

to accomplishmmt of goals.

4. Discussing all the possible alternatives to solving the problem.

Judgments should be withheld at this time of brainstorming.

5. A consideration of the advantages and disadvmatsges of the alterna-

tive courses of action. The parents are actively involved in determining the

omxrse of action which is most feasible for than.

6. Development of physical, emotional-interpersonal, and intellectual

means for achieving the selected alternative. Parents need to determine the

course of action and support systems which will allow than to follow through on

the plan.

7. The development of progressive gradaticms of the program including

evaluating the outcome and making future plans.

Problem-solving counseling cm be used to deal with a variety of family

related problems. It is also an effective method to teadh parents, in order

to help than to cope witlinew problem as they arise. Home visitors find

the process particularly effective for encouxaging parents to think of new

alternatives for-working on a child's objectives. As parents gain more
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canfidence in their abilities to solve problems, the counselor can becore

more of a resource and support system. The goal of eadh of these counsel-

ing approaches is to help parents became more confident and selfrsufficient.

Counselors should build on the families strengths. Different approaches may

be meld for different problems. It is also important that counselors know

their own strengths and limitations and know when to refer families for more

intense professional counseling.

PARENT GROUPS

There are rany types of paremt groups, but the most camman is a support

group which derives the content of its discussions fran the interests and

concerns of the parents. By sharing their knowledge and experiences, parents

help each other to "examine, clarify and understand a specific aspect of their

life situation-their role as parents - and use the dynamics of group learning

to help then beccne more capable and self-assured" (Brown, 1978 p.2).

Parents gain a sense of mutuality and recognition fran the group. In

parent groups the supportive environment encourages discussion of reactions and

feelings. By seeing themselves nirrored in the acts and statements of others,

parents can pin-point their concerns and develop a deeper awareness and under-

standing of themselves and their relationships to other family members. They

may gain knowledge and information in a non-threatening, non-authoritative setting.

They may acquire methods for approaching problems, exploring alternatives and

making decisions. Parents can also discuss and evaluate difficult upcoming

choices with others who may have faced similar situations-. In addition, the

frieadships and opportunities for socialization which arise provide important

opportunities to release parents from the isolation which they may feel.

The success of parent groups depends in large measure on the,skills of

the staff member who acts as the group facilitator. This person needs good

individual counseling skills as well as skills in canducting group sessions.



The group needs to identify specific concerns or problems the parents are

having. The group leader can help focus the group by asking open-ended questions

(not theoretical but about real life situations) and then narrowing down the

topic to one which is of mutual oancenn or one which is presenting a major

difficulty requiring immediate resolution. The facilitator needs to be able

to create a relaxed environment and set parents at ease. Respect should be

shown for the parents' individual values and ideas.

Barnard and Erickson (1976) say the group leLder also:

1. Keeps the purpose of the meeting clear, collects the agenda, helps

in decision making by checking with all group members to assure that the

topic under consideration is the one most preferred by dhe total group.

2. Teaches and models clear communication.

3. Gets opinions of lbothpositive and negative experiences.

4. Expresses feelings whgn painful experiencet are evident.

5. Supports individuals in their endeavor to express themselves.

6. Helps assess problem-solving abilities of the group as a whole.

7. GiNES verbal feedback regarding approaches.

8. Acts as a mirror for progress by always offering to summarize

rajor points or in-depth topics covered in eadh session (p. 57).

The group facilitator must be able to keep the meeting within the designa-

ted time frame, attend to the needs of all group umbers, control the process

and level of interaction, and confront when necessary. Traffic directing is

also an important tadk - blocking gossip, "super-Mothering", and invasion

of privacy, are behgviors that should be controlled. The group leader must

be a. model of good communication and a catalyst to interaction. He/she helps

the group to 4nd their omn answers, but aria.: information, summarizes and under-

lines healthy attitudes and strengths.
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It should be recognized that not all parents need or want to be members

of a parent group. Participation may be'needed anly to help a parent through

a particular crisis or difficult tine. Amon (1978) notes that "parent groups

are often non-productive and often poorly attended because parents are at

different stages in coping with the crisis of having a handicapped child

(denial, depression, anger, guilt, bargaining, or acceptance). As newperents

enter a group at one level, they cause parents at other levels to leave. Or,

innwlycases, the group simply doesn't meet their needs." Amon also states

that husbands and wives move through crisis at different levels, and therefore

have different needs. Also, single parents often feel uncomfortable in a group

of couples. In planning for parent groups, staff-need to be aware of these

individual differences and plan a. variety of types of imdividual and graup

opportunities.

WORK1M1WITUPARENTS AT HalE

The home is the child's natural setting, and parents are the child's

primary teachers. Therefore, the hone is a natural learning environment. Home

visitors play different roles depending on the needs of the family and the

philosolAw and goals of the program. The ham visitor may

1) work directly with the child while parents watch.

2) work directlywith parents, who then work with the Child.

3) work with child and parent, byraddeling techniques for the perent,

who thea triespe techniques.

4) tilk to the parent and give suggestions about what to do.

5) leave'printed. materials for the parents to read.

6) prdblen-solve with the parent about child, family and personal

problems.

7) leaves toys and materials for the family to use.
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Toe primary purpose of bomevisits is to increas-,?, the fami1y's ability

to cope with and interact with their handicapped child. As a result of all of

the previously discussed reactions to the birth of a handicapped child and also

as a consequence of the child's lower level of interaction, attachment bonds

may not be as strong as between a normal child and parents. Freiberg, Smith,

and Adelson, 1969; and Klaus and Kellnel, 1976 have noted that promotion of

love bonds between parent and child are paramount bo educational success. The

continual promotion of positive pleasunble interaction between parent and

dhild is as hirpnt as the development of motor and cognitive skiils. The

home visitor needs tO Thrrk with the child ta facilitate,the acquisition of

behaviors whichwill allow the dhild to maximally interact with family.

As the child increases attention to the environment; as he/she learns to manip-

ulate objects and events in the environment; as gestures, sounds and words

allow the child to camiunicate with people in the emvironment, the more re-

inforcement parents receive and the greater the desire of the parents to

interact with the child. The more positively the parents engage their child,

the more opportunity the child has for continued growth. It is a positive

cycle which can replace a negative cycle which is not reinforcing to either

parents or dhild. Gordon (1979) in ammarizing his research, discusses elements

which need to be present in the home to optimize 1 He calls them the

"five p's", the "four es" and TLC. The five p's include:

1. provision of a learning envirmment - which has opportunities

for variet; of stimulation and is organized to facilitate exploration.

2. predictability - a semse of order and system that children can come

to understand.

3. ping-pang - Gordon describes this as a form of adult-child inter-

action where "I do something, you do something."

4: persistence - allowing the child total involvement in activities.

5. profesv:- which is a negative pattern conasts of continual talking
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on the part of the parent with no attention paid to the child's responses.

The four r's are concerned with:

1. responsiveness - to the child's initiative and needs.

2. reasoning - encouraging problem - solving on the part of the child.

3. rationality - providing explanAtions for.events.

4. reading - the provision of reading materials, even to infants.

and the last = TLC or tender loving care Which means that all of the above

must be provided in a-,-atmosphere of warmth.

The true visitor works an helping families to develop sudh a learning

environment. The home visitor must be trusted and respected by the family.

Althmugh this trusl and respect often develops over time, it is important

to spend time with the famiLY just-ligtilning and establishing rapport. It

is also important to make errangements forboth parents (in two-parent

families) to be involved in some way. It is nbt always wiie to have the bother

be the person to transfer information to the father. This can set up a

alficult situation in which the mother feels she has all the answers and

tries to tell the father what to do. Obviously, this pattern nay lead to

difficulties between husband and wife. It is better to either come to

the hare when both parents are present or make some visits when the father

can be there. Flexibility in scheduling is important!

Whether the child is in a hale-based program or hare and canter caMbind,

the emphasis on both family and child should be strong.- Mary center-based'

programs provide home visits only,for the purpose of teaching parents how to ,

follow through an skills learned at school. The emphasis in any hone visit

should be the child's functioning in the home environment amd the interaction

among thefanilymembers'and the child.

One of the important tasks of the hare visitor is to help parents develop

good observation skills. Thisbay be done by sharing obbervation check lis'ts

and criterion referenced assessnent tools' with parents. Through such observa-
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tion the parent canl

ID

Z0-

-understand their child's different rates of growth in different

t
developmental areas.

-understand the steps and usual sequences in acquiring skills

-develop realistic expectations.

-provide data that is a basis for recording progress.

-be involved in coming up with suggestions appropriate for activities

(Cansler, et. al. 1975).

Observation skills can also help parents in: a) pinpbinting problem

behaviors,b) establishing the frequency, duration and intensity, anaLc)

determining the relationship between behaviors and the consequences they

produce (Raring, 1976).

After helping parents to determine where and how the child i functioning,

it is inperative that the hame visitor demonstrate intervention strategies-

and work with the parents in developing alternatives for then to implement

inrnediately within the home environment. A, good place to begin is to focus

an bdhaviors that will improve the interaction level between the parent and

child. Fbr example,if the dhildAs difficult to feed, and every meal is a A

two hour frustrating struggle, then it is appropriate to begin working on

feeding skills. The priorities that parents have at home may be different

from those at school. Mbrrison (1979) has devised a model for the home

visitation process, which is depicted in Figure 1, pages 277-279.



FIGURE 1.

THE HomOrisITATioN yRatss

Constraints
of Program

1. ,Ntinber of fanilies

2. Distance between
families

3. Materials/money
available
Willingness of
families to par-
t icinate

4.

r-

Phase 1
Preparation'

Family.

Informatia;\

'Gathered during
recruitment

. ,A'preliminary initial
visit may be necessary
to gather information.

Components
of Planning

1. Establish your goals
2: Write objectives
3. Outline your procedures
4. List materials needed
5. State how you will ,

evaluate the process

Solicit Supplies
if Necessary

e.g. vitandns from
pharmaceutiLal can-

panies

Gather Supplies,
Organize Materials,
Make Arrangements

. Assess needs
last visit

. Assess needs to com-
plete this plan

. Buy, make, or have
materials made

Mhke arrangements for
visit if:

a. This is tfte first

visit
b. Previous visit bad

to be cancelled

tProm Mbrrison, G.S. Parent involvement in the-home, school and community. Columbus,

OH: 1978 Pgs: 85-87



- Phase II
CcndUcEing the Visit

,

Be Onlime;
Jet parents know
it is impossible

for you:to viSit

IBe PleaSant

[Reteach. if Necessary,

3

MaklovA*,_

Announcements,
Distribute I Make appointments
Materials, i-------1
Gather
terials

1. Gather information about
family accomplishments
diking past week

2. Monitor family progress
3. Identifyiaadknesses and

strengths
4. Reinforce accomplishments

____angLefforts

1. Follow objectives
2. Adjust plan and activities

to fit circumstances, e.g,
family's needs, feelings,
etc. other adults/
dhilaren present

3. Focus on parent, Child or
both,according\to focus
of progran and plan

Allow time for question
asking and clarification
of activities

I1. Remind about important .

things to do
2. Gocdby to everyone
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Fiiure

Phase III

Evaluation,Review,
Planning, Record;Xeeping/

Develop and
Keep

Records

1. What 'went well? Why?

2. What didn't go well?
Why?

3. 141hat should be done

differently next time?
4. What should be done

nett time?

5. Materials forgotten or
needed

[ Repeat Planning Cycle

. .

3Y94'

1. Bring records of family
up to date.

2. Make out mileage forms
3. Fill cut expense account
4. Cceplete volunteer record
5. Write thank you notes,



G1IDEL1NES FOR. HOME VISITS

1. Prepare for each visit.

2. Have written objectives and activities for each ham visit. Have a

,

copy to leaVe with the parents.

Involve the loaramt in planning. Add objectives and activities to

thekplan that are developed jointly by the parents and the hcme visitor.

4. Demonstrate activities and procedures for the parent.

5. Have the parent try activities.
A

6. Provide feedbadk and reinforce the parents' successes.

7. Make sure the parents experience success. Structure visits so

parents are watching for positive signs of growth.

8. Show parents haw to keep a simple recording system to monitor progress.

9. Individualize for families.

10. Involve siblings inwarking and playing with the child.

11. Use counieling skills as necessary.

12. Knaw cammunityresources and kncw when to refer parents and/or the

child to other services.

13. Have frequent team meetings to discuss home programs..

14. Be careful that parents do not became dependent on the "specialist".

15. Do not pressure parents to have the child accompligh certain skills, as

this may result in pressure on the child and dapage the parent-child

relationship.

16. Having a visitor in the home on a regular basis is often a strain.

Be ullling to "ease-up" when.parents neDd space.

The home visitor also needs to focus on play behaviors. Help the parents

to engage in pleasurable interactians with their child. Often hmdicapped

children come to be seen as "therapy objects" and parental interactions re-

volve around uworkinielwith the child (Limier, 1980). Parents need help in

-.280
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learning Imer to play with. their child. Facilitation' of development can be done

through pleasurable interactions with the child.

WORKER; WITH 717. FARE= IN THE CIASSROCUI

Observations. As in the hane visit, i* is invortant to teach parents how

to observe and assess their child's growth and development. Classroan observa-

tions, with guidance fran the staff can help parents to see:

1) the strengths of their child;

2) how the team contril4es to the child's uowth;

OP'
3) how the team handles specific behaviors;

4) how the child can benefit frm haw Activities;

(Tidball-Strickler, p. 34);

Staff should develop guidelines for classroan observation with the input

from parents in the program. It is also important for the staff to meet with

the parent prior to the observation to discuss with the parent the objectives

of the prouam and activities that are done to work al individual program.

The teacher needs to explain teaching methods and behavior managenent tech-

niques which are used. After the observation staff reed to meet again with

parents to discuss their observations and their child's strengths and progress.

They need to be willing to answer parents' questions, but keep informatkon
_s

on other children confidential. This is also an appropriate time to focus

on the need for consistency between home and school. The staff and parents

may problem-solve appropriate activities that can be done at home. With sane

parents a checklist or an open-ended form with spaces for notations under

specific categories can be devised. The parent can then observe with a pur-

pose in mind.

PARENTS AS AIDES OR WNW

Parents Who act as aides in the classroom can benefit from the above

mentioned activities1 as welll as having the advantage of learning over an exr
: up 3



tended period-of time. There are many roles that parents can assune and xthenever

possible they should be given the opportunity to choose the activities they

prefer. Sax parents feel uncanfortable working directly with the children,

while others prefer to work with other people's children rather than their

awn. Parents can work on a one-to-one basis with a child or with small groups.

They nay be responsible for supervising specific activities or they nay prefer

to help out in nori-teaching roles. In this case, parents can help by creating

tleW materials, performing clerical duties such as reCord keeping, or maintnin-

ing- classrocm maerials. Whatever tasks are assigned should be reaningful

and selected by parents as tasks .they iqould enjoy.

Regardless of the role that parents play, two important points should be

noted:

1. Staff attitudes toward parents in the dassroan must be positive

to mic effectively.

2. Parents should be trained for the functiong they perform.

The first, needs to be addressed when staff are hired and during inservice.

To accomplish the second, it is necessary to provide parent insérvices (thi.s

can be done by other experienced parents) or include parents in staff inservices.

Morrison (1979) discusses the benefits of having parents involved in the

classroan:

-Parents can make the program more efficient and effective.

-Children will benefit fran interaction with other adults.

-Parents have a variety of talents they can share with children and staff.

-Working in the classroom can enhance the parent's self-concept.

-Parent involvement in the classroan can enhance interpersonal relation-

ships among fanily makers by giving them topics to discuss.

-Parent involvement can increase the parent's understanding of the

educational process.

31./
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-working with parents in the classroom can increase the staff's understand-

ing of the parent's concerns (p. 152).

If carefully planned, having percents (and even siblings) in the classroom can

be 'a wortlykile experience for all involved.

Parents as teachers. . Parelts who have been involved for sane time or who

are in hare and center-based programs tray becOme more autonomous in working with

children. They may be `able to hap with evaluations, planning, and teaching of

the children. After observing staff working with the children, parents can

perform all of the activities demonstrated by the staff. While the parents

are working with the children staff can give them feedback, reinforcement and

iderin for working with the child at home. Parents can also be useful as teachers

of other parents and volunteers who cate to the program. Given meaningful in-

vlvenen, parents can contribute greatly to the effectiveness of the program

and to the growth of their child.

PARENT EDUCATION

Parent education involves providing parents with information that will

increase their knowledge and skills in parenting. For parents of normal

children parent education classes have became very popular. For parents of

handicapped children who have additional parenting responsibilities, parent

education is very inportant, There are many different forms of parent ed-

ucation fran informal discussion in meetings with parents to formal courses.

The previously discussed work with parents °in bane visits or classroan

visits can contain much parenting information. However, it is often desir-

able to provide a more structured approach to the content that parents request

or need. At. the beginning of the year an assessment of parent's needs should

be completed, usually as part of an initial interview. In developing the

needs assessment, staff should attempt to .be as specific as possible in ad-

, dressing topical areas. For example, a commonly used form lists topical areas
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with blanks after then to be. checked. See Figure 2.

Vigure 2 NEEMS ASSESSMENT - SAMPLE ITFILS

PLFASE CHECK THOSE ITEMS WHICH YOU ARE INIERESall IN LEMING ABOUT

Behavior management

Child development

Handicapping conditions

In examining the items, one can see they ay.: too vague. There are many

different types of behavior management approaches, and the term itself may be

confusing. The term "child development" can include just about anything. Another

problen with this approach is that it does not give the staff my idea what

priorities are assigned to the items If more than one is checked. Also, the

staff has no idea of how parents muld like to receive the information or at

what level.

Figure 3 is an example of another needs assessment form which takes into

consideration these problems. (See Figure 3, next page)

Once the staff have done a needs assessment of parents' interests they

may also want to assess what staff feel are important parent education topics.

After the information has been collected, planning can take place. Parents

should be represented on the parent eduration planning team to develop the

format and specific activities.

Love (1979) states that parent education classes should have:

-well defined, measurable objectives

-specific motivational strategies

-curriculun relevant to the diversity of parents - culturally, ethnically

and economically

-techniques for ensuring continuity

-methods for ongoing docunentation and assessment

264
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FIGURE 3. SAMPLE TIEMS FRCM NEEC6 ASSESSMENIS FOR PARENT EDUCATION

1.19PIO

How can I help improve my childIs language?

What can I do Then nor child misbehaves?

What kinds of toys are appropriate for my child?

Etc. (Other topics as appropriate)

Other :

Preferred Format

Films, tapes
Group Discussion
Panel Discussibn
Workshop
Role Play
Lecture
Demonstration

I would be willing to help plan the meting
I would like to carpool to the meting
It would help if child care were provided

Time Preference

Preferred Day

PRIORITY (put no. 3. by
your first choice,
no. 2 by your
second choice, etc.)

YES

Morning Afternoon Evening

M W '311

I woUld also be interested in informal meetings with other parents in the ro-
gram.

parent group discussions

potluak
p icnics

f ield days

Monday night football
field trips
learning a craft
other

Corneas: 320
285
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-provisions for evaluation - both formal and informal (p 24).

The rang, of topics that parents may desire is infhaite. However, there

are sane suggested topics for prenatal, infancy and *escbool areas that can

be suggested. Although prenatal topics may seem outated, keep in mind that

I\
parents of young handicapped children often have additional children, and

one of their natural concerns is about having another handicapped child.

Programs can play a very significant preventative role by providing parent

educed/on on prenatal topics. Lane (1975) offers the following list of

topics for consideration.

AFTER CONCEPTION

-the psychological,physiological, and sociological changes of preg-

nancy and parenthood inclliding real life experiences with children

in their homes

-prenatal health, genetics, nutrition, the ramifications of diet and

medicatian

- the intrauterine development of the fetus

-potential problems to be aware of and what to do

- labor and delivery - different methods of childbirth, the hospital,

what happens

-selection of a good obstetrician anlipegatrician; medical decisions

which may arise

INFANT CARE

-infant care techniques: bathing, feeding, sleeping, playing, illnesses,

developmental patterns of growth, safety

-child development fundmmentals: physical, perccptaal, cognitive, emotional,

behavioral

286
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-infant play and learning - how to stimulate movement and language

-nutritional needs of infants

-emotional needs for rarrturance - creating early trust in environnent,

feelings of love, and self-esteen

-disciplining toddlers -.behavior management and socialization tech-

niques

-camtmity resources - where to go for help

PRESCIEOL WARS

-behavioral patterns

-their needs and ,developmental tasks

-physical, motor", (fine & gross) , comitive and language, psychological

and social development as manifested in behavior

aggestions for growth enhancement

-play activities

-appropriate toys and books

-family dynamics

-handling crisis situations

-discipline and behavior management

-ccommity resources

-peer relationships

-acceptance of children's feelings and attitudes .(pg. 18-20)

Other topics which parents of handicapped children have requested include:

-sensorimotor development

-behavior modification

-selection of appropriate toys and games

-perceptual developmetit

-developing a positive self-concept

-handicapping conditions and medical terminology

-tnderstanding medications
287 '322



-legisLation for thehandicapped

-how to plan for the child if sor-athing hgppens to the parents .

Depending or the topic chosen and the level of information desired, the

format will vary. Options whidamy be tried include:

- group discussion of iriPAA -parent insexvices

-panel discussion -resource room

-small groUp discussions -fibm series or books with;zdiscussion

-symposium -series of classes

-uvrkshop -reading groups

-reaction sheets -video tapes and discussion

- role playing -newsletters

- ddbate

-brainstorming

-field trips or observations

-audio visual aids

-lectune on information

In order to ensure maximum participation provisions should be made to take care

of basic needs (refreshments), transportation and dhild care. Parents will not

ccetinue to attend if programs do not meet their needs by pravidtag infor-

nation Wbich is immediately relevant. This, of course, means that a variety

of options need to be available at any one time.

GUIDELINES-FOR PARENT EDUCATION

1. hbrk with school administrators, staff, resource people,

and parents to pima the parent education program.

2. Needs assessments should be done by interview if possible.

3. Work with community agencies to help meet the total needs of

parents.

4. Pnavide opportunities for informal communication along with

the parent educatibn sessions.



6

5, Hold meetings on convenient days and tines with the parents

preferred format.

6. Design and distribute attractive flyers or announcements..

7. Use parents to make personal contacts tO parents to remind them

of upcoming sessions.

8. Have parents organize a car pool.

9. Arrange for child care.

10. Use the WAG media to help publicize activities.

11. Da evaluations of all sessions to pravide for progran improvement.

12. Provide follow-4 to parents who desire it.

RESOURCE CENIER

In addition to formal meetings parent tion can be accanplished

thro4a many informal weans. For parents who joy reading materials, books,

pamphlets, articles, journals may barnacle available on topics of interest'.

A resource room for parents can became an active "parent room". A

comfortable roanwith a couch, overstaffed chairs, and a coffee pot can pro-

vide a "place" for parents that is all their own. After they drop off their

child, after a meeting, or while waiting for a class session to end, parents

can enjoy an informal opportunity to talk to other parents or just sit and re-

lax. Books and journals sudh as ageptional Parent should be available for

parents to peruse or chedk aut. Toys, materials, and activities can also be

available in this roan. Avarent roan ema also provide an informal, can-

fortable setting for discussions udth a parent or group of parents. A resource

room can contain sudh materials as:

-books, games, records, pdctures, manipulatives for use with children,

at home, including a card with directions for how to maximize play

opportunities.

-materials on parenting!, child devalopmert,nutrition, cammnity agencies

-/
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and organizationa, etc.

-nuggestions Bar use of household items in teaching children at home

, -materials for parents tomake for use at lmne. Staff can conduct

toy-Talking workshops while educating parents am developmental aspects

of play and learning.

-a parent bulletin board with a calendar of events, casamity resource

information, current legislation, pictures of children and parents,

information on,parenting issues.

mudsummts

liesirsletters can be very effective in both increasing ccanunication with

parents and also providing parents with information an parenting and educa-

tional topics. Putting together a newsletter can take quite a bit,of effort.

Utilization of a "parent press corp" can greatly aid staff in putting together

a quality neasletter. Cansler (1975) has suggested possible topics to be,in-

cluded in newsletterm which go home to parents:

-reports of children's learning experiences, opportunities for

parent and staff training, announcements of group meetings, and

special activities.

-suggestions for helping children at home and printed instructions

for making inexpensive toys or teaching materials.

-facts concerning community services and organizations for families,

and discussions,of local, state and national issues related to

handicapped children.

-a 'beet the staff' section to introduce parents to the persons

working with their children.

-recognition and thanks for parents' contributions to the school

program.
--

-descriptions of specific tasks that require the assistance of
14411".'"4

tiorkers.



-desCript

a Way o

:a "Parent

/

ks and toys available in a lending library as

aging the use of such a service.

Echange" section to he4o fsmilies locate others interested

'in exchanging kervices (child care or transportatica) or goods (p.40).

PARENT! HANDBOOK

Providing information on the progran and details on school polidies

and procedurescris also hmportant. afonmation should be written clearly and

simply. The_philosophy "and goals of the.progrankshould be explained. Ex.-

\.
amples of school forms should be included with explanatices of the uses of

information obtained. A, delimathma of services provided is also'important.

The following is suggested content to include dri a Kandbook:

1. PhilosophY of the Program

2. Admissions Procedures

3. Assessment and Flacement Procedures

4. Health Care Policies'

-medicatima

-illnesses

-communicable diseases
//

-accidents arid emergencies

-absences

-clothing

5. Program

-clasées add schedules

,1-amevidits
%.

s-therapy services

-ccasuItation

.'6. Parent,I0olvement Opportunities

-parent groups

3 2 6
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ionferences
-parent education

-voltmteering

7. Parents' Rights

8. Miscellaneous

,o

PARENT ADVISORY CaCITIEES

Most grthnt funded early intervention projects mandate the inclusion, of

a parent advisory exoup to Work with school admixiistkators in plarating and

evaluating the progran. The reason for this mandate is the recognition that

parents are the "constrners" or early childhood p;roams, and, as such, de-

serve a voice in the decision nitking processes relating' to services for their

children. The success of these advisory cartnittees is justification, for

early 'childhood programs to continue to involve parents at this level. Par-

ent advisory ccerrittees can discuss their feelings and offer their opinions

about policips, procedures and cmrent issues which, relate to program decisions.

They can provide a needed perspective in developing prograM goals and object-

ives and in reeournendind curricular content. They can provide input into long-

range planning and help maintain liaisons with other ammity agencies and or-

ganizations. Sub-caunittees can be formed to work on evaluation of progr'an

canponents. An active parent advisory group can give input and feedback on acknin-

istrative decisions, as well as an advocacy base.

GENERAL =ITERATIONS FOR. FAR= MLVETIENT.

"Parents-of handicappe&children need assistance, support, acknadedgment,

and'objectiVe feedback in their decision-making, problem solving, and' planning

for alternatives of care for their children" (Barnard and Erickson, 1,976).

Staff Itho keep in mind these needs will be able to plan, ayd implement 'programs
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with families as the intervention focus. Buscaglia (1975) in his discussian

of the basic rights of the family of a child with special needs, nicely

iso summarizes our responsibilities to respect these tights:

-the right to sound mediral knowledge regarding their child's

physical or mental problem.

-the right_to same form of continual re-evaluation of their dhild

at definite periodic intervals and a'thordugh, lucid explanation

of the results of the findings.

-the right to some helpful, relevant and specific information as

to their role in meeting their dhild's special physical and emotional

needs.

-the right to some knowledge of the educational opportunities for a

child such as theirs and what will be required for later admission

for additional formal schooling.

-the right to a knowledge of the community resources available for

assistance in meeting the family needs, intellectual, emotional and

financial.

-the right to knowledge of the rehabilitation services in the com-

munity and the resources available though them.

-the right to some hope, reassurance and human consideration as they

meet the challenge of raising a child with specia1needs.

-the right to some help in seeing their child's potentials instead of

forever concentrating upon his imperfections.

P

-the right to good reading material to help then acquire as nuch rele-

vant information as possible.

-the right to sane interaction with other parents who have children with

disabilities.



-the right to actualine their personal rights as growing, unique individuals,

apart from their children (p. 109).

As professionals who aare about handicapped children and their families,

we have a reiponsibility to ensure that these rights are protected. The parent

component of every early intervention program should provide mechanisms to

guarantee that the needs of Emnilies be addressed and their rights will be

respected.

32d
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EIGFIT

STAFF
DEVELOPMENT

(bce staff are hired and the program becomes operational, how can the ECH

coordinator ensure continued inprovement and refinement of the programa How

can the coordinator assist in the interchange of ideas and skills among the staff?

Mat can be done to prevent,Egaffburn-oui? The answer to these questicns may, in

part, be the lon of a substantive and responsive staff development ccuponent.

In HandbOok for Development of Staff Training, developed by the Depart-

nent if Special Education at the University of Texas at Austin, it is stated

"Staff training ista planned sequence of experiences designed to foster a)

continuing developmentiof.the understanding, skills, arid knowledge of eadh staff

manber and b) cooperation, interaction, and integrated activity among the disci-

plines represented in a program. Thus staff trainhng contributes to both indi7

vidual and group development. Such development is necessary if the staff is to

offer a high quality of services to preschool handicapped children and their

fanilies " (xi).

Staff development which ig viewed as an integral part of the early childhood

special education program, and is therefore carefully plaaned and implemented,

can provide many worthwhile benefits.

1. The field of early childhood special education is relativelynm As

such, there have not been sufficient pre-service training programs available to



neet the growing demand for qualified, capable personnel to work with young

handicapped dhildren. Programs have, by necessity-, hired personnel trained to

work with normal young children or older handicapped children. These persons

are often unprePared to assume the multiple responsibilities Txmitingwith. young

handicapped children (Karnes, 1975). Staff development can pravide supplemen-

tary training to enable new personnel to acquire additional background and skills

;needed to adequately carry out their responsibilities.

2. The philosophical orientation of the training institutions from which

staff have received their training may also Nan% For example a behavioral

approach, a psycholingustic approach, a sensorimator integration approach, a

cognitive developmental approach mayhave been emphasized. Methods which are

stressed in the early childhood special education programs will need to be taught

to new staff members who are unfaniliar with the theoretical and practical impli

cations of theSe approaches. Often it is beneficial to have staffwith. differing

backgrounds, as they can bring different perspectives to bear an 'very difficult

problems relating to handicapped dhildren and their families. ,This can expand

the pmblem-solving capabilitieg of the staff. However, it is also important to

have staff who understand eadh other, and can demcmstrate oansistent approaches.

If various staff are utilizing different terminology and recommending inconsistent

methodology, the results mayneel confusion and frustration for the famibr and the

dhild. Staff development can improve program oansistency and reduce tension

arising from divergence of philosophy. It can also increase the cammunication

among the various disciplines on the staff. Training in a transdisciplinary

manner can increase the effectiveness of all staff. As boundaries formed by

various backgrounds are eliminated, staff increase their ability to learn from

each other in the informal discussions whidh take place in the everyday functioning

3 3
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of the program. Me development of tem functioning is thus enhanced.

3. Early childhood special education is a field inWhich kncmledge is

expanding continuously. It is difficult to keep up with all of the new program

innovations and research findings. Yet it Ls important that staffkeep current,

for example, with changes in theories and intervention strategies in the areas of

language,.motor, cognition, and social-emotional developnent as well as family

involvement, and program modifications. Ptograms have a responsibility to

children and families to update their staff and incorporate changes utdch will

provide more effective services.

4. Staff development can also increase the skills of paraprofessionals,

parents and volunteers who are directly involved in working with children. By

expanding their knmledge and skills they may be given greater responsibilities,

thereby freeing staff members to increase the amount of time with individual

children and families. Staff development for paraprofessionals, parents and

volunteers also helps assure that these persons will also be able to provide

quality services.

5. Staff development can also increase the self-caafidence that staff have

in carrying out tbair various roles. By pToviding ehemaans by which staff

msmbers can increase their knowledge and skills, there is a greater likelihood

that staff will fhnd satisfaction with their work. People who feel they are

capable and competent in their jobs are also less threatened by working closely

with families and other team members.

In the previausly mentioned University of Texas Handbook for Eacilitators of

Staff Developmeni these benefits of staff development are discussed. The

following statement from the Handbook nicely summarizes the primary rationale

for a ommitment to inservice training.

"Stiff trainirig thatleThs the individual become nure competent at his jcb

also contributes to self-esteem and to feelings of ocefortableness and ease with
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other staff ambers, Furthermore, staff training may be utilized as one approach.

to resolving conflicts and breakdowns in interpersonal ations within a staff.

al the whole it can facilitate personal development and maintenance of inter-

personal communication" (p 5).

The importance of staff develapmeat is illustrated by the specification

P.L. 94-142 that a comprehensive system of personnel development be a ccaponent

of each State plan.

The primaryrmmposes of this staff development are to

-increase:knowledge

-improve performance skills

-change attitudes

-imprave interpersonal skills

TO accomplish these pmposes a planning process which is verywal known

411

to special educators is once again put to use. (See Figure 1 p. 303)

I. The knowledge attitudes and skills which are needed by staff are

identified.

IL Staff are assessed to determine their strengths and weaknesses in

relation to the identified standards.

III. Prescriptions for growth and development are written to improve areas

of weakiess.

IV. Lsanning alternatives are which will enable staff to acquire campetencies

are carried out by staff.

V. Evaluation is done to determine whether objectives have been met and

what direction future training will take.

Deter-nation of Gompetencies

'Howdo we know-what knowledge, attitudes, and skills are most important

11110

to staff working with young handicapped children? This is a difficult question.



Goals /

jectiVes
Activities

.4ter.t...azalCr

Figure 1, Staff Developarnt Process Model

Identification of
Competencies

-Attitudes
-Knowledge
-Skills

12)

Assessment of
Needs & Interests

-Group
-Interviews
-Questionnaires
-Observation
- Discussion

1.

Development of
Prescriptive Flans

-Awareness
-Working knowledge
-Expertise

Ident ication-
of Learning
Al*natives

- Group

irt

Inplementation of
Staff Development

- Time lines

- Documentation
-Feedback

1

Evaluation

-Supervisor
- Self-Evaluation

-Peer critiquing
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Ccepetency-based erlacaticnhas become painilar in recent years.

ccapetency-based (ar performance-based) preparation is one in which4r...

performance goals are specified, and *eed bi, in rigorous de /17in ad-

\

i vance of instruction. The student mustleither be able to trate the

abilities or perforin job teaks.. Emptier:as is on demons ted produce or out-

put" (Elan, 1971, p. 1-2).

One advantage of competency-based *service is ht it provides a funda-

mental reference far planning.and It also aids in

determining priorities for inservice. CoTe,cy based inservice can also

became a vehicle to active practical'applicatian of knowledge (Falkenstein, 1977).

The issue of teadles competencies has been addressed by'many researchers

during the 1970s (Altman and 141L5w1, 1974; Bullock, Dykes, and Kelley, 1975;

Fredericks,.et. al., 1977; and Rosner, 1974). The study of what competencies are

41/

important for working with young handicapped childral has been addressed more

recently (Garland, 1978; Klein, 1978; Linder, 1980). Competencies, Thlich have

been identified derive fmn three basic sourcesi !1) EXperts in the field of

early-Childhood special education and experiencedlteachers and support staff

have contributoad their opdnions based on observatii.an, experience and researdh;

2),EvaIuation data fran parents and program supe44iisors provides sane information

on what attitudes and skills contribute to a sucC.essful program; and 3) The

literature on invortant Concerns and successful 'Methods and practices provides

adeitional input on needed competencies.

ReVietir of information fran all of these sources reveals concensus regardiRg

general areas of significance for training. Messidk (1975) identifies these

areas as:

-evaluation

-planning instruction

-managing instriction

-conmunicating
304
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-hum relations

-instructional resources

administration

The unique nature of early childhood special education programs also

necessitates that inservice take into-consideration 1) a noncategorical approach

to childral; 2) the wide range of ability levels among childien; 3) a need for

transdisciplinary training; and 4) a need for training professionals to work

with families as well as Children; 5) a need for training professionals to work

vrith social service systems.

This last'concern has been vi'ewed as an areawhichdemands special attention

in inservice training. Klein, 4.al (1978) have identified six campebency areas

for training staff to wmicwithsfamilies:

I. Self 4 Human Relations

II. Communicatima & Group Ptocess

Individual Development & Exceptionalities

IV. Family Systens &Family Involvement

V. Crisis Intervention &Problem Solving

VI. Work Environment & Human Servica.Systems

Many universities have also developed ccopetency-based pre-service training

progrms These competencies can serve as a foundation for planning an inservice

program. Competencies can be added or deleted as necessary to ueet

mgran training needs. Linder (1980) conducted a nationwide study of one hundred

and sixty-two service programs, training programs, and state departments or
education, surveying the.skills respondents felt were needed by professionals

in early childho5d special eduaation. Competency areas addressed included:

assessment, prpgram and strategies, working with parents, specific knowledge, and

leadership. Respondents were requested to rate each competency as to its

importance to early interventionists on a Likert scale fromone to five, with
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five being the highest rating. Figure 2 delineates the top three rankings per

area, witi;Out duplication of competencies. (Overlap of skills betwi.en areas

did occur.)

The competencies whichaqe been rated as priorities could be considered

as a minima far4nitiation of planning for inservice training. A detailed

list of competencies can be derived from existing competency lists or,developed

by an indtvidialpriwam.
1 '

Figure 2. Competency Rankings by Area

Cometency Area Priorities Cowetenry

AssersWent (1)
Ability to communicate
findings to parents and

relatedprofessionals.

Ability,to desipp indi-
vidual programs based an
assessment data.

Ability to integrate
findings derived from
observation, interviews,
records, and awmssment;
and to -state conclusions.

Program and Strategies

f

Ability to implement both
individual and group
instrudion.

Ability to work with an
trans disciplinary team.

Knowledge of appropriate
curricula



Figure 2. (Cont.)

Competency Area Priorities Competency

Woridng with Parents (1) Ability to include parent
in Child's program.

(2) Ability to oanduct group
sessions in counseling or
training.

(3) Understanding of inter-
personal dynamics, ability
to develop effective communi-
cation Channels.

Specific Knowledge (1) Knowledge of handi-
capping conditions.

(2) Knowledge of the rationaie
0 for early intervention.

(3) Knowledge of and ability to
utilize community, resources.

Leadership (1) Ability to advocate for
children and their families

(2)

(3)

Ability to provide guidance
to and train paraprofessionals
and volunteers.

Ability to consult with
regular preschool teachers and
other professionals.

ASSESSMENT OF STAFF NEEDS

After determining utat are appropriate targets for inservice training, it

is necessary to ascertain the functional level of opmpetency of staff in re-

lationship to the desired level of competence. A system needs to be devised to
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objectively assess the knowledge, attitudes and skills of staff and others

ving training. Ideally, inservice should be indivicinalized and based on

personnel needs. Perrone (1976) has noted that problems with

Laditional inservice activities include the fact that they are too general;

they are geared for, groups r,Eithex than individuals; and they address perceived

rather than actual needs. For inservice activities to be meaningful, it is

important that staff be involved in identifying their own needs and help in

structuring alternatives for graath. Yeatts (1976) states "teachers will take

reform most seriously when they are, at least partially responsible for de-

fining their own educational problems: delineating their own needs, and

receiving help on their own terms" (p. 417).

By developing a system which takes into consideration subjective self-

evaluation as well as objective supervisory evaluation, staff development can

become more meaningful.

Methods for obtaining information about staff levels of ampetence and

need for further training tnay cane fraa various sources. Background, expe-

riences and training should be discussed with each staff member in an interview.

Questionnaires may be developed to give staff an opportmity to express their

interest in training in spec if ic areas. In addition, the coordinator and

other team members can make several observations of staff performance in the

program with checklists relating to the conpetencies. The assessment should

also provide a method for determining strengths as well as weaknesses. Utili-

zation of the strengths within the team enables the supervisor to develop more

efficient training as well as provides a means of reinforcing quality perfor-

mance.



The following needs assessment (Under, 1980) allows the supexvisor, the

fitaffmember, or colleagues to assess levels of competence in specific areas.

The competencies may be modified as necessary for individual progran differences.

It also can function as a formative and summative evaluationmeasure. Different

colored pens or pencils are used at midyear and year,end conferences. Thus,

inprovement, laCk of growth, or evea loss of skills is clearly, visible. The

usefulness for program planning and evaluation is clearly apparent. The instru-

ment can, be adapted and modified as program focus or staff needs change.

Skills which are rated 1 or 2 indicate areas of weakness needing further

development. A "3" is an-.average ability, and depending on the competency may

be adequate or just need some additional work. Ratings of "4" or "5" indicate

strengths, with"5" indicating expertise.

Competencies can also be rated by the level of training which is needed.

A level of awareness (A), working knowledge (K), or expertise (E) may be

needed. Particularly in a transdisciplinary model, the level of knaaledge and

skill neecil by eadh team member nay be diffenaat.

The competencies which have been ranked "1" or "2" are then pTioritized

by the person completing the form in relation to immediacy of need for training

Items which are marked "5" are noted as particular strengths.

lbe last column of the form is utilized for planning of learning alter-

natives to indrease knowledge and skills. The itemswItich have been priori-

tized as "1" or "2" should be addressed first.
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Initial Assessment Date
Midyear Assessment Date
Year End Ass easment Date

1) For each of the conpetencies
one to five. A rating of

NEEDS ASSESSMENT OF STAFF LEVMEMEtsiT

Color
Color
Color

Gteen
Ygiciq
Red

Staff Marker
Person Copp team Scale

listed below, rate the staff member being rated (or yourself) on, a continium fran

1 = this is a wry weak skill (observed less than 25% of the time)

2 = this is a eak skill (observed 25-50% of the time)
3 = this is an average skill and could use some improvemait (50-75% of the thme)

4 = this is sonething the person doeS Well (75%-90% of the thme)

5 = this is a skill Tdhichis a real atiength. (Ls observed 90%-100% of the thme)

NA = Not applicable
NO = No opportunity to observe

2) After eadh competency narked 1, 2, or 3 indicate whether their is a need for training at the level of A =

awareness, K= working knagledge or E = functional expertise.

3) After ranking all competencies, go back through the scale and prioritiie (w.1.th 1 being the highest priority)

those items marked as 1 or 2, according to the felt need for immediacy of training.

4) Also rank any items marked as 5 which you feel the person has the ability to contribute to the training of

other staff members.

5) After discussion with the supervisor, fill in the Staff Development Column with the planaed activities for

increasing knowledge or skills, alcog with projected timeline for accomplishnent.
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Competency Rating Weakriess

Stretkgth

Competenc Area:
ScretingTAssessment

1. Demonstrates ability to
identify different methods of
locating children for,screening.

2. Downstrates knowledge of
screening methods.

3. Knowledge of amorxrafre-

search an screening.

4. Dennnstrates skill in
interviewing perents during

screening.

5. Demonstrates skill in re-

cording observations of Child-
ren during screening.

6. Demonstrates ability to
accurately record and analyze
screening data.

7. Dempnstrates ability to
review screening data with an
interdisciplinary team.

8. Demonstrates knowledge of
normal development in observing
and assessing the functioning
of children from birth through
eight years.

UNA

Indicate Level of
1Yaining Needed amd
Ptiority of Need

A Priority

Prioritize
Strengths for
team sharing

Methods for Staff
Development

1 2 3 4 5 NO

1 2 3 4 5 NO

1 2 3 4 5 NO

1 2 3 4 5 NO

1 2 3 4 5 NO

1 2 3 4 5 NO

1 2 3 4 5 NO

1 2 3 4 5 NO
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Competency

9. Demonstrates knowledge of

etiologies arid psychoeducational
implications of various handi-

capping conditions.

10. Demonstrates knowledge of
terminology used by other

disciplines.

11. Demonstrates knowledge of the

impact of environmental and
cultural factors on a dhild's

development

12. Demonstrates ability to
assess a child's level of
functioning using nonstandarized
assessment techniques (0-8 years)

13. Demonstrates ability to
assess a child's level of
Functioning using standarized
assessment instruments (0-8 years

gross motor
fine motor
language
cognition
social/emotional

3 4 J

Rating Weakness/

Strength

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 143

N A 1 2 3 4 5 11)

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

Indicate,Ippel-
of Training
Needed and
Priority of Need

Prioritize Methods for Staff

Straigths for Developmmt.

team sharing

NA

NA



L 'Competency
r

14. Demonstrates ability to

integrate findings derived null

1) intervieds, records, 2)obser-

vation, 3) formal and 4) informal
assessment and to state conclusi

in written form.

15. Conclusions at staffings and

to state.

16. Demonstrates an ability to

coordinate and conduct a staffing

in such a manner that it is'com-

prehensive comfortable and

practical.

17. Demonstrates an ability to

share assessment information in a

manner that can be understood by

all present at the staffing.

(uses functional examples of

behaviors).

. 18. Involves parents in all stages

of dhe staffing, including dhe
development and approval of the

LEX.

OfReteacy Area:

PrOgram and-Sir.ategies

19. Demonstrates an ability to
plan educational programs, both
long-term (annual) and short-tenn
(weekly), on the basis of assess-

aent and environmental data and

parental input.

(.4

(A)

RatingWeakness/
Strength.

Indicate Level
of Training
Needed amd
Priorityof Need

Prioritize
Strenggis for
team Oaring

Methods far Staff
Development

A Priority
NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO
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Ccapetency RatingWeikness/
Stamigth.

Indicate lavel
of Training
Needed and
Priority of Need

Prioritize Methods for Staff

Strengths for Develppment

team sharing

20. Demonstrates an ability to
write instructional objectives in
which ?utcame criteria are
specified.

21. Is able to develop and modify
daily lessons based on assessment
and observational findings. .

22. Wites instructional
sequences and activities so that

parents and paraprofessionals can

follow them.

23. Demonstrates aa ability to
tagk analyze skills to be taught

to the dhild when necessary.

24. Is aware of and utilizes
appropriateCurricula La planning

appropriate strategies.

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO
A E Priority

NA 1 2 3 4 5 ND

25. Is able to evaluate activities

to assess how well lesson objec-

tives have been met.

26. Is able to incorporate input
fran other disciplines into the

child's program.

27. Is able to modify lessons,
response mode, and difficulty

level to accamodate the twadicap
of the child, his input and
interests and unexpected events.

353

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA I 2 4 5 NO

NA I 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO .

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO
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Ccapetency

28. Demonstrates an abili* to

define a rationale and implement
procedures for remediation of
deficits or delays in the following

areas:
gross motor
fine motor
oral motor tap

self-help NA 1 2

Rating Weakness/ Indicate Level Prioritize

Strength of Training Strenghs for
Needed and team sharing

Priority of Need
.

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

cognition
receptive language
expressive language
social and emotional growth
health and nutrition

29.Demonstrates ability to locate,

develop and/or canstruct materials
for use with a spPrific child or

group of children to achieve

given instructional objectives.

30. Devonstrates the ability to

develop and implement a contingen
reinforcement system for use with
individual children as neded.

NA 1 2 3 4 5-NO
NA -1 2 3 4 5 113

( N A 1 2 3 4 5 NO

I 2 3 4 5 NO

Methods Bar Staff
Development

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

31. Records complete cancise data

on the child's progress taaard

stated objectives.

32. Demonstrates the ability to
include parents as an integral

part of the child's program.
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Ccepetency jtating Weakness/

Strength

Indicate Level Prioritize

of Training Strengths for
Needed and team sharing
Priority of Need

Methods for Staff

Development

33. Is able to coordinate indi-
vidual educational and therapeutic
progams and activities of the
various temnnmmElems into a
comprehensive and consistent
plan.

34. Demonstrates an ability to
develop and implement activities
vidch are appropriate for hare and
center prograns.

35. Demonstrates knadledge of and
ability to plan and implement
formative and summative prognmn

evaluation.

A K E Priority

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 143

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

36. Demonstrates ability to
urnitor the progress of children
and staff toward fleeting program
gpals.

37. Able to plan safe, appropriate
early childhcod envirorments using

space, equipment and naterials to

foster cognitive, language, self-
help, social-enrtional, and motor
development to meet individmal

goals.

38. Is able to articulate criteria
for selecting curricula, nethods
and materials appropriate for
infants and /or pre-school age

children.

35(
Ch

N A 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO
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Oxpetency Rating Weakness/
Strength

Indicate Level
of Training
Needed aad
Priority of Need

39. Is able to write plans for
activities, lessons, and units for

groups of Children in appropriate
development areas at the infant

and/or pre-sdhool levels.

40. Can individual ize for

children within a group.

41. Demonstrates ability to group

children according to appropriate

criteria.

42. Includas cross cultural
considerations in devising and

implementing plans.

43. Maintains appropriate records

and adheres to confidentiality
policies.

44. Demonstrates skil: in utiliz-

ing a variety of behavioral and
effective approadhes to the manage-

ment of children's behavior at the

infant and/or preschool level.

45. Demonstrates an understanding

and skill in interpersonal
communication dynamics with
children, parents, professionals,

and others.

3 5

A
t

Prioritize
Strengths for

temsbering

Methode for Staff
Development

Priority

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO



r

Competency Rating Weakness Indicate Level of

Strength Traindng Needed and
Priority of Need

Prioritize
Strengths for
team sharing

Methods for Staff
Development

Ccetenc' Area:
Drkin witillParents

46. Denonstrates skill in
discussing with parents:

the needs of the family
the functioning levels of
their hpdicapped child

specific_ problems or
deficits

remediation strategies.

47. Listens to parents
responses and demonstrates ell-

pathy for parents feelings and

problems.

48, Demonstrates skill in
offering parents appropriate
suggestions for -facilitating
their handicapped dhild's
growth and development through
play activities.

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO
NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA. 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

A Priority

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

49. Provides written hone
programs for parents which are
appropriate in level and funct-
ionality for both the child
and the parents.

ati. 1 2 3 4 5 NO

50. Demonstrates ability to NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

instruct parents in develop-
mental, nutritional and hpnith
related aspects of education

51. Demonstrates skill in NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO
counseling parents and/or sib-
lings regarding problems relat-

w ed to having . a handicapped
co child in the family, and can

deal effectively with crisis.
36t



Conpetency Rating Weakness/
Strength

Indicate Level
of Training
Needed and
Priority of Need

52. Individualizes the program

for families depending on their
needs mad desires, strengths and

53. CAlides parents in the selec-

tion or creation of materials and

toys for their handicapped child.

54. Demonstrates an ability to
conduct perent discussion groups. .

55. Demonstrates an ability to

provide perent educatiaa infor-
mation to parents through a
variety of chdnnels.

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO
A

Prioritize
Strengths for
text Sharing

Methods for Staff

Developnr.nt

Priority

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 N3

NA. 1 2 3 4 5 NO

56. Is Able to conduct home visits

in a manner which takes, into
consideration the total family's

57. Is able to refer parents to
appropriate'cammunity services

when mebessary.

COmpetmacyArea:
Leaderihip:
58. Demonstrates an ability to

train parents, rofessionals, and
poraprofessionals in educational
procedures, such as observing and
assessing the child, and planning,
implementing and evaluating a

program.

(A)

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

1

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO



I Competency Rating Weakness/
Strength

Thdicate Level Prioritize Methods for Staff

of Training Stoengths for Development

Needed, and temn sharing

Priority of Need

59. DEmonstrates an understanaing NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

of regular presdhool classroom
operation.

60. Is able to plan and conduct
effective in-service training .

activities for regular pre-school

teachers.

61. Demonstrates skill in inter-

acting and counseling regular pre-

sdhool teadhers.

62. Uses appropriate techniques
sudh as modeling, prcapting,
assisting, cueimg, to train others

in new skills.

63. Uses effective measures to
pravide feeadk and-reinforcement
to persons being tauelt new skills

64. Demonstrates &kill in acting

as a IlAiwn betweea persons,
groups, or aggicies regarding
problems relatimg to handicapped

dhildren.

65. Demonstrates aa understanding

of the total service delivery
system and is able to work effec-
tively within the system as a
change agent.

36

A E Priority

NA '1 2 3 4 5 II) 4

NA 1 2 3 4 5 11)

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

IP

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO
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Oamfgtency Rating Weakness/
Strength

Indicate Level
of IYaining
Needed and
Priority of Need

A K

66. Is able to evaluate staffing NA 1 2 3 4 5 BO

needs with regard tl the number
and type of chEkr el. being served
and the type of program model be

implemEnted.

67. Is able to define and descri
various role descriptions within
the program.

E' Priority,

Prioritize
Strengths for

team Sharing

Methods for Staff

Development

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

68. Is able to define criteria fo NA 1 2 3 4 5

hiring staff.

69. Is able to develop formative NA 1 2 3 4 5

and sumnative evaluaticn measures
for children, staff and the total-

program.

.1

70. Is able to plan for individ- NA 1 2 3 4 5 Ni

ualized development, establishing
criteria for determination of needs
and value of training.

tenc Area:

trates knowledge of
the rationale for early interven-
tion.

72. Demonstrates knowledge of

agency goals, funding sotrces,

services, and personnel.

36 /
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NA 1 2 3 4 5 1\7)
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Ccepetency Rating Weakness
Strength

Indicate Level of
Training Needed and
Priority of Need

Prioritize Methods for Staff

Strengths for Development

team sharing

73. Demonstrates knowledge of,NA 1.2 3 4 5 NO

community services, agencies,
and resources important to
early childhood special ed-
ucation prngrams.

74. remonstrates lmowledge of

state and federal litigation
and legislation regarding ed-
ucation of exceptional

dren.

A Priority

NA 1 2 3 4 5 ND

75. Demonstrates Lmowledge of NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

alternative nrdels, program
designs, curricula, methods amc .

materials appropriate for young

handicapped children;

76. Demonstrates knowledge of NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO
researdh relevant to the devel-

opment and education of handi-

capped children.

77. Demonstrates knowledge NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

about concepts of sociolou of
the family, family develop-
ment, and family relaticnships.

Conpetency Area:

Affect
78. Demonstrates enthusiasm NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

when worldng with children
and families.

h.) 3 6 d
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Ccapetency Rating Weakness/
Strength

Lndicate Level
of Training
Needed and
Prinrity of Need

Prioritize
Strengths for
team sharing

Methods for Staff
Development

79. Demonstrates confidence
and ccaposure in maintaining
the learning environment.

80. Demunstrates patience and
understanding towand dhildren
and families.

81. Assumes initiative and
responsibility for accoaplish-
ing necessary program tasks.

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO
A K E Priority

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO,

82. Utilizes constructive
feedbaCk for personal growth
and deNelopment.

83. Recognizes and expresses
need for skills and information
ard seeks staff development
activities.

84. Shares idPas and skills
with other staff

85. Ddlibits honest respect
for
children
families
staff /

NA 1 2 3 4 5 ND

N A 1 2 3 4 5 ND

NA 1 2 3 4 5 NO

NA 1 2 3 4 5 ND
NA 1 2 3 4 5 ND
NA 1 Z 3 4 5 NU

86. Accepts responsibility \a 1 2 3 4 5 NO

for own actions.

87. Can examine own value kP 1 2 3 4 5 NO

system critically.

ns-
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NEEDS ASSESSHERI

Vera a supervisor or colleague utilizes an assessment instrument, care

should be taken that several observational opportunities be pLanned prior

to filling out the forms. Being rated by colleagues can be extremely threat-

ening amd could perhaps be done as a team "self"-assessment rather than peer

rating peer.

After completing the self assessments and supervisory assessments

Garland (1978) reconmends constructiag needs assessment grids. A grid can be

developed for eadh competency area, listing each competency dawn the side and

the rating across the top. The supervisor then tabulates how many staff mon-

hers have been rated at each level for eadh competency. See Figure 3. It

may be desirable to develop separate grids for information obtained frm

self-assessments and another for ratings done by the supervisor. This laay

help dhe supervisor to see patterns of variant perceptions.

Figure 3. Needs Assessment Grid

Area - Assessment

ten NO NA 1 2 3 4 5

Can develop lesson
plans based on
assessment findings

,

1 3 2

Caa task analyze
skills to be taught
to the child

1 1

Caa evaluate activities
to assess howwell lesson
objectives have been met

4 1 1

373
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In this section of the grid, it can be seen that there is same need for

training with each of the competencies. the ECH coordinator can look at the

overall grid and determine where there is a need for group training and where

Lndividual activities are appropriate. Fbr example, in Figure 3 the ECH

coordinator could determine that most of the staff, with one exception can

plan their activities for children based on assessment findings and, can task

analyze skills. The coordinator can work singularly with that one staff member,

rapresented as a 1 in the grid square, on options to develop this skill. The

coordinator can a'so see that four persons have deficient skills in assessing

the ac:tomplishments of children during a lesson* Same type of group learning

e)aperiences can then be planned to help staff develop these observational and

record keeping skills.

Prescriptime Planning

After the needs assessments are completed and the grid summarizing the

information is completed, planning for individual and gmbup staff development

activities can begin. The ECH coordinator, when consulting with each individual

staff member, will go over the needs assessment form filled out by the staff

member. The coordinator's perceptions of strengths and weaknesses can be

.discussed at the same time. Objective data obtained through observation should

be used whenever possible. Tbgether the coordinator and staff meriber determine

competency areas on which to focus during the year. Priorities for indivi-

aual training may be selected by examining priority rankingsmarked on the needs

assessaent form. If the supervisor's and staff members needs and priorities

differ, negptiatian can then take place. It is often udse to let the staff

member select one area on which to concentrate first. Niotimation to Change is

orten racilitatea ny tne element or seir-c:temadnaticch However, some compe-

tencies are sequencial and prerequisites must be addressed first. Also program

priorities may dictate the sequence.
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After targeting the priority competencies for professional growth,

the staff meaber and the ECH coordinator can work together to determine the

best nethcds by which to accomplish the attainment of these objectives. A

suggested timeline should also be discussed and at least tentatively planned.

The EaH coordinator can also summarize data fram the strengths column

of theneeds assessment form. It is important that staff makers get feed-

back the supervisor to reinforce the strengths that are observed. This

information will also prove useful as a beginning point for coordination of

training resources. By utili7ing internal staff as resources whenever

possible, self-confidence is strengthened and trainirig money can be used

for needed external resources, thereby expanding training potential. Staff

also deserve recognition for the knowledge and skills which they have demon-

strated in the program.

Group Needs

The staff as a. whole or a sub-cammittee of staff representatives may 4

be used to help analyze the assessaent grid for group training needs and to

assist in planning for the more global concerns. They can look for sets

of skiLls which may need to be addressed in combination and make sure that

planned activitiAs are. relevant. Priorities for group training efforts can

be determined by examining the needs assessment grid for squares with large

mamas in the "1" and "2" columns. The ECH coordinator can then select

those areas that are most important for effective program functioning. For

example, assessment concerns may be more relevant at the beginning of the

year than some less immediate concerns which could be addressed later in the

year.

p:Learning Alternatives

There are inaumerable ways in which knowledge and skills may be acquired.

The Accuni1ation and coordination of a variety of resources for staff devel-

dpment is an hawk:rant function of the coordinator.
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The primary responsibility of the staff development coordinator then

becomes "matching the identified prioritized staff development needs with

appropriate and available experiential and educational resources." (Klein,

1978, p 27). Provocative and challenging experiences will help motivate

staff. The coordinator needs to be able to provide aid, resources, and

materials to encourage continued growth. The entire community may be utilized

as a resource. The possibilities for learning alternatives are only limited

by the creative imaginations of the coordinator-and s2aff.

In choosing methods for accomplidhing stated stff development objectives,

ic is important to consider a training hierardhy. Particularly in a trandis-

ciplinary program model, not all staff members need the same level of com-

petence. It has been suggested that three levels of competence be considered

in planning for training:

-awareness

-working knowledge

-expertise
(Illinois Department of-Specialized Education Serviceg, 1979)

For instance, in an early intervention program with motorically involved or

delayed children, it is imperative that the occupational or physical therapist

have expertise in reflexes, motor development, and intervention techniques

for young handicapped children. The othermembers of the transclisciplinary

team need a working knowledge of reflexes, motor development and intervention

techniques so they can follow through on recommended strategies. The

principal of the school needs an awareness of the importance of reflexes,

motor development and intervention techniques so he can justify the hiring

of an occupational or physical therapist for the program. The implications

for training at these various levels are obviously different. The staff

development coordinator n2eds to plan for the various levels training re-
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quired. In addition, those individuals with demonstrated levels of expertise

need enrichroant opportunities through staff development. By offering a diverse

range of options for individuals and groups to acquire kncmiedge and skills at

levels of awareness, Tworking knowledge, expertise and enrichment, coordinator can

personalize staff development. Figure 4,pages329-330,describes various learning

alternatives and designates whether an alternattve is appropriate for al individ-

ual or a group and what level of training can be a'coomplished by the method.

-Seminars,olectures, courses, and conferences are appropriate for group

training efforts. They can provide basic current information, and with good

presenters or speakers can be very stimulating. Followup applicaticn of infor-

mation is usually lacking.

Eiscussion groups, shmulations, demonstraticns, workshops are usually more

active and inVolve application of knowledge to specific situtations. Howevea.,

they tend to be short "one/shot" activities again usually lacking follow-up.

Other group activities, such as curriculum and materials development maybe long

term projects.

Faikensteha (1977) recommends that whenever possible ccmmunity resources

should be used in an "action learning model". Mnternships in professional, busi-

neSs, political, or civic situations can provide valuable learning experiences

which may also have the added benefit of building morality awareness and support.

Staff exchanges and other on-the-jcb training experiences can be very effective

with planning, support and follow-up. Learning by "doing" as utilized in demon-

stration and practice workshops, shailaticns, tapings and in-classnoon consulta-

tion oma also provide opportunities for inmediate feedback which is so important

to learning.

Classroom research is another infrequently latilized approach to staff dev-

elopment which can assist staff hn determining effective training techaiques.

Individual aciivities such as reading specific materialt;, keeping goal-directed

journals, unrking at teacher centers, or observing and dlscusshngrmiameth66
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Figure 4. STAFF DEVELOWElT ALTERNATIVES MD EVALUATION METHODS
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e 4. STAFF DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES AND EVALIJTATION METHODS

Leve; of Ccxrpetence Evaluation Methods
Acqufsed

Learning
Alternatives
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4.3
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articles
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X X
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with collegues can be rewarding under facilitative guidance.

For those with a high level of expertise in most competency areas enrichment-

activities and involvement in leadership can be rewarding. Conducting workshops,

planning conferences, holding professional office, publishinearticles, and

assisting with staff development can provide means for continual growth and

professional developmerit.

- The m'st commonly usedtaff deveiopment alternatives such as lect

courses, workshops and conferences are primarily for developing "awar

a working knowledge of a topic. They can be made more effective by

other alternatives to supplement the activity in order to develop tbe

and

mg

nparlorl

"expertise". For example, ha an inservice workshop inwhich staff are learning

about reflexes and positioning techniques, staff might also 1) be provided with

relevant readings, 2) observe an O.T. or P.T. doing an individual assessment and

working with a child, 3) do simulations with dolls, or 4) help keep a journal

of their observations of their children's performance when in different positions

in a classroom or ha the home. Follow-up is also essential if actual transfer and

generalization is to take place. It is:suggested that some type of follow-up

consultation take place to provide feedback and reinforcement o the staff. TVs

can be done through direct consultation in the classroom, or by deotaping staff

with children and f,,Litea-and reviewing the tapes in later individua grow

problem-solving stions.

A veryleffe4re.personalized staff development plan can be developed by care-

fully assesstlz1s)) level of staff needs and then workirz, #.ogether to deteimine

what coobinations of activities will lead to the achievemt-of stated objectives.

It is emphasized that,staff development activities ghould be viewed holistically

rather than as a fragmented, iso1ated events. A transdisciplinary, ecological

appiroach to training is recommended.

There are advantages and disadvantages to eadh alternative, so it is important
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that in the case of individual staff needs each option be carefully discussed.

The specifics of what is to be accomplished and how it will be accanplistied need

tope given careful consideration and put into writing. For group efforts it is

necessary for careful planning with staff input to take place.

In the process of determining which alternatives are the most appropriate

consideration should be given to the following:

1) efficiency and effectiveness

2) cost-effectiveness

3) interest level

4) motivational-factors/reinforcement

5) necess4prerequisite knawledge on skills

6) support needed

7) time involved

8) need for follow-up

9) scheduling prOblems

10) generalizability

.11) staff supervision time required

12) special eciuipment or materials necessary

13) hn vidual learning styles

14) available resources

ENALUATION .

Appiication of knowledge ane skills is the ultimate goal of staff develop-

vent, most planned activities need to result in same observable dhange in

behavior. traticn and verbalization of new or better competence on the

pert of staff/members is an indication of-successful staff,develormmt.
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Wnen the coordinator and staff umber are nesting to discuss the needs

assessment and planning the learning altermatives in which the staff member will

participate,'it is also important to plan how growth will be evaluated. Each

staff member needs to be responsible for recording his/her own. progresetoward

the mutually determined objectives. Regularly scheduled superVisory dessions

may also be outlined. These sessions may involve ol_lervation of the staff

manber while on the job with a review meeting afterwards. Informal ongoing

discussions of progress can also be effective.. The coordinator/supervisor must

maintain an atmosi3here which is supportive of growth rather than demanding

or threatening.

Figure 4 on pages 329.5and 330 delineates a variety of evaluation methods that

might be used to assess progress for each of the learning alternatives presented.

Again various combinations of techniques may'be desirable.

One of the most commonly utilized methods of evaluation is.the pre/post

test. Ibis type of assessment is effective in Treasuring change in the level

of knowledge on a particular subject, but usually does not reveal whether the

information is able to apply to work situations. 1T:mse type of tests are given

right before and after a tnaining session and are usuall5Plimited to short

answer responses which do not adequately assess integration of information or

long term retention of informatim. They are quick and eaay to administer, and

criterion for success are easily established. However, most staff do not like

taking tests.

Another method of assessing a group is by follow-up discussion. New

awarenesser. and application of principles can be informally shared in problem

solving sessions. Thi coordinator can observe chmges in attitude ana applica-

tion of knadedge by directing discussion ofr'kissues to the application to the

progran. Fox; example, after an inservice on the importance og parent involvement,
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the coordin.ator mi.ght follow -up with. a staff discussion on. parent inVolvenent

in their program. Staff (mad be called upon. to apply new knowledge by planning

for cheoges in the existing program. By listening to staff input the coordinator

can infoimally assess each staff meters attitudes and ability to apply the

new information. Additional staff development activities okparent involvement

may then be added as needed.

Tndividual or small group discuSsions with the coordinator can also

provide informal assessment for staff when the total staff is not participating

in the inservice activities. Discussions can be quite supportive and can allow

for application of knowledge. They are also less threatening than tests.

When specific skills axe being learned an interaction analysis model is

often helpful. The coordinator_use a checklist or observational guide to

assess the behaviors which the st'aff mother is demonstrating. Interaction

analysis Ls particularly useful for evaluating interpersonal interactions

between a child and a staff member, a staff member and a parent, or staff

members with each other. For example, after a series of inservice workshops

on communication skills in which participants have read materials, listened

to lectures, viewed video tapes, and simulated conferences, the coordinator

should evaluate staff members acquired "expertise. By observing actual confer-

ences between staff rmembers and parents, or viewing a video tape of the confer-

ence, or listening to 'an audio tape the coordinator can assess the degree to

which staff members demonstrate the necessary skills. The staff member can then

either be congratulated for utilization of good communication skills or, if

inadequate skills are demonstrated, be channeled into further staff development

activities.

Ut11-17ation of logs or staff jam-nals is an effective way for staff to be

involved in their own assessment. 'By keeping a journal on daily activities

staff can documnt growth toward development a particular proceb., skill.



Often staff do not realize the changes wbdch occur over thme. A journal can

help staff to do a self-analysis of strengths and weaknesses as well as a self-

assessrent of progress toward objectives. It is important that the staff mother

be given enough information and guidelines on what to document. If, for in-

stanoe, a staff member is working on improving behaviormanagement techniques

in the classroom, the coordinator might provide guidelines on the types of

information to include in the journal - size of groups, constellation of groups,

time a group activities, antecendents bo consequences of negative behaviors,

etc. Ongoing conferences TAth the supervisor to discuss the material in the

journal is important to facilitate problem-solving 'and continued growth.

Mach information can be gained through site visits, travel, attending

conferences external lecture series and workshops, semdnars and university

course work. Wheaever Possible this information should be shared with other

staff. When making site visits or traveling to other locations to observe

different programmatic approaches, it is useful to develop the obdectives of

the visit, develop questions end an observation guide ahead of time. The

information gained is then easily summarized. Knowledge gained through ex-

termal, structured formats can either be assessed by observation of acquired

skills or through informal seminars on site. Much of the information gained

at conferences, seminars, etc. helps staff gain the "working knowledge" of a

topic. It is appropriate for;them to demonstrate this newknowledge in some

ueywhich is meaningful. Preparaticn of a inservice workshop on the topic

cantualp staff to consolidate and integrate new information more fu4y. Staff

evaluation of the workshop or training session can constitute assessment of

competence.

The development of products for use in the program is another news of

evaluation. Depending on the knowledge and skills which have been targeted,

the following examples of products might serve as evaluation of growth:
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-curricula

- specialized toys, games, or materials

-specialized equipment

-a slide tape show or filmstrip

-a video tape

-parent information packets

-parent education modules

The effectiveness of,the product when used within the program can serve

asthe measure:of success.

The on-going collection of data with respect to a particular staff develop-

tient objective is another method which can be used to evaluate professional

dhange. Many different forms of data collection can take place. Gathering

baseline data and charting increases or decreases in behavior can be done by

staff on themselves as well as an their dhildren. Other forms.of data aan

be collected with regard to'

-thne spent with'individual dhildrel

-ttmP spent with.groups

-number of skills developmentally

-sequenced or task: apalyzed

-mAber of contacts with parents

-amount of carmunicAion with team members

-thne spemt cave:riots activities

-etc.

The coordinator/supervisor can help staff to select progran facets which can

be measured and analyzed. After desired changes are deTermined and plans for

&Image implimented, Continuous Or probe data collection methods can be insti-

tuted.to record progress. !Involving staff in the data collection process nakes

the informatiaamoreneaningful and also serves as a motivational factor.

\law tapes or audio tapes can serve as both pre-and post-test wasures
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as well as training methods. Audio-visual methods are invaluable and whenever

possible slimuld be utilized in conjunction with other methods for both planning,

implementing, mid evaluating professional growth. plans. Me team should also

be used in much the sane way. They can act as a support system and also provide

clinical evaluation through peer critiquing of .specifir skill areas. For

example, the speech therapist on the team can help identify targets for irnprove-

ment for other team members in the area of speech and language. He/She can

also help plan and carry <out inservice training activities. At appropriate

times the speech therapist can also help team I:umbers to evaluate their

professional growth in this area. Often the use of video tapes by team members

in the vari4is phases of staff development is an.,>excellent method of both

indivichig1 growth and team functioning. Video tapes can also be

valuable inservice sessions for future use with other teamused to reco

members or o --connunity agencies.

The optimal staff development assessment plan will incorporate supervisor

eValuation, self-evaluation, and colleague critiquing. The appropriate use of

each of the previously discussed nEthods of evalulation by these various

program personnal will contribute to a coaprehensive evaluation system. Both

formative and sanative measures of staff development will contribute greatly

to the .overall program evaluation.

The assessnEnt, planning, inplenentation and evaltetion phases should be

an ongoing cycle. Evaluation may reveal the need to return to the planning

phase. The staff development process should be viewed as continuous, incre-

mental, and responsive to individual and group needs. Therefore, staff also

need an opportunity to have.input into the evaluation of the staff development

ccxmponent on a regular basis.:

Guidelines for Staff DevelOment,

1. Staff development needs to be a fundanental °opponent of the program

not an extraneous activity, with a person responsible for coordinating training
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vilo has sufficient Hue amd skills to do a. qualityjcb.

2. Staff development should be viewed as a supportive rather than critical

approadh to individual and group growdn.

3. Competency based'staff development lends itself to individualization

and ueasurements.

4. Competencies should reflect the all areas of the program and include

attitudes, knowledge amd'skills caumensurate with program philosophy amd

ctdectives.

5. A. wide variety Of alternatives should be available for individual and

group learning at dhe levels of awareness, working knowledge, expertise, amd

enrichment.

6. Staff needs should be identified by a variety of netbods, including

interview, questionnaires, and observations, as well as group discussian and

temm observations.

7. Staff should be involved in developing a written plan of learning

alternatives appropriate to their needs Nalich will result Jr' professiamal

gnawdh.

8. Staff should be involved in planning evaluation methods as well as

documenting their own growth.

9. Provision should he made for debriefing sessions after training and

feedbadk to staff on a regular basia.

10. Thme and compensation should be considered in planning far staff

development .

11. Staff development also needs to neet the needs of paraprofessionals,

volunteers, and parents.

12. Utilizati-In of community resources as well as internal resources can

nnxinize training efforts.
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((
13. An:adequate training budget is needed for ongoing staff development.

14. Competence should be rewarded.

15. Staff develognent should be viewed as an continuous, responsive process.

16. Professimals servIng children and families should be imnlved in

training whenewr possible.

17. Effectiveness is best evaluated by demonstrated canpetence.

38,)
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NINE

EVALUATION

Nhi1e decisians are (or should be) basedOn'data, decisiontnaking is

a

separate from data collection and in%Ivesipeople and values as well as

numbers" (Deno and Makin, p. 19, 1977).

In days of economic distress it is often human service programs which

are cut or reduced. Innovative programs or programs which are not "tradi-

tional" components of education, such as early intemention programs are

often the target of efforts to elhminate essential programs. Their continua:.

don-can anly be justified if well llanned and comprehensive evaluations have

documented their worth and effectiveness. In additian, dhere is growing con-

cern throughout education for greater accountability to justify expenditures.

Evaluation can be described as the objective judgement of the worth of

scmething, usually in terms of its adequacy, effectiveness or costs. Pro-

ducts, processes or individunl performance are usually evaluated in educational

programs.

Anderson and Ball (1975) identify six major purposed for program evalua-

t ion:

1) to contribute to decisions about programs installation;
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2) to contribute to discussions about progran continuation,

expansion, or certification;

3) to oantribute to.decisions about program modifications:

4) to obtain evidence to rally support for.a program:

5) to obtain evidence to rally oppostion to a program; and

6) to contribute to the understanding of basic psychological, social

0

and other processes.

Renzulli (1975) states that "the general purpose of'evaluation is to

gather, analyze, and diSseninate information that can be used to make deci-

sions about educationhl programs. EValuation should be directed toward action

that hopefully will result in 'the improvement of services to students through

the continuation, mozlification, or elimination of conditions whidh effect

4

learning."(p. 2). 4

program evaluation can be thought of as analogve to child evaluation. It

dhould be "diagnostic", indicatiog the strengths and weaknesses of the program

as well as providing the basis of decisions which will lead to positive growth.

Towand this end, the purposes ofprogram evaluation as outlined by Renzulli

(1975) include:

1) to discover whether and how effectively the Objectives of a program

are being fulfilled.

.2) to discover nplanned and unexpected consequences that are resulting

ru particular program practices;

3) to deteanine the underlying policies and related tivities that

contribute to success or failure in particular areas;

4) to provide continuaus in-process feedback at internediate stages

throughout the course of a progran:

5) to suggest realistic, as well as ideal, alternative courses of action

for programmodification (p. 6).
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In order to adequately accamplidh the above objectives, it is necessary

to lodeat two types of informaticn. Informaticn utich is gathered in an on-
,

going matm ier or at ntermediate stages in order to discover deficiencies and

successes is necessary far formative evalu'ation. Sympetive evaluation, on the

other hand, is ccncerned with looking-at overall program effectiveness. Form-

ative evaluation data is used to measure both the students' and program's"

gress tamand accomplishing their objectives: Summative evaluatian data masures

the end result of the students' and the progran's gradth and is used to deter-

mine the fate of the progran. Figure 1, belm, ccupares the characteristics of

these two types of evaluation.

Figure 1

irison of'Formative and Strmative Evaluation

FEATURE

1. . Principle purpose

2., Schedule, of use

3. Evaluative
Style

4. Normal
Evaluators

5. Consumers of
avaluation

FORMATIVE
EVALUATION

developmental improve-
ment of a program or
product wo.

continual.; nata fed

ba& into development-
al cycle .

rigorous, systematic
diagnosis

internal staff or sup-
portive consultants
hired by progran or
product developers

program designers and
staff, product devel-
opers, "hnsiders"

SUMATIVE
EVALUATION

judgpent of the overall
worth of program or pro-
duct

normally, when program
is completed or product
finished; or at go-no go,
fund-no fund decision.

rigoroua, systematic
comparative, or using
absolute standards.

external, non-partisan
'personnel or internal
staff

market ccnsumers, fund-'
ing agencies, "outsiders' .

Fran Handbook for Measuremait and Evaluation in Early Childhood
Educaticri by Willian L. Goodwin and Laura A. Driscoll, San Fran-
cisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1980. Based on Scriven's



ThroUghout the life of a program, both fonnative and summative evaluation

need to take place. In eary childhood special education it l.'s recOmmended that

the progran components be exanined using both formative and summative evaluation

techniqbes. Services for children, services for families, staff development are

important program ampalents (Suar and Vanderviere, TADS, 1978).

In addition, coordiwtion f auminity services and, for grant fundedpro-

jects, derwnstratiai and dissaninatiai may also be hmportant components to

evaldated. Within eadh component various models Are ma:emended for structuring

the analysis of data. Regardless of the terminology employed, however, most

models examine 1) what resources and conditions contribute to program objec-

tives, 2) what events take place to accomplish necessary objectives, and 3)

what took place as a result of the program. ,

Stake (1967) suggests that at each level of evaluation observations and .

should be compared to the initial intents of the program. The resulting coat-

parative dat4 When analyzed in relaticr to accepted standards provide the basis

far judgments concerning progran decisions.

Figure 2-

Comparison of Varibus Models of'Evaluation

Component

St ake' s
i

Countenance
Mbdel

Provus4

Discrepancy
Evaluation,

Mbdel

Stufflebean'
Mbdel

Eash's .

Differentiated
Model

Saurez and
Vandeviere
TADS Model

I. Services for'
Children

II, Services for .

Parents

II. Staff
revelopment

IV. Cbordination
of Resources

V. remonstration/
Disseminati on

Antecedents

. .

Input
Cbntext Eval-
uationanput
Evaluation Effort

Ratior4e
Descriptf.

Transactions Process
Process
EValUation

Reaction

Effect

0

,

Outcomes

.

,

Output

.

Product
Evaluation

.,

,

.

.

Changes

,

4
Efficiency



.
Eash (1971) also suggests that the types of data gathered at each level of

the models described in Figure 2 will vary depending an the phase of its evolution

in whial the program is funCtioning. Differential evaluation would take place in:

1) the "initiatory" stage, when a program is being planned and conceptualized;

2) the "developmental" stage Tsben t4 program is actually implemented; and

3) the "integration': stage when the program becomes an internal part of the

existing program.

Figure 3, page 346 depicts exam(les of evaluation questions (evaluation con-

cerns in questicn farm) that might be raised at each level in each stage of pro-

gram evaluation. The model utilized is compounded fram elements of the models in

FlgUre 2.
o

Program evaluation is an integral part of the program and should always be

p1ai .prior to the implementation,of the project. Several key questions need

to be asked at the time of planning for Aluation:

1) Why is the evaluatian being conducted?

2) Who will receive the evaluation,information?

(Who are'the decision-makers?)

3) What kind of information do the decision-makers need?

(In what evolutionary stage is the programa)

4) What type of formative evaluation data is needed?

5) What type of suamative evaluation data is needed?

6) What instruments are nseded to gather necessary data?

7) When should the data be gathered?

8) How will data be analyzed?

9) Who will do the 6a1uation?

345
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Figure 3

Evaluatica at Devel

Initiatog

Input Wnat camunity /agencies
have been involvqd in
progran planning?

Vhat has been the con-
tributions to planning
of the vmrious'agencies?

t Stages Within Each

Developrental

What are the program
objectives?

Where has financial
support of the pro-
gram. emanated?

level*

Intwated

What data is available
to document the effect
of the prograh on exist
ing program components?

What data is available
to assist in long-range

planning?

Process What formal and informal
.nechanisms have been
initiated to ensbre cam-

prehensive programs?

What have been the im-
pediments to organizing

the progam0

Product Does the planning ccm-
mittee have a plan of
action with a lifetime

far activities?

What have been the
activities utilized
to meet objectives
for dhildren?

What have been the
activities organized

to provide-support
to parents?

What ongoing =chards:11s
have been established
to ensure quality pro-

grams?

What plans have been
impleuented to expand
dissendnation of pro-

gram information?

What have been the
effeCts of the pro-
gram on thec.chil-

dren servmd?

What have been the
effects of the pro-
gram an families
served?

Is say provision uade
for studying long term
effects?

Have there been any un-
anticipated effects?

Efficiency Given the amount of
thme and mcney in-
vested has a useful
product emerged?

Aft

How does the cost
per child compare
to comparable pro-
grams in the state?

What is the projection
for uaintenance of.the

Program?

*Adapted frau Fash, 1971

,Why Evaluate

The question of why the evaluation is being conducted 'is important as

administrators, staff, parents and outside agencies ârkin with the project

will all be called upon to provide data. It is important that all parties con-

cerned understand the rationale far evaluation and perceive its usefulness to

346
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them individually. A commitment to follow through an conducting the formative

and summative neasurements is necessary or the whole evaluation design, and

chnsequently the progran, could be destroyed for lack of sufficient data. just

as tmportant is the oannitment al the part cf all parties, particularly adminis-

trators and staff to utilize information gained from evaluations and actually

nodify programs based on feedback fran evaluations. Many times administrators

want to see ally the evaluation' data which is fa4orable to the existing systems.

However,an openness to self-emaminaticn which may point out deficiencies ar

gaps is essential to the development of an effective program.

Who are the recipients of evaluation who will receive the evaluation tn-

formation, and what will they do with it? The major groups calm-tied with

evaluati:m results include:

- parants

staff

- administrators

- school board

- state and/or federal agencies

- can:unity agencies and organizations

Different types of information are of interest to the various groups. For

example, parents are not only interested in how much their child progressed;

they may also want to know how other parents felt about the program or what nod-

ifications are planned to meet their unmet needs. Teachers may want to know

what envinmmental changes won:Id-enhance their classroan's effectiveness while

speech therapists may want information about the'effectiveness of individual

versus group instructi6n. Administrators may be concerned with cost efficiency

and program.effectiveness as well as staff training needs. lbe school board may

want information on continuation of the progran, the implications for long-range
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pLanning, as well as ponsuner satisfaction. Cther connunity agencies may want

informatim relating to overlaps or gaps in service and on the impact of their

involvement

By analyzing the nature of the groups who will receive evaluation data, a

comprehensive evaluation design can be plamed to emcompass the needs of all

interested persons and gnoups. The lack of such thoughtful plaanhng may lead to

gathering information for only one group (the funding agency) to the exclusion

of others cittomdght be important advocates and support-groups at the critical

time of the question of proan continuation.

Components to EValuate

As previously mentioned, there are several critical components that need

to be addressed hn evaluation:

services to parents

services to children

staff development

coordination of community resouroes

demonstration/dissemination (for grant

funded projects)

Documentation in these areas is crucial. TADS/WESENR refer to documenta-

tion as "the process of recording the design, activities, and acconplishments

of a program. Documentation fonms the foundation of a project's evaluation in

that it provides both the description of the progran and many of the restats.

It also substantiates the contents of progress reports and continuation pro-

posals. Finally, cbcurentation provides the substance for Products, demonstra-

tion and information naterials which includes brochures, speeches, workshops,

and the like" .(p. 3).

Suarez and Vandeviere (1978) recommend that docurentation in each area

should include:

-348
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1) the rationale, or the framework for selection of strategies,

2) a descriptian of Services provide4 and their outcames.

3) the reaction of people to,the services, their perceptions of

and satisfaction with the quality'and quantity of activities.

4) the changes whith haw occurred in people and/or activities after

participation in the project. The following chart, Figure 4,

indicates the type of documentation whith may be needed in eadh

area.

Types-of data needed

The types of formative and summative data needed can be determined by

addresshag the needs of the decision-mnichg and potential "advocacy" groups and

also by exanhaing the stated'objectives of the progran. Eada of the program's

ajectives need to be addressed in the evaluation plan. A variety of nethods

may be: needed to adequately assess the progran's effectiveness hn accomplishing

its objectives. For example, a progran objective might state:

"Ninety percent of the children served will accomplish seventy percent

of the stated objectives in their I/E.P.'s without one year."

To adequately evaluate this objective, both formative aad summative measures

wculd be needed. During the year, staff should maintain an-going assessment

data to enable them to modify the dhild's program as needed to increase the

rate of growth. Sanmative measures will address the child's total growth at

the end ok the year.

However, impm-tant additional information should also be gained in relation

to that objective. For instance,

-Uhat strategies seemed most effective in interventLan?

-Did the parents see the same growth at home as the staff did

at school? In other words, did the skills generalize?

-What There the problens encountered which hindered growth?
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-Ubat envirmmental conditions most facilitated growth?

-Was input from other agencies helpful?

-Do parents efforts at follow througlh make a difference in

the rate of growth?

-and SO On . . .

If just the accomplishment of the program objective is evaluated, much

valuable informatim will not be obtained. Thus the variables and parameters

related to each objective need to be studied to -determine important inter-

relationships among haputs, processes and outputs which may have implications

for program hmprammeat.

The instruments used to gatt--evalation data are extremely hmporteat.

Ube of poorly designed or inappropriate devises way yield inadequate data (at

best) or even worthless data. The program evaluator needs an extensive back-

ground in tests and measurement. Whalever possible existhag reputable instru-

ments should be used. As in the case of individual child assessment, instill-

meats should be

-valid

-reliable

-appropriate to the population

-practical (in adainistration and interpretation)

However, estaiashed instruments do not need to be utilized for every as-

pect of evaluation. Many instruments may need to be constructed to obtaha in-

formation utidh is-unique to the evaluation needs of the program. Question-

naires, rating scales, check lists, interview schedules, logs, anecdotal re-

cordhag systems, inventories and observational systems are all frequently used

tools in lboth formative and suamative evaluation.

Analysis of data involves breaking down the information gathered into

areas so that relationships can be seen between and among programvariables.

.s 151
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TWo types of data analysis are commonly utilized, logical analysis and statis-

tical analysis (Renzulli, 1975).

Logical analysis involves tdking descriptive data and lodking for pat-

terns trends and implications. Anecdotal records or information from open-

ended questionnaires is often analyzed in this fashion.

Statistical qnalysia can be used to describe characteristics of groups in

relation to particular variables. Means, standard deviations, medians, percen-

tiles, stanines, are examples of statistical data which maybe used to describe

a population. Inferentaicn statistics are then used to ascertain whether the

differences between scores are significant. Tests of statistical significance

include T - tests, analysis of variance and oovariance, and multiple regression.

It is important that the evaluator have a working knowledge of the uses

and limitations of suth statistical devises, so as to plan appropriately for

what information needs to be obtained. Statistical analysis is most useful in

summative valuation, and in trying to isolate variables whidh May be having an

effect on certain outccues. Again the audience should be kept in mind in pre-

senting statistical data. Ibis data may need to be described in lay terms, but

supported by the statistical methodology.

In plamaing for both formative and summative evaluation, decisions need to

be made around when data will be collected. It is wise to plan key fonmative

evaluations early so that information obtained will be useful for making program

improvements within that school year. Fbrmative evaluations are done for the

purpose of providing an on-going basis of decision-making concerning the services

being provided to dnildren and their failies. By spacing evaluations carefully,

knowledge gained may lead to important chdnges.

. For example, if after the first quarte:r of the year; a) parents are sur-

veyed to determine their level of satisfaction with program options; b) counts

are made of:parental involvenent in prognmn options; c) and data cn parent
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follow-through is examined - factors may be identified which will allow for

changes to be made to increase participaticn of both parents. The analysis

of data may reveal the need for transportathon, day care and eveniAg aad

ideekend options which may necessitate changhag staffing patterns and sarvice

delivery options. If these checks aren't done early, the information will

eftd up hn summative evaluation - and thus changes will be made in the fol-

lowing year - with the possible consequence that children aad familiestnight

not make as rapid progress as they would have had the changes been made

earlier.

kho Evaluates

The question of who should do the evaluaticn is important a; it is nost

desirable for the evaluator to be involved from the very beginning of pro-

gram planing. In this way the evaluation can tacarporate a comprehensive

evaluation system suited to the objectives of the program, with appropriate

fonnative measurement instruments ready to be operationalized from the begin-

ning of the program.

The following section is offered as an example of haw to plan for the

summative evaluatian of early childhood special educatian programa. The

format used examines 1) evaluaticn questions, 2) the sources of data which

night ansder the question, 3) the method(s) to be used for data collection.

4) how data will be analyzed, aad 5) when the information will be gathered.

Each of the components is subdivided into ireas of concentration.

I. Services to children

A. Child Find

B. Assessment

C. Program

II. Services to families
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A. Due proaess

B. Parent. support

C. Parent involvement

D. Parent eduzatima

III Staff development

A. Preservice/ha-service

B. Staff evaluatiaa

IV. Coordination of community resources

V. Demonstration/dissemination

The evaluatiaa design is offered as a starting point Bar programs and is

meant to provide examples of important concerns that deserve attention in

planning for evaluatiaa. Specific instruments are not recommended as these

need to be selected according to individual needs of programs. The data

gathered in this summative evaluatian should provide inBannation caacerning

overall program effectiveness as well as areas for program modificatim.

Formative Evaluation

The majority of evaluation concerns in the previous chart are summative-'

in nature. They provide us with an overview of the strengths and weaknesses

of the program. But perhaps even more essential is the evaluation data

gathered by staff throughout the year. (Caldwell, 1977) state that fonmative

evaluatiaa can provide the data necessary to make decisions concerning daily

practices which affect children and their families. Hawn (1979) identifies

the advantages of formative evaluatian as:

1) allowing for mare rapid detection of problems;

2) allaaing a. means for evaluating growth in children

as it occurs;

3) providing the teacher with up-to-date feedbadk;

4) resulting ha earlier changes in programs;

5) resulting in mare rapid growth ha children.
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Perhaps the most important formative evaluation is that which measures

the handicapped child's progress &am day-to-day. There are many instruments

available to pravide growth information including criterion-referenced tests,

teacher nade task analyses, and precision teaching instruments. For addition-

al information see Chapter 6 an Curriculum). The usefulness of these instru-

nents is to facilitate observation of the dhild's progress. If progress is

not occurrhng as rapidly as would be expected, then something is wrong and

needs to be changed. On-going child assessnent can raise the red flag-for

staff to look again at what is happening within the child's enviranment (or

perhaps within the dhild ha the case of a degenerative disorder).

There are, however, many other aspects of the program that are worthy of

formative evaluation. Staff could improve their effectiveness if they would

analyze the variables affecting various aspects of the progran and determine

the relationships among them. At the classroau level, there are many environ-

mental parareters that affect the final behavioral results seen in the child,

the parents and the staff.

Inputs Outputs

Classroom environment. Child behaviors

-Physical environnent Parents Behaviors

-Interpersonal environment Staff Behaviors

-0Jrricu1um

-Schedule

-Children

-Parents

-Staff

-Therapies

Under each of these areas, variables can be identified which will have an

effect cn the others and an the outputs. Harms (1979) identifies maw of
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these variables. With some mcdifications these include:

Physical Environment

-sound level

-materials-number type developmental level

-arrangement

-availability of materials

-variety of areas

-displays

-equipment

Interpersonal Environment

-matual respect

-time spent with 1ndividuA1 children

-time spent with groups

-time spent in directing children

-handling of conflicts

Curriculum

-range

-developmental level

-indivichal vs group

-child NB. teacher initiated

-use of play

Schedule

-tine sequence

-appropriate to age

-appropriate to level

-appropriate to handicap

-variation in grouping

-flexibility

-tine for parents
, 351
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Other variables affecting outputs include:

Children

-age range

-handicap

-severity

-normal models

Parents

-degree of acceptance of handicap

-employment

-flexibility of schedule

-commitment

- attitude

Staff'

-training'and experience

-role responsibilities

-philosophy

- commitment

-flexibility

- attitudes

Therapies/Specialized training

-speech therapy

-physical therapy

-occupational therapy

- psychotherapy

-mobility training

It is extremely important that teachers understand that they make forma-

tive evaluation decisions almost every day. Any changes that are made in the

child's environment or program are made after evaluating concerns relating to

4 tj
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the aforementioned variaBleb. Therefore, the outputs of child, parent and/or

staff behaviors taFe strongly influencedl by these evaluations decisiong.

Staff should.be encouraged to conduct mini 'research" projects to deter-

mine how different variables can imract on the program to achieve more effec-

tive results.

Guidelines for EvalUation

1. The evaluation design should flow logically fran the stated objec-

tives of the program.

2. The.evaIuation design should be logical and consistent.

3. Measurements obtained should be appropriate to the Statedneeds ami

objectiyes.

4. Procedures fbr data collection should be carefully delhaeated

(Bourgeois, 1971).

5. Both formative and summative evaluation measures should be incorpor-

ated fram.the beginning of the prognam.

6. With formativeevaluation measures,, systematic feedback rnechani.sms

must be developed so that information reaches decision makers in time

tp neke chaages.

7. Decision makers at each level of decis.:.an-making respcnsibility must

make a commitment to incorporate needed changes, based on Evaluation

data.

8. Information Should be gathered on activities that can be tiodified.

9. Methods of data analysis shoulebe outlined.

10. Avoid logical and statistical errors in design or interpretation by

utilizing persbnnel or cbnsultants who are krdedgeb1e in tests

and measuremEnts , or by utilizing eatablished instrurents.
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I. Services to Children

A. Child Find

Evaluaticn Questicn
=C11111101mcwommaw

Source of rata Data Collectiod Method Data Analysis Uben Gathered

Has joint planning taken
place Emig agencies
serving children and
their anilies?

-Child Find Coordinator Documentation of meeting;
delineation (of roles aid

responsibilities, formal
and informal commitments .

-

Descriptive

analysis
Cn-gO-lhg--tjbjfj-
stninary annually

Have procedures been inple-
rented to inform the can-
amity about: -

a. importance cf early
intervention

b. availability ofrmograms
c. parent/child rights
d. early warning sigps

-Coordinator of Child
Find activities

Docummtation of newaper
articles, film clips, T.V.
radio advertisements,
meetings, brochures and
their distribution

Descriptive

, analysis

Data collected
in an on-going
manner and sum-
marized annually

lkya effective have the

(.3 awareness efforts been?
um
I1)

-Parents in the can-

uppity,:
-agencies'serving
family'

Survey of parents by
teimphone, random ques-
tionnaire survey

Survey of cannunity
agencies

Summary data of nuiterof
referrals and source
of referral .

rescriptive and
statisfical an-
alysis

Have procedures for
locating all preschool
Children been implemented?

/How effective are the
location procedures

-Child Find Coordintitor Docunentation of proce-

dures

Analysis of per-
centage of popula-
tion fand

Annually

Documentation at
the ..ccnclusion

of activities

-Hospital birth rates
-Kindergarten records
-Screening results

Comparison of numbers of
children screened with
birth rate and school
records

rescriptive plus
percentage esti-

'uates

Arnual

Is the identificatian/
referral process effective

408

-Child Find Coordinator
-Progran Coordinator

Comparison of nurber of
children referred with
the number diagnosed

Statistical analysis Annual

-Now



I. Services to Children:

B. Assessment

Evaluation Questions

.

Source of Data

.

.

rata Collection Method Data Analysis When Gathered

-

'Have procedures been es Program Coordinators
tablished for =ducting
individual assessments?

Documentation of procedures,
miters of children evalu-
bated, types of instrurents,
staff, etc.

Descriptive On-going data col-
lecticn, sunnarized,
yearly

,

04 ,o

.

Are assessment proce- -Progran Coordinators

dares in ccepliance
with federal, state and

local requirements?

Comparison of procedures
witn fedwal, state, local
guidelines

Descriptive Annual

How effective are as- -Progran Coordinators

sessment procedures? -Teachers
-Parents

Interviews, questiamerfres
(post staffing) to eeter-
mine if information .ra.s
helpful. .

Comparison of assesarent
data to classroom

Descriptive Intermittent
(quarterly) checks

Have procedures for con- -Program Coordinator

ducting a staffing been
implanented?

Dxunentation of prccedtres,
who is involved, anckric of
tine spent, records, rt. ..

Descriptive AnnPal

Are staffing procedures -Program Coordinator
in compliance with fed-
eral and state require-
ments?

Comparison of procedawa
with federal and stant
guidelines

Descriptive Annually



I. Services to Children
B. Asses=Ent

Evaluatiai Questions Source of Data Date Collection Method Date Analysis When Gathered

How effective are the
staffing procedures?

-Program Coordinator
-Teachers
-Parents

Interview or questionnaire
distributed to participants-
of staffings.

Tally the umber of appeals
Follow-up with teachers
to ascertain if placement
was appropriate.

Descriptive plus
percentages

Collected through-
out the year.
Suimarized armually

Are the I.E.P.'s
developed
for each child
appropriate?

-Program Coordinator
-Teachers
-Parents

Survey of parents and
teachers.
amber of changes made
after staffing.

Descriptive, Hcw
changes are nec-
ess,itated. Satis-

faction with I.E.P.s

Annual

ta.1
C71
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I. Services to Chil&en
C. Progran

Evaluation Questions -Source of Data Data Collection Method Data Analysis When Gathered

Has a full range of ser-
vices been implenented?

.= Program Coordinator Documentation of range of
options available, number
of children participating
in each option, staff al-
locations.

Descriptive Annual

Is there evidence that
the learning environment
is maximally effective?

Are the methods and ac-
tivities used by staff
maximally effective in
achieving Children's
goald and objectives?

- Staff
- Parents
- Program Coordinator
- Outside evaluator

Survey staff and parents
through interview and
questionnaire. On-site

review by coordinator
or e4pertusing observaticn
guide.

Descriptive data fran
observaticn tools,.

Descriptive data sun-
marizing surveys.

As needed when
questions arise.

Once mid year and
end of year.

-*Staff Test of performance of
child based cn CRT and
norm-referenced instru-

ment .

Descriptive and sta-

tistical analysis

Ongoing and sun-

mary of perform-
ance at year end

Is there evidence that
the content ald sequence
of the curriculum is
developmentally approp-
riate?

- Staff Child progress and docu-
mentation that the cur-
riculum is sequential and
based on learning theory.

Descriptive Beginning of
program revised
as needed.

Have procedures for
ordering equipment been
developed which require
justificaticn that mat-
erials are development-
ally appropriate and
geared to the needs of
handicapped children?

414

Progran Coordinator Docunentation of procedur-

es tnventories, forms;
when used, etc.

Descriptive

4

Prior to begin-
ning program,
and end of year.

1.6



I. Services-to Children_
C. Progan

Evaluaticn Questions

,

Source of Data Data Collection Method Data Analysis When Gathered

HM7 effective are the mat
erials and equipment used
4n the program?

-Staff Frequency-of-use survey
with inventory check.

,Descriptive Annually

Is there evidence that
the instructional grou0-
ings are based on need
rather than disabilities?

-Program Coordinator Child progress and docu-
mentation of procedures
for determining groupings;
policy statement.

Descriptive At beginnhag of
the progran

Is there evidence that
the staff utilizaticn
model is transdiciplin-
ary?

-Propxam Director

-Staff

Job descriptions, staff as

sippments , tine-activity
records, staff log.

Descriptive Annually

Is there evidence that
the staff/child ration is

,IA optimal?
co

-Program Director
-Staff
-Parents

Timetwork sheets; survey
of staff, parents.

Descriptive Annually

Does the staff possess
necessary skills to inter

vene in all necessary
aspects of the child's

program?

-Program Coordinator Staff evaluation through
output and interview

Descriptive Cn-going but at
least annually

Do teachers, adninistra-
tors, support personnel
and parents have a posi-
tive attitude about the
program?

-Administrators
-Staff
-Parents

Survey of these gxoups
through interview and/or

questionnaire

Statistical analysis
of results,

Annually or
every two years.

Is there evidence that
the overall program is
making a significant dif-
ference in children's
learning?

0 4 1 6

-Staff
-Assessment team

Group proFxess on standar.

ized instruments.

Group tally ofnumbers
of objectives attained.

Pre-test/post-test
desigpistatistical
analysis

,

Annually

111
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I. Services to Children
C. Progran

Evaluaticn Questicn Source of Data

Have procedures for the
smooth transiticn from
one progran to another'
be implemented?

-Program Coordinator

I.
Data Collectiondalysisen Gathered

Docunentaticn cd procedures

forms, flow-charts, meet-
ings, etc.'

Descriptive Every two years

Are the transitioh proce-
dures effective?

-Staff t

-Teadhers

Attitude survey. Follow-

up of child prop;ess via
I.E.P.

Descriptive Every two years

Have procedures for inte-

grationwithralhandicapped
children been irrplerrented?

-Program Coordinator Docurnentaticn of proce-

dures, nurnb:, of handi-

ca6ped and nonhandicapped
integrated, participating,
length or frequency of
contact, nature of inter-

action.

Descriptive EverY two years

CA)
CT'
4=6

4 1 3
4
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,

Services to Parents

.
A.

Evaluation Questions Source of Data Data Collection Method

. .

Eeta Analysis

-

.

'When Gathimmi '

' Is infommation cn due
process procedures made
available to parents
prier to assessment and
staffing?

-Progran Coordinator

.

.

Docunentatim of infarma-
tion givma to parents de-
lineating their rights..

Descriptive
.

Beginning of the.
year: This infor-.
maticn should be
made'available to
parents upon, refer-

ral for eValuation.

Is there evidence that
paxents unddrstand'their
rights? .

N
-Parents,

-Program Coordinator.

,

Survey by interview,
questicuaixe.

t ntmber of parents
who appeal staffing de-
cisian.

. .

Descriptive

.

.

'

a

AnnualY

t )

.

C.?.

LT,

/ .

Are parents actively
involved in staffipgs
and he development of
I.E. 's?

.

-Parents
-Prqs-rmu Coordinator

-Staff
.

.

.

Documentation of parental
input into I.E.P. .

Survey Of staff to deter-
raine parents' attitude

iafter staffing ther child.

Descriptive

.

Annually

, : c,

.

Are there procedures for
inqarmlng paxents af
th 'r child's progress.

1

.
1

.

-Program Coordinator

.

Documentation of sdhedul-

ing and procedures for
parent-staff counseling
meetings.

Descriptive
.

.

Annually
.

.

.

l

r .

I0 there evidence that
parents understand the
method of measuring the
Trogress.

, , .

-Parents Survey parents by inter-.

view and questionnaire.

.
.

Descriptive

)
.

.

Anhually

.

.

.

. .,

.

,

.

,.. , 410

.

. .

-

0

.

1

1111

.-

.

.

.

.
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II. Services to Parents

.B."Parent Support
Evaluation Quest/al Source of Data Data Gollecticn Method Data kialysis,

_

When Gathered

Are options available
for parents to obtain
support and counseling?

-Progran Coordinator

Are parent support and
counseling effort effec-

tive?

-Parents

C. Pd Lent InvolvEmEnt

Are opticns available for
parent participation?

cr$

-PI-ogran Coordinator

Docummatatian of nature Descriptive

of services availabe to ..Amalysis

parents, number of parents
served in eadh.

Attitude of parents
measured through inter-
views, questionnaires or
rating scales.

Descri.ptive.

Analysis

Are parents involved in
decisions making, prqgram
planning and operation?

-Program Coordinator

Is there evidence that
parent participation is
meaningful to the parents?

-Program Coordinator

Documentation of options
availabh, nunber of par-
ents participating.

Descriptive

&many

Intermittent

Documentation of the types

of decision-making activi-
ties, meter of parents
involved.

Descriptive

Survey of parents to deter- Descriptive
mine their perceptiaa of
their participatory role.

Annually

Annually

Annually

42?,
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II. Service to Parents

D. Parent Educatiai
Evaluation Question Source of Data Data Collectim Method Data Analysis

Are options available to
parents for obtaining in-
formation concerning is-
sues related to their
handicapped child? -

-Progran Coordinat
-Staff.

-Penults

Is there evidence that
parmats have increased
their kobwledge about
issues related to their
handicapped child?

-Progran Coordinator
-Staff
-Parents

Docuuent options available

-Classes
-Ebikehops
-Library
T.:Video Tepee,

-COunseling sessions
-etc.

Descriptive

Docunent numbers of parents Descriptive and
utilizing each- option riercentage analysis

-pre/Post test in courses
and woricshops.
-quettiainaire, ratings

When Gathered

. Araluelly

On-going analysis,
evaluate eadh
class or workshop
at.the time of
presentation. .

Year-end summary
of total effec-
tiveness

Are the parents given
opportunities to increase
their skills in working
and playing with their
handicapped children.

-Staff Documentation of processes
;used to teadh parent's in-
terventialskills and out-

Maps

Wscriptive Annual

Is there evidence that
parents are effectively
interacting with their
children and providing a
stipulating environment
for gradth?

-Staff
-Parents

Documedt numbers of pro-
grams planned and/or
completed by parents,types
of dhanges made in home
environments, pre/post.

Survey of parents by inter
view and questionnaire to
Aetermine their comfort
level in interacting and
warkingvAth theirhandi-
capped child.

Descriptive and
Statistical
Analysis

Annual

4211
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III. Staff Development

A. Pre-service/Inservice
EvaluatliUuestions

Have role descriptions
been written delineating
respansiblities, back-
ground and experienr! de-
sired?

Source of Data Data Collection Method Data Analysis When Gathered

-Prouam Coordinator Docunentation of job
descriptions

Descriptive Prior to hiring
program staff

Have persons been hired
ulith philosophy and skills
needed in the propxam?

-Propan. Coordinator Documentation of criteria
for selection of staff,
jcb applicants

Descriptive Annually

Has a needs assessment
been implemented to de-
termine training needs
prior to (if possible)
or after prograu initia-
tion?OD

-Profryam Coordinator Documentation of needs

assessment procedures,
who was surveyed, when,
haw, with what results?

Descriptive Beginning oi
year and ongoing

Have systematic procedures
for inservice training
.been implemented?

Program Coordinator Decumentaticn of proce-
dures , i.e., identitica-
tion of objectives, for-
mat, dates,attendance, etc

Descriptive Cn,going

How effective are the pr
cedures for inservice
training?

-Staff'involved in

training

Evaluat ion que s t ionnaire

on content, organization,
presentation, etc. given
to participants of train-

ing.

Descriptive and
Statistical Analysis

Cngoing with
annual stEmariza-
tion.

Have the client groups
acquired the awareness, ,

knowledge or Skills tar-
geted in training?

420

-Program Coordinator
- Staff

-On-site observation of
Skills, development of
product or pre/post test.

Descriptive and
Statistical Analysis

Ongoing, plus
annually



III. Staff Development
B. Staff Evaluations

Evaluation Questicns Source of Data Data Colleciton Method Data Anaysis When Gathered

Are there procedures for
evaluation of individual
staff uembers?

-Program Coordinator Documentaicn of ?rocedures, Descriptive
forms, interviews, observa-
tion scales.

Prior to beainning
of the year

Are the procedures for
staff evaluation effective
and acceptable to staff?

-Program Coordinator
-Staff

Doctnentation of results
of evaluation, staff de-
velopment, reassignment,
etc.

Survey of staff attitude
toward evaluation pro-

cedures.

Descriptive Aftnually or every

two years

Are there procedures for
detenmining effectiveness

of staff utilization?

-Program Coordinator Documentation of time
scheduling, staff/child
ratios, meeting times,
planning time, etc.

Descriptive Annually

Are the staff utilization
procedures effective?

-Prog.Pam Coordinator
-Staff

Survey of staff Descriptive Annually

Lj
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IV. Coordination of Resources
Evaluation Questions Sources of Data Data Collection 14thod Data Analysis When Gathered

Has a system for coordin-
ating contacts between
various public and private

- agencies been implemented?

-Program Coordinator Doctnent interagency net- Descriptive

work development - logs,
natrices, diagram of inter-

relationships.

Prior to initiation
of program.

Have procedures been es-
tablished for coordinating
services to children and

their families?

-Program Coordinator Document procedures for
coordination of services,

i.e., services summary,
duplication aid gaps,
formal and informal agree-
ments, objectives, respon-
sibilities.

Descriptive Prior to initiation
of program

Ongoing as needed
for specific chil-

dren.

Are the interagency coor-
dination efforts effective.

s40

-Program Coordinator
-Other agencies

Survey of representatives
of cooperating agencies
to ascertain degree of
satisfaction wit( cooper-

ative efforts.

Document number of Chil-
dren and/or families re-
ceiving cooperative ser-
vices and/or funding.

Descriptive Cngoing and
Annually



. V. -.Demonstration/Dissemination
Evaluatiaa Questions

sil
Source of Data Data Collection Method

Have materials, strategies,
products to be densnstrated
or disseminated been identi-

fied?

-Program Coordinator

Data Analysis

Documedation of objectives
of demcnstraticn and dis-

semination.

Descriptive

When Gathered

Begianing of

ProVan

Have procedures and time-
lines for the development

of materials,products, stra-
. teg3es, etc. been developed?

-Progran Coordinator

-Staff

Documentaticn of plans,tine
lines, outlines, etc. re-
lated to each D/D project:

Descriptive Beginning o

Progran

Have a variety of demonstra-
tion/dissemination efforts
been implemented?

-Erogram.. Coordinator Docttentation of speeches,

ulorkshops, presentations,
articles, publications,
final products, etc.; with
dates, audiences, and pre-

senter

Descriptive On-going

Have dencostratiai/dissanin- -Program Coodinator

ation efforts been effective? -Staff

Evaluaticn questionnaires
after presentaticns

Docunent change in know-
ledge of audiences

Number of publicationi

Number of replication
sites and number of chil-

dren served.

Descriptive aad
appropriate statis-
tical analysis.

Cn-going

.4 :3
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GLOSSARY

Apgar Score. A score of from one to ten on a stale measuring vital signs of a

newborn baby at one and five minutes after birth. Devised by

Virginia Apgar, li.D.

Central Nervous System. Part of the total nervous system. It includes the brain and

the spinal cord. Sensory impulses are transmitted and motor impulses

pass out.

Cerebral Palsy. kny of a group of conditions affecting control of the notor system

due to lesions in various parts of the brain.

Cognitive. The faculty of knowing, or becoming aware of objects of thought or

perception, including understlnding and reasoning.

Compensatory:To compensate for educational deprivation. Primarily for provision

of instructional activities to educationally deprived children in areas

having a high concentration of children from low-income families.

Comprehensive Individual Planning. Planning for all aspects of the child's life.

An ecological approach to intervention.

Criterion Referenced Tests. Level of achievement is determined by the content of the

test. The child is compared to a set of standards, not other children.

Cueing. A short auditory or visual direction given to initiate a behavior.

Deaf/Blind. A combined vision-hearing handicap to the extent that they cannot benefit

from instruction in a program for either visually handicapped or

hearing handicapped.

Due Process. A series of steps which assures the right of the parent and child to be

fully informed and to be included in decision-making at all steps

in identification, child evaluation, planning, progranming and program

evaluation. The purpose of due process is to ensure equal protection

under the law.

Equilibrium Reactions. Highest level of reactions. Helps body stay in position after

righting reactions, also referred to as tilting reactions.

Expressive Language. The ability to express or communicate verbal, written or

symbolic language.

Fine Motor. Act-tvities or outputs in which precision in delicate muscle systems is

required, primarily related to -movements of fingers and hands.

Gross Motor. Activities or outputs in which groups of large musclE., are used and the

factors of rhythm and balance are primary.
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Hearing Handicapped, A deficiency in hearing acuity, as demonstrated by the

reduced threshold of auditorysensitivity to pure tones or speech,

ufficient to'affect the ability to communicate with others where

even with.the help of amplification, the child requires supplementary

assistance or modification of instructional methods and materials in

order to communicate, function and learn.

Intervention. The provision of materials and/or services to a handicapped child and

his/her family in order to facilitate growthand development.

Mobility Trainina. Instruction in-moving through space and awareness of environment

using tactile and auditory cues.

Modeling. Showing or demonstrating to others how to perform particular behaviors.

Can also cause learning through observation of incidental behaviors.

Multiple Handicap. Refers to any combination of the following handicaps that

is severe enough in nature or in total impact to affect significantly

the student's ability to function and learn: vision, he-aring, significant,

limited intellectual capacity, emotional/behavioral, perceptual/

communicative, and physical impairment.

Neuromotor Development. Concerned with the maturation of the nervous system

and the parallel acquisition of control over the muscular system.

Prompting. The process of giving a child a specific cue to initiate a behavior.

Such prompts nay be verbal, visual, physical, auditory or written.

Norm Referenced Test. Level of achievenent is determined by the norms of the

sample or population of persons on which the test was standardized.

Over Identification. Also known as false positive. Referring children for evaluation

who do not have a handicap.

Perceptual/Communicative Handicap. (or Learning Disabled) Indicated when there is a

significant discrepancy between estimated intellectual potential and

actual level of performance and is related to basic disorders in the

learning processes which are not secondary to limited intellectual

capacity, visual or auditory sensory impairment, emotional disorders,

and/or experiential information.

Perseverate. Inappropriate and purposeless repetition of a past experience (body

rocking, repeating a word over and over again, waving arms endlessly.)
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Phyjcal Handicap.'An impaired abillty to participate in the regularly provided

school program because of medical, orthopedic, neurological

and/or sustained illness or crippling conditions.

Preventive Services. Services to preclude occurrence of or deterioration of

handicapping conditions or family problems (e.g. genetic

counseling, parent education)

Protective Reactions. Reactions in the limbs to sudden displacements of the erect trunk.

Receptive Language. The ability to understand spoken, written and symbolic language.

Reflex. Involuntary response to a stimulus.

Reliability. A test is reliable when it provides the same estimate of behavioral

performance in a consistent manner.

Respite Care. Provision of short term residential care to a handicapped child to

allow the family time to themselves.

Righting Reaction.

(a) Head righting: the righting of the head in space

(b) Sagittal trunk righting: the extension of the spine in the

sagittal (long axis of the body) plane with extension of the hips

when the infant is suspended in the prone position.

(c) Derotative righting: this reaction is an untwisting when rotation

is applied along the body axis.

Sensorimotor Integration. Organization of many types of sensations by the central

and peripheral nervous systems which allows the child to move and

function effectively in his/her world.

Shaping. A basic process of operant conditioning involving the reinforcement of

successively closer approximations to the desired behavior.

Significant Identifiable Emotional or Behavioral Handicap. Refers to social or

behavioral functibning such that the child cannot be adequately and/or

safely educated in the regular school program.

Significant Limited Intellectual Capacity or Mental Retardation. A handicap manifest

by a reduced general intellectual functioning, usually originating in the

developmental period and associated with impairment in adaptive behavior.

Speech Handicap. A speech deficiency which interferes with communication, or causes -

undesirable or inappropriate behavior.
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Standardization. The norms (performance or demographic Characteristics) of

the individuals for whidh the te'it was developed and with wham

the test Was 'validated.

Validity. Exists When the test has Seen proven to measure What it purports to

measure. A test is validated when a high correlation exists

Between its results and those of a test measuring similar

behaviors.

Vision Handicap. A deficiency in visual acuity where, evenwith the use of lenses

or corrective devices, the child requiresimodification or adaptation

of instructionalimethods and-materials or supplementary assistance

in order to function and learn.

Volitianal Movement. Motor functions controlled by the child.

4,4u
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PUBLIC

FUNDIM ALTERNATIVES
STATE II ba D1 PRomAms

by BRIAN A. MGNULTY

Fran Public and Private Funding Alternatives (6) by BrianA.

McNulty and Arthur J. Mbreau, distributed by the Western States

Technical Assistance Resources, Seattle, Washington, April,

1980.

Public Law 94-142, which is a revision. of Part B of the Ed-

ucatian of the Handicapped Act, revised the federal funding

formula and ceiling, as well as increased many programmatic

requirements. The monies received by states are based on a

per pupil count submitted to the federal government, but are

cantingent on the approval of Iva state's Annual Program Plan.

Presently the national allocation is in excess of $800 million.

Based on the national per pupil count, this money is dis-

tributed proportionately, or on a prorata basis, to states.

Seventy-five percent of these funds flow directly to local

school districts and 25 percent are retained at the state

level. Of the latter portion, 5 percent may be used for

administration and 20 percent for state-directed activities

(such as inserv. ce, materials development, model programs,

or state child find activities). Although these funds are

being used differently in each state, this 20 percent share

($160 million) constitutes a major funding source worth

exploring. Contact should be made with your State Education

Agency (SEA) Special Education Office, spe al education director,
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or federal programs director regarding the present and future uti-

lization of these funds. You may also want to work with your State

Special Education Advisory Board in setting up priorities for the'

use of these funds. As mentioned above, there are very few lhni-

tations on how these funds can be spent except that they rust

address the priorities of P.L. 94-142 (i.e., the unserved and

then the underserved). Preschool handicapped children may be con-

sidered unserved or underserved depending an your state law or state

plan application. All children within the state's mandated ages

(e.g., birth to 21, 3 to 21, 5 to 21) who are not being served must

be considered "first priority" to receive services. Even if not

uandated, you may include preschool handicapped children as unserved

or underserved in your state plan application, but at the discretion

of the state.

One additional requirement for state and local school districts is

the identification, location and evaluation of all handicapped chil-

dren, includIng the birth to 5-yeAr-old handicapped child. Since

many states and local districts do not have the capacity or trained

staff to accomplish this requirement, projects may want to explore

how this might be accomplished through cooperative ventures with the

local school district, such as joint funding, staffing, or other

reanS .

While indirectly discussed above, Local Education Agencies (LEA's)

receive their 75 percent allocation from P.L. 94-142 based on the

number of handicapped children in their jurisdiction ages 3 to 21
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years who are receiving special education and related services.

This includes all handicapped children ages 3 to 21 years who are'

identified and reported by the LEA. as hanci.capped and receiving

a free and apprapriate public education, including related services.

Free appropriate public education means special education and re-

lated services which are provided at public expense, with out charge,

meet state standards, and are in conformity with the requirements for

an individualized educational progran (DEP). This count may include

children currently being served in local programs not operated by

the public schools. For example, if a preschool dhild (Ages 3 to 5)

is identified as handicapped and receiving a free appropriate public

education, he may be counted by the LEA and therefore generate P.L.

94-142 funds. These funds would then flow directly to the IFA to be

used as outlined in their local application. Local prograus could

receive these funds if they met the requirenents listed above for a

free appropriate public education. These children would however,

have to be counted and reported in order to generate such funds. To

explore this option you should contact your local special educatian

director or your state Part B (P.L. 94-142) coordinator.

A second state-administered discretionary grant program the Pre-

PRESCHOOL
ENCENTIVE school Incentive Grants. Under P.L. 94-142, Section 619, states are

GRANTS
eligible for additional funding based an the number of handicapped

preschool children ages 3 to 5 that are served. Again, the SEA must

submit an application, which mast be approved, along with the Annual

Program Plan. The funds are used to meet "the educational needs of

handicapped children ages 3, 4 and 5" (Section 12114.5 Rules and Regu-

lations P.L. 94-142). Since these funds may be used for such acti-
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vides as model projects and inservice programs, local projects may

want to contact their SEA's to explore haw these funds are being used

and to assist in planning and implementing these grants. Several

states have developed consortia composed of First Chance projects to

help their states implement this program. Presently, the Preschool

Incentive Grant program is funded at over $15 million nationally.

ESEATITLE I Since themid-60's, the major program for educational aid has been

Title I of the Elementary and Secandary Education Act (RMA). This

fonmula grant program includes four specific target groups: (1)

educationally disadvantaged, (2) migrant, (3) neglected and de-

linquent, and (4) handicapped.

EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED. The Basic Grant Program, the largest of

the Title I programs, is based on the statewide total of eligible

children. While primarily directed at the educationally disadvantaged

child (grades K-12), Basic Grant Programs can be used to fund early

education programs for "educationally disadvantaged" preschool children.

These funds only go to qualifying Title I school districts. The de-

cision on how to use these funds is a local school district's option.

Programs affiliated with local school districts maq want to explore

this oPtian with their local Title I coordinator.

MIGRANT. The migrant program under Title I provides supplemental educa-

tional services to children of migratory agricultural workers and fisher-

men. Eligiblemigratory children are those (birth through 5) who bave

mavedwithin.the past 12 nonths with a parent or guardima in order to

secure temporary or seasonal employment in agricultural or fishing

activities. This eligibility continues for up to five years after the

family has ceased to migrate. Local school districts operate these
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programs, and they may be contacted for specific details an services.

For general infixation as ba the nuMbers and ages of migrant children

being served in your own state, contact your State Department of Ed-

udation, Migrant Education Program Director, or your state Migrant

Council.

NEMEC= AND DEL . The programs for neglected and delinluent

children provide support for supplemental educational programs in state

institutions. Since this program has little applicability Eor preschool

handicapped dhildren, it will not be discussed in'further detail.

HANDICAPPED. Briefly rentioned in the introductionvas the handicappecr

damponent of 'Title I ESEA (P.I. 89-10 as amended by P.L. 89-313 and P.I.

93-380). Under this program, funds are available to extend and inprove

comprehensive educational programs for handicapped children who are, or

have been, enrolled in state operated or supported schools. As with P.

I. 94-142, grants are awarded to states based on a per pupil count.

However, the Title I funds follow the child, meaning that childrenwho

are or were enrolled for at least 180 days in a state operated or sup-

ported school are eligible. State operated schools may include state

institutions and, in some cases, state supported but locally operated

programs, such as deveLopnental disabilities (D)) centers. Since:monies

(over $600 per child) follow the child, children who are or were en-

rolled in suchprograms continue to be eligible indefinitely. Local

programs should explore whether they are a state operated program and/

or whether children they are servhng have ever been in a state supported

program and therefore eligible for Title I (89-313) funds. Since funding .

is based on a per pupil count, local projects should check with their

state Title I (89-313) coordinator to insure that eligible children are

a
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counted and to ure their receipt of these

BILINGUAL Depending-on stat definitions and age projects associated

with local schoo districts may be eligible for \state or federal bilingpal

funding. Inad41ttion, same funds have also been available under Title

VII of the ESEA Bilingual EddCation Act for bilingual education classrooms

and demonstration projects. For additional inprnation on this program
9

contact the Office of Bilingual Education, USOEi 00 Maryland Avenue,

S.W., Washington, D.C. 20202.

1

TITLE)0C Another indirect source of funds is Title XX training grants. e
Under

Sectian 504 Of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, preSchool and day care

programs receiving federal funds have same obligations to integrate

handicapped preschool children. Although the reqt4rnts are somewhat

vague and State Departments of Social Services or Human Resources may

not be fully aware of this legislation, it may prove fruitall to explore

this are in terms of Title XX training grant monies. While more re-

cently Title XX training grants flave been curtailed at the state level,

it appears that training inthe integration of young handicapped children

is no4 only timely but mandated by this statute. For additional in-

formation, contact your State Title XX Office in your State Department

of/Social Services or State Department of Human/Resources.

WCAILY ALMINI DII PROGRAMS

TITLE XX In addition to the training; monies discuSsed in the previous section,

other Title XX funds are distributed to states on a formula basis

according to population. Whilestates subm# Annual Comprehensive

Plans, most of these monies flow to local :lepartments of Social Serv.ices

or Humma Resources. Depending on income eligibility and other require-
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nents, Children in your programs may Le eligible for Title XX funds.

Usually states hame differential rates for preschools and day care and

for children Who are handicapped. Programs may also want to parti-

cipate in the Title XX: planning process at the local and state levels

to insure inclusion of services for young'handicapped children.

EPSTIT Four other programs which may assist local programs are EPSDT, SSI, tN,

and the Maternal and Child Health's Crippled Children's Propxan. The

Early-Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSUT) programiis the

Child hea1th7-greening, diagnosis and treatment component of the Med-

icaid prognmn. _It pravides health and treatment coverage to eligible

low incaresand Medically needy persons under the age of 21. Any person

eligible for Medicaid is also elieble for EPSDT. The FYSDT prognsm

cma assist,a local project in several ways. It can supplement.services

already being provided, resulting in a more comprehensive program. A

more difficult, but more profitable, option is for your program to be

designated as a Medicaid vendor. As a vendor you are eligible to charge
.Z4

the federal government (Medicaid Bureau MB, Health Care Financing Ad,

ministration of HEW) for certmin services pravided to Medicaid children.

These services can include speech, physical and oscupational therapies,

prosthetic devices, and dental care. Medicaid vendor licenses are pro-

vLded by the state. Contact your appropriate state agency regarding

eligibility. The proposed Child Health Assurance Program (CHAP),

currently in Congress, is a revision of the EPSDT prognsm. If passed,

it will in all likelihaod expand the scope and funding of the prograw.

SSI low income families may also be eligible for the Supplemental Security

Income (SSI) Program. SSI is an incame maintenance program which pro-
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vides monthly income to aged, blind and disabled persons, including

children under age.16. This program can pay for treatment services.

Since eligibility requ4ements vary, check with your local social

security district or branch office for more information.

WIN The Tnbrk Incentive Program (WIN).can purchase services suCh as pre-

school and day care for eligible recipients (usual4 families on Aide

to Families with Dependent Children, AFDC). The propsm is most often

administered through state and local Departments of Social Services or

Human Resources.

MATERIAL Under Title V of the Social Securities Act/Maternal and Child Health

AND CH1LD
HEALTH Programs, states receive formula grants based an certain populations of

children and rural factors. These funds are divided into two categories:

A funds, which require matching state and federal dollars.

B funds, which require no matchingmonies.

While the ratio of this funding vani fram state to state, usually

part A funds are used for defined acti ties and populations sudh as

child health clinics and crippled children's prograns. Paxt B funds

are used in a more discretionary manner for preventive and educational

activities. To explore the availability of these funds, contact the

local or state Public Health Office, Maternal and Child Health Division.

SUMAKRY Given the myriad of potential funding sources available, some of those

with the greatest applicability for programs serving young handicapped

children cfe discussed in this section. For each of the programs dis-

cussed, tL eligible population and local or state contact person were
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identified. Exploring multiple sources of funds, considering the

population of children served, mill help to create a more stable,

diverse funding base for early childhood special education programs.

Additional sources of information related to public monies may b.! in

the bibliography.

4 51.
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-BLIOGRAPHY

Catalog of federal domestic assistance. Available from Superintendent of

Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

A basic amd complete source of infbrmation on federal grant programs.

Provices name of programs and administrative departments, kinds of

projects funded, guidelines and regulations, application procedures,

information contacts, etc. A good starting point for exploring

federal programs.

Dermer, J. The new how to raise funds fnan foundations, and How to uTite

successful foundation presentations. Available from Public Service

Materials Center, 355 Lexington Avenue, NeurYork, NeurYork 10017.
($8.95 each or both for $16.00).

Both are "haa to" manuals mith step-by-step processes far writing

proposals to foundations, presenting then, and following up.

DeaMarais, P. How to _et overnment ants. Available from: Pdblic

Service Materia s enter, ton Avenue, New York, New York

10017.

Focused primarily at large institutions, has valuable infonnation

for smaller, nonprofit agencies regarding the practice of federal

grantmnanship.

Dodge, A. B. How to raise money for kids (?ublic axprim). Washington,

D.C.: Coalition for Children and Youth, 1578. Avai b e from CCY,

815 15thStreet NA, Washington, D.C. 20005 ($2.00).

Ctganized in three sections: (1) concrete tips for preparing and

necessary components pf proposals, with examples; (2) locating

and pursuing foundation =Lies; (3) backgrmad information of the

federal grant process and a helpful analysis of the Catalog of

Federal Domestic Assistance Programs. Written for lay-persons; is a

good practical resource with many examples.

Eckstein, B. J. (Ed.). Handicapped funding directory: 1980-81 edition.

Oceanside, New York: Research Gnant Guides, 081. Available from

Research Grant Guides, P.O. Bc:: 357, Oceanside, New York 11572.

Lists foundations, associations, and federal agRncies which have

funded programs and services for the handicapped. Inclu.,es an essay

on writing a successful proposal. Names and addresses are pravided

for pursuing appropriate funding, along with information on eligibility,

sponsor's objectives, application process, and range and average of

assistance.

Foundation Center national data book, a publication of the Foundation

Center, 888 Sevmd-LANanue, New York, New Ybric 10019. Order from

that addtess.

Contains information on all foundations classified by the IRS. Indexed

by state in descending order of size of grants. Gives foundation'
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name, address, principal officer, assets, anount of grants made

within the most recent year. Includes even the smaller foundations

in each state.

Foundation directory, a publication of the Foundation Center, 888 Seventh

Avenue, New York, New York, 10019. Available from Coltxnbia

University Press, 136th So. Broadway, Irvington, New York 10533.

Contains information on the largest U.S. foundations, accounting

for about 80 percent of foundation igants each year: application

procedures, phone numbers, etc. Cross indexed by subject (within

general areas such as education) , state and city, foundation name,

and others.

Foundation grants index, a. publication of the Fbundation Center, 888

Seventh Avenue, New York, New York 10019. Available from Columbia

University Press, 136 So. BroadWay, Irvington, NewYbrk 10533.

Covers major U.S. foundations with detailed summaries of thousands

o aWarded grants;

Gilkerson, L., &Trohanis, P. Resources for earl education ro ams-

for children with handicap . *

Technical Assistance Development'System, 1977. Available from ERIC

Document Reproduction Center, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia

22210. (Document =ober ED 150 815, paper copy $2.06).

Contains informatian on (1) sources of funding available for services

to young handicapped dhildrea, (2) sources of training for personnel,

and (2' agencies and organizations who are information resources.

Levine, J. Hustling resources for day care, and Supplement and revisions

to hustling resources for day care. Available from Day Care Child

Development Council of America, 1012 14th Street N.W., Whshingtan,

D.C. 20005. -
"Ilyw to" suggestions for writing proposals and finch.1,6 funds far

children's services, plus a bibliography.

Moss, J. W. Finding maw for developing replicable products. In L.

Gunn (Ed.), Outreach: -elicat services for handica..-d

children. .e lna: e ca sistance lop-

plant System, 1975.

Edscusses the problems and necessary considerations of finding

continuation funds for service delivery. Presents advice an where

and how to look for monies.

Free or ive information on foundations. Available fran the

Founirdll.ttlisCenter, 888 Seventh Avenue, New York, New. York 10010.

Jacquette, L. , & Jacquett- B. What nukes a good proosal?, 1973.

(I0c) Meyer, LA. What ,q111 a foundation look 'for when you subrnit

a gant proposal?, 1972. (10c).
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Andrews, F. W. Philan
structure. Oft erscaa. contact
Nhrgolis, J. B. t

to get a grant, 1977. (MOO).

in the United States:
Is it

toI. tions:
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Appendix

Examples of Evaluation Forms
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Evaluation of Interagency Cooperation

The following form will be used to help us assess the effectiveness of our

cooperative efforts.
-A

1. Overall, I would say the cooperative efforts among agencies in our district

has been (circle one)

1 2 3 4 5

Virtually Not Very Good Average A Substantial Good Cooperation

Non-existant Effort and Coordination

Has Been Made Exists

2. Rank (1=low, 5-high) how you perceive the efficacy of various aspects of

interagency efforts.

Low High

--increased communication 1 2 3 4 5

--increased knowledge of 1 2 3 4 5

available community
resources

--increased flexibility 1 2 3 4 5

in provid4mg services

--more services available 1 2 3 4 5

--elimination of gaps in 1 2 3 4 5

services

--reduction of duplication 1 2 3 4 5

of services

--more effective use of 1 2 3 4 5

personnel and resources

--better long range planning 1 2 3 4 5

--other: list

3. Barriers which'continue to exist include (check those which'are appropriate):

insufficient money to pay for needed services

insufficirtnt staff to provide comprehensive service

insufficient materials and equipment

456,
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lack of appropriate facilities

lack of responsiveness from comnunity resources

hesitancy on the part of staff to coordinate services

lack of time to work in coordination

lack of knowledge about how to go about the coordination

lack of parent cooperation

lack of facilitative legislation

prohibition by regulations

unavailability of qualified staff

4. How could interagency cooperation be improved?

40 11
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APPENDIX F-17

I.E.P. - IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (Elerromtary Lima) PART D

Student. School. Date:

GOAL (statement of desired educational performance to be achieved at end of school year)

SPECIAL. MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT TO BE USED

SPECIAL. STRATEGIES/ACTIVITIES TO BE IMPLEMENTED

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE/BEHAVIOR OBJECTIVES (measurable steps toward attainment of goals)

OBJECTIVE
Criteria/Procedure for
Determining Attainment

Date
Attained

I

NOTESJCOMMENTS

EVALUATION OF GOAL ATTAINMENT

Evaluator Date

ORIGINAL - Ofagnostic Folder Copies Central Folder. Parent

Aorttoonal Cowles to DO)



APPENDIX F-19

I.E.P. - END-OF-YEAR STATUS PART E

STUDENT I SCHOOL I DATE

-
Transferred out of special educatiNI - obisctivn accomplished. Date

Transferred out of district to
Retamod for next year in special ad Location.

Withdrawn from special education Reason.

Discontinued from school. Reason.

Graduated from school.

Other
TOTAL NUMBER WEEKS IN PROGRAM
SUMMARY OF PROGRESS TOWARD I E.P GOALS (SEE PART B)

TOTAL HOURS SERVED'

s

0

,
Original. Ousgrtonc Fe*: ler Copies Ceritus1 Folosf Pirs5t97

53,
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APPENDIX P-20

CONSIDERATIONS FOR NEEDS ASSESSMENT:
CURRICULA% NEEDS

method of presentation
ievel ot materiels
type of equipment

PHYSICAL. ENVIRONMENT NEEDS
wort wee for equipment
sPecael *tont,*
visual stimulation
noise Ievel
lighting

TEACHER/STUDENT INTERACTION NEEDS
amount of structure
number in group
level of Activity
behavior management
inactive teaching

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL NEEDS
motivational structure
Pear relationships
self-concept
acceptance of handicap

TRAINING NEEDS
special physical education
motor skills
handwriting
Htilnp
Braille reeding
us* of low visions aids
orientation & inability
use of residual vision
use of residual hotting
speech reeding
alternate communication
attending skills
organizational skills
perceptual skills
listening skills
memory
speech articulation
speech fluencY
voice
receptive language
expressive language

%written expression
concept development
usweubi. wee aids
deity Wing skills

AVOCATIONAL/PREVOCATIONAL/
VOCATIONAL NEEDS

recreatIon/limaire time
scam/career awareneee
Occupational goals
employability skills
specific vac. skills

HOME/SCHOOL INTERACTION
NEEDS

consistency
reinforcement
communication

TRANSPORTATION NEEDS
special bussing
special equipment
special instructions

SERVICE DELIVERY ALTERNATIVES:
CONSULTATION special educator consults to regular education teachers, monitors student's progress, counsels student,confers with patents assists with

rnatenals. equipment
ITINERANT - consultation. special training, and supplemental instruction to enable the student to attain regular aducation oblectivee.typically 1-6 hrs/wk

RESOURCE itinerant services plus special education responsibility (instruction) for at least one of the following areas language arts. mathematics sciencw

SOCIal studies
SELF-CONTAINED special education responsible for subiect area instruction and special training. P E . Fine Arts, Practical Arts may be provided through

regular ed. programs
HOME/HOSPITAL any of the above services at horn, or while hospitalized
WORK-EXPERIENCE-STUDY - specialized vocational training and Supervision beyond the capability of available vocational programs. (combined with another

delivery)

I.E.P. - END-OF-YEAR STATUS PART E

STUDENT tSCHOOL 1 DATE

_
TOTAL NUMBER WEEKS IN PROGRAM:
SUMMARY OF PROGRESS TOWARD I.E P GOALS (SEE PART B)'

-,

Transferred out Of special education - obleotwes accomplished. Date

Transferred out of district to
Retained for next year in special ed. Location.

Withdrawn from special education Reason:

Discontinued from school. Reason.

Graduated from school.

Other
TOTAL HOURS SERVED:

Original Diagnostic Folder Copies. Central Folder Parent 398 bu



Date:

PROGRAM EVALUATION FORM

Age of Child:

On the rating scale below, circle the number which most accurately reflects your
opinion. Feel free to add comments.

1. What is your overall attitude toward your child's program?

1 2 3 4 5

Very Negative

Comments:

Neutral Very Positive

2. How well do you think the program meets your child's needs?

1 2 3 4 5

Meets no needs

Comments:

Meets some Meets all needs

3. How well do you feel the program meets your family's needs?

1 2 3 4 5

Not at all

Comments:

Moderately Very'Well

4. In working with staff from the school, do you feel that your opinions
are sought and count in decision-making?

1 2 3 4 5

Never

Comments:

Sometimes Always

5. When you express a need or concern to a staff member do you feel there is
some action taken?

1 2 3 4 5

Never

Comments:

Sometimes

4 6
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6. Do you feel that the staff has encouraged your family's involvement

in the program?

1

Never

Comments:

2 3 4 5

Sometimes Always

7. Do you feel that you have been given sufficient sugges'HQns for how to help

your child learn at home?

1 2 3 4 5

Not Enough Fairly Adequate Adequate Very Adequate Too Much

Comments:

8. Do you feel the team has been able to work effectively with your child? '

1 2 3 4 5

Not Effective

Comments:

Adequate Very Efrective

9. How do you feel about your play interactions with your child?

4 . k

1 2 3 4 5

Very Difficult Uncomfortable Adequate

Comments:

Positive Very Positive

10. Do you feel staff members hav.e adequately interpreted your child's

strengths and weaknesses?

1

Not at all

Comnents:

2 3 4 5

Not well Fairly well Very tiell Excellent

11. Do you feel that team membersjhave helped you to better understand your

child's weaknesses?

1 2 3 4 5

No help provided

Comments:

Adequate help Very helpful

4 6
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12. Do you feel that team members have helped you to better understand your
child's strengths?

1 2 3 4 5

No help provided

Comments:

.Adequate help Very Helpful

13. Do you feel there is adequate communication between home and school?

1 2 3 4 5

No Communication

Comments:

Adequate Excellent Comnunication

14. Do you feel the school.has adequately informed you of your rights?

1 2 3 4 5

No information

Comments:

Some information

15. Has transportation been adequate?

1

Comprehensive Information

2 '3 4 5

Constant Many Some Very Few No
Problems Problems Problems Problems Problems

Comments:

16. How would you describe your child's relationship with staff?

1 2 3 4 5

.Very Poor

Comments:

Fair Good Very Good Excellent

17. How would you describe your relationship with staff?

1 2 3 4 5

Very Tense Somewhat Comfortable Warm and A close
Uncomfortable Friendly bond

Comnents:

4f3 3
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18. Overall, how would you judge your child's progress this year?

1 2 3 4 5

Much less than About what I Much better

expected Expected than I expected

Comments:

19: How do you feel about'the program approach to intervention with your
child and family?

1 2 3 4 5

Far too struc- Somewhat Pretty Very Too loose,

tured and demanding Flexthle Individualized not enough

demanding structure

- Comments:

20. Woud you describe the program as:

1 2 3 4 5

Oriented Oriented Oriented Oriented Oriented

toward toward toward toward toward

the school therapy education child and comprehensive

system family services

46.4
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EVALUATION FORM-FREQUENCY OF SERVICES RECEIVED
1

Here is a list of services which the program has made available at various times
and some services which may not have been provided. Please indicate how often
you received each service by using the following scale. Also, indicate in the
second column how often you have perceived a need for this service.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Never Once or' Several About Several About Two or Everyday
twice times once a times a once a three

during during month month week times
the year the year a week

How many times
did you receive
this service?

How many times
did you feel a
need for this
service?

Opportunity to observe your child in
the program?

Explanation of child's behavior.

Explanation of your child's test results.

Explanation of goals and objectives of
your child.

Discussion of your child's progress.

Training in how you can follow through
with activities at home.

Facilitatic- in how to play with and
enjoy your child.

Training in teaching and therapy methods.

Counseling for family problems.

Suggestions for family problems.

Help with nanaging yuur child's behavior.

Emotional support or understanding offered
by individual staff members in individual
discussions.
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Frequency of USE Frequency of NEED

Emotional support or understanding through

parent groups.

Suggestions fbr toys, materials for your

child.

Training for.brothers or sisters in how to

interact with the handicapped child.

Information about your child's handicapping

condition.

Information bn developmental seqqences and
what to expect "next".

Help in formulating realistic expectations
of your child.

Help in long range planning for your child.

Education on parenting.

Transportation.

Day Care

Respite Care (day or night Care for your

child, overnight or longer)

Information on special equipment for your

child.

Opportunities to become involved in school

activities.

Opportunities to contribute to decisions
regarding the total program.

Opportunities to socialize with other
parents in rt3 program.

Involvement in staff ir lervices.

Use of the resource library.

Other:

Please * those services which were very valuable to you.
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PARENT MEETING EVALUATION FORM

Circle the number which most reflects your opinion. Feel free to comment.

1. The material presented was:

1 2 3 4

Not at all
useful

Not very
useful

2. The depth of material presented was:

1 2

Somewhat
useful

Very
useful

4

All I need
to know

Pretty good,
but I'd like
more infor-
mation

I have enough
information
but I'd like
to know how
to use it.

3. The manner in which information was presented was:

1 2 3

We need much more
indepth discussion
of this topic.
(information and
application)

4

Boring So-so

4. I liked the (check one or more)

film/video tape
discussion

panel
demonstration
role play
lecture
entertainment
refreshments

Pretty
interesting

5. What would have improved this meeting?

6. Suggestions for future meetings:

46./
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EVALUATION OF STAFF DEVELOMENT

1. Indicate the inservice activities in which you have participated. In column

I indicate the frequency of your participation.

1 = at least once a week
2 = at least once a month
3 = at least once a year
4 = never

In the column 2 indicate the usefulness of this activity to you.

0 = not useful, 1 = not very useful, 2 = useful, 3 = very useful .

Staff Development
Activit Freuen sefulnes Comment

Seminar

Lecture

Discussion

Conferences

Workshops
.

Audiovisuals

Demonstrations

Site visits

Role play/simulation

Curriculum Development

Courses

Conducting Workshops

Holding an office .

Publishing articles

Travel

Readings

Classroom research
Work session at
Teacher Center

On-the-job Training

Internship

Teacher exchar e

4 6 6
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2. What have you gained from inservice training activities?

1) Awareness (list attitudes or topics about which your awareness is now
greater)

2) Knowledge (list topics or areas about which you now have some working
knowledge which is greater than the awareneEs level)

,3) Skills (list types of new skills you have gained)

4) Expertise (list areas in which you feel you have sufficient expertise
to be able to share your knowledge or skills with others)

Other:

3. Indicate your overall satisfaction with inservice activities (circle the one
cloJest to your opinion)

1 2 3 4 5 6

Totally Superficial/ Met dome Was pretty Was pretty Compre-

Inadequate Insufficient needs but good, but good but hensive

not enough not individ-
ualized

not indepth and
individ-
ualized

4 6
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4. Haw could inservice activities be improved? (check 6/5 those with which you agree.)

more variety

more applicability

more individualized

more incentives

more time for ac :ities

rscognition of growth and improvement

higher level activities

more internal staff exchange

other (,list):

4 iu
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